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The Philosophy of English Literature.

[Medal «ssay for the Calhoun Society by Sani'l fl McGhee.]

Literature is the life of a nation, harmoniously blen-

ded with that which is most beautiful and strong in the

individual. It reveals man with his morals, manners

and mental strength connected in a series of figures

which form a true semblance to the sternness, sensibil-

ities, dreams and novelties of life. It proves every char-

acteristic trait, reflects every degree of refinement of a

people and marks the change^of Qircumstances in every

phase of action. Every truth imparted to the mind by a

revelation of the unknown finds in literature a position

according to its merit and its force of influencing the

national mind- The true greatness of any people is de-

termined by tl^most powerful of|springs of the intel-

lect—by the a^tic and literary creations standing out

as the exponent of good and splendid ideas prevailing

over niind and material, Grecian power was highest

when her art and letters were most resplendent and to

them shining through the obscurity of twenty-four cen-

turies we attribute her real glory. Rome was once great

and time stamps no infirmity upon the fame of her noble

literature. Every great era, having an exalted idea of

the good and grand, nourishes some one thought or ten-
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dency peculiarly its own ; this thought rules the litera-

ture, sometimes expressing itself in forms of prose and
again in poetry—one the result of reason and reflection,

the other of feeling and emotion; both the mirror in

which is reflected the human soul. Poetry is always
accompanied by a charm and attractiveness which find

it a warm place in the popular heart. It is the voice of
nature and whenever we hear the song that nature sings
we lend a most attentive ear; our minds are conquered
by other senses, our own hearts join the chorus and
dreams lightly play within our imaginations. Every
throb of the heart and every pulse-beat are in unison
with nature's tones; that is what endears poetry to man.
A conception of divinity, however rude it may have
been conceived, is beautiful, and embodied in the sweet-
est poetry serves to make the music of verse more har-
monious; Thus, without fancy and an effort to draw a
close relationship to God, man could not live in a high
sphere of happiness. But prose also is a factor of his

existence. It helps him to reason, think and learn and
live that life in practical reality which he strove to live

in poetry.

Then literature garners in its storing place the yearn-
ings of a human soul, the thoughts and longings of the

indiridual mind, and for the loftiest contemplation of

beauty and truth the individual must move in a high
sphere of action, for as he rises in society his power to

gain thought, to conceive ideas and to improve life is

increased. The same laws which regulate, direct and
govern society rule literature; and hence to reach a high
standard, to meet the demands of its time it must be so

deeply blended with the manners and customs, so firmly

implanted within the spirit and sentiment of its age as

to partake of society's life-blood and be a vital element
of national life. Thus, since the same hands shape both
national or social life and literature, between the devel-

opment of the two there must be something common

—

both the creatures of environment. Every nation grows
and changes in respect to its intellectuality. Art rises
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and falls according as an era advances and retro-

^ThrPhilosophy of Literature is in its nat^e a psy-

chological problem whose equations consist of circum-

stances and feelings within. Necessarily the laws gov-

erning literature are an individual and national ideal

and the existing condition of affairs, both domestic and

foreign. It would be preposterous to assert that any

era had certain prevailing influences of definite bounds

relative to the formation of artistic Productions for no

influence has a decided limit to its force. Of course, the

Influences of the initiative period of any l^tera ure are

most important, for then was the f.^f
1^^^"!^°* '^2;

toms of public and private life which are transmitted

down to after generations. English literature properiy

begins with Chaucer, but from almost pre-histonc

times the stubborn, invincible Anglo-Saxon sustained a

literature resembling the life he led. He delighted m
bittles and bestial warfare. But this love wa no

provoked for glory's sake, but was actuated by love ot

brutality, and when he sang his unmelodic song, he did

it not for song's sake, but that it aided himm quench-

ing Ms i-ati!ble thirst for blood. Bold and restless,

he defied both sea and land, darkness, clouds and gloom

and -vith a barbarian voice brawled out a song of

slaughter, feast and drink. Little of this Poetry have

we handed down to us, but what remains -vea « th^

restless and unrhythmic harmony, the rude but real

poetrsentiment, and when under the inAue-e «f

Christianity, the seriousness of a grand Messianic faith

weakened his fury and awoke in his mmd a rude con

ception of an omnipotent God, no truer or deeper emo-

tional sentiment ever brooded in any people. Then he

sang a warrior's song and dreamed a poet s dream.

Milton or Dante never fancied in their tramed imagina-

Sonsapureror more sublime vision than Caedmon s

dream of "The Beginning of Things."

The Normans coming to England in the eleventh cen-

tury and conquering the races already there, aud intro

ducing new laws, refined and polished manners, had a
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powprful effect upon national life, language and liter-
erature. The Saxon politically was readily subjected,
but his hostility was never conquered. He, clinging
close to his customs, claimed the laws of his ancient fa-
thers good enough for him. Consequently between the
races there was the bitterest hatred, for nothing is more
productive of strife than for two races of people to live
on the same land, to till the same soil and breathe the
same air—the one domineering in conscious superioritv,
the other serving in a most reluctant way.
But few things can endure the influence of time,

which, now doing its accustomed healing work, settled
the feuds and softened the races into one. Normandy
was lost and the growth of a common interest led to
the forming of a nationality, and then the chivalric,
imitative inclination of the N"ormans flowed so mingled
with the patriotic fire burning in the brains of the Celts,
the adventurous spirit of the Danes and the savage, solid
character of the^Saxons as to form a literature different
from any, having tints of all, deep in emotion and pos-
sessing the foundation of beauty—a literature, the re-
sultant of Latin culture and Teutonic barbarism, the
first demonstration of a united infant people.
We must examine the atmosphere in Avhicia a plant

grows to analyze its germ, so we must see the condition
of the world at the beginning of English history to un-
derstand the literature. The early life of any nation is
marked by a fondness for the amazing, by a personifica-
tion of everything striking, whether repulsive or attrac-
tive. Every child has its favorite story and special
likings, so all nations have their particular fables and
myths, their giants and heroes, who are as readily trans-
formed and magnified by time as they are created by
fancy. Year after year a cubit is added to the height of
Hercules or an additional story is placed among the
many wonderful exploits of Theseus, or even in our own.
myth new feats are numbered with those of King Ar-
thur. If a nation always remains young and untutored,
myth will reach a marvellous point. Gods themselves
will descend to bless or curse man. Such was the con-
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dition of the world when English ci^ili^^^^^/Pff

in the drama of history. The dissolution
<fJ^^J}^

World gave hirthto anew kind of life a life of creduhty,

pain, afd self-torture, horn of«-P-«*«ttf in I
revekled by the religion of the times. The belief m a

dev" appearing in a Mdeous or fair form -d Pjsuing

xnan was universal. St.^Dunstan saw him and cried out

in fright. Luther even in the sixteenth century

hurled a bottle of ink at this human fo^'-^d deviL This

cannot be called a mistake on the part of DuuBtan and

Luther; to their minds the sight was an awful reality

to ours only absurdity. Such weakly, scrupulous ideas

wer^ widest'during the middle ages, when the tr- and

vital principles of the good were quenched ^^e fires

of discord. Governments rose out of the rums of Rome

only to crumble and fall, each contributing its ^share of

misguided civilization to make the whole fanatic, bu-

perstition and mental debility shattered the good, tore

down truth and set up error and monasticism the nat-

ural outgrowth of a universal brain-wreck. 1 rom such

hvpotheseswedrawas a conclusion the low c^ondition

of art The neglect of Pagan literature by the Christian

Church led to the decline of learning. But no sentiment

can be all-pervading or everlasting. Man grows tired of

rest as well as toil. So during these periods Christianity

. was introducing to the world anew ideal; and for this

ideal to be thoroughly established it took a thousand

years of struggle and intellectual inactivity. The middle

ao-e man, ever willing to grasp at the new, changed his

type from masculine robustness to feminine gentleness

The early Teutons believed their women to be possessed

of divinity and when they began to figure in history, the

Church's worship of the Virgin having been estabhshed,

the transformation of the ideal was complete. Then

men began to adore the fair andjueek. Woman, long

held as a mere means of service and sensuality, was ex-

alted to a sphere of worship. Knights strove to win the

love of their ladies by fighting for the helpless, ihe

Crusades strongly typify this adventurous spirit-the de-

lusive conception of truth and the wrong application ot
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that faithfulness which wavered not even at the touch
of death. Prodigies heightened the flames of ardor
which imagination had started and Europe was swept by
the broadest mania recorded in history. Surely such a
fanatical cause could not be at once productive of good
but was indirectly conducive to modern civilization, and
the crusades sounded the key-note of truth with the
same tones with which they tolled out the false. ^^"00-
essarily this moment greatly colored the literature of
the day, for the same love that drew the sword tuned
the lyre. What else could be expected from the Cru-
sade warriors when they had thrown down their swords
than to grasp the lyre and sing to their children of their
valor, m perfect harmony with that spirit which filled
their bosoms; than to hear knights wandering in a wil-
derness, cry out their thoughts in poetry or tell some
gray-haired friar or some care-worn, cloistered nun of
the beauty and glory surrounding the tomb of Christ or
tell some weary traveller of his lady-love and chant tomm a giddy war-song?
Thus a gallant spirit caused Europe to be converted

into a continent of singers, who began to wander about
from house to house and sing their songs of love and
ladies. They delighted in the time of vouth, in the
happy season of life. But dark and dreary days ap-
peared to them as to all, and the poets, true to their na-
ture, sang of autumn, pain and frost. These singers
were the harbingers of a new day for education and en-
lightenment. From this time universities were estab-
lished whose patronization was due to the metaphysical
reasoning of Scholastics who introduced a novelty, so
reheving to the mind and so fascinating as to gather to-
gether a crowd of eager students such as had not been
seen since the days of Aristotle and Plato. The spell
was first broken in Italy where the political condition
had 80 changed as to re-awaken the national pride
which made their civilization once so salient. The re-
collection of the Eoman might, marked by the massive
monuments of art, stimulated the people and they, pos-
sessed of a long lost lovefor classical knowledge, pas-
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sionately cried ''for more light, more learning." Of

this revival, such poets as Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio

were the outgrowth. Life in Italy bore the semblance

of happiness. Every city had its court of love and sov-

ereign beauty, every village its May Queen and every

hamlet its happy princess of gaiety. Maidens amidst

all the beauty and charm of a southern clime, decked

their hair with roses, orange blossoms and myrtles, ten-

ded their flocks, while singing a plaintive song and sigh-

ing of love's sweet anguish. Such a happy notion of life

—joyfulness even in times of sorrow—soon pervaded

surrounding nations. Especially great were the effects

of such circumstances, such poets and themes upon the

composers of English verse, who imitating the Italians

sang too of the pleasures of love and country life. In

England we see a gladness and freedom of the people,

a progressive rise of thrifty towns and an interest in

agriculture and manufacturing; the establishment of

universities, the introduction of the study of law and

natural science, the changing of the language from a

synthetic to an analytic, the appearance of democracy

which begins to hurt the Ciiurch and drive out feuda-

lism—all extended the cause of education and raised

the tone of literature. Wycliffe appeared as a reformer

and Chaucer as a teacher of common sense. The old

romantic poetry, cherished throughout the middle ages,

declined and an original English ideal is set up. New
thoughts and desires changed the strength of mind and

a social and intellectual activity appeared hand in hand

with a national independence and the way was fairly

prepared for the coming of a great poet. Long yeai s

of varied experience in active life, coming in daily con-

tact with all classes of men, serving at the most slendid

c )urt in Europe, and much travelling, thoroughly ac-

quainted Chaucer with human nature and enabled him
to paint a picture of reality and life. There may be a

coarseness flowing with the beauty of his verse, but his

works coming direct from his heart are in accordance

with the soul which modelled them and every page re-

flects the spirit and usages of the times. His ideal was
the English people's.
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After the death of Chaucer, instead of a continuation
of growth, a stupidity past all words to describe it over-
whelmed England. War sapped the stiength of mind,
civil strifes untuned the lyre which Chaucer plaved and
art led a lingering life. But material progress ceased
not to advance and these years so disastrous to high
literary attainments were spent in storing up energy to
make the next era powerful. The Bible was translated
and given to the people, dictionaries were written and
printing was beginning to enable man to interchange
ideas, to diffuse civilization and to hasten the coming
of a great era; and from this era's germ let us notice its
growth.

During the reign of Elizabeth, genius was kiudled into
a sw.eeping flame at the impulse given by pride and pa-
triotism. The Armada had been destroyed^ and England
was the recognized mistress of the sea. Commercial in-
genuity increased the public wealth and augmented the
facilities of ease. The discovery of new islands made
wider the gate of inquiry through Avhich thought Avas
to pass and solve the riddle of their real condition. The
fabulous story of a Spring of Immortal Youth bubbling
in Florida enticed the imagination and dreams of untold
wealth and never failing fame charmed the mind, thus
heightening the spirit of search and strengtheniug the
love of exploration. Astronomy opened new fields and
the study of Greek gave rise to philosophic controver-
sies and an investigation of the reasonings of the an-
cients. Scholasticism y^as supplanted and science came to
make nature yield her secrets and guide the future ad-
vincement of thought. Catholicism having reached its
culminating point under Henry VIII. produced the re^
formation and for the first time religion and society be-
camxe distinct factors of civilization • This separation
of church and state naturally raised the tone of dignity
and morality. The ethical value of life was taken under
consideration. The problem of human destiny becom-
ing more perplexing became more wonderful and more
worthy of efforts to solve the mystery. The pastoral
life had drifted from Italy and the whole people were
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happy and kept alive within themselves a binding love

for their Virgin Queen. She gathered around her a

host of poets and courtiers to whose flattery she listened

with pride. In this way peace was established and of

this peace our best era of literary art was born. Its

growth is not unphilosophic, for, with the powerful forces

at work in this prosperous reign, at the enlivening of hu-

man skill, literature naturally grew and moved forward

with the steps of a conscious greatness. Man's mind was

great; its productions were great. Things hitherto un-

known were disclosed to view, things forgotten revived

and man made his own poetic fancy open with a grand-

eur of imagery and a beauty and fineness of thouglit suit-

able to the greatness of the era. The whole temper of life

without was changed, and life within feeling the jar, in.

a manner peculiarly its own told of its conformity. The

ideal was high—but genius and talent fully reached it.

Of the many kinds of literature of this period, the Drama

in its development was best and most popular. From

the earliest times the old Miracle Plays representing

saints and angels, exhibited the suffering of Christ or an

apostolic vision. After these, Vices and Virtues were

put forward: the abstract embodied in the real nourished

the intense dramatic craving- From this the transition

was easy to its condition at the times of Elizabeth and

James, when real life in all its phases was represented.

The Drama was the only outlet of authors of that partic-

ular genius and the mere fact of its reception was the

cause of its development. Of the many writers of this

period, Shakespeare may be taken as the fairest and.

greatest representative. Within his genius is embodied

sympathy, perception and might, and by these he kin-

dled in the world a fire ever glowing.with freshness and

intense brilliancy, to which the critic's brush only adds

fuel; and as time rolls on, extinguishing genius after

genius and erasing from the eternal scroll name after

name, he rises higher and higher in the thoughts and

appreciation of mankind. Fame not content with im-

mortalizing him, has claimed some of his own creations.

Falstaffand Shylock—the one, the personification of
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humor, the other, of avarice—will ever soar upon Fame's
everlasting wings and teach mortal man the intended
lesson. Shakespeare was not alone in genius of this
era, for there were others, mighty men themselves, but
soon the lips are hushed and the syllable of praise to
their glory falls unuttered at the thought of his great-
ness.

From this most splendid rei^ we turn to notice an
era, the painfulest and most immoral of English history.
After the peaceful times of Elizabeth, unwise rulers and
a stubborn parliament divided the people into parties,

each struggling for political promotion and power. Na-
tional discontents arose and threatened to thrust the
land into anarchy. The Puritans, a sect intensely moral,
rejected the proffered follies of the world and clung fast
to their faith only the more because the Royalists treated
it with contempt and scorn. But by their untiring ef-

forts and immutable zeal, the Puritans gained dominance
and their morbid, ever penitent air found its way into

the laws and colored with restraint the whole system of
government. In their earnestness for strict adherence
to divine will, they carried their religious sternness to

such an absurd extreme that their cause not only failed

but produced a reaction entirely opposite to its former
aim, and thus effected the re-ascension of the Stuarts.

Then the wits and mockers of the royalist party, jeering
at the policy, began to sneer at the religion of the Puri-
tans and losing all sense of morality or decency mocked
down with their sickening laughter all that was noble
or worthy of respect. The Drama was revived and wae
carried to the utmost limit of licentiousness only because
the Puritans had suppressed it. Wickedness long de-

barred as freed by the opening of sin's sewer and the
current rushed headlong into the stream of life with such
velocity that even the virtue and honor of man were
dashed to pieces, and an irreverent feeling so intense, so
widely diffused, prevailed, that between man and beast
there was but little difference—these are what blackened
the literature of the time. Foreign influence was para-
mount and writers, conscious of their own genius de-
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dining, imitated that literature whose sun was at its

zenith and was shining with all the splendor of a noon-

day brightness. But the literature of France was great

and English writers utilized only the eccentricities of

that literature. Writers appeared to embosom within

life a sentiment less pure than the sepulchral air and

less holy than a serpent's guile

.

In every age there are some who stand above the pre-

vailing ideal and properly belong to a departing, or fore-

shadow a grand era. Such was Milton, living at this

time in body , but mentally in the past . He, amid raging

vice and furious sin, composed the grandest epic ever

written save that of Homer. The seriousness and self-

restraint of the Puritans, their extreme piety, a fervent

religious love and an unwavering trial for peace and or-

der strangely blended with a consciousness of the defeat

of a cause dearer than his sight to him, only serve to

make his contemplation grander, his genius more gigan-

tic, his conception more sublime and his purpose God-

like. But among the fickle writers of this period Milton

cannot be numbered. Their characteristics affected not

the loftiness of his thought or the sublimity of his ideas.

The declining era justly claimed him; let him there be

placed.
1 J 1?

But however degrading error may have placed Ji.ng-

land, or however great may have been its victory, truth

turned not from its path of purity and failed not to kneel

at the sanctuary of Him who governs all things. Even

in the wicked times of Charles there was a moral senti-

ment struggling for light and liberty, and freedom, only

granted, needed but time to scatter itself around and re-

form the whole temper of inner life. As a result of this

spirit we expect a change. Such a change did occur and

society and politics changed their tunes to better notes.

Man was aroused to a sense of his true condition and be-

gan to seek the real aim of life, to benefit as well as en-

joy himself, to see the powerful responsibility invested

upon himself, the own ideal of Heaven, This, we readily

see, was a great step in the progres of ethical science and

culture. A national feeling and a common love for '^Good
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Queen Ann" prevailed and trade, somewhat checked by
factions, grew with increased interest under a secured
peace. There was a plenty at home, while the great vic-
tories of Marlborough on the continent kept the mind
flushed with pride and excitement. The constitution was
established and freedom given to the press. I^ews-papers
naturally prospered. It was not a perfect peace, for the old
factional strifes had not yet been firmly settled, onlv the
pen was exchanged for the sword and a controversial
spirit smoked out of the smothered fire. Society was in
such a loose, disjointed condition that satires naturally
grew. Well was Swift's misanthropic nature suited to
such a time. The outward world was shut up within
him, and it was his temperament to expose to light the
dark and awful emotions of his soul and to breathe out
scoffing words of blasphemy and shame. He wrote
satires against society, against science and truth and he
himself may be called a satire against mankind. Irony
and wit were the demands of the times and to these con-
fined and narrow circles literature was chiefly clasped.
The golden era of French art was still in splendor and
was operative in producing in England a school of imi-
tators. The Renaissance had not yet declined, for the
human eye still depended upon Greece for sights and the
I)rain fed upon things gone by. To the scholar the past
was glorious, the present dark, and he tried with all the
force of might and will to make the future like the past,
to breathe into the dead carcass of Grecian art the breath
of a new life. But old bottles cannot stand new wine
and the result was only a grand, clashing, unharmonious
noise. Artists in their efforts to restore the dead to lifeMd to make perfect and polished the outer appearance*
only painted a picture with a Grecian back-ground,
upon a French canvas with an English brush. The
muse of poetic art was silent and man, not content with
her silence, wrote not by inspiration but by study, skill
and philosophy. The people themselves artificial in
their taste were callous and insensible to what true art
should be. They listened to the majestic music of Pope's
verse and termed it good and had they heard the soft
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Lydian lay they would have thought it unrhylhmic and

disconnected.

But however salient may have been the artificiality ,or

however indifferent the poets may have been to human

suffering, or how grand and grotesque their verse, this

era of Queen Ann is marked by the pre-eminence of

prose over poetry The two are distinct features of ar-

tistic development, each thriving in an atmosphere suit-

able to its respective growth. When aesthetic emotions

dominate, man gives himself w-holly up to the worship

of the beautiful, and we call the age poetic. But when

philosophical thought is expanded and man, desiring only

a physical form of art, lives a practical life, all affections

for poetry are converted into a strenuous effort for the

expression of ideas as conceived by the spirit of the

times. Hence, during the age of Addison and DeFoe,

the emotional temperament was subjugated by specu-

lative philosophy and a desire of seeking profit and en-

tertainment. The Drama, only merited for its literary

worth, lost its power of influencing men; poetry freed of

a moral, benevolent or philanthropic aim, became inca-

pable of touching the tenderest feelings; something else

was needed and accordingly the novel was introduced.

Side by side at this time stand the most powerful prose

writers England had seen, and poets who from a point

of discipline, accuracy and the mechanical arrange-

ment of their matter could vie even with the Eliza-

bethan Avriters. The verse was more beautiful and

rhythmic, but less fresh. An autumnal frost had

touched the leaves and the forest arrayed itself in gor-

geous colors of purple and gold.

About the close of the eighteenth century new forces

appeared, new feats were accomplished and new per-

plexing influeirices were brought out to bear rule upon

the use of man's activity and to change condition and

thought. Two great revolutions occurred—one giving

a few colonies liberty, the other showing to the world

an example of anarchy. No throne felt safe in Europe

and no persons disregarded the workings of the French
' Revolution. In every land was heard the bugle's blast
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impersonated by the war-whoop, '^liberty, equality and
fraternity." The revolutionists declared to stop their

ruinous work not until Heaven had been dethroned of

her King. From such extremes thinking men turned
with awe; a reaction set in. The bloody work of ninety-

three chilled every good impulse and stunned every sym-
pathy actuated in its favor by a desire to better the con-

dition of mankind. Such affairs left a mind universally

adapted to speculation, abstraction and skeptic ]3hiloso-

phy, which soon found a home in the diseased brains of

Diderot, Voltaire and Rousseau. Thus the closing of

the eighteenth century saw enlisted in the arena of ac-

tion, infidelity, utilitarianism and democracy, and wit-

nessed the dawn of a new day for literary art, indicating

the decay of the old system of thinking and doing. The
overthrow of the Bastile, the struggle for the establish

5

ment of democracy and for the recognition of the

individual man, new ideas of government; new systems

of law and liberty, victories on land and sea took place

and serve to arouse the genius requisite for tearing down
the false and erecting the real, the good and true.

Poetry ceases to be a statue and, as we see history

changing, over the form of art may be seen gradually

creeping a nearer semblance to the human and a closer

approach to the divine, until the two wrapped in em-

brace can scarcely be separated. Writers appeared

whose sensibilities were so woven that this earth, with

its harsh severities, suited not their delicate nature and

they lived in a world loftier than ours, formed an ideal

higher than that of earth and watered and plucked the

tenderest flowers of poetry. Wordsworth established a

school of simplicity and his extreme realistic viewsj

blended with the idealistic dreams of Byron and Shelley,

prepared the way for the coming of Tennyson, Mrs.

Browning and Swinburne, who took the middle path and

formed the modern school.

Apart from metrical composition, the first half of the

nineteenth century nourished a literature consisting of

broad, expansive prose productions. Among these the

Essay, offering a wide diversity of subjects of general
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interest, a charm in its practical thought and a pleasure

in the intimacy with which the author seems to regard

us, occupies an important position. We have seen that

each branch of art exists under different circumstances.

Any child can dream, for the power was given by God

alone; just so, any nation can fancy, but to be profound,

to conceive the deep philosophical thought required for

the Essay, it must be nurtured by progress for centuries

of native genius. Literary criticisms, biographies, ora-

tions, philosophical tracts and political discourses con-

stitute the Essay, a selection of which is in fact a

journal of a larger and better growth.

Modern times is an age of democracy, of wonderful

invention and discoveries of new methods of uncovering

the mysteries of old civilizations, an age of science and

materialistic philosophy. Our era has made no very

high attainments in literature; but what we lose in art

we gain in science—that is as far as greatness and

strength of mind are concerned—for science does not

tend to suppress the spirit of poetry. The same forces

act upon each, but that which enslaves poetry may ex-

alt science. Nor is romance and rhythmic verse affected

alike. A striking example of this is the progress of ro-

mance verified by the great popularity of the N'ovel,

which fact itself reveals the manner of historic research

characteristic of our times, and the democratic demand
of freedom in action and thought universal since the

French Revolution. The old view of merely citing-

events has changed and history from a standpoint of

philosophy is studied. Kings and emperors of the past

no longer interest us, but the individual manners, the

customs of a people occupy our attention and, therefore,

it is not strange that some branch of literature should

furnish an excellent means by which the true condition

of life is exhibited. This the Novel does. V\ ith its keen
insight into nature and its fine creative thought, with its

display of the deepest emotions and its personifications

of virtues and vices, it may well feed the modern mind.

In it there is something grand, something lofty between
' which and poetry there must be kinship. The fondest
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thoughts are those of an unattainable ideal, the sweetest
tears are those of sympathy, shed by eyesunwatched in
silence, the divinest music is the concordant beating of
two hearts in sympathy with a higher power, and these
three, fancy, tears and love make the Novel charming
and cause its development. Exactly like it, there has
never been such a force in the world. Even the drama
could not take its place, for in the Novel the field is
broader, the laborers more and the harvest better suited
to modern people. No power, save that of Heaven is
more able to unfold the individual character, to search
the heart than the Novel and no vision can be clearer or
more touching than heart after heart passing in pan-
orama beneath the reader's gaze. It establishes some-
thmg by which we are guided and forms in our minds
somethmg for us to embellish; it stirs the feelings to acts
of gentleness, words of love and consolation, makes
poetry out of prose and poetry becomes better. No class
of men can claim the Novel. The meanest workman
and the richest lord drink side by side and the weary
traveler, slaking his thirst at the fount of Dicken's or
Thackeray's fancy, can pursue his journey, strengthened
in mmd, soul and body and inspired with a desire to do
something for God and man.
The present era is great in wealth, utility and ease and

we wait m hopeful expectancy for the right application
of these which must conduct the world to greatness and
glory.

Literary Immortality.

(Medal Essay for the Preston Society, by H. J. Shoemaker.)

Literature is the highest type of history; and history
IS eternal. The thoughts and feelings of any ao-e and
people collected together and condensed into the most
beautiful, artistic and useful form is what we commonly
term the literature of that age and people. Every na-
tion that has deeply impressed itself upon the human
race has given expression to its greatness in a ^reat lit-
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erature. Whatever emotions, passions and impulses

have animated and elevated the national life of any greac

people, the same we find today in its literature. Just as

the bodies of old Egypt's kings have been kept embalmed

in the cells of the Pyramids, even so is kept eternally

embalmed in the cells of literature the real life of crum-

bled dynasties and decayed kingdoms. Therein we may
discover all the important influences which once existed

and which once clothed the colossal statues of by-gone

days in the reality of life. The scientist finds imprinted

in ineffaceable characters upon solid rock the enormous

footprints of what were once gigantic animals: In

other places he finds the minute but distinct signs of a

life no longer existing. Just so in literature we find the

traces of extinct peoples. Every feature of political, so-

cial and religious life is as nicely and indelibly engraved

and preserved there by the pen of some classic writer as

are the traces of the pre-historic birds and beasts upon

fossil rock by the petrifying forces of nature. There are

classics in nature as well as in literature. To preserve

for the ages the existence of beast and bird, God has used

the rock; but to preserve the existence of man, He has

used the pen and scroll in a mortal's hand. The forces

of nature, jealous of her dumb creation, have set up mon-
uments to them; she, herself, keeps their records. But

man needs not old nature's aid. He sets up in literature

as his best monument, what he has said and thought,

which, more enduring than the memorial shaft of crumb-

ling marble, is unhurt, unchanged by the wear and tear

of time. Literature is the eternal monument of a na-

tion. It is the unmistakable footprint made into the

adamant of the everlasting which the dusts of centuries

cannot obscure.

The improbability of an utter oblivion, mankind al-

ways has delighted to read as the great lesson in the

existence and evolution of all things. The human mind
cannot reconcile itself to the thought of a complete anni-

hilation, to a dark and blank hereafter. There is some-

thing within us that revolts at the possibility that when
we are once gone as creatures of flesh and blood, we are
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in every sense gone forever. It is pleasant to think that
we may live in our influence long after our last breaths
are drawn, that while our immortal soul is floating in an
unknown somewhere, there may be left some fragment
of our eternal being on earth; that there may be two
parts to man's immortality, the one going ofl into the
unknown, the other staying right here in this every-day
world, until, after the allotted time of earthly things, it

may join and be united with its other part. The deeds
that men do live long after them. But how? There has
to be some propagation. What means can there be by
which to hand down the deeds of heroism, valor, noble-
ness and unselfishness from generation to generation,
from age to age, thereby enlarging the circle of their in-
fluence? Literature provides this means. It is the live elec-
tric wire, which, throbbing with the testimony and im-
press which any set of men has made upon Universal His-
tory, and having one terminus in the past and the other
in the present, connects ages however distant. There ex-
ists as distinct a telegraphy between periods of time sep-
arated by centuries, as there does between countries
separated by hundreds of miles. By means of the con-
necting chain which literature furnishes, we live daily
in touch and sympathy with the grand, historic past.
No part in the world's history of which there is any
written record can ever be forgotten, nor can our indebt-
edness to any people who has left us a legacy of thought
ever be cancelled out by a blind, exclusive adoration for
our present life. Oftentimes in the boasts of our won-
derful progress and civilization we do not fully realize
how much of it is due to the thought of some people,
long since passed away. The past is not dead, nor will
it ever be. It will always throw the rays of its search-
lights into the present and into the darkness of the fu-
ture—whether we will or no. As long as there is a
kiuship in human nature, as long as human nature is

virtually the same, despite its surroundings, so long will
the lives of departed men and women be recalled in the
memorials they have left us, so long will history repeat
itself. The yesterday, with its sayings and doings,
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lives in the today; the today will be brought back again

in the tomorrow, and so on it will be forever. A life, a

soul, an act, a thought, a feeling, is not

*'Like a snow-drop in the river,

A moment here, then gone forever.''

But rather as Longfellow beautifully expressed it,

''The good deed through the ages,

Living in historic ages,

Brighter grows and gleams immortal,

Unconsumed by moth or rust."

A thought is immortal, for it is the product, the out-

growth of the union of mind and soul, which in them

selves are immortal, and hence their offspring must par-

take of a similar nature. Yet there is still another ele-

ment thought has besides that of immortality, an ele-

ment higher and loftier even; it is that of divinity.

Thought is the breathing of Deity within us; it is the

only thing in which one can say, I am a creator! He

who can think can create; he, from whose mind there

springs a thought, armed, like the Goddess Minerva,

just sprung from the brain of Zeus, in the militant

-strength of wisdom, he too, like Zeus, is the father of

an immortal child. There is a fascination in that God

has given this power of creating to man; that a thought,

an idea is the only thing man can make, the only thmg

he needs to make, for everything else is made for him,

and all he has to do with it is to fashion. Though God

has made everything else for us, still He leaves us to

make our own thoughts, and when we have made them,

they are almost as immortal as the work of His own

hands; for, though they may not all act upon the mmds

of others, they will never cease to act and re-act upon

our own minds, perhaps, in a way of which we are not

-conscious. There is a law in physics that a motion,

whether great or little, goes on forever. Drop a pebble

in the water; waves are set in motion, which, striking

up against the shore, impart motion to the earth; the

earth absorbs the vibrations of the water only to send

them out into the atmosphere; this in turn diffuses it to

other substances, and so on it goes without end. Like-
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wise It IS with thought. One mind creates it, another
catches It, then another, and another. If the creating
mind should keep the thought within itself, its effect its
mfluence is never lost entirely. As our actions here will
affect our souls hereafter, even so will a thought, though
never liberated from its place of conception, affect themmd hereafter that made it here. A thought, once crea-
ted, may to all human perception seem not to exist, but
It does. There are worlds infinitely large and infinitely
small, far above and far below man's knowledge. The
telescope proves the probability of this on the one hand
the microscope on the other. Though we have no instru-
ments to assist us in our conclusions, still are we forced
to believe it is the same way with the Avorld w^hich hu-
man mind has made.
Since literature is the collection of the creations of

man,—his thoughts—and since these embody a divine
and immortal character, therefore.it too is immortal
and divme. It cannot be otherwise. And he who thinks
and records his thoughts lives forever. Evervbody in a
certain degree makes literature just as everybodv in a
certain degree unconsciously makes historv, The'^most
msignificant individual that ever lived contributed his
atom to the structure of a literature, but such a one is
not the highest example. Those who are the great con-
tributors to the world's literature,-and there is no liter-
ature worthy of the name that is not the property of the
whole world-are those before whose portraits, as they
hang undisturbed by dust in the gallerv of literary artwe may stand with uncovered heads and with the in-
spiring feeling that we are in the living presence of
earth's immortals. Around their brows is Glory's
crown. Look upon the pages of history, look upon the
tablets of the human heart and you will find that the
brightest names, the names which have most success-
fully withstood the rub of years, are not the names of
the potentate, the soldier and the statesman, except as
they are renowned as men of letters, but the names of
the poet, the dramatist, the novelist, the historian the
philosopher.

'
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The man of letters is the man of all time. Genius of

every kind is cosmopolitan, but especially so is the

genius of literature. No age can claim him, no people

can claim him. He is the world's, and the world is his.

The seven Greek cities which claimed the honor of being

the birth-place of Homer give us a good illustration ot

this fact. .„ , ^ T,- u

In an old Norse Saga there is a beautiful figure which

represents the poet's eternity. In the Heaven of the

Norsemen the greatest honor is awarded to the bard.

After the Twilight of the Gods, the great and final coii-

flict between the powers of Good and the powers of Evil,

as the triumphant ^sir were returning to their man-

sions of peace in Valhalla, Bragi, the God of Song and

Poetry, welcomed them there with "floods of sweet sil-

very sound," and after they had all taken their seats

he reclining forever on the bosom of Iduna, Goddess of

Immortality, sings "high themes from wise rune graved

lips
" In the opinion of our old ancestors, the genius ot

literature was by far the most fit to rest throughout eter-

nity on the breast of immortality, and civilization has

not yet made such a notion unpopular. The world .till

pays its homage at the feet of

'
I'l e bards sublime.

Whose distant footsteps eclio

Tlirough the corridors of Time."

Some one has said that the true glory of a nation lies

in its literature. If literary achievement is the best

measure of a nation's greatness, then may individuals

well aspire to be measured by the same standard. To be

the author of one thought from which the world cannot

be parted, is better, is far more glorious than to be a

king It is greater to live for centuries in some house-

hold word, some trite proverb, than to rule for a short

life-time over a thousand subjects. There is an unutter-

able grandeur in the lives of those from whom the wor d

always has something. What we can do for the ^ojld

is a higher and more ennobling thought than what the

world can do for us.
' A literary man is a public servant, because he serves
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the public m ways which it is impossible to number, orto estimate their importance. He is not the scheming
politician who insinuates his service, not the selfish manwhose who e life IS devoted to one object, the object of
self-interest, but the real, the genuine servant. To bea true devoted servant is the highest dutv of man. Thenobihty of service can never be over-estimated. Noambition is low, no life is mean and soon forgottenwhose principal aim is usefulness . He who would begreatest among men must, according to the great Teach-
er, be the laborer for all.

Vin?r'r;f service it does to mankind.

Tnd .ilt \"/.'^r'-'^l P'^<^« i° mankind's gratitudeand affection It is the treasury in which are kept theworld's best jewels. In it are to be found "whatsoeverthings are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatso-ever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, what-soever things are lovely"; and it teaches us to think ofthese. One of its most beautiful lessons is the sublimity
of unsemshness The history of literature is the historyof unse fish illustrious men. Verily, that man is thetrue philanthropist, who devotes the energies of his lifeto the welfare of his race; who with gracious, unstintedhand pours out, not so many dollars and cents, but thericher treasures of mind and soul which nature' has en-dowed h.m with into the lap of the world for the guid-ance and benefit of mankind. He who gives himselfsolely up to the enlargement and enrichment of human-
ity s intellectual store, he who thinks solelv that his fellows may be helped by his thoughts, that bv'the grindings

I i£'! '7.
""'""^

'"''^^ ^"-^ Pl^'^es alongLife s pathway may be smoothed and made more pleasant and more beautiful for the feet of his fellou-creat
ures to tread, he who raises seed in the fertilitv of hisown brain that will, when sown among the stony placesof our existence, make them to blossom as the roseand convert the dreary, desert places of life into delight-
ful oases; yes, such a one is the benefactor of the humaniind and the greatest of the great!

If in the study of literature we should trv to seek out
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all the reasons why we do study it, we are more forcibly

than ever impressed with the immensity and comprehen-

siveness of its range, the subtlety and power of its in-

fluence. Who can estimate the power which thought

in literature has exercised over the world's every day

actions? Who can apply the yard stick to the results of

some literary master-piece in man's daily life; or who

can say just how far thought is above action, when he

considers that every action had its origin m some

thought germ? Who is wise enough to place a limit to

the influence of a Homer, a Plato, an Aristotle, a Virgil,

a Dante, a Cervantes, a Shakespeare, a Milton, or a

Goethe^ For the accomplishment of such a task, In-

finity would be too small. Eternity too short. Such

men never die. Their lives dropped into the greats

Ocean of Time, like a stone thrown into the sea, have

caused ripples which have spread and spread until they

now beat upon the shores of Eternity itself. Ask him

who loves epic grandeur, if Homer, or Virgil, or Dante

or Tasso, or Milton is dead, and the answer will be no!

Ask him who delights to speculate on man's higher na-

ture who loves to think of the endless soul-life, whether

Socrates or Plato is dead, whether their psychological

discussions have lost their hold upon the world, and the

answer, as above, will bexno! Inquire of the student ot

logic, or of the man of common sense, if the syllogisms

of Aristotle have lost the power of convicting, or if the

inductive philosophy of Bacon is cast aside as antiquated

and absurd, and the answer will be apparent. To him

who has a contempt, a disgust for all that is nonsensi-

cal and foolish, for all that is unreal and ridiculous and

fantastic and idiotic, Cervantes lives always. As long

as there remains deep within human nature a poetic harp,

so long will the poet tune it to immortal strains which

have in them some of the melody of the music of the

spheres. When Thucydides wrote his history of the

Peloponnesian war, he expressed a desire that his history

should be a ktema es aei, (a possession forever). His de-

sire has been realized. When Macaulay wrote his his-

tory of England, he said that he wanted to write some
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As long as religion is as necessary to man as life asong as religion and life are twisted inseparabl/ ogeti

"
n o the golden thread of man's being, and as long as

the Holy Scriptures, so long will literature possess the^ame ^mortality as the thought it expresses. In the

-

iiible-we always go to the Bible for the highest type ofanything ennobling-is found the best illustraSon o1Literary Immortality. The word of God is literatureand the word of God will be the same through ai eter-

erlfeT^b'r •

"^'^^
^ "

eiatuie, of which it is said that "till Hea^^en and earthpass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass away "

sword In?'
''"^''^ thautheswo, d, and opinions are stronger than armies. Ho whoserealm IS the mind-that which is th« hardest of all togovern-whose throne is set upon a literary foundation,has the world for his kingdom and time for his cour-

tier. Apply a drop of water to a burning coal and weimmediately have as the result one of the mightiest
forces in nature; apply an ink-drop to a burning thoughtand we have the strongest force,-that which drivesbackwards and forwards the piston-rod of human activ-
ity and which exerts a power more gigantic than that
ot the steam-giant.
The world is wont to seek its heroes on the battle-fieldamid scenes of carnage and bloodshed, but its truest he-

roes are more apt to be found on the field of mental
strife. The great form of Achilles has loomed up befor^
us from across the wastes of thirty centuries as the
type of the heroic and grand. But which is really the
greater hero, the grander specimen of a noble manhood
the wrathful son of Peleus, or the blind old minstrel who'made him? Which have played the more important
part m history, the war-like heroes and semi.gods and
goddesses of mythic Greece, or the songs which havemade them immortal ? It is the prerogative only of aman of letters to immortalize other characters and per-
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sonages besides himself. When Homer composed his

Iliad and Odvssey, he gave many characters an eternal

place in the amber of history. When \ irgil wrote

his ^neid, he little dreamed, perhaps, of the perpetuity

of his ^neas and Dido. Some years ago m the arctic

regions there was found entombed in the heart of a colos-

sal iceberg the perfectly preserve^l remains of a huge

mammoth. There, it had been encased for untold ages m
its prison-house of crystal, until it was found by man to

whom it revealed a wondrous tale. Even so, there are

found locked up in the depths of ancient literature char-

acters which speak to us of a wonderful age and civili-

zation. There are many imposing figures m history who

would be unknown were they not introduced to us every

day by some literary master.

The thinking world bends the knee of obeisance more

before the bard than before the monarch. As an illustra-

tion look at Julius Caesar, the emperor, and Julius Caesar,

the author./ Which is the greater. Queen Elizabeth or

William Shakespeare? ^sop's Fables are greater and

more enduring than the pomp and power of the emper-

ors of Rome; Mother Goose's simple, nursery rhymes

are of more lasting consequence than the victories of

I^apoleon

.

• A true literary man is a child of nature; a true work ot

literary art is the revelation and interpretation of her se-

crets. He is a genius who makes his fellow-men pause

and see the open secret of nature, as Carlyle calls it,

which lies all around them, and which they have be-

come so accustomed to as not to notice it. He who is

nearest to the heart of the Mighty Mother, must al-

ways be nearest to the heart of humanity. The majesty

she hedges him with must always meet with the ado-

ration and reverence of the best part of the world- Lit-

erary art can never die.

A traveller, in visiting the historic places of earth, has-

a deeper sense of interest and reverential awe when in a

place made famous by some distinguished author than

he has anywhere else, unless it be in those places sacred

'

in religious history. The old hills over which some great
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poet or prose writer once wandered have more fascination
and attraction about them than have the imposing
mausoleums of wealth or political power. The memory
of men of letters will be kept fresh in loving hearts long
after the birthplaces and tombs of the Alexanders and
ISTapoleons have been forgotten.

"Cold in the dust the perished heart m^y lie,
But that which warmed it once cao never die."

In literature there breathes the living fragrance of all
that is best in manhood and womanhood. In it remain
the perpetual perfumes of the richest and rarest flowers
that ever bloomed in the flower garden of the human
soul.

Could a loftier ambition animate the breast of any one
than that of being numbered among the world's Ital ?
With most men such an ambition, of course, would be im-
possible to be realized. The number of those who rise
above mediocrity in life is necessarily small; but every
one may rise, and it is his duty to do so, above a medio-
crity in his aspirations. Even if we aspire to things
higher and nobler than we can accomplish, still are our
lives made better by it. ^^^oble ambition injures no one.
Though we may not reach to the things we aspire to,
yet our aspiring to them, provided they are of a lofty
nature, will make us greater where we are. Ambition
is a good measure for the success in any one's life. We
may read Plato, we may read Solomon, we may read St.
Paul, we may have an ambition to be like them, and yet,
if our ambition comes far short of being realized, we
have not failed. Every man should be desirous of being
like the greatest man that ever lived.

Literary success inculcates this desire to be great. How
many a one has looked through the portals of literature
into his own soul, and has been made conscious of a
Greatness existing within him! It is an inspiring thought
that through the means of literature we may asso-
ciate ourselves with the grandest men that have ever en-
nobled the human family. We may enter into compan-
ionship with whomsoever we choose. No genius is so
transcendently far above our own little common-place na-
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tures,that we cannot associate with him, converse with

him, think with him, in the Stoa of literature. There is

a greater equality amon^ men than men always like to

admit, and this is largely owing to the levelling in-

fluence of literature. No recommendation, no letters of

introduction, no ceremony, no bowing, no scraping, is

needful to usher us into the presence of the master

minds. Rich and poor, strong and weak, high and low,

all alike, may be impressed by the awful sublimity of a

'Taradise Lost," all may have their sympathies drawn

out to a -Hamlet," all may be touched by the homely

simplicity of -The Cotter's Saturday Night," all may

have the fountains of the soul stirred up by the purity

and pathos of an "Enoch Arden" or an -Evangeline."

But better than everything yet, all may draw the same

inspirations of Light and Life from the same Fountain—

the Holy Bible

!

There is, however, a wrong impression sometimes as

to how we should regard genius. Frequently, an af-

fected familiarity with some great author's name is mis-

taken for an acquaintance-ship with his works. It is ex-

tremely sickening to hear the immortal names of a Mil-

ton, a Shakespeare, a Moore, or aBurns spoken of inan

easy slangy, horse-jockey style, as -Johnny Milton

-Bilfy Shakespeare," -Tommy Moore," or "Bobby

Burns . " It smacks too much of the colloquiahsm of the

race-track, the prize-fighter's ring, or the street-gamm s

alley. A vulgar familiarity in the handhng of a great

man's name breeds contempt. But a contempt for whom.^

Certainly not for the great man

.

Nevertheless, as long as a refined taste for art lingersm
the human soul, literature and the literary man will be

immortal. As long as the great Heart World is sur-

rounded by an atmosphere of poetic sentiment, poetry

will thrive; as long as the hearts of all men are threaded

together by the chord of a common instinct—a love tor

the beautiful and good-so long will that chord respond

in thrilling vibrations to the touch of a poetic hand.

While life remains to humanity, vitality remains to liter-

ature. -Immortal thought wedded to immortal form

will, like its prototype, the soul, live on -m immortal

youth, unhurt, amid the war of elements, the wreck ot

matter, and the crush of worlds."
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The old fort stands firm down by the great sea.Ihehnes of age on its blackened face
The surges dash on the sandy shore,
The months and the years they come and go-
-But still, like an ancient sentinel bold,
Like a brave, strong warrior of old,
It stands in its place.

Its silent gaze is far o^er the waves
And a look of weary waiting is there-
As if it longed for the far away day

Y^rJ^^'''''
""""" ^^"^^"^ in gray,And the flag of the South floated free and brlveAs efera noble flag did wave

Out over the sea.

It seems to dream of the years of strife
When the North and the South stood bold and proudAnd Gray and Blue fought, bled and died;

'

When father and son fell side by j^ide
And the crimson life flowed out on the waves
While the walls ran red with the blood of the'brave
Under God's blue sky.

O, men of the South, be the old fort dear
To your heart of hearts! Be ye proud of its walls!For the good and the true placed the flag on its crest-And our hearts tell us still they thoughr, it was best,

'

-But now, the gay, bonnie flag of the South's not thereSweet peace floats pure white on t he salt sea air-
For the war is o'er.

'

The guns lie still on the sleeping walls.
All silent and lone like the years that are goneAnd will never return to the yearning soul;
Like the thought of the brave who answer the rollWhere Time is the bud that eternally bright
Blooms-Eternity called by the beings of light-
Like the thought of cur dead.

A. D. Wannamaker. ('96.

)

/
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WOFFORD COLLEGE, OCTOBER, 1894.

Geo. C. Leonard, ----- Editor.

With this issue of The Journal, the present Editorial

Staff have their first experience at journalism We are

sensible of the heavy duty and responsibility intrusted

to us by our fellow students and shall strive hard to show

ourselves worthy of the confidence reposed in us. We
follow an able corps of editors, who, by the faithful dis-

charge of their duties, have greatly improved The
Journal and raised it to a high rank among college pe-

riodicals. We shall endeavor to emulate the good exam-

ple set us by them. It shall be our constant care to

maintain the high standard which The Journal now
holds and to make every possible improvement. But

the editors alone cannot give The Journal that degree

of success that it deserves. For that to be attained, we
need and must have the hearty co-operation of the whole

body of students. True, the burden of responsibility

rests upon us and we shall endeavor to meet it cheerfully

and faithfully; but we hope that each student will feel

that The Journal belongs not to the Editorial staff, but

to the whole body of students, and that every student

from Freshman to Senior will contribute in every way
possible to make it a success.
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Vacation is over and here we are back at college
standing on the thresholdof thesessionof '94 and '95 We
are back at college with all that that means-all of hopes
and aims, opportunities and responsibilities. Many of
us are here for the first time; but by far the greater num-
ber of us have already been here one, two or three yearsAs we look back over last year, some of us, perhaps, can
say that we have done our best under the circumstances^
but most of us see many places where we mignt have
done much better. Let us profit by the mistakes of the
past and try earnestly to do our very best this session
If we have not been as faithful in the discharge of our
duties, either in the class-room, in our societies or in any
of the duties intrusted to us by our fellow students let
us go earnestly to work and by faithfully meeting each
duty this session, make atonement, so far as we are able
for the past. \
We appeal most earnestly to the men of the upper

classes to be careful of their conduct. Let everyone see
to It, that no trifling remark or thoughtless action of his
shall set such an example as will be the means of injur-mg the moral character of any one of the younger men.
The influence, that we now exert, will be felt at Wofford
many days after we have gone out from her old walls.
It is largely in our hands to maintain the high character
that the college now enjoys and, if by our actions, we in-
jure that character, we, at the same time, injure our-
selves Then let us be manly and true—true to our Col-
lege, true to our friends and true to ourselves. We can

D?em"-
^^^^^ ^^^"^ ^^""^^^ Horace: -Carpe

To the new men we extend a most hearty welcomeand promise them all the help that we can give Weare always glad to welcome among us good earnest menwho come here to study and improve themselves: but the
I^'f^'.^T^^^^f

?,^es here to have a good time and plav theaead beat ' will flnd little sympathy from either fac-
ulty or students.
Sometimes we hear new men asking how thev mavwm the confidence of the faculty and students. To suchwe reply: -Do your duty." Wofford expects that fromevery man.
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Oliver Wendell Holmes.

In the death of Oliver WeDclell Holmes, America has

lost one of her foremost men in literary rank. He was

born in August, 1809, and consequently v^^as in his eighty-

sixth year. He graduated at Harvard in 1829 and was

the Poet of his class for commencement occasion. In

1857, while a professor at Harvard and receiving little

pecuniary and for his services, he was induced by Low-

ell to publish in The Atlantic Monthly ''The Autocrat at

the Breakfast Table." This was followed, in 1860, by

''The Poet at the Breakfast Table" and in 1872 by ''The

Professor at the Breakfast Table." In 1878, appeared

"The Iron Gate and other Poems" and in 1884, "Kaiph

Waldo Emerson." These, with his valuable contribu-

tions to medical lore, possibly constitute his best pro-

ductions in riper days." The last years of his life were

spent at his home in Boston in retirement and a well-

earned rest, for after four score years of active service

and usefulness it was well that he should be freed from

the vulgar gaze of men and commune with himself and

find sweet solace and comfort in thinking of the past

and in recalling his associations with Lowell, Longfel-

low, Emerson and Whittier. It is such men as these

that have lived and died and made us what we are and

it is only until the last is gone that we awake to our

senses, accord them their true places and realize that

our age is truly great. * *

On the first day of October the faculty and students

of Wofford received greetings from Prof. Jno. C. Kilgo,

Pres., of Tinity College, Durham, N. C. It is needless

to say that they were heartily reciprocated by both.

President Kilgo holds a warm place in the heart of every

Wofford boy, and though he has been called away from

us to other fields of usefulness, his memory shall live

in our minds. We miss his familiar form at chapel and

on the campus and his kindly greeting in the class room.
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But while we are sorry to give him up, yet it gives us
great pleasure to learn that he has been so warmly and
so enthusiastically received by the friends and patrons
of Trinity.

We are glad to see that the barbarous practice of haz-
ing was formally abolished by the students of Prince-
ton College, Sept. 28. It is hoped that all of our colleges
and universities will soon follow the example of Prince
ton.

\

Dr. Carlisle has kindly offered The Journal staff the
use of the plates from which the cuts illustrating the
last catalogue of the College were printed. We hope to
be able to bring them out in The Journal soon

.



J, Arthur Wiggins, - - Editor,

With the beginning of every college year begins the

duties and requirements of the newly elected Journal Ed-

itors The various departments have been handed down to

us with high standards and excellent working models,

and due praise should be given to the out-going editors

for the sincere and honest labor they [have expended m
conducting the interest of their various departments.

The Exchange Department, with its exacting and re-

sponsible duties has been assigned to me for proper su-

pervision and editorship.

During the administration of the out-going editors, the

Exchange Department was instituted, thereby lessening

the burdens and responsibilities of the editor-in-chief,

and giving him more time to develope his editorials,

which he afterwards did with much success. Mr. Dun-

can then assumed control of the exchange, and to him

alone is due the praise for the proper development and

uplifting of this newly established department.

With these two important changes the Journal has

been committed to the charge of others, who realize and

appreciate the efforts of their predecessors to elevate

and better develope college journalism. The general

expectation of the many Journal admirers, the novelty,

and perhaps the importance of the duty required from

this department, must unavoidably be productive of

great diffidence and apprehension in him who has the

honor to be so stationed. He must be sensible how

much will depend upon his conduct in the infancy of a

work, which has been bestowed upon him by his fellow

students, that it might receive a proportionate share of

cultivation.

The Editor cannot but reflect that, if his plan of work

be crude and injudicious, or the execution of its weak

and superiicial, it will cast a damp upon the farther pro-
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gress of this most useful college organ
; and may for thetime stop student enthusiasm and public interest in gen-

eral. And this he must especially dread, when he feelsby experience^how unequal his abilities are to complete,m the manner he could wish, so extensive and arduous atask; since he^freely confesses, that his former more pri-vate attempts have fallen very short of his own ideas of
perfection. And yet, the feeling he has already expe-
rienced and this, transcendent mark of regard his fel-low students^has awarded him, forces him to over rulehis own Ideas and feelings and make room for these testi-monies of^confidence that forbid him to believe himself
totally insufficient for

,the work of this department. The
J^^ditor to whom this department has been entrusted will
venture^to hope for, and it certainly shall be his deter-mined and never ceasing aim, by carefulness and culti-vated zeal, to overcome these seeming defects and strivehard to make the best and most cheering return of the
duties entrusted to his care.
This department committed to my charge shall receivemy constant and undivided attention, at no time shall it

be deprived of any advantage that might make.it more
profitable and better appreciated by the students. My
criticisms will be given conscientiously, having no otheraim m view other than that of properly marking out
the lines for improvement wherever they may occur.
Xhis editor will certainly refrain from abusing and ex-
citing his contemporaries to bitter discussions. We are
all liab e to commit some grave errors and sometimes
lay tault at the doors of some who have worked hard to
elevate their departments; but in good faith let us ac-
cept the criticisms of our contemporaries and at the
proper time and in the proper place let us exert our abil-
ities toward improvement, thus maintaining the power
and dignity of college journalism.

The Southern Christian Advocate was one of the first
publications that reached us after entering upon the
discharge of our new duties connected with the Journal.
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And there is no other periodical on our exchange list

that we more highly appreciate than the Chrishan Ad-

vocate of our own Church and State. It is the only ap-

preciable medium through which the 70,000 Methodists

of this State are kept in feeling touch with the Rreat

teachings set forth in their doctrines and exemplified by

her time honored ministers. ^, .

Numberless ties bind ihe Southern Christian Advo-

cate to its large and refined constituency, and m its own

particular realm, there is no more priz3d or trusted au-

thority It receives a cordial welcome into every house-

hold and its declarations are received with approval

everywhere. The Advocate has one feature that seems

to especially endear its arrival in the home and that is,

the power of creating in the hearts of its readers an in-

tense likino- for Biblical discussions. The earnest words

of sympathy and advice exchanged through the medium

of this Church organ and its social features make it like

an enjoyable visit with loved ones ;
and many a lonely

mother has testified in appreciative words of the good

cheer that comes to her through the contributions of its

many zealous supporters.

We ivelcome The Advocate to our exchange and we

take this method aad opportunity to send to its editor

the best wishes andtenderest greetings of The Woffoed

College Jouenal.

We are pleased to find on our Exchange desk The

Brownwood Texas Tattler. The September issue was

rather small, but perhaps this practical little literary

Journal, gotten up and supported by the two Literary

Societies of the College, was never more valuable or pop-

ular than now, and the promise of numerous features of

special interest for the present year will intensify its use-

fulness and popularity. The article written on "The

Necessity of Good Roads" deserves special mention, the

writer discussed his subject from a historical standpoint

and made splendid allusions to the great system of pub-

lic highways that once made ancient Rome famous.
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''Silver and Gold,'' a weekly published by the students
of the University of Colorado, has been received. This
Journal gives special attention to the local and per-
sonal columns, consequently, has very little interest for
those who are not connected with the University. The
literary features are very ordinary. In fact, this depart-
ment has very few literary columns—more attention
should be paid to this phase, and then perhaps your locals
and personals will be better appreciated by other insti-
tutions.

We are in receipt of the excellent inaugural issue of
''The TriniUj Archive:' The circumstances connected
with this peculiar issue of the Archive is still fresh in the
minds of Wofford boys; and they are indeed of sufficient
merit to cause sorrow on the one hand and joy on the
other. The frontispiece of the Archive specially struck
us on first sight. There we saw engraved the features
and countenance of one whom we had become attached
to and boasted of as one of our beloved Professors.
While Wofford truly mourns the loss of him. Trinity
should feel proud and justly grateful that she has been
so fortunate in procuring such an admirable man to fill

her presidential chair. But we were partially satisfied
after reading carefully Prof. Kilgo's address; U made us
feel as if we had just returned from our own chapel after
patiently listening to one of his strong and logical lec-
tures.

''Christian Education," was his subject. A stronger
appeal to the Methodist of I^orth Carolina could not have
been better suggested by any other subject. The ad-
dress from beginning to end was a highly appreciated
literary feast to us all and, while we regret to see that
the author of such greatness is separated from us, we are
proud and inspired to see him still instructing the stud-
ents of the rising South.
We congratulate the Archive upon its superb issue,

and hope that its future issues will not lower the flatter-
ing standard it has already adopted.



B. H. Henderson, - - Editor^^

our Alumni in their various vocations of 1 fe, and are ai

wayfglTd to note their success and give them a place m

"
Thirses'ton promises to be the most prosperous in the

hi^ry ^ our'college. Not only has The Jo.kk..

come to our hands with a higher standard than it has

ev" attained, but our work and college commumt^^^^^^

such that our Alumni may justly be proud. It remains

us to preserve this standard, and recogmzmg that

Tcolleg -s'history is based upon its Alumni, we wouM

Lk your co-work in preserving this function which goes

SJr in keeping up an interest in your Alma Mater.

In the June issueof our JoUENAi.,the history Pf Dr.

H. Kirkland was given in full. It was « ^ted that he

would deliver the literary address before '^f'^^V^'^^^^

ties under theauspices of ^be C^nioun
^-^^^^^

He was

with us at commencement, and i^may oe

our rostrum has never been honored with a gore^race

f,il .^neaker or more masterly production. His visit to

SpanS^rg' revived the days of his ^^oyhood and never

did a visitor have a more hearty welcome to this city.

'Dr Skland is a son of whom Wofford is justly proud

a?d in honoring him we did greater honor to ourselves.

Welcome Visitors at Commencement.

['72.] J. W. Dickson,wh^ow Presiding Elder of the

Orangeburg district.

['71.] Prof. W. H. Wallace, who now fills a chair m

Columbia Female College.
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['73.] Bev. Jno. E. Carlisle pastor at Darlington

?r ^y^''^^' pastor of York ville.

oingLurg.- ^ P-tice at

['78.] T. M. Eaysor, also a lawyerat Orangeburg

['85.] Rev. W. I. Herbert, pastor at Laurens.
['83.] Eev. M. L. Carlisle, pastor at Camden.
['87.] Eev. A. B. Earle, paster at Williamston S V
Dr. H. Baer and W. M. Conner, two strong pillars in

Those We Have Heard Frl^r;;:^:;,.^
Largest Cla^s

T>. vr. Daniel is teaching at Central TT.'« i +iJohn is in college, and is with the class of 'S
J. F. Fooshe teaches at Eershaw. His broth Pr

IS zn college, and is with the class of ^5
"'^^

T. F. Wright teaches at Donalds.

thJc'ylTtiron^dt'r '^'-^^-^

^C.J. -valler has charge of the Graded School at

H. J. Cauthen has Q-'iven un fpnr-lTi'no. o^.i •

-Tko^^r. X ledcning and is now nrp-panng to enter conference at its next session
^

wti/i-''
fi"^ "^ec!'air of mathematics in SouthWestern Lniversity Fulmg School, Georgetown, Texas
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Class of *93.

Thornwell Haynes, who for the past year has been

pursuing an English course in Vanderbilt University, is

now teaching at Leesville, S. C. He is also writing up

the life of Gov. B. R. Tillman. With his ability m Eng-

lish, we feel safe in saying that his writings will be a

success,

W. C. Kirkland has completed his theological course

at Yanderbilt University, and now supplies the vacancy

in the Washington Street Church made by the late elec-

tion of Rev. J. A. Rice to the presidency of Columbia

Female College. We predict Rev. Kirkland many years

of usefulness in the ministerial world.

H. M. Lanham still pursues his medical course in Bal-

timore, M. D.

[74.] S. C. Doar, since graduation, has had an exten-

sive interest in the famous old rice plantations of lower

Berkeley on the bauks of the Santee. The fertility of

these lands is the same as of ante-bellum days, and Mr.

Doar is successful in the rice culture. His residence is

on the sea coast, and he is considered as one of McClel-

lanville's most conservative and highly esteemed cit-

izens.

In this issue we would only make mention ot the

absence from our faculty of Prof. J. C. Kilgo who has

accepted the presidency of Trinity College m North

Carolina. Also of Prof. W. G. Blake who has taught

several years in WofPord College Fitting School, in this

city, and who has now accepted a position in Florida.

We have sustained a loss in such men, who, by their

associations and work have made Wofford College bet-

ter.
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8. H. McGhee, - -
Editor.

Commencement.

The commencement of '94 will long be -membered as

onlS the most successful pleas-^ -cas.o^

ford College has ever
-^f^^/^^f;^^^^^^^^

fhe city

of the previous week --/^ ff^^^^^^P^.^ds of friends

""f f^'^'thTh^rever v'sitefthe college. It is al

and alumni that has ever vi»

ways inspiring to see
f^'^'XlJts irnlZloiten love

turn, bearing
^^f" ^^fl^.fffj'^rfond remembrance

for their alma mater and holding
^"J^^^ ^ith the

the days when they too were on the camp

cares and anxieties, the struggles and tnum^^ 1

alone to college men. It is Pl'^^^'!*
^f^^^'^f,. Us wel-

love for the old college and our
^^^^'f^^^^^4°^ die, and

fare manifested in a thousand ^^^.^
^^^J .^^ but as

that time cannot efface ^be—
^^ tXlV gone

years glide '

^^f.^^'J,''^^^^^ Tdeeper and lingering

out, we, too, shall feel a closer, a y
intimately

lov; for our college and its
But mti^^^

connected with the past will ^"se
^^^s,

a record of "i"^''
,^®.™'^,i;„j,.rooms, or in the society

grove pre^hed «« "»™Xrd h^m"' H, pre.ctod
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usual Y AT n a

marks being taken from Ihe ptT'
''^^ re-

walk in mine own S^il ' W"
"^^ I will

men say it was one of the bit W^,''"" f?*^
competent

heard the Doctor make ^^''^ ^a^e ever

he? mfsr^Lrrrd^r^rtr^^'^^'^ ''-^ of
West crowds everTeen rth?c?aL^^^^^^ ^'^^
casion greeted Dr. Jas H Ki^t^T7i ° ^^'""ar oc-
derbilt, who had been invitfdtvTh ' ^^r""^^^'- ^^^n-
deliver the annual literar^ addr'ess

Cajhoun Society to
an hour on "The PeculiaHtit^?.* ! ^^"^^ for over
and held an intell^l ^it/ "r^" ^^^"'^ation''
tempt to re-producefs^LrsIten'' '"?"''- ^"^^ at-
sumption. In a clear and .

""'"''^'^ ^'^''^ Pre-
and forcible way^t Ltfverer^^.T^'' a masterly
us have ever hea^d

''"''^"'^'^'^ an address such as few of

^^^'^'^^^^^^^^^ The
LaborerhasJustReasonstotdt '''' ^merioan
ent Condition," was snnn! . withhis pres-
ard and F. H Shuier fr "^^^^^^rs. Geo. C. Leon-
man and S. H.' McGh 'e T.?!?r'^

'^^^^ m. Cole-
vor of the negative bv th.

^'^"''^ ^""^ decided in fa-
Preston medal for he es^rf
J. Shoemaker, the Calhout rdalTs'^Mter a very pleasant reception fh!

^-^^Ghee. Af-
awake on the ^or... jr^::r^:^JI^^^s^.

destroyed that reputation Th ^Tf^^' ^7 no means,
:ects and well-deliver d speeche^

^'^"^^^

red L. L. D.-the second irfi t trustees confer-
upon the firstgradlte Hrtmfer^-l/'^^burg, and D. D. upon Rev P w w °^ ^^ange-
Newton and Rev. Geo W V« T J- J C.
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of Government and the Duties and Relations of Ci izens

Thereto " It was a masterly prepared and forcibly-de-

livered address, and was well received by a large assem-

bly. Tuesday evening's address, '^ception and. banquet

closed the commencement ceremonies and Wednesday

was a day of general weeping throughout the camp^ All

were preparing to leave-the semors never to return as

students-and consequently already bearing m their

faces the weight and woes of manhood. All we^e

grieved at separating, but realized the fact that the

pain of parting is nothing to the joy of meeting again.

The Y. n. C. A. Reception.

The reception given in the chapel to the new students

on October 3d was better and more enjoyable than any

held since several years back. This was due to the change

of management. Hitherto the students all assembled m
the chapel and had a word or two of welcome and then

adjourned, but this year the Y. M. C. A. had it m hand

and with that zeal which characterizes all their under-

takings, the members gave a most pleasant and success-

ful entertainment. The Association, under the efficient

superintendence of President Shuler and his cabmet^of

sterling and stirring religious men, is in a better condi-

tion than ever before. The students realize more fully

the purpose and import of the organization and consider

it not an arena for the clashing of technical, theologica

minds, nor an oratorical school in which for mmisterial

Students to train or practice their powers, but an estab-

lishment for the intellectual upbuilding, the moral de-

velopment and manly growth of all the students The

Association has been strengthened, both by attention

given it and by mode of operation, and hence it is sate

to say that henceforward the way is open for it to be m
closer touch with the body of students and a more im-

portant factor in the college.
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The reception was indicative of its good conditionEverything passed off smoothly and all enjoyed thZ:selves At e.ght o'clock the bell summoned the coFlegeand fitting school together in the chapel. Dr. Carlislemade a few impressive remarks, .informing the crowdthaut was a purely informal reception given in orderthat the students might become better acquainted andget closer together at the first of the year. Messrs W hWannamaker and B. H. Henderson, Presidents of\heCalhoun and Preston Societies respectively, and a reoresentative of The Joukkal staff spoke a few words expressing their welcome to the new students and their de-"light at seemg the old ones back again. Mr Smftlresponded in behalf of the new comers
Prof. Snyder made a few enthusiastic and inspiringremarks on athletics and begged the students to have fgood and healthy association.

President Wilson, of Converse College, spoke somepleasant and appropriate words, stating fhlt he broughta message of welcome from "the cousL" and invTtfngtte students over to their entertainments for the yearRev. Mr. Rodgers was the last speaker. He stated hispleasure at seemg so many present and offered his pastonal services. ^

But the best part of the tale remains to be told Thelady fnends of the college had kindly prepared below afestival of the most tempting and appetizing kind Inbehalf of the students we extend to these ladles our tenderest thanks for their kindness and the many manifes-tations of their friendship displayed on this anTmanvother occasions. Everybody was in a good humor. Eachsenior took charge of a couple of new students or guestsfrom the fitting school and escorted them down to thegoz-geous repast. The sophs and juuiox« followed anddid great credit to themselves and justice to the causeSome one remarked that the new students receivedrather a cool reception below, whether this is so or not

refreshed
"'^^ ^^'^ ''''"^ -"*-ely
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Foot-Ball.

Scientific foot-ball is a product of modem «vihzation^

The old idea that nobody but toughs ^PP'^^'^'^'ij"

gridiron and dwelt in a brutal and barbarous game has

5[ven way to reason and disappeared before mvestxga-

tion That it is a manly sport can be denied by no one,

but that it iB a relic of barbarity,
'^^^'^^'^r'^^'^^^^f;^

not been so absolutely sure, ^ut under the hght o^^^^^^^

cent development in the athletic ^^^^^^ with the forma

tionof new laws regulating the methods of playing,

with its violence weakened and the possibilities of dan-

ge diminished, none deny its merits or its advantages

!ver all other sports. It is a game confined almost en-

tirely to college students and the notion that only brute

force is requisite for its successful operation is altogether

a mistaken idea. On the other hand it requires mental

tact as well as physical strength, and
^^-^^^^^^^ f

lect and alertness of bodily movement. Often some of

the best players are men of ^^mewha small physique

but rarely men of small mental faculties. The teams,

too, generally consist of strong moralmen. Prof. Kicn-

ards has wrftten a very valuable and -lenfc article

to The Popular Science Monthly. We suggest to all stud-

ents to read it. Among many other good things he says

that the average scholarship of men on the foot-ball

teams has of late years been higher than that of men m
other athletic organizations; that "the best teams m
Yale not only had the best players, but the most success-

ful teams have contained the most moral and religious

men " Then away with all fanatical notions about toot-

ball prostituting the moral worth of a college commun-

itv and degrading its intellectual standard, it is a lacr

that Wofford has been shamefully behind in this sport

of late years . This should not and must no longer be so

The time has come when it is the duty of us all to put

our shoulders to the wheel and shove athletics and foot-

ball on to the goal of a complete success. Let every

student, be he young or old, large or small, come out
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every afternoon and dwell in this health-givinR and in-
vigorating exercise.

An excellent team has been organized and we haveenough confidence in the leading men that they will do
their part if the students and faculty will give their en-
couragement and co-operation. The attempt has begunand IS going on, and its failure or its success rests with
you. We are members of one body;" by that body arewe judged and it is not only for the good of the institu-
tion, but for the good of the individual student that Wof-
ford College should have a foot-ball team to cope withany in the state or, for that matter, any in the South. It
lies m our power to do so . Only enthusiasm and energy
are needed and success is assured. The critical moment

'

is at hand. The enthusiasm has begun and is daily,
strengthening; more energy is needed and then all will
be wel

. It is our fight as well as the players', and it is
cowardly and unpatriotic for us not to lend our best as-
sistance. Let all come out to the grounds and contrib-
ute to the playing, cheering, paying and inspiring en
couragement. Everybody will come if you will The
time IS short, only lasting till Christmas. Let laziness
be overcome, tardiness stopped, energy increased, enthu-
siasm aroused and then foot-ball will be replete with
pleasure and victory. Let us first win the championship
ot our State and using this as a stepping-stone we can
rise to higher things.

After a pleasant rest of three months or more the pro-
fessors and students are back again and are prepared for
a season of good, solid work. All with one accord have
decided that this year shall be one of the most prosper
ous and interesting in the history of the College. The
professors have braced themselves up from the heat of
the summer and are looking well and wise. They have
very kindly offered their spare time to give the Seniors
an advance study in their respective departments. Prof.
DuPre will have an advanced class in Chemistry. Prof*
Easter has offered an hour a week extra in French. Prof"
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Gamewell will teach a higher class in Latin and Prof.

Rembert one in Greek. Prof. Snyder has offered to his

class either of two courses in English; one a study m
American Literature, the other in Victorian Literature.

A student by special permission can take both. He also

will teach an extra class in Anglo-Saxon, Prof. Thomas,

fresh from the mountain heights of Kentucky, will teach

his classes, as extra, how to scan the poetry of Mathe-

matics and to designate the different meters.

Dr. Carlisle will use the time formerly given to Meta-

physics with the Seniors in his department until the

trustees meet and elect a new Professor in Prof. Kilgo's

place. After the Professor comes, the Doctor will pay

back from his own department as much time or as many

hours as the class missed in Metaphysics. So there will

really be no lost time caused by the vacant chair. The

Juniors will give one hour each to Prof. Gamewell and

Prof. Snyder, who will act as Dr. Carlisle with the Sen--

iors.

At the election for marshalls for the coming year, held

on the second Friday night in October, Mr. A. E. Holler

was chosen chief. From the Preston society, Messrs. A.

M. Law, W. H. Eubanks and J. R. Walker were elected;

from the Calhoun, Messrs. W. Boyd Evans, E. C Culler

and Philip Cocke. These gentlemen are about as hand-

some as possible under the circumstances and will doubt-

less serve an efficient term.

We are glad to welcome back Mr. J. O. In orton, who

dropped out of the class of '94 at the end of the Junior

year, but who has seen fit, to return to Wofford. Mr.

ITorton swells the number of Seniors to thirty-four and

is a valuable accession to a valuable class.

Rev. Mr. Wa'it, former pastor of Bethel church and

father of Mr. B. Wofford Wait of the Senior class, spent

several days on the campus in early October.

Mr. W. J. Cocke ('92), of / sheville, spent a day or two

in the city at the first part of the month.
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We were glad to see the genial face of Mr. Frank Lan-

der, former local editor of The Journal, on the cami)u&

on opening day. Frank has been having trouble with

his eyes and is now under the treatment of Dr. Heinitsh.

We sincerely hope he can soon see his way clear to visit

us again.

ISTow that the faculty have granted their permission

for inter-collegiate contests, let us have a half dozen or

more games during the Season and also some debating

contests with other institutions.

Bamberg Notes.

The Carlisle Fitting School, of Wofford College, in

Bamberg, opened on October 1, 1894, with 93 students

enrolled, which roll has since grown to 103, The cir-

cumstances under which it opened were very propitious,

and from present indications, we will do fine work this

year. The prospects of the Kilgo Literary Society of

this school are particularly bright . We have enrolled

about 40 members with the prospect of continual enlarge-

ment.

Our officers are:

President, J. J. Riley;

Vice-Pres.^ L. W. Livingston;

First Critic, J. D. Laffitte;

Recording Sec, C. E. Wiggins;

Corresponding Sec, H. W. Woodward;

Treasurer, P. K. Rhoads;

i ensor Morum, W. H. Taylor;

Assist. Cen. Morum., J. E. Salley;

Chrm'n. Query Com. P. K. Rhoads;

Hall " T. Williams.

With a fevv- exceptions, we have a fine set of young-

men comprising our society. There is a friendly rivalry

between the tAvo societies (the Kilgo and Sheridan) as to

which shall have the better frirnished hall, and I hope
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the result will be two very beautiful Society Halls. From

data that I have been able to obtain, the Sheridan Liter-

ary Society has an enrollment of about 20.

Their officers are:

pjgg Miss Clara Riley;

Vice Pres.
' " Cora Sheridan

;

Secretary,
" Allte Jennings;

Treasurer,
" ^eila Black;

" Ellen Murphy.

In our last meeting,'we made some important changes

in our constitution. For instance, "the President shal

be elected for the term of one scholastic year, and that

the other officers be elected for the term of three months;

-We will not adjourn our society for any festive gath-

ering in town," as we did several times last year. These

beinj the facts, we must hope that the KUgo Literary

Socifty will not only be a blessingto the Carlisle Fitting

School, but to all of lower South Carolina.

ROBT. S. Oauthen,
Local Editor.
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H. J. Shoemaker, - - - Editor-

The worst features of any depression are its mental

and moral effects. Indeed, an industrial depression has

been defined as "a mental and moral malady which

seizes the mind after the first influences have been ma-

terially or physically felt." A financial crisis may be

passed with safety to the individual and to the State,

but the mental and moral effects of a depression are

anarchy, socialism and bomb-throwing.

This mental and moral depression exists in every civil-

ized country today. In the gold country and in the silver

country, in the high-tariff country and in the free-trade

country, in every country which has attained to any de-

gree of civilization, this depression is found. It cannot

be caused by protection because free-trade countries

have also suffered. It cannot be produced by mono-

metalism because the bi-metallic nations have felt its

effects. As its chief characteristic is its universality so

must its cause when discovered be universal.

Man in the primitive state desired only food, cloth-

ing and shelter. His food was simple and without

variety; his clothing, coarse and ill-fitting; his shelter,

.rude and humble. So long as these three wants were

The Economic Disasters in Education.

I
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satisfied even m this rude manner, be was contented.He knew and therefore desired nothing better. Therewere no social requirements. Envy was absent because
al men m histnbe lived in the same simple way as him-
self. There was no travel, so it was impossible for him
to come m contact with those who had observed or ex-
perienced a different style of life. He regarded the par-
ticular spot upon which he dwelt as the political relig-
ious and physical center of the world-of his' world
which was bounded by the circle of his vision. Thus
the first generations of men were happy because they hadno desires ungratified. Seeing, hearing and knowing
nothing better they were contented. Mr. Wells has a
sentence concerning the savage of today which admira-
bly illustrates this point. He says: "a greater supply of
blubber and skins to the Eskimo, more pulque to the na-
tive Mexican, to the West Indian negro a constant sup-
ply of yams and plantains without labor, and the abilitv
to buy five salt herrings for the same price that he hasnow to give for three, would, in each case, temporarily
fill the cup of individual happiness nearly to repletion "
Ere long new desires entered into his life. It may

have been for ornament and decoration or for comelv
dress or for a diversified diet or for wealth to be ex-
pended m worship and in honor of the national and local
deity. E!ut_ whatever was the first ungratified passion
or desire wnich was developed in the mind of man itwas The earliest manifestation of this mental and moral
depression which is today operating in every station of
lite. And as generation after generation passed, educa-
tion with Its accompanying desires increased and the
dissatisfaction was augmented. Man was no longer sat-
isfied with the narrow range of home. He must travel
and m this way develop his mind. In his travels he
saw a beautifully furnished house and upon his return
his own appeared too plain and unpretending. His loo-
cabin no longer satisfied him. The physical and mentalman required more culture.

"Cotter's Saturday Night" picturesthe ideal Jiome of a
century ago-the home where Burns saw that rest and
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quiet and happiness wliich he was unable to find for

himself Peace and contentment reigned there, but

with the present education, tastes and environments

very few «rould be satisfied with such a life, however

beautiful it may have appeared then.

Under the present high state of civilization, dissatis-

faction is everywhere manifesting itself. Each grade of

society casts envious glances upon those in a higher sta-

tion of life. The laborer is not contented when he com-

pares his humble home with the more pretentious house

of his employer, and he in turn is dissatisfied when he

beholds the mansion of the rich man. A dangerous feel-

ing is aroused in the working man's breast when he ob-

serves around him on every side those who have enjoyed

the advantages of education and travel-advantages

which he is unable to obtain for his own loved ones. He

probably obtains some of these advantages for, himself

or for his family; but those which he obtains only in-

fluence him to rush after others and produce dissa,tisfac-

tion if the goal is not reached. Those great educators,

the railroads, which have done so much to produce this

feeling of discontent by breaking down the barriers of

space which once separated different races, countries and

communities and making the world one great neighbor-

hood, are themselves feeling its effects. Mr. Sterne says

that they "are under compulsory conditions to incur stead-

ily increasing expenditures to accommodate the public.

And this is true, for the men whose fathers rode m box

cars require cushion seats and a quick schedule, and the

demknd of their children will be for the vestibule tram

and more rapid transit. These demands have been

awakened and must be met. The home and the person

must be beautified and adorned. What were once lux-

uries are now necessities. Brazil, China, the Indies, all

these lands so favored in situation must yield their fruits

to the bleak North. The wheat fields of Dakota and the

sheep farms of Australia contribute equally to feed and

clothe the English peasant. The desire for these thmgs

is found within him and it must be satisfied. "The good

old days when we lived at home" are days which will
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• never be seen again. Then a man's communitv fur-
nished everything which he desired; but todav theworld
IS his community an-1 his desires can be met in any spotfrom any quarter of the globe. He can never return to
nis old manners.

It is a fact of history that depressions are severestwhere education and civilization have done the mostm truth, all civilization has been suicidal so far as mate-
rial interests are concerned. The Egyptian, Assyrian,
Uic-elr,_and Roman empires fell under the burden of ahigh civihzation. Education is an expensive thinp Itproduces new desires which must be satisfied. Educa-

mor«?/
P°«^°o^i"try cannot live. These mental andnaoral depressions become so frequent and so severe thatthey cause the overthrow of government and a return toa lower state of civilization. It must be remembered

tt.T t". J'.
^''Pressi-n or dissatisfaction is ex-isting the state of life may never have been higher.Education while it increases a man's desires, also greatlvincreases his ability to satisfy them . The point fs that

leaver' ""'T ^^"^ ^^'^'^y th'^sleave him worse dissatisfied than before. The peasantof today IS discontented with what fully satis^ed thek.ngof yesterday. And this discontent is Just as dinger^

actual^sr'™?""* "Sf ".e point ofactual starvation. Thus is witnessed the peculiar sightof men with more of the comforts and luxuries of Tifethan were ever possessed by any preceeding generationendangering the very foundations of goven.ment unl;the mistaken belief that they are being oppressed andimpovished by the ''upper classes.'' This unrestscaused by ungratifled desires and these in turn are the
--"^^^ .^eater e^^eatiran^^^^

The Human in Poetry.

As in all the relations of life, so in poetry, that man is

hldiv'
thesparkofete^r'nalfir~

the divine nature that makes the whole world a brothel
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hood He is not a man, in the noble and exalted mean-

ing of that word, whose life is a mere formality, a series

of cold, soulless actions springing only from the rules of

the world or from an inner selfish nature. And so m
poetry he is a genuine and noble priest and prophet who

speaks' the mind and heart of universal man. Together

with this little spark of sympathy, there must be also

that which tends to uplift and ennoble strugglmg, weary

manhood.
Literary men may be divided into three classes: those

whose works are purely didactic and religious; those

whose works appeal only to the intellect and have no

connection with human life and love and action; and

those who preach a sermon, and often the grandest of

sermons, in the silent undercurrent of their noble

thought.

Let us consider the first class; those who preach ser-

mons. Man grows weary of hearing about his faults and

sins He hears of them from the preacher, and he is

daily and hourly reminded of them by his own con-

science; so, when another, who professes to write poetry,

tells him about them, it is only an echo of what has al-

ready been spoken and no longer exerts any influence

upon him. Thus, poetry, which attempts to take the place

of these other methods established by God for man's

spiritual good, has only a short life among men, and

moulds away in dark volunies on the dusty shelves of

old libraries.

N"ow purely intellectual poetry. This comes nearer

the idea of poetry, and yet there is something wanting.

There is a feeling of cold, dead marble about it; there

are no ruddy spots, no flush of human blood; it is only a

pretty toy, an ingenious piece of workmanship. Edgar

Allen Poe says indeed, that poetry is ''the rythmical cre-

ation of beauty. Its sole arbiter is taste " But this is

just the fault with the ,verses, many of them melodious

and rythmical, which he has left us,—their sole arbiter

is taste. They, as he says true poetry should have, have

only collateral relations with the intellect or the con-

science.
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ses touch a chord of l^urnal TyZ^ X^.^Ketransforms Hope, the expectation of the faithfK.t
vef '""'r

^^''^'"^ ''-^ thongS and fancf

a soft swtt7r its sound awakensa sort, sweet echo m our breasts.
Listen:

"But thou, O Hope, with eyes so fair.What was thy delightful measure'
Still It whispered promised pleasureAnd bade the lovely scenes at distance hai);
Still would hei- touch the strain .ro on-And, from the rocks, the woods, the valeShe ca led an Echo still through all the s ,n.'And where her sweetest theme she chos •

Asoft respo. sive voice » as h ar ( at every closeAnd Hope, enchanted, s.niled and waved her «o,den hair -

It IS hard to find anything more beautiful, but we feel

man lS' Th"""'^!:
'^^'''^"^ -tl^ a col'oring of hu

f% similarity between the

synipaohy and hvem our hearts. The harmony of soundhe rhythm, of such poems gains our sense of the beauti"ul our ear, and charms us into dreaminess; but do they

ment^^uStt^'T
°' '^'^^ discouraj

rubt^ ttt ,loL
''^"""^

^"'^P'^''^* ^bove tieaoubts tJiat cloud our way to the bright golden sun ofhope and the blue sky of peace? Do they U t us Z ofourselves and show us something nobler ';han se f-m erest,-the beauty of self-sacriflce? No thev touch ihZ uwith graceful fingers, only the harp'^plShetiSand the deep grand organ of the huma^ loul is sZtSuch poetry does not affect us either for good or for ev Iany more than we should be benefited oi harmed in l2tenmg to a lecture in Greek. There would be in tSsbeauty of sound somewhat of rhythm and cadence; Intto us no thought, nothing with life and power to moveand stir. Purely intellectual poetry cannot be compare!
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even toinstrumental music; for in sweet music without

words there is, besides the power of harmony to calm and

soothe, something suggestive. Music is to many ot us

in some manner connected with religious ceremony, and

in listening to it, our minds are turned to rehgious

thoughts. But in this poetry there is little room for sug-

gestiveness or imagination in other than the course of

thought expressed by its words.

Now we come to the third class, the noblest, grandest

of all literature. That poetry which is the embodiment

of human life, which takes the thoughts and hopes and

daily actions of man and dignifies them-and all thmgs

relating to humanity deserve to be dignified-with royal

robes of purple words and the diamond thought ot the

poet. Read averse of such poetry and compare it with

that which is beautiful only because it shows the power

of the poet's mind or because of its melody of sound. Ot

course, in true poetry, there is usually the sweetest of

rhythm, not because rhythm is essential, but because it

beautifies the poetic thought

.

Listen to this verse from Tennyson's ''A^aud".

"Courage, po^r heart of stone,

I will not ask tbee why
Thou canst not understand

That thou art left fo ever alone.

Or, if I ask thee why,

Car^ not thou to reply.

She is but d^ad and time is at hand

When thou shalt more than die."

How much more in a poem of this nature! The heart

swells with emotion at the sweet pathos of these words.

In the harp of the human soul, God in his wisdom and

love has put cuie string, and a golden cord it is, which

flutters and vibrates and gives out a low sweet tone, the

echo only of the human voice. When some noble one,

oneof the priest-hood of earth, tells in pathetic words

the soliloquy of a sad heart, or, in hope inspiring strain,

the happiness of another or the beauty of nature-the gay

songs of birds and the merry dancing of the brook—sym-

pathy is awakened in our hearts. Everything that per-

tains to humanity finds a friend in the unselfish. It is
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did not unLrstand tLm ilTpv^
they themselves

• b-^t debauched me^ Some on/ 1 ''^•r''''^'
°^ ^"^^^^

.

el from the whitest ma^l h
'"""^ ^"''^ "^^^ «his-

-man, you ma^Jl^rt J ^aT offL'ir"^"^

-^u;r.uu.^trh:L^e^ttH^~
and the world will not Lg gaze S ^ T

'P"'^'''

want such sculpture; he wflfnot ^ut up Ji^it

the soCo bird th^lT"? °' !Pf"^«^' ^^'"-^'^ -hoes,
tnr« o °i r ' ' partakes of our own nature, and in so doing dignifies man

i^^' o
"

i ver r-
" " '''' '^^""tains, in thegleam-

lonely ^ens^- ^'V^T'.^ star-mirrorin. depths of

all unworldly motives^n
''^^ ^^^^.^^''''Shts, in

i-ous generoL anTslif" aodfi^tgTe^S^' Het f'^'the beauty of woman fn fh^
aeeds. He feels it in
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laughter, in her si^h in her soft
her robes * * *

i ft 'ni?
harmony of the rustling of

kneels tolt, he wLlfp'sTt^ni^etit^• t"'' ^e-
the strength, in the altoo-'ptLv ^' *.h«*

love." ' altogether d Ivme majesty of her
U. V. Wannamaker ('96).



The Influence of Fate on the Greek Mind and Literature as

Seen in the Drama.

(ABniversary Oration for tbe Camoun Society, by S. J. McCoy.)

As the Cxreeks, with their keen intellect and quickened

sensibilities, permeating the field of knowledge to almost

its utmost bounds and gazing upon every industry m its

primitive state, have given an unbounded impulse to

every art and science from which their fame, both liter-

ary and historical, has been derived and has become as

wide in its scope as the bounds of earth; so have they, by

their profound thought and broad knowledge, created a

literary drama whence such an impulse has been given

to literature and such an influence exerted upon it as

that from it has been moulded and even derived the dra-

ma of the whole world. And, to demonstrate more

clearly and restrict it more properly, it was no less a lit-

erary people than the inhabitants of the little town of

Athens and vicinity, by whom the origin and foundation

of literary art were established and by whom the im-

pulse was afforded which has proved capable of elevat-

mg this form of literature to a plane by no means less

enviable than that of the inhabitants themselves of that

seemingly squalid and insignificant peninsular.

When we critically review the ramifications into which

such a root has spread and survey in its completeness

the process of its gro wfch, and when we realize the thought

now embodied in its form and expressed in its action, we

can but stand in amazement and even superstition con-

templating the huge structure which a mind in a crude

and premature condition has so magnificently erected.

The creation of the drama carries us back over a lapse

of nearly three thousand years to a period of the world's

history when invention was something almost unknown,

when exploration and discovery were wholly uncontem-

plated, when the arts and sciences were obscure and

mysterious and when the world itself was merely at the

point of its dawning. It takes us to a period in Greek

life when the simplest actions of man were mysteriously

involved, when every resource, educational as well as
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otherwise, was left wholly undisturbed, and when a fewrural bards and untrained country.dw;ilers were mak-ing offerings and hymning praises in the by-ways andhedges to Dionysius, the God of their choice. It takesus to a time when traces of a dramatic charactei cSldbe exemphfled m their rude and uncultivated worshipwhen the ancent temple could not be degraded by the'

for thr^T''^""'^'^ --shipper, but^was firoi^y

onsSuted't) "^"f
"-y^tic dramasconstituted the mysteries of ancient religion," and whenthe most powerful religion was constituted in the por

ritual!
' '''' "^"""^ '"^^ dramatic

But while many and important questions of socialpohtical and religious life are eminently displa;ed1nthe action of the drama, and while in it we have -"Lobly

and hunian life, its highest aim was the setting forth ofhuman fates, "those great tragic situations under themighty control of a vast and cloudy destinv, and brood-ing over human life by mysterious agenci; and for theaccomplishment of mysterious ends
°

from^'^th? w*".,""
''^'P'^^ ^ '^^^^^^''t^'- emanatingfrom the will, movmg under human impulses, and ex

TumS fT,''*™*^''"^'
""^^ doomed the !n-

the d^rk f«J/, ""I'^uT '
'"^ obliterated by

iht l f T longer powerful and elaborate wasthwarted and cancelled by the dark agencies of FateAncient tragedy, connected as it was with religiousand pohtical festivals, and affording a ready means fo

mLllZT 1 and ^he feel ngjd splayed and exercised in a drama, is, beyond any foi™of the hterature of this period, a vehicle of thought; andwhatever may have been the underlying principles of

ltToTof"r"'^-'"°rV°^
--/ha^e'been the r?igion of Grecian life, is reflected by Greek Tragedy as

n^Tf'
of Destiny. This word embodies the fee"

rte^d awirfrom r'^'''"'*'*'^?
-hich ancient thinkers car-ried away from their speculations into the mysteries of
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the universe, it was this utterly abstract force and power,

devoid of purpose, which lingered hauntingly withm the

realm of their thoughts, and whatever ideas men formed

of the myteries of religion, or whatever conceptions they

entertained of the mysterious problems of their time,

were different aspects of this same controlling force.

Let us behold the Athenians living in a brilliant and

wholesome atmosphere, and scanning intelligently all

the arts and sciences that have been surveyed by the

human imagination, let us see them entering with fervor

into every religious orgie and weaving an imaginary

world out of the etherealized details of nature, let us

behold them giving an impulse to learning never before

equalled by any nation on the globe, breaking down the

barriers of vice and setting up strongholds of virtue, and

we see their everv energy and power almost annihilated

by a sombre back-ground of fatalism reaching beyond

the gods and capable of emerging from the most trifling

detail of experience.

When in the Agamemnon of ^schylus the descrip-

tion of splendid spectacles in the outset, eclipsed by

dark forebodings, so increases the conflict of emotions

in the breasts of the chorus, until they cast off restraint

and break into a full choral ode, sweeping ^Vith the evo-

lutions of each strophe to the right or left of the altar,

we find the old man repining not, but tempering himself

to the fate which smote him. He felt himself being

"harnessed to a yoke of unbending fate," fatal resolu-

tions were forming in his distracted breast, and like a

pyramid balanced on its apex, he was soon to rise to a

prosperous life, or to be degraded into one of despair.

Approaching in all the decorum and pomp of a Gre-

cian lord, the chorus avoid the tone of'untempered

triumph belonging to a mocking-fate, while woeful

strains haunt their ears and pulses of impending fate

beat at their heart, while that Destiny, which spins the

web of all things, is firm set, and "Fate, the everlasting

sword-smith, is hammering on the anvil, block of ven-

geance-" Here we find Helen also, ushering herself from

bowers of gorgeous curtains, crowned and decorated
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with all the finery and luxuriousness of a Grecian dame,
gentle zephyrs wafting her along the banks of the noise-

less Simiois
;
yet bloodf-hed was in her train, shielded

hunters were on her track, verifying the statement that
*'there is a wrath which worketh after long waiting."
The "Erinnyes," the supreme horror of ancient my-

thology, who are the personifications of anguish and
crimes unnatural, who lurk in darkness and dwell in the
bottomest depths of hell till summoned to earth by the
curses of some victim, with forms as black as midnight
and the hair of the foulest serpents, expressed the most
urgent appeal to party feeling. They threw over the
Greek mind a shadow of awe unsurpassed by the Fates
themselves, they entertained every evil existing within
their reach, they drained their victims of even every
tendency of an energetic life, and to the medium im-
agination were utterly inconceivable.

To us, indeed, more than to the Greeks who lived
near the infancy of the world and gazed with reverential
awe upon the primal mysteries of human civilization,

no lyrics of ancient tragedy are more striking than
those on Human Life. The rapidity of invention in mod-
ern times causes us to forget that the greatest wonders
of the world are the things of every-day life, that the
electric telegraph, which now spans the entire globe
is but a slight improvement on the art of writing, that
steam and the latest triumphs of machinery sink into

insignificance when compared to the invention of fire or
the discovery of iron, that the intellects which produced
these results, were but scraps from the great waste-bas-
ket of learning, that the mere mention of the earliest

achievements of humanity, as the mystery of speech, of
thought, and of sin, excites our sense of wonder and
causes us rapturously to exclaim:

"Wonder in nature we see and scan,

But the greatest of all is man."
"What can withstand thy will, O Fate!
The gold, the ship, the shield, the gate?

Ah no! o'er all thou art triumphant."

This is an exclamatory outburst of the chorus in one
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of their stage lyrics when they bring their minds to

bear upon the monarch of Thrace, who sought impious-

ly to overthrow the feats of the wine-god, and, by the ac-

tion upon him of retributive justice, wasted drop by

drop away in a cavern of some lonely mountain. This it

IS which paints in glowing colors the indubitable irresis-

tibility of Fate, and this it is which shows the calami-

tous end of mortals, who are destined to a portion of its

bitter cup.

Hereditary Curse, Fate, and sombre Destmy, all form

ready materials for Greek Tragedy, the pulpit and press

of its age, but most dreaded of all are those beings who,

seeking the possession of unholy knowledge, will ''do a

deed without a name" and give their eternal jewel and

their evil-earned reward to the common Enemy of man.

They, who look with evil eyes upon even the progress of

time,'who to carry their end will turn loose to the de-

vastation of the earth the loud and boisterous winds

and deliver up navigation to the angry and frothy

waves, "though pyramids and palaces slope their heads

to their very foundations." Such were the black and mid-

night hags, which met Electra as a terrible consequence

of her disobedience when placed between two irresisti-

ble Fates ; such were they which met Macbeth on the

blasted heath, hovering through the fog and filthy air,

while the earth melted as breath into wind.

The terrors of the supernatural world, equal w^th and

beyond all similar instrumentalities, occupy a prominent

place in the stage of Greece. Fate and the Furies might

work on the minds of a Grecian audience with direful

and heart-rending consequences; incest and matricide

might inflame their minds to an overwhelming state of

despair ; the act of murder, or of ghosts, might permeate

their whole beings with awe and superstition ;
but noth-

ing so disturbs the harmony of the soul and so sha.tters

the human frame as the occurence of a human sac-

rifice. And no sacrifice of any time or any place has

been more terrifying and awe-inspiring than that of

Iphigenia in Aulis, where she makes herself the victim

of sacrifice to solve a tangle of Fate, which, as the play
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has proceeded, has grown from its dawn to its settingSo involved by the secret plans of her enemies and fa^urprisedand corjfonnded by this ostensible motive

her tt:
"° ^/'^''"''^ ^'^^ ^^'i'^ the chancrs ofhei safety and rum, that while all others are dissolvedm agony, g:vmg directions for the ceremony and lestraimng even the very signs of weeping, she advancesm fnll lync state to the place of sacnfice sin4J farewell to her beloved native land and hymning praises to«ie cruel deity in whose direful ha;ds she i Tow alowly offering. These are the things which penetertedGrecian life and thought beyond any other force of toatage; these are the things which gave influence to Greekhterature, especially to every form of the GrecianDrama, an influence which has increased with the p^ogress of .mankind, and which to-dav is not inferior toany literary influence of the world these are t e hings

hv w ; ,

'''' patriotism and to Grecian thoughtby which she has steadily climbed to the top round ofhe ladder of literary and historical fame, and to daystands m dignified solemnity with thousands of peoplebowing supphantly at the foot of her literary tlirone

the ban'- of ""fT and thoughtfullv al^ng

^rfield
' ' ""''"^

^ the neigirboi-mg field and so narrow that one could with a medium ef-fort eap from one of its pebbled banks to the other w th anpplmg current strong enough, perhaps, onlv to dislodo-t

sav sudde^ 1
" 7''''^ '''' this, Isay, suddenly expand into a river, capable of turnino- athousand great wheels for man's profit and of carrying

he Zsr""'' thousands of ships loaded withthe most precious cargoes of human aspirations hewould behold the aptest physical likeness of the impetus

prs:ron'to tT-
^-t master of hifm:passion, to tl e action and influence of the drama.
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prehensive, a contempt even for regularity of plot and
intrigue and extremely careless of fame or remuneration,

he moved with the grace and majestic step in the way of

a nameless and obscure crowd of predecessors and
* 'stitching into scenes the rude shapes of dry dialogue

and of buffoonery, even then in existence" has thrown

a never-fading light on the history of his country. It

was this immortal bard, who has extended the domin-

ions of the human consciousness and given it a sway in

regions not so much as dimly described, or even sus-

pected, before his time, it was he who first, in all Chris-

tendom, found the power for mysteriously working upon
the stage, the protesting apparition, and it was he who
focalizing his strength in the one great field of his

power brought woman upon the stage with all the ap-

propriate beauty of female nature. ''Woman no longer

grand, terrific and repulsive, but T\oman exalted, enno-

bled and liberated," running through the vast gamut of

womanly loveliness, and no longer the rebel and slave of

man, but now his co-equal and oft-times his superior.

He introduced womanly qualities far superior to the

idealized for trait of female innocence and virgin purity,

represented by Sophocles and his contemporaries, far

beyond the severe and even stern impersonations of fi-

lial duty in Antigone and Electra, far beyond the forti-

tude and cruel immolations of an Iphigenia. Woman,
not with the cold eyes of a marble statue, but' breath-

ing the breath of life with the fine pulses of female sensi-

bilities throbbing in her bosom. v\ oman, by no means
co-equal with those Grecian dames who were burdened
and influenced by the dire results of conventional seques-

tration, who were barred from all social intercourse and
from the possession, or even the development of a char-

acter, or of the ideal portrait of feminine excellence and
who were, save by a sort of special dispensation from
their sexual character, retained in the play as contribut-

ors merely to the fatalities of that event she then was
wholly incapable of representing even the most feeble

will-power, she was merely the passion puppet of
Fate, with her character, no longer elaborate and power-
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ful, opposed, effaced, interrupted, and even defeated by
the blind agencies of an avenging Fate. Deprived of

every quality essential to her well-being, publicly con-

demned, derided at every opportunity, regarded as the
mere instrument of man as well as of Fate, and we
might say, lowered to the level of irrational beings, she
stands as a naught, a meaningless figure, in Grecian
life and Grecian civilization.

But while ambition and vice, hatred and avarice, in-

decency and sensuality retain unimpaired power in the

action of a Grecian Drama, filling the eye with offen-

sive images and gratifying the mind with endless un-
dertakings—while these, placed side by side with virtue,

prudence and morality, are alike held sacred and rever-

enced—a force, an all-governing force and capping-«tone
of all this structure of good and evil qualities, enters

promptly into Grecian life and Grecian thought.

Fate has wrought itself up to an intensity which burns
away all limitations of language; it has deprived poster-

ity of the happy blending of the dramatic excellences

and poetic beauties which lie profusely scattered among
the unacted works of ancient writers; it has hurled into

oblivion the boundless license of the stage and thrown
around Grecian Dramas the most indefinable restric-

tions; it has caused characters to be violated and proba-
bilities discarded; it has erected itself an indestructible

monument in the hearts of the whole nation of Greece,
and it is destined to lord over every principle of a Greek
and to lacerate him everlastingly with its dreadful and
inhuman lightnings.

Science Versus Poetry and Romance.

(Anniversary Oration for toe Preston Society, by J. Porter Hollis.)

Perhaps, if requested to mention some one characteris-
tic of the present age which distinguishes it from all

other ages and crowns it with a special wonder and glor}^.

we should call it the Age of Science. It is among the
most absorbing questions of the time and worthy of
especial consideration. Science is fastening itself, we
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•may say/upon all minds, and is destined to regulate the

human genius and the part it is to play m the future.

It demands attention as to what is its special relation to

art and is as important in the aifairs of mankind as ht-

^""Many writers hold that as civilization and science ad-

vance, poetry, art and romance must of necessity de-

cline. We are told that Darwin's grandfather spent part

of his time in writing poor poems, and Charles, it he

had lived in his grandfather's day, might have done the

same but in the spirit of the age in which he lived, in-

stead 'of a song of flowers, gave to the world the scien-

tific epic of natural selection. Must we then conclude

that imagination and sympathy are not as essential as

thought, and that art must finally give place to science.

It would seem that the greatest proof of genius is a Poem

written in an age of culture and refinement, although

that culture and refinement be scientific. ' But they be-

lieve that science, in desiring to know the exact truth

about nature and in specializing and analyzing every-

thing will destroy all the works of the imagmation,

holding that in a rude state of society, poetry, written

by instinct, so to speak, finds its highest perfection.

There is a grave apprehension, too, that in the knowl-

edge and pursuit of form and technic, nature is lost

sight of, and that the poetry so written is only as

sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." In other words

this poetry will represent an artificial school which will

become more mechanical than ever Pope's was.

But why should the poetry of things be destroyed by

a scientific acquaintance with them? Ii is not al-

gether the duty of the poet "to overload reason and na-

ture with fine fancies." Yet this is the view held by

not a few scientists of the present day. It has been pre-

dicted that poetry would eventually cease to exist. Yet

great poets still live and are produced. The nineteenth

century witnesses the mighty confiuence of two mighty

streams,!science and literature, and the chief result ot

this conjunction is Alfred Tennyson. For while we see

him "buried in the archives of mystery," pursuing with
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unabated zeal his studies and searches in science, at thesame time we see him writing his most beautiful poetry
Ihus, as has already been said, "the most splendid and
wonderful proof of genius is a great poem produced in a
civilized age-" And we can safely call Tennyson themornmg star of the nineteenth century, for the rays of
his glory still shine in undiminished brilliancy There-
fore, the poets of this age may not surpass like their pre-
decessors, yet they do surpass, and present with equalpower and grace the sentiments of the time.
According to some, the development of the scientific

spirit is destined to check the spirit of poetry and de-
stroy all the works of the imagination. Without mys-
tery, without superstition, they say, there can be no
true poetry. And it may be granted, according to ancient
philosophy, that the poetic imagination does need a kind
of superstitious audience, a certain unsoundness of mind
without which it can not be enjoyed. For instance
there is no poetry in a straight line, for we can see with-
out trouble to the the end of it. A broad, even road
without crooks and turnings, devoid of shady nooks and
thickets, IS destitute of poetic inspiration, because we
can take m the whole situation at a glance. The fault
of a prairie is that it conceals nothing from view. Thecharm of an evening sunset consists in its after-glow
and half-veiled appearance. I might say that it takes a
certain amount of vagueness, a desire to see that which
IS just beyond the range of our vision, '-an aching for
the infinite," to help appreciate what is set before us
However, this antagonism of science to poetry, which

these writers endeavor to establish, seems to us nearly
groundless. Poetry will always "find a justification in
science." For not only science, but poetry also, is an
explanation of nature. Science can not touch us can
never enlighten us in the same way that poetry does
for poetry addresses itself to the soul as well as to the
body. And therefore, as the soul is immortal, so is po-
etry eternal. There can be no discoveries that do not

bro^nil^^'^iy.^
greater mysteries and thus afford abroader field than ever for the imagination. '-As you
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increase the circle of light, you but increase the circle

of darkness." We pass, as it were, from mystery m a

mass to mystery in detail, and find that in reality the so-

lution of the mystery has advanced no further than

from the general to the particular. Truly has it been

.declared by the poet, that—

*'1d seeking to undo
One riddle and to find the true,

I knit a hundred others new."

Thus, in the end the mystery Js greater than at the

beginning ; and as familiarity with a mystery advances

step by step, new suggestions, a new world of wonders,

and consequently a new poetry, is made. If we were to

advance far enough, our once grand objects of poetry

would disappear. Nothing but a vast whole would be

visible at first. But looking upon it, we see in the dis-

tance shadows as yet impenetrable and something still

to work out. Science cannot efPect the destruction of

mystery, for as has been said, the .transformation is

simply from the abstract to the concrete. And so the

mysteries of this world grow all the more obscure as the

scientific light is turned on them ; and, as a result, we

have the field for the imagination immeasurably ex-

tended.

Neither can science solve that other mystery, meta-

physics, which is destined always to furnish food for

the imagination. This is a halting place, as it were, in

the search of the investigator, every step he makes be-

yond which, but envelopes him into deeper obscurity ;

and having arrived here, he allows himself "to be

rocked in the winds of the unknown amid the sublimi-

ties of ignorance." So, I say, science can never dispel

this mystery of metaphysics which recognizes no hu-

man understanding. And it will doubtless furnish, out-

side of that which is beautiful, pure and simple, the

amotions of the lofty and grand.

It does not appear that superstition is more necessary

to a reach of the imagination than mystery and stupid-

ity, even though it has been called the poetry of life.

Superstition necessarily humanizes things and causes
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them to assume dispositions like our own. Man tries to
give a reason for what he sees, and in putting his con-
struction on it, he leaves there his own imprint. Thus
we see that the first conception of the universe had its
grandeur and was not without its poetry, although sub-
ject to no law but that of the myths

; but even thou-h
mythology is no longer regarded in this scientific age
will this injure poetry and art ? Eight here the pointmay be brought up that it is more in accordance with
poetry to apply the supernatural to wills like our own
than to subject them to the inexorable laws of science •

the gods are superior to the laws. But this may be an-
swered by the fact that the laws in themselves are not
without the essence of divinity. -Hence comes the no-
bility of science which is an interpretation of the Di-
vine."

^^As one of the characteristics of divinity is infinity, a
law coi^necting phenomena with others and inviting
us to ascend the chain of causes, opens immense per-
spectives to the mind and gives to whoever investigates
it a view of infinity in the smallest objects, or, we might
say, makes the infinite present in every phenomenon.
While mythology gives the supernatural for its explan-
ation, and hinders the mind in its research, science, on
the other hand, removes all doubts and leads the mind
up to a clear view of the infinite. Thus, science, instead
of being an enemy, is the forerunner, or purveyor, of a
new poetry, not founded on mystery, superstition and
igQorance, but on truth itself. An 1 jaV-, as science shall
bring man in touch with nature, so shall poetry be larger,
richer, and better—not so wonderful, perhaps,—but
grander and more enduring. And we have here, in the
shape of a law, a divinity equal in value to the 'classic
mythology of mount Olympus.

^^The poet loses nothing in the transformation of the
universe by science." To take a few illustrations. To
the man of olden times or the ignoramus of the present
day, "a drop of water is only a drop." What a differ-
ence to the imagination of the scientist, when he thinks
that if the force that holds its elementary components
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were let loose it would produce lightning
'

What a won-

lerfu ight is a ball of snow, when its^ sparklmg and

eleSnt crystals are viewed through the microscope!

Thffoss ls dug here and yonder out of the earth re-

mind us of prehistoric animals ; the worn and rounded

Sone marked with scratches and grooves, tells us the

story of the field of ice grinding over it for many centu-

r e7 Then "What majestic poetry is that of science!

We live in an atmosphere of truth and beauty
;
each one

separates and assimilates what he is able.

Genius is the all important factor in the developmen of

both science and art. Newton's faculty, which enabled

him o discover the law of universal gravitation, was

tCsame as Shakespeare's, which gave him the wonder-

Si power of searching out and exhibiting the workings

of the human heart. The scientist, as well as the poet

must be one of nature's own children, must be abxe o

Tpersonate her, and, as far as he can, to rejuvenate

her Scientists, like poets, have"mtenor illuminations

and visions and ecstasies which raise them above them-

''Sd since the mind can be treated on evolutionary

prmciDles, perhaps, I would not be wrong m saymg that

Tme-ntal'lrowth advances and evolutes from a scien-

tific standpoint, it also advances from a poetic stand

pSnt For instance : Goethe, one of the most glorious

name^ of German literature, is at the same time one of

the greatest German scientists. If we come over into

Engfand, there are Newton, Franklin, Davy, Faraday

and Darwin delving into science; and side by side with

them are Byron, Burns, Wordsworth, and Tennyson

Wing forth in ^oug. Why can there not be a genera

improvement in all minds-the poetic as well as the

scientific? We of to-day look farther mto the mysteries

of nature and regard with a different eye the infinity

that lies beyond. We have, as it were, « "^^ed the

mountain height of science in order to see the beau y

and harmony of nature; and by this ascension m our

search for truth, our vision has only been f
comprehend what we had not dreamed of. So there is
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world. AndTerSnlv fC,.'''1''"f ^^^^^ the

back to thfs poin t How f
^« leading us

ture than we re^rde^T ^^^^'^ '''^l^ ^a-

and ins/cts, bi/ds of the l^lTSHft '^^''^

and flowers and Pvpr,.fi, f,. ^ ^''^ ^^a- trees

Which throb; "thf^r oTr J^';'""^
''^^ "^-^

'universal nature find a Slut I V" '^"'^"''^

lowest forms of veJaWe !?.d
^ and a meaning in the

-e can arouse high and Lbdv ""^'^l
^/fe, from which

has in anyway quenched hi« . i i

science

fluences."iut'rar;i -1 :i^rrir^> '^r^''waj lessened his friendship ^l^Th ,

^""^

stance been cooled " HasTt m«^P

\

tender care for th. w i

^™ unmindful of his

''Who loves not Knowledge? who shall railAgainst her beauty ? May she mix
^Vith men and prosper. Who shall fixHer pilJars ? Let her work pr-^vail "

with his dominion over nature hV. i f
himself and if

nature. He assimilates it toiiiiiibeir, and it becomes, as it werp a T.i>r.f
beino- T?.r«>,,. . .

'
vv^re, a part of his own

o:7perl;^^itrind Tat whL*'^
^^^^-^^^'^ ''^

J', ^na tnat which was given to help
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man although it gain control over the whole world of

nature win surely not hinder nor hurt him in any way.

Sctntmc achievement evidently stands to-day as the

highest witness of the human mmd; and tl^^ f?^eat

poLs that burst in a flood of inspiration upon the soul

of genius, and open the realms of immortal beauty may

liffus to a nobler plane of endeavor." So I say it does

not occur to me that science will eventually destroy a

the works of the imagination, nor, that it wi
,
with all

ts possibilities, come to claim the whole attention of

mankind exclusive of literature. "Man does «ot hve by

bread alone." Environed, amazed, ministered to and

enriched, as we are, by these splendid achievements of

science. It would seem that the literary genius, instead

of being eclipsed by this flashing light, would flourish

all the more.

Some Phases of Our Democracy.

We have always considered a democratic rule as the

rule of the just. In fact, we have almost inherited respect

for and faith in such a rule. Democracy, m its de-

velopment, covers no small space in history lo

take up this subject and consider for a moment some

phases of its development, requires no great knowl-

edge of Stamp Act oppression or Revolutionary strug-

gles The causes of the dissolution of England and

Imerica cannot, however, be passed unnoticed. In

this hatred to the Old World there are two vahd

reasons. We find our people oppressed by a re igious

tvranny, which compelled them to support a faith and

priesthood which they abhorred, and still more oppres-

sive, a political tyranny which denied them the essen-

tial rights of manhood.

In our new country here, as they lived. Democracy

lived, as they grew, Democracy grew, and m their

practicing of Democracy there was grounded the primi-

tive principles of our noble government. By the year

1774 this Democratic influence was scattered from the
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coostatution, iasannj, free aad equal "hLToilBrLearned men tell us there have never been more e"

^rtlfo;=r-5^^^^^^^^
si.g-lerule, and ma, beXSfe': HnSIT'Tit

wtd" ex.ent
g-™ental affairs, owing to theyia„ extent of our coantrj', have to be contractArinroush elected Representatives. In theorv, peopsay ours ,s a Democratic government, no sin^ ule nolavored rule. During the Revolution there"va en' atempt made to neutralize forces which woulIresu"t inthe mdmg of America in subjection to the Rulers andfSmS .''"^'""'; •^P-*'^^ declarS n of.leadomtneie was an attempt to adopt a European form

iTir^^xtE'"" """"

"

equalled Dem„c,,,ic gov„„„,e„,
, i i,

ofou^^^il ^""V" -sovereignsor ou> land-the people. Immediately on the adootionof our constitution, some of the ablest men of ttfday

at th?, V
'"^'""'^ congressional scheming JuTt

P omoteTortV
'^'^^ ^^-der, tfe cSef

fZT\u \u Democracy, and he wasnone other than Alexander Hamilton, ffi harangues
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again,. e,..li..d J^J™ "k™;

of the individual. Un. ^ "'J

combined ignorance
partisan lash nor condescend ^oj^-

l'^:^^^,^ faction,

of bigotry and conceit ^ J, statesmanship
One who would branch out

fj*^"* justice,

and fall, if -^^^y- *Uerson R sing in

rStwTXastate^
"He walked through this land

^I'^J^^
'^^^ The

tained it can never expire." !n
l^^^^^f^^J^onument

enduring than marble or brass.

'Thpse »^hall resist the empir* ot decay, •

Whertioio is O'er an . worlds have passed away ,

Cold in the dust the perished heart «^ay be

rthat which wanned it onc^e^can -v^r

Purpose and Will-

..mong the many f^^^^e^aT no^^e' t^^^
acters and help to shape them *erej.
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purpose to guide and a wiUtT T ^'^^ ^"hout a
ble to be driven from thTpaSf7'".'^"
stranded upon the sands of t' e o^wr T.'

"^'^^
breakers of debauchery and sin "'r^^^?^

"Po^ the
pose, the indomitable will

^ inflexible pur-
ficulties and looMng Zft^dl^fr'' ^"™"-ding dif-
inspired confidence and comm,'"*"^ ^^^r
opposite qualities have everTedf f T""''' ^'^"^ ^be
Pointment and disaster "iU™'*^ resolves, disap-
stable in all his ways."

'

Th." 7 "'""^^'^ ^^n is un-
success in human life and

^rrander element of
purpose. '-The man who starts r^/"^

^"'^'^'^^^^ «f
mination to reach a certa n n. ^ ^"'^ ^ deter-

-averinglytohispuVose raXf T^'^Tbe great difference that 'fi ' ^ reach his goal."
tween the great and the SsigLt'T ™^
disparity in intellect as a dfl ' '^'^ m^^cb a
cible determination and honesr^'ir

" ^'"^

have written their narnesTmn ^ I^IT ^^"^ ^ho
of history have all bTen men

"""" ""^^'^
would never have crossed zh^l k

"""^ "^^sar
the Delegare had they not fl.ed tr ^^^-^ton
objects far beyond the periL ^^^^ "P°ii
when a mere child, washed totL u'

Cannibal,
his hand upon the vicZ °

«
^'^^ ^l^^re, with

enmity to Rome. YeS 'ft ""f'
*° «wear eternal

dience to this oath, struLSr^th J'eternal snows of the ^^nid the
down upon the plaLs of' Itairhe'^r^'

^"^^^''^^
army after consular arn^v "t-^; ^^

defeated consular
the very heart of the enem^'rr

'^'"^
teen years. It was fi "Til "T'^''^ "early seven-
ander the Great from onquesf to"'"'

'^at led Alex-
bad conquered the whol Tnl ""^"^
same influence stirTed^. 7'' '^"^ the
such action that he shook't""

^"'"^^'^^ *<>

of every throne in Europe H.^
' foundation

after having been drawHff So^r'^ into other pursuits of life.
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returned though old and blind, to the work he had laid

out or himself in his youth, we to-day ^ould not have

^.reatest of English poems-Paradise Lost. Had

iay lomd been an' idler .with no purpose, he would

npvpr have been a millionaire.

Indeed there has never been a great deed m war, m

pol Ucs in finance xn literature, in science, or m any

other I;iartment of human life, born into the world

£ was not begotten of fixedness of purpose and

hrmiffht forth of unconquerable will.

But let the warrior by deeds of valor succeed m win

ning the laurels of war, or the statesman by his states-

manship and philosophy succeed in the enactment of

wise and benificent laws, or the busmess man by h^

rhrewdness in business succeed in heaping up his mil-

lions or the scientist or man of letters succeed m the

production of some grand work of science or art,jet if

they have labored only for selfish ends, leaving God and

etmrty out of their plans, they have but grandly failed;

for the grandest success is but failure if it tends not to

the glory and honor of God. Let us then, fixing our

purposeTin accordance with thegreat purpose of God, so

live and so execute them,

'^Thatwhen" our -summons comes to join

The innumerable caravan, that moves

To that mysterious relm, where each shall take

His chamber ia the silent halls of death

We '^^o,noUike the quarry-slave at night.

Scourged to his dungeon, but sus^ained and soothed

By an unfaltering trust approach'' our "grave,

Like one who wraps the drar ery of his couch

About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.
.

Geo. C. Leonard,
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l^mereaa. t.e Post hmoeac Spana- bul-,, as seco^Kari-tilf^'^--
WOPFORD COLLEGE, NOVEUBER, 1894.

Geo. C. Leoxa«d,
Editor

Translations.

One of the most baneful practices known to .nil

There are two principal causes which lead to their use-

termg college and second, the failure to appreciate thevalue of close independent research in the study of t\ete

Kffl" t
' "*^r

'''' - equall/harmfuTIn the first case there seems to be some excuse for theuse of translations. But even then, would it not be bet-

hard studj to go back and seek that preparation whichwould lay the foundation for broad and thorough scholarship than to get through with only a very!uperficfalknowledge of the subject? If scholarship is the tSaimed at, we say yes. ^
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theGre* and L.ti» tal
^f'V, hrh»lo clo^s simply

„,ed by .h, "
L.,to.e.teDC. "l-f" *"™ °'i „guedtl,.t the

f,;r„.hen.eoftp.ml.«ion.; first, a-W'
fJ

"^''^

dt«s •L"L;:irrr/y .t^^];..

There is a feeling of exquisite pleasure to one, after
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irJZrZtvz\z:zt r'''''' ^-^-•^
for it to suddenly burst upo^^^ R.T'f T'^^^'repaid for all of his trc^uhf^^ a

' ^ ^^^"^ ^^^Is amply
ne.t, though it bVrefsrdi^etu'^-T'*''*'^''^^and overcoming one difflonJtloVT .^^"^^ meeting
learns to trust himse fTnJ t^^"^*'''^"'

^^'^

dence is develop 7L one '''/.^r
"^'^ ^^"-''O'^fl-

study gained. ' ^ """^ Principal ends of

Dr. J. Harion Sims.

of Dr. J. Marion Sims ^.r.J"'''^'
the memory

greatness. PerhapsTo ot^f u*' ^^^P'^'^* 'rue
ditions to surgiLTC:X":nd\T^'7"^^^^^'^-
more for suffering humanity^than he \T. T '^"^
shown by the fact that this is th . fi <-

P^P"!^"*^ is

erected to thememory of !,„V ™«°"ment ever
further by thT ShftTb^'^'"''° ^^^''"'"'^

thousands of people '^^"'T^J'''
contributed by

contribute more thinoredolL Burb Tf."^"^'^ *^
est monument to ^ " ''^ ^^'^ the proud-
of New York whth Z"^"7 '^''"^^'^'^ Hospital

under his dlectiln Fifteen 0"^' f ^"'^

of his life were g^ven to the ov
°^ ^^^'-^

of this institution ^"'^ management

suSs^f'SLl^Trd'lrT ' '^1.^'^''' there,
class of Ictyt iSout%amTv'^ f" ^'^^

poor, with notWng to aid hiT ^ >nfluence, himself

careful preparat of r.^ t T and
he rose by theTprndor o^^^

" P^'-P-^'
stacles. Before he

^hove all ob-

flnd him one of tSe aS/'^'ff ^.'^^

factors of the worid a.. f^^'"^
discoverers and bene-

of his own couXi^^Jr,^^^- of the first men
to his own country alonenwy alone. He was received with great
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lienors in many of the countries of Europe. Often m
the great capitals he was the guest of emperors and no-

bles He received the highest honors from learned

scientific societies and was courted by the -elite" ot

his own profession.

Dr Sims was a true philanthropist, and though he

numbered among his patrons many of the richest, most

powerful and most influential personages and often re-

ceived very large fees, yet he left his family little more

than a competency. The whole purpose of his life seems

to have been the alleviation of suffering and distress.

In view of the fact that Dr. Sims was born and edu-

cated in South Carolina, the success of his life and the

honors that he received are doubly gratifying to us.

His autobiography will be found interesting to any

one who desires to know more of him. It is written m
a plain, but clear style and gives a splendid idea of

many of the ''good old time" customs and manners of

South Carolina.

The Compass.

The compass, by the aid of which the intrepid mariner

has traced his course over the trackless sea since the

days of Marco Polo seems destined to be, at last, dis-

placed. As soon as the compass was placed upon the

new iron and steel ships of the present day, it showed

such a sudden fickleness to the pole, that without fre-

quent comparison with some other known standard, the

helmsman could not trust the instrument as a nautical

guide- Lieut. Beecher, of the United States Navy,

seems to have obviated this difficulty by means of his

delicate solerometer- This instrument has a telescope

which is floated on successive layers of quick-silver in a

vessel supported on gimbals. Should the instrument

prove a success it will mark an era in nautical science,

as heretofore, it has been impossible to use a telescope

on ship-board, owing to the swaying motion of the ves-

sel.
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No thoughtful man can be in sympathy with lynching

mor?thr
^""^ ''"t " i« nothingmore than gross arrogance, to say the least of it, foi-England or any other country to arraign the South for

trial. N ^ ^ ^ ^^^^j^^^^ ^
the question from a fair and unbiased standpoint 'scapable of judging it rightly. However, we are willingfor anyone, who desires to do so, to investigate the casffully. Anyone who does so fairly 'will be comDelled

foi terrible provocations," which give rise to Ij^nching.England and the North, excited by Ida Wells, may pro-test as much as they please. We too protest; but\4enthe negro rises to the plain of civilization and ceases to
commit gross outrages, lynching will stop and aot"ntithen. Let Ida Wells and her Northern and EnglishcoJeaguescometo the South and instill higher morals

r:t"^:r.fr,f*°^^^'^^^^- -dUhingt

For several weeks past the eyes of the whole civilizedwoild have been turned upon China and Jonan

:£!^'c' T'--"' ^^t-en";:iestro'n ations. Considering t he size of the two nations andtheir respective populations, the odds are all againstJapan; but with her improved implements and tacticsshe seems to be more than a match for China. So fai-Japan has won an almost unbroken series of victoriesboth by land and sea. At the mouth of the Yalu Riverthe Japanese gained a very decisive naval victory This

T.Zl f r"*!,
^'^"^^fi^^^^^ ^« it was the first battle eve;fought by modern armed ships

hoped that It will arouse China from her sleep ofcenturies and open the way for Western civilization and

~Em^rer^' ^^-^

After weeks of anxiety and suspense, the Czar of all
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the Russias has passed away. Truly, "The paths of

glory lead but to the
fj^^^ „,^ane thaa

The Czar -^^^ "^^'^
''^'^^I'^^'^iZ,,^^^ aud has made

many, or perhaps any of his
PJf'^^I'f'^j^^^^^, . despot,

one of the best rulers Russia ever had. i ho^^^^^ 1

he has often shown his love -^JI^^^ITm^
people. During

'^'l^^^Z^^rX^L^^^^ he might
hopitals, exposing himself to the pia ,

^^^^
enLurage and help the sxck and dying^

^^^^

sufferers, during the fammo, ifl,..00,OOU

pocket. proclaimed as his

better ruler than his father.



J. Arthur Wiggins, - . Editor.

After having carefully read many of the first issues

^nd :,se°r - Southand elsewhere, we are partially prepared to offer a fewfriendly suggestions to those who seem to be surroundedby unusual circumstances of apprehension and fear in thedaily pursuits of their Journal work. Indeed, the heavy

IToZT '/ the past record ofa journal and aptly extending proper efforts for its fu-tuie advancement m literary attraction and mechanicalbeauty IS surely a work that ought to solicit, and etendemand t^he most dexterous supervision of a;n editorThis editor was especially struck with the many earnestappeals made to the students and alumni through the editorial columns of the various journals that Lve beenplaced on our Exchange desk. This goes to show Satthe editors have a-peculiar feeling of fear concerning thefuture development and attractiveness of the journalwhile It IS under their personal supervision and care

these h-r, f V'''
^^^'^"^^^ ««« that some ofthese timely appeals have not been made in vain andthat the students of several colleges have enthusi'asSca y responded to the call of those to whom they have

o"!r / j"-"^?^"*^ «f their ^oiii:

ouS tot ^ fTr^ "^^t'^^ «f publication,

memier of I T " '""'"^ ^^^^^^er he is amembe, of a hterary society or not. His obligations tothe college organ grow out of broader necessities and atno time should a student suffer the neces ity of aPPeal
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when the weight of responsibihty is ^^'^''

f' ^

,ir.nn them Fellow contemporaries, a college jouruci

"m "M«
i„,e„,tiug to one begmmns the

r= o, -n*.

—

Tf vou trifle with the one, you damage the others, ana ii

?ou abolish either, the power and i-^-^- ° j;^^;^
Ing two are weakened. Thus we see how he endency

arnong some editors to pay too much attention to the o

:S personal and miscellaneous departments c a^^^

does sometimes injure a college
""fS'^-^^^'J^f^resting

ment of a periodical ought to be attractive and int^re^^^^S

Err.ot, s ^rrs^r^^^^every
lionor to have the oppor-

zine The day must never come .contemporaries, m

which frivolity and humor must take the place of

L^uyuTy expressed thoughts. It is the sincere wishes
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of this Editor to see a decided movement toward hi<.herdevelopment m Southern college journalism, and whilewe hope to see such a movement as a result of these

trom the list of the careless and imperfect, bU will be-gm at once to move oif from our old sur;oundirf^ andto direct our hopes and aims towards methods morebenefacial to our journal.
We have on our exchange list some excellent journals

they ^^^^ ^--^ ^^^^-^
they have been fightmg upon these same lines of im-

zz7:t r^*'
^^"^ them this.their exchange columns. ^

is!ne^«^''
^'^'".^^'-."f 'r'^^ P^ccnclo^ph.3faco,^ Monthlys one .hat commends it to its large number of readers

The Editors deserve special praise for the straight-for-ward manner m which they have outlined their respec-tive courses for the present year. We were sneclally

ediSaT h r'^'r^^^'^^^^^^ Editor-in'-chiSs
editoiial, which lead as follows: "Dispensing with theusua opening expressions of fear and trembling weclutch the editorial pen with a firm grasp and 4 h adetermination so 'put her through ' "
We will watch the Mon^AZj, with much interest andhope to see it "put through" with the same success and

Ssufrr" "'"^'^ <=ha-teri.es this, its first

lood 'TT^ ^^^"^ exceptionallygood The article entiled "The Aristocracy of Merit" isexcellent, full of sound logic and rigid argument Wewelcome the Monthly to our Exchange and\ope that UNo.emberissuewill maintain its usual high standard.

The Alamo and San Jacinto Monthly for October show^

IdantT
''''' ^'^"^'i P--dical inadapting itsef to the topics of the present day. There isa freshness and zest about its digests of excellent essays

that makes it acceptable to all college students. We
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^entioa no special

to the whole literary, collection
^1^^* ^ '

^..^ ex-

good essay
^J)^ ^^.^^^^JlL out subjects, and its

rhScr^':;:"" how care and .ood taste can

the "Character -^^^'^^^^^^^^tle honorably con-

hearted American has never been m
^^^.^^^

,ected with the history tb-
^^^^^^^^^

.his

while we respect and adoietiie
^^^^^

esteemed dead
^.'^^'^'''''jX^^e goodness of this

rtTororewaS^^^^^

-Srr^rbrjvef^^^^^^^— sleepm,. Lin-

coin.

fourteenth volume among the prog^e^^

tive journals of the college worid.^^^^^^ ^.^^

is very strong and i^^^^f8
^

. questions and advanced bought^
Chancellor

r;..06.er.eropens up with a fr^^^^

Address to the stu-

Kirkland, f^l^^^^^
jjf^^f was suggested by and

dents. The Chaucelior s subject
^^^^^

taken from the «°"Pt"5f'J \^at they might have it

that they might have h e and tha t

J^^^^
»

^^^^^^^

more abundantly." It i. asele.s
^ ^^^^^^ b-

comment upon this deep
'^'^//^jH^/gest and urge

lisbedbythe Observer. ^^^^^ .^d and reread

that every student make It a pou.t .0
^^^^^

this article until be catches th
to the

clause and paragrapn it^ •

thoughtful stu-

taste and inspiring to the mmd
'^^'J^^'^.^^^l^ ufe thus
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T'/ie Central Colleqian otM^^^r^^,^; •

jourBal. Its October issZ tTZ^l^^^
esting articles. The sublet °w """'^ '°*er-

A an's Destiny " is well I ~' ^^"^ ^^^""^er of

The writer draws sorTe be uSlTcoTcl
^^'"^ ^P^-P^^^e.

welUbe sacred i.fl.enc::r;;irtr„^'^'^^"^'^^
J he ^'oUegian seems determinerl ^

journalism. In the Novemb H sue and ?«ues will appear an article rth:Alutnri''*'r*written by some Alumnus of the Jltet w'''''^nient of ^/^e Cofec^ian shows hLest ifbor ,7pended. Ifis real difficult to ^iveS^mn • ,

"^^^

attracttiveness andar>nree;=r ,
columns the

out theadoptbn"fsomrs?criro?'r'
^^'^"'^

^he Collegian has takerthe rTgtsLIrr
>ts every column valuable andint^ctC

'

contents rTe L1„T refl
.''"*' ^'^'^ ^ *^ble of

literary societL!T^ h f?ir:f;"'^' ^^^^

edited and managed by such ^b gh^eoZ^f^lito''""^naturally expect from fi. • ^ /^^ ^^^Ps ot editors we
valuable volume Z ft " ^"^^^^ ^^^d

desires to gr^w brJhte^aTf Tf ^'"^^^ l'"* it

thefac-nX'tr SaMc 1?^^;^ ^"^^--^^'^

to her cultivated fancv bTa tt k
^"'^ ^'^"^

ideal "Spirit Drama wTf T. '''
'

canceandmeritTthf« / real signifi-

he better understoocflvT ^'-i"

roundingsanlintcritwrwXn"" ^"'^

^'^dSr:f pXt^-^ --— popular-



B. H. Henderson, - - Editor.

The following exhortation to the class of '92 has been

received by this editor from a member of that class

with a desire for its publication. We earnestly hope

that this matter may receive the serious attention ot all

parties concerned.

As the class of '92 will have to give up the banner

next June to the class of '95
; I write to suggest that it

would be pleasant for as many of the class of '92 to be

present at the commencement exercises as can possibly

arrange so to do so. The class of '95 is the last with

which the members of '92 were associated. There are

several members of '92 that have brothers in '95.

Let the ''boys" of '95 begin to think about how they

might make it pleasant for the ''boys" of '92

Let all the "boys" of '92 that expect to attend com-

mencement write to the Editor of the Alumni Depart-

ment These very large classes mean something, and

by giving them especial notice others maybe encour-

aged to work for their classes. The matter is at least

worth consideration.

B W. Crouch, who completed the junior year with

the class of '94, now teaches the Hebron High School in

Marlboro county Mr. Crouch's record here would en-

courao-e him to return and complete his course, and we

are sorry that he has not decided and joined the class of

'95, which will graduate the largest class in the history

of our college.

W. H. Folk, '72, and H. C. Folk, '80, are practing law
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in Edgefield county, under the firm of Folk & Folk.
They are two leading- lawyers at Edgefield's bar.

T. A. Graham, '77, has been promoting the educa-
tional interests of Abbeville county for several years
past, and has also served an efficient term as Represen-
tative in the Legislature from that county.

Rev. W. H. Hodges, '89, who was a few years back
transferred to mission work in the ISTorthwest, owing to
health of his wife, returned to South Carolina, and this
year preaches at Cheraw Station.

H. G. Sheridan, Jr., finished the junior year here
some years past and has been teaching with increasing
success each year since. After assisting his father
several years in the Orangeburg High School, he went
to Holly Hill where his labors were well directed m the
establishing of a high grade school in that section of
the low country.

The Holly Hill Graded School is greatly indebted to
energy of Prof. Sheridan for the excellent prepartory
course which it now gives. The pupils who enter col-
lege through his preparation reflect his thoroughness
and ability in conducting a preparatory course. He is
now giving his work to the upbuilding and grounding
of the Bamberg Fitting School in Barnwell county.
The efforts of Prof. Sheridan will ever be appreciated
and remembered by those who have any interest in the
educational cause in the counties of Berkeley, Orange-
burg and Barnwell. It must be admmitted that the low
country is sadly defficient in schools for higher educa-
tion, and it would be well for graduates who expect to-

teach to direct their line of work to this end in lower
Carolina.
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E H Holman '58, has been teaching for the past year

at Jefferson in Chesterfield county.

T T Rilev and W. E. Willis of '02, have professorships

• Fitting School. They were worthy

Wofforcl College.

„.j„, ,.0. L. W*e. S H.'S

^-nfhP TsTewsand Courier staff m bnanesiou.

Set:: IX^tsentati^etZ Legislature, and then

fervid tto successive terms as School Oomm.ss.oner of

^ TTownq for awhile professor m irmity

SlrSorS^SS-^Hehas^gain resumed his

•ournaUstic work and now occupies a posvt.on on the

Lilof one of the leading papers m Na hv 11 Te^^^

Amono- his literary works is tound a nisio.y

cSa which has become very popular a, a te.t

book.

A M. Muckenfuss took his A, B. degree
^'f^'J^

A M decree in '90. Just after graduation he taught

forto /ears in one of the counties in the lower part of

^"this was only preparatory ^^^^^^^^1:^
fr'k'his'delLrofXD^

l: :tZ\tlS hi place among the ^<^^^^^^-

Is w"n ly the\r life give Woftord College a history.
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Rev L. McP. Lander, '79, who has been stationed for
severa,! years in missionary work at Juizde Fora Brazil
visited his home in Anderson county last spring. RevLander IS one of the leading workers in the missionary

It was the fortune of our college to have him visit usdumag his stay. His different talks in this city had their
desired effect. Especially was his address to our stu-dent body touching and well received. Rev. Lander won
several of our boys to give themselves in missionary
labor, and the warmer sympathy of our entire college
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Better to have fougbt and lost
Than never to have fought at all.

Hackey! Hacker! Hackey! Sis^Doom-ah
W. C. W. c. llAh : Rahl liab !

Founder's Day.

Benjamin Wofford's birthday is on October 19th. It
was celebrated this year on November 9tb. Looking
over the old files of The Jourxal we find that it has
been precedent to put off his birthday, or at least the
effects of it, the holiday and society celebration, for
several weeks. This matter hitherto has been left en-
tirely in the hands of the two societies, and has of late
years, leaving out the speaking, been a failure, But now
the faculty have wisely decided to celebrate our noble
benefactor's birthday by requiring trees to be planted by
each class, other exercises and by giving the students a
day of rest and having the usual celebration at night.
Said trees to be planted and said celebration to take
place on the day of the month on which Benjamin Wof-
ford was born, and if not on said day, not at all. This
is a good law and it is to be hoped will be rigidly en-
forced and obeyed to the letter.

However, the speakers would have been ready this
year; but on account of an excusable misunderstanding,
together with an unavoidable illness, they were unable to
be prepared on the 19th and Nov. 9th was the next unen-
gaged Friday. At eight o'clock the members of the
two Societies met in their respective halls and escorted
by the marshalls marched down to the chapel where an
unusually large crowd had assembled. The exercises were
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opened with prayer by Rev. Mr Lester, after a hom;

ble attempt of the band(?) at "Nearer my God to Thee

Sr. Henderson, the president of the Pres on Society m-

troduced Mr. James Porter Holhs ot

J^'^ ^xt
seventeen minutes and as is his manner did well, ^^ext

Mr Wannamake, the President of the Calhouns, an-

nounced as the representative of his society Mr. Samue

J McCoy, of Berkeley. He spoke twenty—s
and

proved to the audience that he was a beautiful and at

Ste speaker. Both of these gentlemen s speeches

with their subjects attached, are pubhshed in this issue

of The Journal and it is needless to mention the m-

Lsic merit of either. However, ^^-T.7^ Stet
above the customary, it seems to us, and if the ate

math had but done her part, the day would have been

rceedingly enjoyable. After Mr. McCoy's speech he

band again shocked the sensibilities of the ears of the

audfenfe and after dismissal by Mr. Lester, the usual

"gind" 'reception was held, and held in
^^-^^^^l^-

nir Nearly all the Converse young ladies attended the

exercises but were unable to remain for the reception

Most of the young people from the city left very early

after the speaking. Hence, the students were eft with

rather a small crowd. The general verdict is that con

sidering its extreme shortness, on the whole it was ve^y

enjoyable. Special thanks are to be given to Miss

•

Gamewell for her strenuous efforts and causing a great

deaTof pleasure under such unfavorable circumstances^

The hour was well spent, and the ^P^^f^^ing paid for the

failure that some consider the reception At any rate

we hope for better music next time, if nothing more

than the music of silence.

Athens Won the Game.

Eleven strong and mighty Spartans were defeated

on the gridiron in this city
^^'^^'^f

eleven men from Athens to the tune of 10 to 0. But it

was a great game and the Wofford team has no cause

to be ashamed of her defeat. Athens came expecting to
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have an easy walk-over, but thev had « 1.0,,
travel before they won the game
The visiting club arrived in the city on Friday afternoon and were quartered at the Windsor Hotel MrGeorge Henneman took charg-e of thp o-a-m.

mainly through hi. efforts thf^th^rpaS:;';L^i:had the pleasure of seeing the champions of South Carolma and the champions of Georgia meet.

umpire and Prof. Burham aLI::!;:!!"^' HaTsey, of Athens, was the referee.

At 3:40 the teams lined up as follows :

WOFFORD.
Shuler,

Lyon,

Rushton,

Humbert,
ISTickles,

Woods,
Shannon,
Dendy,
Cannon,
Barber,

Chreitzberg-

POSITION.

Centre,

Right Guard,
Left Guard,
Right Tackle,
Left Tackle,
Right End,
Left End,
Quarter Back,
Right Half Back.
Left Half Back,

UNIVERSITY OF OA.
Nalley.

Kent.

Price.

Fleming.

Watkins.
^1 orris.

Butler.

Spain, F.

Spain, W.
Shockeford.
Stubbs.

Full Back,
The Georgians won the toss and chose the unpTr -oalTne w,nd was blowing very hard right in the /ace ofthe

tie bTn
^^^^^^^ Shannon gotthe ban, but made a famble. Barker advanced sixyards Georgia fumbled and lost ten va.ds ^Te^t thevgamed 20 yards. Chreitzberg made a beautiful t^^^^^^^^and tbrew an Athen's man down, who was neariithegoal. The Georgians now had 35 yards to gain Thevadvanced five yards when Dendy made a fine tackle

betrc hf?/^ ^^''^ Barber downShSbefore he advanced. Georgia gained ten vards by anoff side for Wofford. The University bovs were now!n

Sh/ct[ f 1 7'^''^^' ^^-^^ five andShackleford five. Stubbs took the ball and made the
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easy goal aiad the
i^^'f^ ^ack kicked off again

of the Georgians Woffordstu ^ ^^^^^
and advancded 15 yards buj

^^^^ ^^^^

and the score stood 10 to
0^ Rushton

'^^"°'^'^:^d tI:k e a?d'was loudly cheered. The
made a splendid tactie anu

they failed to

university boys
g^V^^^ the ball

gain
f%"--f'-^caInon knocked bill out of Barber's

back to Barber Cann'^^^'^^
Chreitzberg grabbed the

hands and by
^^^^^ ^^ ^^ff^.d was now in five

ball and made a 15 yard run ^ advance
yards of the Georgian's

visitors soon

r:i^^^ wtrraiancedJo yards. Hum
lost the ball also. u

.
j,^^^ and at the end

TLrLTLlfwTfftd bli ball in 15 yards of

Georgia! goal' Butler and Stubbs made two fine long

runs in first half
.

i -^v^ri nfp WofiCord failed

lu the second half Stubbs tacked off
.

W
to advance and lost the •

JJ^^^^^f^j^i^kels made
Georgia tried to advance f^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ball. V. oflord

beautiful tackle -^^^ Woltord g
^^^^

gained ten yards on foul tackle
ten yards,

yards. Cannon took the ball and advanc
^^^^^

Barber advanced eight yards on an^end lu

IL-bti waCs^e/:.^J-
- ^^d to buck the

centre and lo^V^^^.f^^^^^^tr^'ot ball and Barber
yards on an off Xf^anon misplay. Shan-
gained 15 yards. Woffoidiost oa

their inter-

non made fine tackle by getting m Den

ference, Georgia thereby lo-^f Tut Cl-eitzbfrg
mad.big gain^

^"\'L"tackle Ge-^^^ ^^^^

downed hm by ^
^^^^^f ^offord by trying to

fumble—Rushton fell on oau.

buck centre again failed to advance and lost
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downs. Barber made good run for Georgia. Georgia

wV'f °^ '^'^ °* "'^^ the ball in five yafdsof Wotford's goal. Shannon worked the "criss-crossand advanced ten yards Nickels gained ten yards Can-non advanced five yards when Itime was called. Th"s
left the ball at the 35 yard line.

Georgia made a few gains around Wofford's endshut bucked centre to perfection. Wofford made he^chief gams around Georgia's ends, but could not budgeher centre.
^^uu^tj

Had Wofford played by end plays more, she wouldprobably have made a touch down in the second halfThemdmdual playing on the home team was fineEach man played his part well and no serious mistakeswere made. Wofford played a clean game. Wofford'scolors were conspicuous everywhere and a few youn^

! hTT^- """''^^ ''"'^ ^^^''^^ Captain Humbertsaid that his men held down the Georgian's far Serthan he expected and will have an easy game with theSouth Carolina College on Thursday
The game was clean and the visitors and home teamall conducted themselves in a gentlemanly manner

garni " ''''''''^ during the

R. W. S., Jr.

'In Union There is Strength."

'l^L^?''
consolidation of the libraries haspassed both houses and been signed by the Ch e? it

ecutive. Hence, constitutionally it win becoS effect"ive However, like most other laws, it wasTot passed

fought batT' iT °' ^'^'^ ^ -d ^idlougnt battle. The opposition to the plan contestedevery available point, questioned every ambiguous wordor clause and made good and strong arguments airinsf
It, but could not overcome a sentimenf that hadTengradually growing since the scheme was first sprungover two years ago. It is now clear that more han tw!
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thirds of the students desire the union of the College

library and those of the two societies. It is not without

a feeling of reluctance and a great deal of sadness that

the societies unite in holy wedlock their first-born to

another, that they see their tenderest love borne away

from the old homestead around which clusters all the

sacred memories of their past history and consigned to

new places of abode. It is the same old story: ''But for

this cause a man shall leave his father and m.other and

cling," etc.

But seriously, it is well that the plan was long delib-

erated and freely and fully discussed, and lay on the

table for a run of years. The step ought not to have

been taken hastilv nor was it. The change will be ex-

tremely radical. The students place in those books

their dearest attachments. They inherited them from

former generations of students, and v/ere charged to

keep and love and even read them now and then. But

however strong may be our conservatism, or great our

sentimentalism at the idea, it appears to us that its

effects are possible, practical and profitable. But at

any rate, let us not write the epitaph of the libraries nor

sing too high the anthems in praise of the plan. It is

useless to enumerate the many benefits to be derived

from the union. The books have often filled us with

pride, and if they, shrouded in all their saintly robes of

classicism, inspired is when they were our weekly com-

panions, why will not the inspiration be still greater

when they will be our daily ones ? Some of these old,

historic volumes are no longer in activity, but pass down

the silent path of life into a silvery and solitary age of

sedateness, unthought of, uncared for, unread, but loved

with a dusty reverence. The moths and canker worms

have grown fat on the food left to us, but now the case

will be different, at least it is to be hoped so. But the

plan is only experimental, and if it does not prove bene-

ficial to the students the books will be moved back. If

there is any virtue in calling the libraries ''ours," we

still have that privilege; if there is a sacrilege in moving

the volumes from their ancestral mausoleum, we give
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them a better and more prominent resting-place, with:

now and then a chance of being resurrected.

On October 2oth, the Carlisle and Philosophian Literary

Societies of Converse College held memorial services in

honor of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes . Our two worthy
Presidents, Messrs. Wannamaker and Henderson, who
had been courteously invited, attended and report a most
profitable and enjoyable visit to our sister institution.

The programme consisted of well prepared papers on
the life and merits of Holmes, and choice selections

from his works. Short quotations from this eminent
author were given from each member of the societies

and the exercises were withal Avorty of the man to whoser
memory they were offered and fell a fitting testimonial

of appreciation as sweet incense fresh from the fires of

undying glory. After the services, Messrs. Wanna-
maker and Henderson were enveloped in a flood of

beauty and loveliness which bore them to a land of

fairies from whose magic charms these gentlemen have
not yet become^entirely disenchanted.

—We are pained to learn that Mr. Percy Inabnit has.

been forced to go home on account of illness. We
hope he will soon join us and his class again at the earl-

iest possible date.

—J. C. Smith, '97, spent a day or two in Greenville-

during the early part of the month.

—L. P. McGee has left college to take charge of an
importont school. Mr. McGee will teach for about two
months and join his class after Christmas. We wish
him much success in pedagogy-

— Mr. Eldon Dibble and his brother, Emmet, were un-

expectedly called home to the bedside of a very sick sis-

ter in the early paat of the month. We are happy to

know that their sister is better and that they have

again joined their classes.

—Philip Cocke, '98, paid a flying visit to his home in.

Asheville in early ^NTovexnber.
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_A large body of the students enjoyed the lecture at
"

ConveSfSollegeby John Temple Graves on Nov. 2d.

He who hears him is indeed fortunate.

_At the election of officers of the Preston Society Mr.

Dagnall was elected President; J. B Warnock Vice-

Prfsident; Geo. C Leonard 1st Corrector;

TTf-nderson 2d Corrector; J. P. HoUis, 1st Censor,

Tc C™.ton, 2d Censor; L. B. Smith, Se-tary ^

M. Law, ( orresponding Secretary; P. H. Stoll, ireas

urer; Chas. Brooks, Librarian.

_Dr Carlisle left Thursday to deliver a lecture before

the students of the UiUiamston Female College.

Foot-Ball Notes.

The foot-ball eleven with a large crowd of students

Jd friends from the city fP-t^J^^ l-J'^^Xe'tfam
the 14th, for Columbia and meet ^l^t^S C^College team

on the gridiron the followmg day. But Capt. Humbert

received notice Tuesday that the game ^ not tak^^

nlace on the appointed day, as six out of eleven of the

Smbians hal been injured in the game P aye^

Augusta last Saturday. This is c'^rtamly rer^rkably

,dep!orable as well as deplorably '^^^

nose for the reputation of the cities of Columbia ana

Tugu tl the true account of the game was not reported
A.ugut,id,, wio

teams was
tothenewspapers-that is that one oi i

very brutal. We hope Capt. Humbert will have more

loSideration for his men than to play A-.-ta -d ™n

the risk of impairing the limbs and breaking the necks

Ind noses of Woffofd's team. But be that as it may, it

ts really extremely and exceedingly extraordinarily

strange that so many men were so seriously wounded as

3eto be postpLeda game a-nge^ long ag^^^^^^^

take place at the very best and most
.^^^^f1%^^;^,;"^^'^

.able and appropriate time
.^"^f^^'^^

Columbians must have gotten an inkling of the game

between Athens and Sparta and the score thereof. We
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advise our fellow-students at the State Capital to readup on history and observe that in rare instances the
bpartans have been defeated and possibly history might
be prevailed upon to repeat itself. At any rate cheer upand look pretty, part your hair in the middle and play
ball. Do not "down" so quickly. Cure your Abounds
and heal your sick and "meet us at Philippi " We
promise not to annihilate you entirely nor hurt more
than two thirds of your men.

_

A game has been arranged with Bingham to take placem Spartanburg on Thanksgiving Day. We hope the
Binghamites will not too hastily decide the result of thegame and be afflicted with croup or indigestion of news

—Mr. Crossland has a class in "yell-ocution " Meet-
ings are held annually just before the exercises of the
anniversary.

-The Fresh have organized a foot-ball team and will
play the Juniors Saturday afternoon. Evidently from
the way they are practicing one side will be whipped.

-History reversing itslf-Sparta beaten by Athens.

—The -old gold and black" was conspicuously pres-
ent on the grand-stand at the recent game and gave in-
spiration to the players and lent beauty and charms to
the already beautiful wearers.

-Capt. John B. Humbert and Chas. H. Barber wentdown to Columbia to witness the game between S C
College and Georgia University.

—Why not play the Augusta Athletic Association?

—We have a faint recollection of having read. once of
a man named Darius, who in order that he might not
forget an insult received accidently from a certain enemy
ordered that at dinner each day a servant should call
out thrice, -Master, remember the Athenians."
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Notes From Bamberg.

The Carlisle Fitting School, of Bamberg, has an enroll-

ment of 120 students, an improvement of 27 over the be-

ginning. The school has been working very success-

fully for the past month.

The Kilgo Literary Society has been doing well. It

was voted unanimously that the Society should re-

furnish the hall with new carpets, opera chairs and

remodel President stand, doing away with the old furni-

ture. In our last meeting we did away with extract, sub-

stituting original essays. The Sheridan Literary Society

is doing its regular routine work.

The Junior Class of the Fitting School numbers forty,

(40); the Intemediate, 22; the Senior, 16: the post Senior,

9. 'kot being a student in Greek, I am unable to say

any thing about it, but can describe the Latin, Mathe-

matics, English, Georgraphy and History courses.

The Junior class is learning that: "Bosaest Alba,'*

in Collar & Daniel's Latin Grammar. The Intermediate

class is reading ''Graduation" and will complete > ollar

& Daniel's Latin Grammar this year. The Senior class

is, at present, reading "Simplified Text of Caesar." The

post-Senior class reads "Virgil," Prof. J. J. Riley fills

the chair of Latin. As for Mathematics, the Juniors are

finding L. C. M. and H. C of numbers. The Interme-

diates'are working in percentage. The Seniors are find-

ing the II. C. F. in Algebra. The Post-Seniors are

working in Geometry. Prof. W. E. Willis fills the chair

Mathematics. In Enaiish, the Juniors are diagram-

ming simple English sentences. The Intermediates are

parsing with reference to modifiers. The Seniors are

parsing with reference to Analysis. The Post-Seniors

study Rhetoric. Prof. H. G. Sheridan fills the chair of

English. Mr. C E. Wiggins has been elected Monitor

for'the whole school, and began his official duties two

or three days ago. A fifth grade is being thought of as

an accessory to the Primary department, as some of the

Juniors are not able to keep up. R. S. Cauthex.
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Often has it been repeated that human nature is the

same in all places and under all circumstances ; but this

has been urged at so many times and in so many places

where it was manifestly false, that one feels disposed

peremtorily to deny it when paraded as a general truth

.

It is only in its lower activities that human nature shows

any remarkable uniformity ; so far as men are animals,

they bear strong resemblances to one another; and in the

savage state their minds seem to originate the same

myths and fancies in various ages and climes. But

when we come to the higher developments, to the mental

and spiritual elements in individuals, to the social and

political relations of civilized men, this pretended truism

gives way more and more to the opposite truth—that

mankind varies at all times and in all places. That this

latter proposition is more nearly correct becomes evident

when we turn to the comparative study of heathen re-

ligions; and it shows the grossest ignorance for anyone

to place the oldest forms of the Egyptian religion, of

which we have any record, on a level with some of the

superstitions that are called religions.

. In what may be termed the * 'modern method'' of

The Ancient Egyptian Religion.
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studying heathen religions, we do not seek to discover

their faults by comparison with our own high standard,

but rather to find what good there is in them, and what
noble truths guided the ancients in their religious belief.

It is a false idea that all heathen religions are merely so

many bundles of superstitions, and that behind the

beautiful myths of their mythologies there are no deeper

spiritual conceptions. Among the ancients were some-

times found profound thinkers and philosophers to whom
were revealed the grandest truths and inspirations of

religion. As one person is more susceptible than another

to religious impressions, so among the different nations

we find a great disparity in their conceptions of a spirit-

ual God.
Religion is, in reality, the conscious response of the

human spirit to the ever present and ever active inspi-

rations of God. As God is always present revealing

himself in the constitution of nature, and in the history

of man^ we find the lowest savage dimly conscious of an

Unseen Power; in their religion, spontaneous feelings

and beliefs responsive to both the infinite and spiritual

in God. In monotheism, in which all limitations of

time and space drop off from the Deity, God is again

found pervading the universe by his energy and reveal-

ing himself in all the forms and processes of nature, and

in the life of man. ''In the broader sense, the whole his-

tory of ancient religion in general may be called a

prophecy of the consummation of religion, that is, of

the unity of God and man." God is known in expe-

rience or consciousness. All ethnic or pagan religions

rest on the assumption that man knows God through

God's revelation of Himself to man. Revelation, in its

primary meaning, is the immediate presentation of an

object in consciousness. God reveals himself directly to

men through consciousness
;
through the universe itself.

The extent of such revelation among the Egyptians is

now to be considered.

The following general outline of development runs

through the religions of all the great race families of the

world. During the earliest periods of their growth they
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deified natural and lifeless objects worshipped stocks

and stones as fetish. This was, no doubt, the s ate of

the nations for a long while after the

spiritual growth, likela vine or tree when cut back, had

been stunid, and was just beginning to break fo^thi^^^^

a purer and more healthful condition than it had form-

erly obtained. Man's nature requires some objec* of

worship ; we find that in later times, if man rejects en-

tirely belief , he must and does enthrone something m

his mind that he may worship, and to ^^t-fy this crav^

inc. we see him substituting for the love of God the love

of pleasure, of ambition, or of woman. Therefore, it is

in obedience to this natural law that we find these lowest

tvpesof worship and religion.

Next, man in contemplating the great forces of Nature,

the storm with its vivid lightnings and reverberating

thunders, the beauty of a mountain stream, cold and

sparkling, now forming an eddy, now leapmg down

the sheer brink of a precipice, and now joining the raa-

iestic river as it sweeps along steadily and irresistibly,

and in gazing at the glories of the heavens whether

sunrise, noonday, evening, or midnight, and whether

clear, flecked with cirrus clouds, or obscured by massive

ones that seem to be the battlements of heaven-man, I

say, in cDntemplating all these first conceives the idea

of aspirit who has created and rules over the^ Universe.

Then they rise to the conception of a sun-God, at whose

coming the shadows of night pass away; and not only

are the shadows of night dispelled, but also moral shad-

ows, and he becomes the emblem of truth and justice.

This is the highest stage of development; and after

this period, for what reasons we do not know, the mono-

theistic idea gives way to that of polytheism. It is,

however, probably an attempt to substitute a popular,

materialistic belief for a purely philosophical creed.

The myth-making fancy easily attaches itself to this

idea of a sun-God, and where this ability is stronger

than the moral force of the people, it takes this concep-

tion and changes and remoulds it endlessly, creatmg

.he beautiful mythologies with which we are familiar;
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and even in some cases degrading it into polytheism.
Idolatry and the most licentious and cruel forms of wor-
ship.

^

Of the first forms of Egyptian religion we know very
httle, and it is the second stage of development, their
spiritual conception of a God, which now comes under
our consideration. Before the researches and discov-
eries of comparatively recent years, all our knowledge
of the early Egyptian civilization, a period as remote
from the classic writers of Greece and Rome as they are
from us, was conveyed to us in an ancient poetic sym-
bolism, difficult to understand, and through its interpre-
tation by classic investigators. The gorgeous poetic
imagery with which their sacred writings were clothed
IS utterly foreign to our modern minds, and is very lia-
ble to mis-interpretation; so we are left in doubt as to
the meaning of many disputed passages.
The only defensible and philosophical conception of a

Moral Being is that of an impartial influence, limited to
no time, place, or physical conditions. Religion, to be
the binding of men to the Unseen Power of the universe,
and Revelation, or its manifestation through the great
forces of Nature, must have been a reality through all
history; and must give the same satisfaction to the rough
and untutored savage, who for the first time had grasped
the idea of cause, as to the deep and philosophical re-
ligious thinker of the nineteenth century. The same
truths must fill the minds of both, and although difi^er-mg in form, still these truths would have the simpler
elements in common; both stand in awe of that un-
fathomable Nature, both trust implicitly in the shadowy
Unknown; both would seek to model their lives after
what they had discovered of the purposes of this Tre-
mendous Being, unseen yet always felt, and both bend
their wills to this eternal Will. Savage races, as it has
been stated, grasp at first but the simpler yet principal
truths, but gradually become more and more open to the
higher, divine influences always acting around them and
causing their minds to be filled with grander and purer
conceptions. And sometimes truths were revealed to
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these races that have guided men for all succeeding

ages.

It is not necessary for a race to have reached a very

high stage of civilization to have the most spiritual re-

ligion, and it was very natural for an early race, wan-

dering about and much in contact with Nature, to attain

to a very high form of divine inspiration. If, however,

we search in human annals for the highest civilization,

we find it among the Egyptians. Mr. Mahaffy, in speak-

ing of old Greek education, uses the following words:

"There have been only two earlier nations and one later

which could compete with the Greeks in their treatment

of this perpetual problem in human progress. We have

first the Egyptian nation, which by its thorough^ and

widely diffused culture attained a duration of national

prosperity and happiness perhaps never since equalled.

Isolated from other civilized races by geographical posi-

tion, by language, and in consequence by social condi-

tions, the Egyptians prosecuted internal development

more assiduously than is the wont of mere conquering

races." And although there maybe doubts about the

chronology of certain lines of their kings, and whether

they were a homogeneous race or a conquering one,

still it is generally conceded by all scholars, that there

existed far back in the dark and shadowy ages before

Moses, Abraham, or the flood, a remarkably unique civ-

ilization and highly developed religion in that land,

where first originated the statuary and architecture

never since equalled in the grandeur of its proportions,

the valley of the Nile; and that, though apart from the

world, was destined to influence it throughout all suc-

ceeding ages and countries.

It is remarkable bow so many myths are almost iden-

tical among different nations, and at times and places

so varied and so remote from each other that they all

could not have been copied from any one source. One

of the most signiflcant of these is the myth of a moral

Benefactor, who though usually born of a human

mother, came from above and who suffered for the sins

of mankind. Even the "sun-myths" would not disprove
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this tradition, for a primitive people would very naturally
seek to embody their ideas in legends. Perhaps the best
proof of these traditions consists in the purity and
strength of the emotions connected with them; while it
is probable that after a continuity of several centuries
of divine inspiration such a person would arise; and
even if this myth is proven to be false, still the legends
show that the ideals existed and that the moral forces
necessary to produce them were working here and there.
One is disposed, sometimes, to make light of their myths
of a sun-God; but for a moment let us consider what
would have been the results had all the written evi-
dences of Christianity been lost within the first two or
three centuries of our era. Was it not regarded as a
^^detestable superstition'' by contemporary historians ?
Also there is any number of expressions that would in
the course of a few hundreds of years give rise to the
tradition of the solar origin of its founder. So that, per-
haps, their worship of a Solar Divinity turns out to be
not.prejudicial, but rather a point in their favor. These
myths, however, came at a much later period; the pure
.ancient faith in the hands of the masses had degenerated
into extreme polytheism, but Herodotus and other close
observers tell us that the early Egyptians had a strong
belief in the immortality of the soul, and also that they
looked forward to a coming judgment.
One great proof of their divine inspiration lies in their

well-developed idea of eternity. Eternity is a word on
every one's lips, but rarely when in use does one stop to
consider its full meaning. Take that wonderful inscrip-
tion on the temple of Isis, '^1 am he that is, was and
shall ever be." Before such a description, or, as it may
be termed, definition of God could have been given, the
immortality of the soul must have been an assured'fact
in the minds of the more enlightened; while philosophers
observe that the titles of the ancient Egyptian Gods
were not derived from any sensual images or natural
forces, as in the religions of even our own Aryan races,
but from the deeper ideas of cause, origin and eternal
being. And their faith is founded on the grandest con-
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ception of a God yet known; a Being who always has

existed, who created the world out of nothingness for

his own glorification, and who shall never perish, but

shall ever exist even after Time has passed away, in

company with the blessed souls who obeyed him while

on earth.

Of the many gods who are mentioned, Osiris is chief,

•and he alone, from his attributes and the forms of his

worship, seems to relate to the sun; but behind all these

gods was still the One unnamable, infinite, eternal. It

seems, as it were, that among the Egyptians, God and

heaven bore the same relation to one another that the

soul bears to the corporeal body, and Brugsch tells us

it is clear from innumerable ancient documents that

^'God was a spirit, dwelling in his cosmic house which

he had furnished and built." Upon analysis of this be-

lief of the dwellers by the 'Nile we find that God is one,

whom none approaches and who made all; he is thus in-

voked in a hymn to Ammon Ra: "The gods bow before

thy majesty and exalt the soul of him who produced

them, happy that their creator abideth in them. Thou

begettest us, and we cry out to thee to dwell in us." To

express thought so elevated as this, they must have felt

the intuition and the power of the boundless, omnipotent

Eather who created them.

As we see from these ancient hymns, these gods were

only manifestations of the One God. Besides being one,

he is also a spirit; he is the father of beginnings; he is

the Framer of all things heretofore created, now exist-

ing and yet to be; he is the weaver of the universe on

the loom of life. God is the judge between the righteous

and the wicked; he guides all who trust in him and re-

wards those who are faithful to him and obey him. The

Egyptians regarded the consummation of their happi-

ness to be reached when after death they should rejoin

the Original Spirit, of whom each soul was a part. Those

exquisite lines from Wordsworth,

'•The soul that rises with us. our life's star,

Hath had e sewhere its s^-tting,

And coineth from afar;
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Not in entire forgetfuln-ss,

And not io utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of gl )ry do we co ue
From God, who is our home,"

although not referring to this subject, still express very
aptly this one sublime and poetic feature of that ancient
faith. The ancient litanies dwell especially on Osiris
coming forth out of darkness into light; that he rose
from some sombre dwelling-place in the underworld.
Again others think that he went from heaven as a
special sacrifice for sin . He is the manifestation of light
in darkness. The revelation of light was the most ele-
vated and refined expression of the divine original
power, and well mJght his worshippers: ''Hail to thee,
thou king of the stars! Thou art one with the heaven's
arch! Thee the heavens and the lamps on heaven's arch
do praise."

Truth was held to be the essence and life of the divine
being; through Truth he had his existence, and through
it he created the universe. In that remarkable compo-
sition, the ''Book of the Dead," or, as in the original,
"The Manifestation of Light," it is said more than once
that "the society of divine persons subsists by truth
everyday." But even after this austere conception of
God, there is found in the Egyptians' mind the idea of
his all-pervading love, and then, as now, it softened and
melted their hearts. An inscription on the temple of
Edfee runs thus: "God findeth his satisfaction in truth;
he is propitiated by it, and finds his pleasure in the most
perfect purity God holdeth purity dearer
than millions of gold and silver offerings." A short and
succinct statement of their religion is found in one sen-
tence: "To obey, meaneth to love God; not to obey, to
hate God." He is truth itself; he is Love.

Long after the popular religion became entirely poly-
theistic, the esoteric belief of the cultured few was still

that of pure monotheism. As this mystery was not di-
vulged to the ignorant or to any except those who had
led pure and holy lives, the masses had to work out a
religion for themselves. All the forces of Nature were
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to them but manifestations of the Divme soul, and both

animate and inanimate objects became the emblems

through which they worshipped the Creator of it all.

Man, of course, was the highest emblem; then followed

animals, plants in their order, and finally inanimate ob-

jects. The initiated of the highest rank regarded only

the sun as a manifestation of the great power behmd it,

the shadowy Unseen that surrounded them then as it

does us now. But in the course of time this emblem

worship took the place of the higher worship, and the

spiritual elements were almost forgotten. No religion

has been so difficult to understand or explain as this;

very little is known about it, but what is known only

goes to prove that it was a most sublime and pure De-

ism.

Mr. Brace says: "This great light which gilds the

morning dawn of human history, and was so rich a

blessing to so many millions of men, has completely

faded away. We can merely trace its faint reflections

in the papyri which the dead bore with them into the

tomb, and in the inscriptions—unread for centuries—

upon broken shafts and crumbling pyramids." But is it

dead? Brugsch says: "The forty-two laws of the

Egyptian religion fall short in nothing of the teachings

of Christianity." He conjectures that Moses, as he had

been instructed in all the lore of Egypt, did but "trans-

late into Hebrew the religious precepts, which he found

in their sacred books." Their moral laws are almost

identical with our Decalogue. The influence of the

Egyptian religion over that of the Israelites could not

have been very great, as it was almost indirect. While

the Jews were in bondage they were little removed as

regards civilization and refinement from the state of the

slaves in the South. Consequently they could not ab-

sorb very much of the superior erudition of the Egypt-

ians.

The Egyptians, luxurious, refined, and overflowing

with riches, were pre-eminently the cultured, religious

and educated race of all antiquity. In many depart-

ments of art and science their achievements have
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scarcely ever been equalled. With the exception of
printing, steam and electricity, all other modern inven-
tions were known to them. Their society was artificial
in the extreme. As we have already seen, they were
filled with a belief in the immortality of the soul, of a
coming judgment, and of the resurrection. The charac-
teristics of the Egyptians were certainly such as would
stamp themselves deeply on an inferior race, of less
culture and of less ancient existence. For these reasons
it is the more remarkable that they left so few traces
upon the Jews; the influence of this religion was almost
entirely confined in its relation to Christianity to the
Jewish leaders, and we have no means of judging to
how great an extent it affected them; but while its orig-
inal form may have passed away, still we can trace its
influence on ether heathen religions, and to a certain ex-
tent upon Christianity; and not until our present civili-
sation, literature and religion have perished and become
weary with the dust and obscurity of antiquity, can this
religion be said to exist no more.
When the Egyptian conception of religion had reached

its highest point, it was characterized by sympathy and
morality as the flower and fruit of faith in invisible be-
ings. God was the Law of Righteousness embodied in
spiritual form. He had do name, or else it was unlawful
to pronounce it. The Egyptian lived in the life of the
invisible more than the members of any other race,
whether ancient or modern. His most magnificent
buildings were those for his dead. He received his re-
ward, for divine inspiration came into the hearts of
many of that people

. It caused them to serve the Un-
known God with lives of truth, mercy and justice. ^'Is
not this, therefore, a faint reflection of the light in a
great darkness, shining to all men long ages ago in theyouth of mankind from the Eternal Light, even as now
but not received of men, for they knewit not?" Let us
then reverently inscribe this epitaph upon the views ofsuch a civilization and religion:

''^^I'ound the man who seeks a noble end
JNot angels but diviLities attend."

B. W. Wait.
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How Uncle Selma Wooed and Won.

Everyone in Beechen Township knew Uncle Selma

Benton, and all esteemed and honored him. Older per-

sons who had known him in his younger days claimed

he was somewhat "shiftless" as a youth, nothmg mean

or low, however, had ever been attributed to him but

he was just simply idle and careless, preferring to hunt

and fish rather than hoe and plow.

Yet with all this he was brave and patriotic, for when

the late civil war came on he did not wait to see if his

services were needed, but volunteered at once and fought

bravely, till at the battle of -Seven Pines" he lost his

leg It was a great blow to Uncle Selma, he who had

always been so active and strong, doomed to stalk for

the rest of his days on a wooden leg. But his cheerful,

buoyant disposition would not allow him to pme over

his misfortune and when ho recovered he came home,

bought him a little place seven miles [south of Ander-

son, S. C, and having erected thereon a small one-room

cabin, he managed to live very comfortably on the pro-

ductions of his farm and the earnings received from the

sale of his fish and game, he still indulging in his old

pastime, hunting and fishing.
^

As I said before, everyone liked him; but especially

was he loved and admired by us boys. For, although

he was now up in sixty and alone in the world, still age

and his lack of relatives had had no visible effect on his

happy-go-lucky disposition.

It was Uncle Selma who taught us all how to swim

and dive; how to fish with success, how to shoot on the

wing, how to make traps and set them, and many other

heafthful boyish pleasures. Then he could tell such

stories; all about battles, ghosts and hobgoblins, and

nothing pleased him better than for a crowd of boys to

congregate in his cabin and beg for yarns.

And such tales he would tell! generally blood-curdling

ones, as we always insisted on having that kind. And

how, after his relating one of these, we would start tremb-

ling and frightened for home, each one insisting that
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the other was scared into a ^^cocked hat/' and as often
as a stick would crack under our feet, we would halt as
if shot and cry in quavering tones, wha—what's that!
And how after discovering how needless was our alarm,
each fellow would explain how he knew all the time it
wasn't ^-nothing" and he just stopped ^^to scare the
other boys."

Another thing that endeared Uncle Selma to us was
his gay, cheerful manner; age had not made him crabbed
and cross, but like wine, he had grown better. We
carried our boyish troubles to him and found in him a
ready sympathizer, quick to feel and sure to comfort.
Then he had a laugh that would draw anyone to him;

deep, long, loud and hearty, and when he had told some
particularly funny joke, you would see his face begin to
wrinkle and his eyes to close, then would come forth
that jolly, roaring laugh, and when we boys joined in
with our shriller voices, there would be merriment indeed.
But I must proceed. It was, I suppose, about the

middle of March when Billie Dawson and Sam Childer
came to me and proposed going fishing. We admitted it
was rather early, but the weather had been so warm and
spring-like the preceding days that we thought "suckers"
would surely bite if nothing else. And so after a good
deal of talking and consulting, we agreed to go and sep-
arated, each on his different errands. Billie was to get
the bait, Sam the lunch, and I was to see Uncle Selma
about fishing holes. Uncle lived only about a mile from
where we were standing, and it wasn't long before I was
knocking at his "chamber door" "Come in!" said a
voice within that didn't sound as cheerful as usual. I
entered and saw Uncle Selma sitting, or rather leaning,
with his head on his hands, gazing disconsolately into
the fire.

"Why, Uncle, what's the matter?" I said, as he neither
moved nor spoke. He raised his head with a most piteous
look on his old face and with a sigh like unto the groan
of a dying calf, exclaimed, "I'm in love."
The way in which he said it, his doleful look, and the

very idea of such a thing proved too much formy ris-
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I asted,after recovering

"YOU .now sauna Perking

don't you, well she's the one that's captured my old

heart in its old days."

I knew Salina (or Aunt Salina as we called her) welL

She was a gay old spinster of forty or thereabouts and

was Uncleleima's nearest neighbor I J
the habit of visiting her a good deal, but the idea of any.

thing warmer than friendship never entered ^y head.

"Well, has she refused you Uncle?" I asked. You

look very down-hearted."

"No oh! no," said Uncle Selma, sighing heavily again

"i'm j;st afraid to ask her for-but sit down Bub and I'll

Lw it's been my habit to visit Salina

a good deal, but it was mainly for company's sake and

to^t something good to eat. The -a^Jhat ^man

can cook is a caution. I can taste now them big slices

of juicy country ham, that good old rice and S^avy to^

5ether%vith eggs, hot coffee and 'simmon beer to wmd

""^"Tsl said before, I had got into a sort habit of

walking in about meal-time and making myself at home,

a thing I always could do at that time of the day.

"I fave always liked Salina. She has a powerfu

witty tongue in her head, or rather in her mouth, and

she knows exactly how to make a fellow feel at home

"I reckon it was about two weeks ago when I noticed

something was the matter with my fizzique My appe-

tite kinder fell away, my sleep was interrupted by hor-

rid dreams, and my heart had a kind of hollow, gone

feeling about it. „,

"After while I consulted old Dr. Beeman and he, after

feeling my pulse, looking at my tongue, and nearly

thumping the breath out of my poor old carcass men-

tioned some outlandish disease, the name of whicH i

never heax-d before nor never expect to hear again,

thought I was gone sure and began to wonder m a vague
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kind of way if shaking off this mortal coil was painfuL
i^ut the doctor, noticing my awful fear and dazed facelaughed and said there was nothing the matter withme'^
except, perhaps, a little disarrangement of my innards
that would soon wear off

.

^^I went home half satisfied, but it didn't wear off on

lina''''''

^^""^ ^o^se; ah! I thought if I only had Sa-

^JI
suppose you think I was a pretty big dander-head

not to know what was the matter, but you must recol-
lect I never had no such feelings before and coming onme so sudden in my old age naturally made me oneasy
^

1 can t remember the exact time I discovered I wasm love but I know one thing, I set right out for Salina's
to tell her all about it, but shucks, I couldn't say athmg. I never thought I was bashful and don't think
so now, but some how another I couldn't git up courage
enough to ask Salina Perkins to change her name,
lime wore on and I did top; every evening would findme startmg for Salina's with a heart full of hope and
love, and later on coming home with a heart full of dis-
couragement and disgust.

'

'Naturally, I grew woe-begoner every day and my
dream last night decided me that something had to be
done.

^'I dreamed Salina was facing an awful danger- I
sprang forward to save her, but instead of rescueing her
I jumped through that window over there, fell five feet
to the ground and like to broke my neck, l^ow Bub,
this kinder thing can't go on, you hear me ? it can't go
on. I don't propose to be walking in my sleep, jumping
through windows and risking my life in any such a way.
If you've got a remedy let's have it," and Uncle Selma
spit ferociously and looked exceedingly wrathful. *

''Well, Uncle, there isn't but one sensible thing to do
and that's to go and ask her."
"Am't I told you I've been a trying to every evening

for the last two weeks?" said Uncle Selma a little im-
patiently.

''Ah, Uncle, that will never do, all you need is a little
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courage and determination and it will come easy

enough."
**Iknow that very well," replied Uncle Selma, ''and if J

could only git started off, I feel pretty sure I could git

along all right; but just as soon as I set down by Salina

and begin to hunt around for the courage and determi-

nation I always leave outside the door, a dowledold knot

about the size of a horse apple, runs up in my throat

and chokes me mighty near to death."

*'Uncle," said I, ''just let me give you a little advice.

You are a good deal older than I am, but I suspect I have

had more experience than you along this particular line.

If you will follow my directions, Salina Perkins will be

Mrs. Salina Benton in less than six months.

*'First, Uncle, you must dress up a little when you

visit her this evening; ladies like to see a man spruced

up, they respect him more; and second, you must give

her plenty of 'taffy.'"

''I've done spent seventy-five cents already m pepper-

mint drops and lozenges, and if it's done any good I've

never been able to see it," replied Uncle Selma despair-

ingly.

*'0h, not that Uncle. You must tell her how beautiful

she is,'praise her ruby lips, sparkling eyes and rippling

hair, then come right out in plain old English and say;

Salina, I love you!"

"Bub," cried Uncle Selma excitedly, "I'm going to

follow your directions. I'm a going there this evening

and I'll pop the question or bust, but say," and Uncle

Selma assumed a confidential tone, "you must be close

by all the time. There's a knot hole to the left of the

front door and you must be there tonight with your eye

to that hole and watch the proceedings; if you see I

ain't going about the matter right, just give the blind a

leetle rattle, and I'll take the hint and try a new tack."

/'All i^ight. Uncle," said I with suspicious willingness„

"I will be there and if you don't ask Aunt Salina to be

Mrs. Benton in proper style, you will hear from that

blind."

Uncle Selma's cabin, which was situated on rather a
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high hill, commanded a good view of the surrounding
country, and as I stepped from the door of his house a
very pretty, rural scene met my eye. In front, the hill
sloped gently downward until it reached the swift but
shallow waters of Rocky river. The banks of the river
at this point were covered with a beautiful, luxuriant
growth of grass, and the tinkling of innumerable cow-
bells could be heard, as the contented kine wandered
about feeding on the rich, nutritious growth. As far
as the eye could reach, could be seen busy laborers pre-
paring the fertile soil for the crops that only Anderson
county farmers can produce. "The decent church " as
Goldsmith has it, occupied a gentle declivity on' the
right, while down in the hollow, surrounded by tall pop-
lars and fanned by cooling breezes, where nature's song-
sters carolled forth their sweetest songs and the sweetlow gurgle of the limpid brook plays a musical accom-
paniment, Aunt Salina pursued the "even tenor of her
way.''

On my way home my head was full of the fun I was
to see that night, for I knew Uncle Selma's love-mak-mg would vary a little from the regular stvle- some-
thing distinctively original. That night found me at
the knot hole promptly, and having secured a good seat
I waited with patience for the show to begin I was
not there long, however, before I heard Uncle Selmastumpmg along the narrow path that led down to Aunt
balma's cabin. I could hear him stumbling over root^
and rocks, and every now and then ejecting large vol-
umes of spittle-a sure sign he was nervous. I mu^t
confess I was a little uneasy as to the outcome for Iwas very anxious that these two old people should be-come as one; though I am afraid selfish desire was a
lai-ge factor in my anxiety. If I wanted yarns, I went
to Uncle Selma's; if Icraved good victuals, I visited Aunt

K .t!"^?:,.
case, I desired

both at the same time, it was simply an impossibility •

but by getting these two old people to enter into a life
of double blessedness," Aunt Salina's good cooking-
would eat a great deal better with the liberal sprinkling
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of yam sauce Uncle Selma was sure to pour on. Uncle

Selma had by this time reached the door which he en-

tered without knocking. '"Good evening, Salina!"

"Why, Selma," and I saw Aunt Salina fairly shake

with merriment, "you look as if you were going court-

ing."

"May be I am, may be I am," said Uncle Selma sol-

emnly. He had tried hard to follow my direction about

sprucing up, but after looking him over, I doubted very

much the wisdom of my advice. There was little if any

improvement in his personal appearance. He wore a

greenish colored coat of antiquated cut and style, about

six inches too small everywhere and very much worn.

His pants were of a dingy, indescribable hue and had evi-

dently been cut during a long spell of wet weather,

when everything draws up so. Around his neck was

tied a large, sky-blue handkerchief, ornamented with

white polka dots; while his well oiled hair plastered low

down on his forehead glistened like a French mirror.

But he had not stopped here as he should have done; he

had blacked his one cow-hide shoe with stove polish

and painted his wooden leg a flaming red, and as he

stumped back and forth over the floor he certainly made

a ridiculous figure. Uncle Selma seated himself on one

side> of the fire place, while Aunt Salina sat on the other.

For a long while there was not a word spoken; Aunt

Salina knitting demurely away and Uncle Selma chewing

tobacco with wonderful energy, expectorating every

few minutes with explosive force. I could see he was

moving himself for the trial.

"Salina," said Uncle Selma, breaking the silence,

"I've been thinking"—"aint that something uncommon
for you to do, Selma?" asked Aunt Salina as Uncle

paused.

"6alina, I'm down right in earnest. I'm as solemn as a

—a graveyard, and I mean biz."

"Yes?" said Aunt Salina smilingly. Another pause.

"Salina, I—er—lets have supper," and Uncle breathed

one of the most hopeless sighs I ever heard.

After supper Uncle Selma resumed his seat by the fire;
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conversation languished. I began to grow impatient,
tor the night was chilly, and I was becoming very cold
and cramped. I thought by rattling the blind I might
hurry up matters a little, so I reached up, gave it a little
shake, then dropped back to watch results.

^^What's that, Selma?" asked Aunt Salina in a startled
tone.

''Rats I guess, I've got used to them, they're all that
keeps me company in my lonely hill-side cabin.''

''Salina," said Uncle Selma again, '^when one of my
fishing rods gets old and weak, I splice it, that is I join to
It another piece which strengthens it and makes it
most as good as new; now Salina, I'm getting old and
feeble, and if I aint spliced pretty soon, that is joined
to something, I'm bound to go up the—er—spout-"
"Selma, what in the world are you a driving at, here

you've been all evening a saying Salina this and Salina
that, and talking all kinds of random foolishness, whatyou after anyhow?"
"You!" shouted Uncle Selma in awful excitement.

"Salina, I love you! I think about you day and night! I
think about your ruby teeth, and yaller eyes, and blue
hair, and white lips!" (Taffy.) -Qod a mighty only
knows how I've thought, dreamed and sung about you.
Salina, do you love me ? Are you willing to share my
humble cabin, love, cherish, cook and obey me till death
do us part?"
"Well, Selma, there ain't no use yelling like 1 was on

tother side of the river."
"Salina, this ain't no time for splitting hairs, one way

or tother. What I want to know is, do you love me? Oh
pie—please say yes! Don't fool with my old heart that's
been free for over sixty years, don't turn away from me
in my old age; see this crick in my neck? that's where
I jumped through a window last night thinking I was
saving you from an awful death. Oh Salina! Salina^
Salina!"
Uncle Selma was down on his knees sobbing now, or

rather blubbering, for that is the best name for the
noise he was making. Aunt Salina did not seem to be
in the least disturbed or ruffled.
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''Selma," she said calmly, ^'I judge from your rather

mixed remarks you want me to be your wife."

''That's it!" said Uncle Selma eagerly, ''that's what

I've been trying to say all the time. Will you ?"

"Well, I reckon under the circumstances, I will."

"Oh Salina, do you mean it!" said Uncle Selma hardly

able to believe his good fortune.

"Yes, or I wouldn't have said it," replied Aunt Sa-

lina in the same calm tone.

"Well, now, I'm going to bus you," said Uncle Selma

laughing gleefully.

"No you ain't Selma, we're too old for that sort ot

foolishness."

No we ain't, Salina, any such thing. Coi»e to your

old betroth' s bosom and let him embrace you."

"Oh Selma!" said Aunt Salina, covering her face with

her hands and blushing like "sweet sixteen."

Uncle Selma rose pompously like one who has a sol-

emn duty to perform, and stumped across the fire place

"to give a lover's first warm kiss." But Aunt SaUna

was shy and backed into a corner, then started on a run

around the room, with Uncle Selma stumping determm-

edly behind her.

"I'll overhaul you in a minute!" he shouted, ''I'll bus

them coral lips!"

Both were now shrieking with laughter. I noticed

Aunt Salina wasn't running her best, audit wasn't long

before Uncle Selma reached her. His right arm gently

clasped her waist and—you know the rest.
*

It was a blissful scene I gazed in on now, and I cared

naught for cold and cramp. Uncle Selma and Aunt

Salina were sitting side by side with clasped hands,

and happy smiles resting on their dear old faces, and as

I beheld them thus, talking in the soft, low tones that

only love can hear, I realized the truth of the poet's

familiar lines: "There's something in the humblest love

that makes it pure and holy."

J. Augustus Sullivan.
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Of all the creations and possessions of the earth, seaand heaven, the mind is supreraelv the greatest
It IS the greatest of man. the greatest work of Godand IS immortal.

The bodj may be the victim of disease, imtold mis-eries and death: it may be buried beneath the so

waterv k"'
'7'°"-^' -imals, or find a

out the mind can never die.

Than this established fact, there can be no greater in-cen ives to the Greek. Latin, and Mathematical s u-dents to persevere and unravel the technicalities thatoften becloud their minds and weakan self couflden eknowing, that the obstacles surmounted, the truths as-similated and the impressions retained, «-ill nut onfvprepare them for usefulness, success, and honor, in this
life, but also prepare them for the attainment. the en-J.ymeut.and the expansion of their minds in that tm-bounded sea of knowledge in that vast eternitv

he^/h«
^"'^ developments have converted barbarism,

iiiition
'^^'^'^•^'^lism.- i^^to an unparalleled civl

What was once an unsurpassable barrier between two

The cr^" r''l^°''''f ^^S^^^y °f commerce.The crude ships that once sailed along the shores of the

that plough from shore to shore, unimpeded bv cvclones
tornadoes, or waves a mountain high. Look at our own

at re'of7 "^^^"'A^^f* l^"! ^ings that penetrate the blueazure of heaven- Visit their art galleries and see the
artist as he puts life and expression into a piece of can-vas, or look at the cold marble slab and see the sculp-tor as he converts it into a human being the ideal of
grace, health and beauty. Then look at the elec ricwires that flash the news from continent to conTnenTeven steam and locomotives are vanishing before thisthe greatest of forces.

e oie xnis.

And when we conceive of the rapid strides made in
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every line of industry, the conveniences afforded, the

inventions and achievements of mind, we wonder what

will be the terminus of this civilization.

The mind has constructed stately vessels that throng

our harbors, built railroads, dug tunnels, levelled moun-

tains, changed the course of rivers, written books, sung

songs, painted pictures, engraved images, and dreamed

dreams. Yet, materialism, the greatest curse of the

nineteenth century, is robbing society of its leaders;

those who would adorn the barer pulpit are selhng

themselves, flesh, blood, and souls, for the accursed

metal.

The futility of materialism has been proven, while

mind and its developments have withstood literary rev-

olutions, the devastation of empires, and the wreck of

time. ,

Go to the once proud cities of Rome and Athens, and

search amid the wreckage of their illustrious dead;

go to the American cemeteries, or the -battle fields of

Virginia and Carolina, and ask their heroic dust to

whom does the heritage of historic approbation belong ?

Will they point you to Jay Gould or Cornelius Vander-

bilt? No, a thousand times no! Their very dust will

rise to stifle you into a confession, that only such men

as Plato and Aristotle, Lee and Washinton, can never

die.
n ' J A

Even God Himself recognized the worth ofmmd and

its development, when he selected Moses, the most

learned and skilled in all the arts and sciences of his

time, to lead his chosen people from under the bonds of

oppression and slavery, across a dark and bloody sea,

through a dry and parched land, and afterwards bade

him ascend Mt. Sinai, where amid the terrific thunders,

the quaking of the earth, the flashing of the lightning,

and the awful solemnity of that dark and smoky morn-

ing, He handed down to him the ten commandments^ to be

expanded and handed down to us as the foundation of

our civilization.

And since mind and its developments are of such trans-

cendent importance, that no one can neglect its cultiva-
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tionVithout violating God's law and diminishing his own
peace and contentment in this world and the one to come
the young man, who, amid the books, newspapers, and
periodicals of this day, pleads ignorance and poverty a
preventive from receiving an education, is not worthy

^/nerican name that he bears. It matters not
whether he launches out on the stream of life beneath the
banner of a college diploma, or like Bunyan, Burns
bhakespeare, and Franklin, realizing that he has an im-
mortal mind, realizing the shortness of life and at thesame time its possibilities, has kindled an inward flame
Of aspiration to achieve great and glorious success for
himself, for the upbuilding of his fellows and fellow
countryman, seizes every idle moment as a sacred trust
and dedicates it to the development of that never dvino-
spirit, ^

What can be more noble, grand, and glorious than amind tramed in the schools and colleges of our country
with an imagination that can conceive of all things enjoy
all things, and retain all things? It reverses time in itsonward march, until it penetrates the dreary, musty
unexplored darkness that once, like some evil, ghastly
spirit, veiled the globe in a sea of inky darkness As
It gazes out into the impenetrable darkness, it imao-ines
that It IS a spirit land and that it sees the Creator Himself
it hears the splashings of the waters as they are separa-
ted from the land, it hears man spoken into existence
and when it beholds for the first time a brilliant luminary
set m the eastern heavens, its admiration is unbounded
It sees the tower of Babel pointing heavenward, witnesses
the confusion of tongues, and boards the Ark with Noah
as he drifts on the bosom of the prevailing floods It
ilees the sulphurous flames of Sodom and Gomorrah' be-
holds the glory of the eastern empire, and gazes upon
the proud cities that have since sunk to the lowest deg-
radation beneath the yoke of materialism, ignorance and
barbarism. It sees Antony, charmed bv the dazzling
beauty of Cleopatra, sacrifice name, fame, and character
for the gratification of the consuming fires of a never
satisfied passion. It sees Columbus, fired with the dar-
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ing resolves of genius, sailing the trackless, unknown,

western waters, and as he anchors beneath the shady

wilds of America, it sees the red man, wild animals, and

forests vanish as a misty morning in June, while vil-

lages, cities, schools, and colleges, spring from the val-

leys hill-tops, and mountain sides, a civilization without

a parallel in allancient, mediaeval, and modern history.

Then coming to our present time, it calls around it, as

divines, Talmage, Beecher, and Spurgeon; as warriors,

Alexander, Napoleon, and Stonewall Jackson; as states-

men, Burke, Webster, Calhoun, and Cleveland, the liv-

ing monuments of mmd and its developments.

It penetrates the dim unknown future, witnesses revo-

lutions in art, science, literature, and music; it explores,

measures, and weighs worlds yet uncreated; it sees the

world Christianized, and hears the English language

spoken the universal speech of the world.

It experiences the unpleasant mysteries of the grave,

hears Gabriel blow his trumpet, witnesses the conflagra-

tions of the last day, soars aloft, where amid the most

enchanting, heart-rending, soui-inspiring music, made

by Cherubim and Seraphim that throng the Celestial

€ity, it is ushered by angelic forms along the golden

street to the right hand of Christ Jesus, the Son of God,

who sits enthroned beneath the radiancy of God, the

Father, and there receives a pass-port into all the joys,

pleasures, and bliss of an everlasting eternity.
^ J. C. Roper.
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The History of The Calhoun Literary Society,

(W Ittea for the Journal by Geo. W. Fooshe.)

Among the first thoughts that present themselves to

those who are in charge of a literary institution for se-

rious consideration is that of establishing a Literary So-

ciety; and too, there is nothing more needed by the aver-

age student'body than something: of this kmd. Both

faculty and students realizing the above to be true, the

SA^eet, silvery-toned bell of Wofford College had not

long chimed forth its melodious calls to duty before it

summoned the students to meet for the purpose of orga-

nizing a Literary Society. This meeting was held m
the room now used by the Latin Professor, which is sit-

uated in the third floor of the right wing of the ( ollege

building, and action was begun at once. Mr. S. M. Daw-

kins was called to the chair. The first thing m order

bein^ the naming of the Society,, Prof. Duncan sug-

gested several names, chief among which were those of

Jno. C. Calhoun and Hugh Legare. Feeling the debt of

gratitude that they as Southerners owed to his memory,

realizing that in him were combined all the noble prin-

ciples of manhood and character, and believing his life

to be a model well worth building upon, the students

unanimously agreed upon calling the Society the Cal-

houn Literary Society, in order that they might thus per-

petuate his memory in the hearts of those who loved him

so much.
Dr. Carlisle, then a professor in the institution, sub-

mitted to the gentlemen a constitution which he himself

had drawn up. This was adopted '
at once, and the

names of those present affixed thereto. Mr. S. M, Daw-

kins was then made permanent chairman for the next

two months, thus going down in the records of the Soci-

etv as its first President.

The Society was begun on a very small scale. The

meetings were continued in the same room, the Society

hall itself not being completed. The furniture of the

room consisted only of a chair and a table for the Presi-

dent, the members using the recitation benches. There
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was no place to keep the minutes of the successive meet

ZZ'TX "
'""l

President's room, and in this waysome of the records of the Society have been misplaced.On this account it is impossible to find out the officers ofthe lirst administration.
At first the chief part of the exercises consisted of adebate, of miscellaneous business, and of reports of offi-

cers. Essays were not introduced as a part of the regu
lar proceedings until some time in the year 1860, and
declamation was introduced still later, in 1879. Before
either of these, however, a monthly oration was madea permanent feature of the Society. According to oneof the first members of the Society now living in Spar-
tanburg, the chief benefits accruing from the weekly
meetings were to be found in the cultivation and attain-ment of an easy, graceful style of speaking, and in theknowledge of Parliamentary laws and proceedings
There was no library connected with the Society at this
time, and members could not find such books of refer-
ence as were helpful in the preparation of their debates
1 hey had to rely wholly upon the kindness of their
friends m town for reading matter of any kind, and es-
pecially for special books of reference. However with
all the odds against the the debaters, the debates, ac-
cording to the secretary, were always very good
The place of meeting was changed from the room al-

ready mentioned to the present hall Jan. the 20th 1854
Having come into a new place, it was necessary to buy
some furniture for the hall. On motion it was ordered
that a committee be appointed to purchase such things
as were most needed. Common split-bottom chairs for
the use of members, and a chair and a neatly varnished
pine table for the use of the President were obtained at
once. The treasury being almost deplete, the initiation
fee was changed to three times its former amount As
fast as money came into the treasury it was spent in buy-
ing such things as were most important. The bare walls
and the general appearance of the hall were in very
striking contrast to its present richness and beauty.
On the second night of meeting in the Calhoun hall
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proper, a badge committee was appointed. This com-

mittee submitted to the Society for consideration a ro-

sette of white and blue ribbon. This was adopted as a

temporary badge, and had to be worn at all of the meet-

ings of the Society and at the public exercises of the

college, a member not wearing one being subject to hne

After much trouble, and after many failures on the part

of the committees, the present one, a Palmetto tree with

two shields resting against its trunk on which are grav-

en the initials of the Society and motto, and on the bot-

tom the date of organization, was proposed by Hon.

Sam'l Dibble, then a member of the Society, was ac-

cepted, and permanently adopted by the Society Nov^_3

1855 In regard to being worn, it was for a long while

subject to the same law as the temporary rosette badge.

As to whether a badge is worn now, it is merely a mat-

ter of personal choice. • „f

In 1850, the President was dignified by the wearing of

a black silk gown. Until this time no official robes had

been used in the Society, and to the present day it re-

mains the only one used.

The custom of awarding diplomas to those to whom

the faculty awarded them was established early mthe

history of the Society, and is still prevalent.

The prerogative of deciding all debates was once vested

in the President, but as this did not meet the approba-

tion of the second generation of students, that power was

taken from that oiHcer in 1860, and all debates smce then

have been decided by the society, the roll being called

after each debate, and each member answering affirma-

tive' or '^negative.' ,1.1 j •

There was also another strange custom established in

the society until quite recently. The Secretary was often

instructed to cast the vote of the society for ^n officer

instead of allowing each member to vote. If^^he light of

modern Parliamentary law, such a law could not stand

and was accordingly repealed, the society now voting at

elections by roll-call instead.
^,,i,Vr

The Calhoun Society suffered much during its earlier

days WhUe quite in her infancy the war came upon
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gionous death fighting for the cause which Calhouu'd

miwo lespects—Calhouiis bearing in their breasts fh.

So^ I! ? , ^
^""""-'^^ and memory of thatSociety which bore his name? The blank page Yn herrecords, sacred to the memory of each, tells the tale ofdeath and sorrow. Th- Pallinnn c:^

' T
she is withnnt t„

^alhouu Society is not what

Ws— V^^^
secret Cham

-

Ders means Four times have her hall and membersbeen draped m mourning, and four times have her mfnutes^been broken by the record of a brother fanen o"

unSaWr'rf r'jT'f '"^^ l-eeo quite

T . .
l^'^O' " niet on Friday niahtsIn 1860, It divided itself into two sessions, one hell onFriday nights, the other on Saturday moraings In 18«lIt again changed to the one session of Saturday mornmgs, and remained thus untiUSCS, when itt^r re-turned to the two- sessions as once before. TheC ses

weTe^orStedlZ^'' "-^'^ ''''' ^^-^ -
DuJLg he time o^ '^M'^'^ P'^'^^"* time.
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The celebrations of the Society are quite interesting

also In the early stages of its history it celebrated the

anniversary of Jno. C. Calhoun's birthday, and kept

this up for a good many years, the last recorded being

that of his one hundredth birthday in 1882. Another

celebration of the Calhoun Society, conjointly with that

of the Preston, is the anniversary of Benj. Wofford^s

birthday on the third Friday night of October. On this

night, each Society furnishes one speaker from the

Senior Clases.
,

The public exercises of the Society once consisted ot a

debate by four of its members in the College chapel m
June. This has slightly changed in later years, the Cal-

houns and Prestons together having a debate in which

four men, two from each Society, take part. This is

known as the Junior debate, and is held in the College

chapel on Monday night of commencement week. The

Presidents of the two Societies preside over this debate

alternatelv. Before the consolidation of the debate it

was customary for the Calhoun Society to elect a person

not a member of the Society, to preside over it. It was

also customary before this change, for the Calhoun So-

ciety, to award a medal to the debater making the best

speech. Since that time the debater's medal has changed

into an essayist's medal, which is a medal awarded by

the Society to that member of either of the three lower

classes who writes the best essay. These essays are han-

ded in to a committee of gentlemen, and voted upon by

them. The medal is presented to the successful com-

petitor immediately after the Junior debate.

As already stated the furniture of the hall was quite

scanty at first. To those things purchased immediately

after moving into the hall, a carpet was added in 1859.

This was obtained by assessing each member three

dollars and fifty cents. A little later, the hall was

whitewashed and a chandelier and table covering and

curtains were added thereto. Thus little by little im

provements went on, until in 1870 a new set of furni-

ture was bought, and the hall quite remodeled. In 1889

a new set of furniture w^as purchased. This gratified
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the esthetic taste of that generation of students, but in
1891 an<H893 the final touches were given which have
placed the Calhoun Society hall among the prettiest of
the South. In '91, the old furniture was disposed of andnew opera chairs secured at a cost of two hundred and

*

thirty-flve dollars. In '93 the hall was almost
completely remodelled. The walls and ceiling were pa-
pered m beautiful designs, and all the wood-work var-
nished to match the chairs and paper, nothing being
left unchanged except the tapestry and portions of the
canopy around the President's stand.
The most valuable portion of the property belonging

to the Society consists of the portraits that adorn its walls.
The Society now has the following portraits: oneof Jno.C Calhoun; one of Dr. Jas. H. Carlisle; two of Prof
Warren DuPre; one of Pres. A. M. Shipp; one of Dr.
Whiteford Smith; and two of Bishop Wightman. These
all hang on the walls of the Society hall. There are tw-
others-one of Geo. Washington and one of Eobt. E
^ee-that are placed on the floor on each side of the
President's stand. That of Jno. C. Calhoun cost the So-
ciety one hundred and fifty dollars. It was boughtm April, 1881 and unveiled in May of the same
year, at;which ceremony speeches were made by Messrs.
D. R. Duncan, John Evingsand a Mr. Thomson. The por-
trait of Dr. Shipp was bought from the Preston Societym 1878, at a cost of fifty-five dollars. The remainder
of these, so far as can be ascertained, were presented
to the Society, although nothing definite is known in
regard to them, as only two are recorded as being pre-
sented-that of W. ( . Preston by Dr. J. F. Wightman in
the name of his son Pinekney; and that of Bishop Wight-
man by Rev. Geo. W. Walker. Both of these were
framed by the Society, and now add much to the appear-
ance of the hall. In addition to the portraits thera are
several other things in the hall that are important in
their way. The Ordinance of Secession and the last
speech of Jno. C. Calhoun are both framed, and occupy
a very prominent place in the hall. There are also sev-
eral Class and Society pictures and a few minor things
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of that kind that are of little value to the Society, in

any way.
As intimated in the beginning, the library was Tery

small during its early histary, and had to remam so for

some time on account of lack of money in the treasury

Little by little it accumulated, partly by the mdividual

efforts of some of its members, partly by the efforts of

the Society as a whole, and partly also by the kmdnesB

of the many friends of the Society, who have never

lacked interest in its welfare. It was once required that

each member present one book to the Society at the be-

mnning of each vear. This, however, was discontmued

in a very short time, and a regular library fee was im-~

posed upon each member, to be vested in a committee

appointed for the purpose of buying such books as it

deemed best . This library fee is still imposed, and each

year sees something added to the library. There has al-

ways been, and is still, a librarian whose duty it is to

keep a neat and correct record of all the books taken out

by the members. The law that a book could be kept out

only two weeks without, and four weeks with, renewal

^as passed very early and is still in effect. There was

once a custom allowing the corresponding secretary to

subscribe for magazines and periodicals for the library.

This has been discontinued, and most of the magazines

sold. It was once allowed that members might keep out

books during vacation, but as a good many books were

misplaced in this way, this is no longer permitted under

any circumstances. The library now contains about two

thousand Volumes. Of this number about sixty or sev-

enty-five are taken out each week. However the library

will not remain in the Calhoun hall much longer. The

motion to consolidate the Calhoun, (^ollege and Preston

libraries into one has been passed this year by the mem-

bers of the two Societies, and agreed to by the faculty,

and will go into effect as soon as possible. The consoli-

dated library will be in the present Reading-Koom of the

College.

The Constitution of the Society has gradually grown

from the first meeting to the present time. Every few
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r/«? tlifr T""
^'id"'"'^ to the original one adopt-ed at the first meetms. It is now a very excellent one-covermg almost all of the rules that are necessary for aSociety hke that of ours. Kobert's Eules of Order isused as a supplement to it, the two making an almostcomplete code of laws.

almost

The Calhoun Society numbers among its honorarvmembers many who are representative of all that is highand noble in life and character, vv e are rightly pro^dof many whom we are able to number thus, and congratulate those who have nursed the Calhoun Societythrough Its infancy and maintained its principles during
Its growth upon having elected many of those whos!sympathy and aid they have thus enlisted in our behalfand upon the fine judgment which they have displavedm making up this list. We feel that an interest in and alove for the Society has been thus instilled into the

Ln w-t."t.
" "''"^ ^^""^ ^^-^'^ graced ourhall with their presence.

The conduct of the gentlemen of the Society has ai-
rways necessarily been of a very high order.

'

Nothing
less than a gentleman's behavior in a lady's parlor hasever been considered as a standard. All that have ever
fallen be ow such a standard have been duly punished inthe way the Society adopted long ago
At no time in the history of the Society has any mem-ber been guilty of showing gross disrespect to the presid-

SoHefv
'V •^"""S ^ session, oi theSociety. Courtesy has always been and is still a vervprominent part of every member's conduct

Officers of the Society have always been elected everytwo nionths. In this way the interests of the Societyh^ve been highly advanced-eachnew President striving
to make his admmistration the most successful in the
history of the Society. The same courtesy that the Pres-
ident has received from the members has been shown byhim to the members. There is not a record of a single
discourteous or ungentlemanly act done by any of thosewho have had this honor conferred upon them

Until sometime in the year 1891, there was left no
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record of a person's having been President of the Society

save his name affixed to the minutes. Since then, how-

ever, it has been required that each President should

have his photograph taken while wearing the gown, and

that such a photograph should be placed in the Presi-

dent's album, an album bought and kept by the Society

for that purpose.

A new feature w-as introduced into the Society last

year which was quite as interesting as novel. An open

session of the Society was held to which all the friends

of the Society were invited. The regular order of busi-

ness was carried out, in order that our friends might see

how the Society was conducted, and also in what condi-

tion it then was. It was a very enjoyable occasion, and

is worthy of being tried again, inasmuch as it stirs up

among the members a feeling of pride in the Society-

and thus encourages them to do better work.

The constitution of the Calhoun Society is partly the

basis of that of the Carlisle Society of Converse College;

it will soon rule the Calhoun Society of Clemson College;

a sketch of our Society's history now rests beneath the

corner stone of the monument on the battle field of

Cowpens, but above all this, a silent, untraced, unwrit-

ten history lies in the hearts of those who for the last

forty years have been a part of it. The old walls them-

selves, decked in gayer and prettier colors, it is true,

look down upon, and silently impress upon us the

story of the past and the story of the present. Jno. C.

Calhoun himself, reclining upon tiae wall, dressed m a

black, silk gowm, the emblem of official dignity, as he

stood Speaker of the Senate, and holding in his hands

the Constitution of the United States, seems to be guard-

ing the sacred honor of his namesake and speaking into

our lives the message of duty, and telling us that forty

yeaTs of history are looking down upon us from yonded

walls, and bidding us, as we are Calhouns, to bear

Calhoun's banner to victory. Catching some of the in-

spiration that beams forth from his deep-set eyes, and

hearing the message which that firm-set, though closer

and silent mouth, still speaks to us, we are striving to

hand down the Calhoun Literary Society in a better con-

dition than- that in which we found it.

Nov. 29th, 1894.
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The Preston Literary Society.

(Wrttten tor the Journal bv J. Eric Warnook.)

Up to October, 1858, the Calhoun Society was the

only literary society at WofEord College. The Faculty

always placed great importance on the ^^^^^'^j '^^'

derived from the literary society, and consequently re-

quired all the students to become members of it_ At

the beginning of the session of 1858 the nuniber of stu-

dents feemed to justify the formation of another socie y,

and the Faculty, concurring with a number of the stu^

dents in the opinion that two competitive societies would

accomplish much more good than one, recommended

that another be organized.
a is^s TVio<^

Accordingly on Saturday night, October 9,
18«8.Thos^

E Dawkins, of the Junior cla,ss, who ^^e °ver from

the Calhoun Society; A. A. Connor, F^ D. Houser,

Clarence McCartha, R. W. Simpson, A. S.Summers Al-

fred Tolleson, J. E. Williams, of the Sophomore class ;^

Austin, J. A. Bailey, P. S. DeHay, S^ Hall, J.

A Keitt W. E. Mauldin, H. A. McSwam, Z. L. Nabers,

N D. Oglesby, J. W. Riley and J. J. Snow of he

F;eshmaf class, met in the hall that is still used by the

Society, and effected the organization Mr. A J.

Stokes, a member of the Calhoun Society, ^^-^g an earn-

est advocate of forming the new Society, met with them

was called to the chair and presided over the meetings

until the constitution and by-laws were adopted and the

first corps of officers were elected-when he returned to

the Calhoun Society. On the evening of this first meet-

ing the hall was entirely destitute of furniture except

two benches and a little table on which stood two tallow

'"^ThS" Dawkins, R. W. Simpson and Clarence Mc-

Cartha were appointed a committee to draw up a con-

stitution and by-laws, to which much time and thought

On the following Saturday evening,'.October 16, the

Society met in its hall and the constitution was adopted.

This is the first meeting of which there is any record.
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The first officers of the Society recorded are: Thos. E-
Dawkins, President: W. E. Mauldin, Vice-President: J.
J. Snow, Secretary: Clarence McCartha, Critic; T. C
Williams, Treasurer: J. E. Williams, Librarian: and
J. E. Williams, Monthly Orator, all of whom were
elected mivember 27. 1858. On this evening Mr. Mc-
Cartha, having previously been appointed Monthly
Orator, delivered the first monthly oration, the subject of
Avhich was ''Ambition." After this the Society met reg-
ularly every Saturday evening.
At some time during the first few weeks oi this year

Mr. J. H. Sturtevant left the Calhoun Society "^and
joined the new one and was very efficient in building
up the Society. Several other men were initiated from
time to time. During this year many difficulties faced
the young Society; but the members very liberally sup-
ported it, some giving as much as twenty-five, fifty, and
even one hundred dollars at a time Thus by'the end of
the year the members cut of their own pockets had car-
peted the room: built book cases and a rostrum for the
President: purchased chandeliers, a table and a chair
for each member, and a handsome gown and chair for the
President. In fact they had furnished the hall equally
as Avell as the older Society. A large number of books
also had been either purchased by the Society or pre-
sented to it by friends. Each m.ember was also' required
to present to the Society at the beginning of each session
at least one volume.
The members asked Dr. Carlisle to suggest a name for

their Society. As the object of the Society was princi-
pally to encourage oratory, he very naturally suggested
the name of Preston—meaning Wm. C.Preston, South
Cardinals greatest orator. This name was immediately
adopted and a committee appointed to notify Preston of
it. The following reply of Preston is framed and hangs
in the Preston Hall:

"Charlottesville, Ya., 4th N'ovemberl858.
To the committee of the Preston Society of Wofford Col-

lege.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen:
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Here beyond the borders of our dear state, I have just

received your note informing me of the honor you have

done me by giving my name to your Society and by

electing me an honorary member of it. These tokens of

respect are exceedingly touching to me commg from m-

genuous young men engaged in the pursuit of a liberal

education. I suppose that the honor which you do me

is suggested by my known sympathy with your time of

life and your pursuits, and perhaps too by your knowl-

edge of the interest I have always felt in your young and

vio-orous college. Whatever has prompted this touching

token of kindness to a retired and broken-down old man

he is verv sensible of and thankful for it, which I pray

you gentlemen to apprise the Society of; and to you gen-

tlemen, who have been the organs of the Society's kind-

ness I beg leave to present respectful salutations from

your obedient servant. Wm. C. Preston.

The following, relative to the Preston Society, is quoted

from a letter of Preston to Miss Mabel Martin and speaks

for itself:
. x^c a

'What you tell me of the Freston Society at ^^ offord

goes very much to my heart. I must signalize my sen-

sibility to it by some present to the dear boys W hat

shall it be'^ I have a cone cut from the tomb of Patrick

Henrv-that's hardly fit. I have his family Bible-that

is more proper for some one of his religious descendants.

What then shail I give them in testimony of the honor

conferred by naming their Society after me? J^elly Paon

has a little volume of printed things of mine contammg

my Eulo:'-y ouLegar- which Syd. Johnston said 'was not

badly done.' Shall I put into it some autograph letters

of General Campbell, of Patrick Henry, and General Scott

and thus making it valuable give it to themV Let me

haveyour taste about the matter."
• x ^

"As a token of his appreciation (as he expressed it) ot

the honor conferred upon him by the Society's giving to

itself his name," says an old member, "Preston gave the

Society the small bust of Patrick Henry, his great Uncle

which is now in the Preston Hall." Preston intended

to visit the Society and present it himself but on ac-
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count of his bad health he was able to get no fartherthan Columbia, S. <\, where he died; so Mr. WilliamMartm during the commencement of 1860 delivered itto the Society in the Preston Hall in the presence of themembers, the honorary members present, the Calhoun
Society, and the Faculty and Trustees. "At the sametime he delivered the dying message of this grand old
statesnaan and orator: 'Give this bust of Patrick Henry
to the Preston Literary Society of WofEord College andsay to tuose dear boys, God bless them."" Mr E WSimpson being President at the time, accepted the bustand responded to Mr. Martin's address.
The selection of a badge seems also to have been avery difficult matter to settle. Concerning this Mr-SimpsoQ says:

"Prof. David Duncan suggested incorporating into itthe Idea of the triumphal wreath and celestial crown.At first we merely asked the manufacturers to embody
tais Idea in a badge. The sample they sent us wassimply rediculous-the wreath being of the same shapeand size all round and the 'teeth' all pointing the sameway. Mr. Simpson then drew the representation ofthe present badge which was promptly adopted and sent
to Charleston where the first badge was made. After
quite a number had been made it was found that theywere far below the standard for trinket gold; so theywere all returned and new ones were then made of bet-

;r
^^^'"''^ *° ^'"^S"'' ^'™ay be noteworthy

that on May 21, 1859 a by-law was passed: "That themembers be compelled to wear their badges at everv
regular meeting of the Society." Xow, however, it i^s
solely a matter of individual taste whether or not amember wears a badge.
"During the spring session of 1859, preparations werebegun for co nmencement, such as electing- orator, mar-

shals, and managers for the entertainment then usuallvgiven to the graduating class. These matters brought

Th« P*T'"'*?'', t^^-" Societfes.The Calhounshad the larger membership and wanted
all these persons elected by the college students in a
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body To thisthePrestons objected because they rea-

sonably feared that they would all be selected from the

Calhoun Society, and if this were done we would have a

poor chance to get our share of the new comers the next

session, as boys would naturally join the Society that

held the honors." There were many meetmgs ot the

students relative to this subject in the Chapel, and it was

finally decided that the Preston Society should e ect the

orator, the chief marshal, three managers, and three

marshals, and that the Calhoun should elect the chiet

manager, three managers, with the agreement that the

next year, the orator and chief marshal, thus alternatmg

each year in the election of chief marshal and annual

orator. After this a friendly and wholesome rivalry

sprang up between the two Societies which lias contmued

to this day. .,

The Society prospered and continued to grow until the

war came on. The last recorded meeting was held June

16 1860, but the Society was in operation until ISovem-

ber 9 '61 On October 4, 1867, the Society met for the

first time since the war, and all the members, eleven,

were present. From the records of this time, we con-

clude that none of our active members fell m baltle.

They immediately revised the constitution, consolidating

manv of the offices and making such changes as time

and growth demanded. Since that time the Society has

had a very prosperous career and by a natural, but

graded process of evolution has greatly extended its

flelda of usefulness. .

In the beginning, the Society met on Saturday mght

only but soon began to meet twice a week, on Friday

nights and Saturday mornings. This lasted till the war,

after which, however, it met regularly on Friday nights

till May 8, 186>i when it again adopted the plan of meet-

ing twice a week.

Oa March 2, 1888. the members becoming more econ-

omic in their use of time, dispensed with the Saturday

morning session, crowding all the business into one long

session.

The Society has always given diplomas to its mem-
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beis who graduate-a very beautiful and becomiog cus-tom >,any are the associations that luay be recalledby the sight of an old and faded diplomZ We ofla

iigM?o;:
"""^^ ^''^^k

of?ts
the Preston Society elects one'of Its honorary members to make the annual address

dres. to the Preston Society was delivered July 12 1859

l^ r,-"""';?-
Trade-.-ell, of Columbia, S. C.fthe sub-ject of his address being "Government "

Before 1889 it was customary for each society to holdan annual debate in its own hall, an honorary memberhavmg been chosen to preside, and four members to de"-
Ocite a question previously presented by the query com-mittee. The Preston Society always held this deb'lteTnluesdaj^evenmg of commencement week, and the firstannual Preston debate was on July 7, ^08, Hon. SimpsonBobo being the presiding officer. Immediately afterthe debate was decided the President delivered the diplo-mas to the graduating members and then the vaiedicto.v
address was delivered. The members, honorary mem^-
bers, and mvited guests only attended these meetings.Butm 89 the Societies so arranged it that these exer-
cises were consolidated and held on Monday evenings inthe College Chapel, to which the public is invited This
LS now known as the Junior debate and the Presidents
of the two Societies alternate each year in presiding.Each Society now elects only two members from theJunior class to debate. Formerly the Preston Societyawarded a medal to the debater who made the best
speech, but since the change, this medal is given to themember who writes the best essay and is called the"essay medal."

.
''"'^ Societies also celebrate the

the third Friday of October, the anniversary of Ben-jamin Wofford's birthday. On this evening a member
of each Society chosen from the Senior class delivers an
oration. It is an interesting fact that formerly thenames of the Presidents were kept secret; so whenever
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there was any such entertainment in the Chapel, quite

an expectant audience watched tiie two doors through

tlich the Societies entered to see who the Presidents

were-each Society led by its President entenng the

Ohanel through the door nearest its hall.

Monthly Orations have always been delivered m the

P,Jston Society ^Mth the exception of the four years

1880-9 inclusive, and are found to add much to the inter-

est of the Society. Essays and debates seem to have

been conducted from the first very much as now, but

the first declamations seem to have been had on ^Tovem-

ber 15, 1867. Before this time the President simply ap-

nointe'd the essavists and debaters.
^
Only in two instances during the whole history of our

Society have the pages of our minute book been darkened

by the death of a student member-one page bemg dedi-

clted to the memory of J. E. Beard, of Abbeville county,

and another to that of F. E. Murray, of Orangeburg.

In January, 1889, appeared the first number of the

WOFFORD COLT.EGE JOURNAL. THE JOURNAL IS an organ

of the Calhoun and Preston Societies and is published

under their auspices.
.

The library has steadily grown till now it contains

nearly 2 000 volumes and has ever been the pride of the

Preston Society. Quite recently, however a motion

has passed each Society whereby the libraries will

shortly be consolidated with that of the College.

On the Preston roll of honorary members are the

names of many distinguished Americans.

The Preston Hall is now very elegantly furnished and

every convenience is offered its members, being lighted

by gas, well heated, recently equipped with handsome

ope?a;hairs,.and beautifully carpeted. Moreover he

President's stand has lately been remodelled.and the

walls repapered. It must not be thought, however, that

the Society has turned its attention rather to improvmg

and beautifying its hall than to the intellectual advance-

ment of its members; for its members, while striving

for the aesthetic as well as the intellectual spirit, ever

strive to maintain that dignity of debate and decorum
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which has always been characteristic of our Society

or wm. C. Preston was accidentally broken sevprj,!>ears ago but hopes to be able to procure another Con

Tz:iz'i:Ss:f''T ^-^^^^-^-^
^. -uawj^ias. Its first President, R. E Lee anri oifo^-
''Stonewall" Jackson, Jefferson bJs, Br Whiteford

CODV of th.'o DuPre,andGeo. Washington; a

reates Couit of Death;" and portraits of Dr Carlisle

frait oTp'' -der this por-'

on Ih ch" " ^ '"^^'•ted in the wa 1on which are engraved Preston's dying words- "Godbless those dear boys at Spartanburg "
'

if
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nications to H J.
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Geo. C. Leonard, Editor.

Prof. Chas. B. Smith.

The election of the Eev. Chas. B. Smith, by the Board

of Trustees of Wofford College, to the Financial Agency

and Chair of Metaphysics is a most happy selection^ it

is putting the right man into the right place Prof.

Smith is a young man, brainy, energetic and full of en-

thusiasm, and will doubtless come up to the hopes of his

most sanguine friends. -.oro

He was born near Lynchburg, S. C, Oct. U 1858.

His father was a member of the South Carolina Confer-

ence. On his father's side. Prof. Smith is of l^nglish

descent; on his mother's, Scotch-Irish. He began school

at a very early age, but owing, as he says,
^

to the fact

that the country school is rather an uncertain quantity

his attendance was not regular. However, he spent

part of every year in school until he was fifteen. Then

for two years he studied very little. During his seven-

teenth year he studied six months under his brother. Dr.

A Coke Smith. Entering the Freshman class at Wot-

ford in his eighteenth year, he continued for three years,
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completing his Junior year, but owing to certain pecullar circumstances, he did not graduafe. His ecordt"

S;^*^terf'"'^^ "^^^^^ character
excellent. After leaving- collee-e hp Qn^r.f ^.r' ^
years on the farm, but hafing fTa call toThe ^^n strT

b. C. m 1882. Smce that time he has been actively en£aged m the itinerant ministry. All but one year of hismm.stenal hfe ha. been given to work on station . HeIS a fine preacher and speaker and stands high amonjhis brethren of the Conference, while, by his Tniaffnendly manners, he has won a warm place in the heartof his parishioners. We are extremely fortunate in securing him at WofEord.
"""ate m se-

de?'VbrR°'^ T'^X ^r^-
^"^''^ '^^^e" a close stu-

9 saVs "WeT- T''"''
^'i-o°^te of Dec.

9 says We know that Brother Smith has been a closestudent for several years of the very branches will b"will be called to teach, if he succeeds t he cha ofBro her Kdgo. He is ready to do all the work requLd

We bespeak for Prof. Smith a most hearty welcomeby the whole body of students. The Senior and Jun orclasses are anxiously waiting his arrival. No cho cethe Trustees and Conference could have made wouldhave been more satisfactory to the whole body of stu

Thanksgiving.

The date of the first observance of this institutionwhich at present is distinctively American, seems to besomewhat in doubt. According to the American CycloP^dia the first day of Thanksgiving on record was ob-served at Leyden, Holland, Oct. 3, 1575, in commemora-tion of the first anniversary of the deliverance of thatcity from siege.

The first day of Thanksgiving in America seems tohave been observed, 1621, by order of Gov. Bradford at
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the ingathering of the lirst harvest of the Plymouth col-

onist. In July, l<;-23, owing to.continued drought, a day

of fasting and prayer was proclaimed. While praymg

God graciously sent rain in abundace, and bemg over-

whelmed with thanks and gratitude, the governor pro-

claimed a dav of Thanksgiving, which was observed

«rith Strict religious ceremony. Again m 1«31,_ accord-

ing to the Charlestown records, a day of fastmg was

turned into one of Thanksgiving, owing to the arrival

of ships from Ireland bringing provisions.
_

Several of the colonies occasionally observed a day ot

Thanksgiving, but Massachusetts Bay colony was the

first to make an annual appointment by proclamation of

its governor. Some years more than one day was observed

in prayer and thanksgiving. The appointments m the

early part of the year were usually observed on account

of some special providence, usually the arrival of ships

with supplies; the later appointments came late m the

fall or earlv winter and were observed in commemora-

tion of the'ingathering of the crops, hence sonie author-

ities think that the custom was suggested by the Jewish

'^Cingtrrevolution a day of Thanksgiving was oh-

served throughout the nation by recommendation ot

Congress. But after the general Thanksgiving for peace

in 1784 there was no appointment until Washington, by

recommendation of Congress, appointeda'day of Thanks-

giving for the adoption of the constitution m 1789

Aeain in 1795, Whashington made another appoint

after the suppression of the rebellion. Pres. Madison

in 1815 recommended a day of Thanksgiving for peace.

But the annual observance of the institution was mainly

confined to New England where it was kept up

with strict religious ceremony until the civil war. In

1862 Pres. Lincoln issued a proclamation for the observ-

ance of day a of Thanksgiving. Since that time the

President has annually issued a like proclamation, which

is usually followed by proclamations by the governor

of each state and the mayors of all the large cities.

It is very fit that a notion such as ours, surrounded as
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it is by so many blessings and mercies, should observe ateast one day out of every three hundred and T^7Jl
2 giving thank to our beneficent h1:1i;"
all His mercies and blessing and praying for their continuance But like Christmas, Thanksgiving has L^efv"degenerated from a day of true religious worsh p into aholiday for secular pleasures, u hile thousands pray Indgive thanks millions revel and dissipate. IsS dueto the fact that moral and religious sentiment is degen-erating among our people, or is it due to the fact fhatthey have so many church priviliges that our people donot think It necessary to observe the day wi^h reWlous rights? There is room for serious thoughri he^"

Woman's Suffrage.

tJ^' ? ' ^"ff'-age seems to be one ofthe hvmg political issues at the North. It is steadilvgaming ground and seems to have come to stay Ourgood sisters up there seem determined to have a part inthe management of political affairs. At the late convent on of the W. C. T. U., held at Cleveland Ohi:;
after passmg resolutions to make unceasing war uponthe liquor traffic, Sabath desecration and other evils ofthe times, they heartily endorsed woman's suffrage asa means by which the evils may be suppressed
By continually keeping the matter before the peoplethey seem to be gradually educating public sentimentup to their Ideas. A bill to extend school suffrage towomen lately failed in the House of Representatives ofOhio by a vote of forty-eight to thirty -eight. In thesenate of Minnesota, an amendment extending fuU suf-frage to women was defeated by a vote of twenty-six to

fourteen. In the House of Representatives of Michifrana bill granting full suffrage to women failed by only one
vote. A bill granting municipal suffrage to women was
defeated m the Maine House of Representatives bv onlynine votes, the same majority as in Massachusetts.
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Colorado has already extended the right of suffrage to

L wo.en and in the last^^Z^'ZJt^
women voted. In Denver tne

t^.1:Zfk'::;^^ alucclstl candidate for super-

^^rof publltJtructions, while three other women

were elected to the legislature.

Onr friends north of the Mason and Dixon line are

She has^t in her power to mould public sentiment by m-

anything by her vote.

The session of the siTth^Carolina Conference lately

baokboL ot South Carolin. Method,»m. H all ««>

l^L. -er, Mly '"^ ".I;'" «
porting the college we would find more do^

session by far than now.

A Retrospection.

£rS,««™» o. a new.W day. 1*
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becomes us to pause in our breathless and hopeful ex
pectancy, to view the tablets of our memories and see
recorded there all that we have done or said or thought

written. Every action has spent its force, every deed
lias found a resting place and every syllable has
ceased to ring and reverberate into echoes, so far as the
^ear past is concerned, for the year is fast dying or may
he dead. In our burials it was once customary to place
in the grave the measuring rod of the grave-digger and
bury It along with the body. Let us, standing before
the open grave of the old year, measure what we have
done, before we throw the rod to its own and then cover
It with the few flowers which perchance bloom of
beauty or smell of sweetness that can be numbered with
this year and placed on its mound. What have we done^What have we done to help another? What to edify
ourselves? What to win the smile of angels or gain a
well done plaudit? What have we offered to aid our
•fellow-man? What sympathy have we given to the
poor? Whose wounds have we healed or stripes have we
washed or whose hunger and thirst have we quenchedHow many of the old resolutions of last January were
carried into practice? How many days have we spent
-with whose work we are satisfied? How many hours
have we gained? How many friends made and what
new ties formed? What lessons have we learned and of
what temptations and sins have we been freed? A
thousand other questions could as easily be asked and
be as difficult to answer. But they are fair and must
be pondered over and weighed before a new year greets
us or even before Chistmas comes. What tokens do we
deserve from the Giver of all gifts? Can we honestly
claim a happy holiday? May be it would be well to
atone for the past by denying ourselves the feasting and
the banqueting and the carousing and give others less
fortunate a share of the happiness so lavishly left us.
Thousands are in want who a year ago least expected
the reversal of fate and fortune. Still many more know
only misery, dream not of the pleasure which we enjoy.
hut go about their daily works apparently happy in their
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sphere, but only happy because they know no other oi

better.' We scarcely can conceive of their true state;

they little know ours: theirs can be bettered by us

What we, in our bounty would think little, others would

consider great, too much so, surpassing the bounds of

the fairest of their dreams. Possibly some redeemmg act

can yet be done and this year may yet claim a monu-

ment of some deed devoutly done or word fitly spoken

that will to some extent requite for many idle hours or

ill earned lessons, and be a token given by us to our-

selves to remind us of this year in coming days. Now

is the time for the scattering of seed of kindness for our

reaping bye-and-bye. These are things which come to

the minds of all. The student must meet and solve

them as well as the planter or merchant prince. They

are old but never too old to be repeated. The suffering

of Christ grows no older than the story of his birth.

He made these things an eternity in themselves.
^



J. Arthur Wiggins, - - Editor.

A sufficient amount of time has elapsed since we as-
sumed control of this special work for us to be^in to dis-
cover the real secret that attaches success to any College
Journal. It takes time and labor in great abundance to
sufficiently bestow upon a work of this kind the most
intelligent touch of mechanism and the most appropriate
expression of thought. Up to date, we have received
several copies of every journal recorded upon our ex-
change list and we are glad to notice the great changes
for good, that have taken place. Most of them have, for
the time being, laid aside the old store of Elizabethan
thought and have begun to direct their interest toward
the field of American Literature. The change should
be made productive of an increased study of old l^ew
England bards and writers, who have had the honor to
be called the moulders of American Literature.
We rejoice in the fact that our Southern Literature is

being studied more and that the literary columns of so
many journals are being devoted to Southern life with
original thought. The typical American student has be-
gun to find contentment in home thought and literature.
Surely the day is not far distant when the American
man of letters will occupy the desired position among
other nations. Is this movement not all alive in our
universities! Does not our Harvard and Yale year after
year give force to the movement? It may be so, but a
part of the great impetus must

,

depend upon the liter-

ature of the rising South and the scholarship of the
college man.

The November issue of The Erskinian still maintains
its high standard of excellence, which makes it of ines-
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tin^able value to all ^^^^^
acteristic alone is

^^^^f'^'^l^''''^^ ^he "gleaning col-

admiration of many contempora^^^^^^^

umn" of this Dournal adds
^ ^.^^ the preceding

columns. Jhis fau^, S
criticisms not easily ap-

cant one, often brings tiome
warning and

preciated and accepted yet, ^"^^"^ ^^i^ional column.

eUhor roctrict or entirely 'abolish his addit^o

The space couUi be more P;-^^^
,^^*tfprogresB.ve, and

:^LfrririUtm^^^^^^

we are pleased to acknowledge the^^^^
tober and November issues o the

^^^^^
copies are good, but the

f^^^^^^^^'^f.^e fi^st issue left

.itorshave
^-^-f^^^^

the

their hands. In tact, ^"'^
^ similar institutions,

standard of journals -^VV'^^^'^^^JZo contributions.

The literary department
^f>^^^'^^J^ «in Defence of

taking up the small space of ten V^^^
^ife" are

Prose" and "Cause and Eff-J;^!^^^^^^^^^^

the two essays bj nam^^nd to make o
^^.^.^^^

they are ^^'^^^^ /"7^riters The editorials some-
thought and style of good writers, i

what redeemed the
^^^^.^^'^^J^^^^^^^ deserving

struck us as being ot the rignt
.^^^^

of a much better response t^^^"
^.^""J'^.^nrnal, with

TheKovemberissue^am^de^^^^^^^^^^^^ the Oc-

L^lss^eTrrked, I d we Le glad to- o^r form^^^^

disappointment -P^X^'^^^^^^
Te-LV'-orthr^^
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have taken upon ourselves new forms of governmentthatwould perhaps stir the ante-bellum Senators to op-pos ngeloquence were they permitted to come back toour egislative halls and resume the seats they occupiedthirty or forty years ago. The conservatism of our nat.onal leaders as at all times worthy of imitation andthe college students of this age have glorious opportunTties for studymg the principles of patriotism and gov-ernment advocated by such men as Webster, Clay andJefferson in the prosperous periods of past hi;tory thatmany are now deprived of. We are glad to see our'contempory IS among the first to fall back on the days ofyore and to take to himself the principles of a priceless

IfeZZl -
The Colorado Collegian comes to us as the embodimentof a new mission in college journalism. This t thehrst time such writings in a college journal have comeunder our special observation, but we hope, if siSrcircumstances have happened, that the part es and the

IZtZT' Now ^"^^T'
criticismsLdpun!shm n

rZ r T'- r '^'^ ^° unjustly criticiseThe Collegran but we do not believe the columns of a col!lege journal IS open to the gossip of political extremisThe personal attack made on Mr. Hill's private character

CoI„; ""Vi' ^"^"^y ^'e editors of ?LCoUegran m pubhshmg it as a fit article for their readersThe columns of a college organ should be free from thetaint of such productions. It seems to usthat the worldof ubjects have not been thoroughly discussed by TheC'o^%^a» contributors audit will be well for them toseriously consider the propriety and merit of all such pr!?ductzons before publication. We candidly believe thata blank page would have fcesn a fairer and more worthypart of Its merit than such strange eulogies on m7^1
The Davidson Monthly omits no effort to make itspages full of deep interest to its many readers Everydepartment is attractive and ably edited. The mechan
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ical >ret up of the Monthly is superior to most college

^Theliterary department is tuU of excellent reading.

AlTthe sublets are wen d^ Some show the pe-

cuuSyfuiuvated taste of the enters others
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

cess of careful preparation. Perhaps
f

ve^Ques

t on" deserves special comment. The writer is we.i

on the study of Economics and frequently produces some

bLuttful examples of Mr. Walker's ^-oUy ve^^^^r^^^^^

Our monetary system has caused ^g^-^^* Jeal of uneas

iness among our national leaders of recent r^^^

with all the talent that has been brought
J^J^^F^

"P^^^^

it directly and indirectly, it still remain before the peo

Pie demanding a solution. It will probably be a plank

fa the platforms of the two -tional parties in the ap^

Droaching'96 presidential campaign and of com se the

L e we stuiy it the bettter we will be P-pa-d to pre-

dict the would be effects of a free comage system. Pres-

fdent Clev:^^^ seems to be the only man^l^o can

walk straight, through the ' 'silver mazes
.

We kncW
The pSnt is seldom caught on the wrong side of

Iny question and if we are to look to him for a definite

Stion, he will probably advise ^eg-
f

ion as the^sole

'

remedy Eealizing the complication of this all impor

Int question, we should watch and
^^^J

our presen

svstem and the predominating money basis of the va

Lus countries 'of the civilized -orld that we might

understand this question of A^^^f^J^^^n
"^'"^

neroetuity of our government and the unanimity ot our

people "The Function of College Ambition," written

by a " ontana Alumnus," is good advice to any ambi-

Sns student and though the writer is far away he do^

not forget to send back a warning message to his oW

Alma Mater.

The personality of a famous man can at times be

brought delightfully close to us, and this is particularly

true of the picture we get of Oliver Wende 1 Holmes xn

the November issue of the Converse Con-.ept .

This issue might without any serious diversion be
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called a -Holmes issue." The various articles on differ-
ent periods of the author's life are rather short; but read-
ing page by page and sketching the different periods of
his life as they are written, we get a pleasant and deep
insight of the gifted poet to whom so much honor has
been recently paid. The Concept is slowly but surelytakmg on improvement, especiallv in the literary de-
partment The matt3r of this issue is written in an
easy pleasant style, often becoming rythmical And
every expression is couched in the most chaste lan-
guage. The editorial columns are not as interesting as
they might be and the exchange likewise should receive
more attention and thought. On the whole, the Novem-
ber number is a gem, a step toward genuine journalism

The Wake Forest Student, besides being a very unique
and intensely attractive college publication, gives full
and complete information on every subject discussed in
Its colums. There is a charm about its pages that will
not let Its readers cast it aside for many other visitors
feuch an excellent number as the one for November is
sufhcient to established its popularity on an extensive
"^.^^^'^ >Sf^^c?e7^l^ contains quite a len.^thy article on
The Politics of the Palmetto State." The writer is a

native of South Carolina and gives us an exceedinc^ly in-
teresting account of State politics as seen by him andwe consider it by no means partial. The writer is' also
well up on South Carolina:history and relates it to us
fluently and m a descriptive style, which makes it pleas-
ant reading and of valuable interest. ''Was Marshal
Ney executed?" is of merit historically and rhetorically.
Ihe impressive writer produces sufficient evidence and
argument to prove beyond a doubt that Marshal Ney
sleeps m the bosom of our beautiful Southland We are
greatly indebted to the Student for bath of these nro-
ductions mentioned above, especially so, since they con-
cern our <.wn historv.

The Peabody Record is one of tlie most attractive and
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thorouffhly edited journals that come to our exchange

iabL Its every feature exhibits taste and excellence

The literary department is to be especially commended

for theTarLty of subjects discussed and the apprec^a-

tive merit they portray in a most Pl«,f
^J^^^^

seldom find in any of our exchanges an article moxe de

serving of commendation than that enti led Th Ch^

airy and Tradition of the oouttt it J -
, ^ „

literary and shows a most .--•Teiul tiudj ..-.d piep
literary, auu

o,,,, : .,. subject that will
arations. '

/ ..^ and we are glad
never grow old o . ,:

^ ^^^^^^ ,j,any col-

;:;^^:t^Th;;a;^ i-Uie southern— too^

in the late war is beautifully pictured. Southern

chivalry is always associated with Southern womanhood,

to themes, that will be the song of Pof
ight of historians throughout the eternal

'^Sff^
L*^*

S^thern youth forever cherish m his heart The Chiv

airy and Tradition of the South!"

Other exchanges are before us: The "g^'^^
eon MontUy, The Texas Umvc^rty Ov^MoMy,Ths

Howard Magazine, The Nashtnlle Student, T a,^der6^«

Ohserver, Ihe Furman Echo, The T^Uoman The Me

phistspheleon. Central Collegian.Mnemosynean TheMeth-M College Magazine, Alamo and San Jaetnto Monthly

,

TUHendrix cJlege Mirror, Trinity ArcUve, ^er^erry

CollfgTan, Southern Uni^ersUy Monthly, The An-X and

The Portfolio.



B. H. Hekdbeson, - . Editor.

Dr. W. C. Gilliam.

In the hfe of Dr. Gilliam we have a beautiful example-of tender devotion for a devoted mother and his Z-stancy to her not only during his youth but throughouthxs successfu professionallife. All the hopes and aspirations that cluster about the heart of a loving motherwere centered about her only child. But how soon

God c??n
"
T',*"'""'

dispensation does the hand ofGod can him to his reward. We have in him not only

bSthe L "'f ^"'^^"'^^ t« businessbut the hommage of men and the example of righteousl
ness attend his short Journey of life. Hard it Iffo us tO"

should be taken so soon. Sad it is for a life so useful to

^^^-^^P'-^^ ^« Heaven's gateopened to receive him, still shines upon us. We have

^^^ntlow
^"'"^'^ —

IN MEMORIAM.
TOium C!.m.„t ffiillium. pt. fi.. who died in Ocala.Florida on the 13th of November, 1894, was a native ofNewberry, South Carolina, born on the 24th of October,

1854. Rarely has the Reaper in his irresistible work se-ected a more pious or devout young man than he whose
loss we mourn. He was the only child of William Clem-ent Gilham and Mary Elizabeth Turner Gilliam, and was
t. e third generation of an only child. When a smallboy he attended the Newberry College. About the ageof fourteen, his widow mother removed with him to
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Spartanburg, S. C , ^here, on the first

0«^<>^«;'

J

he entered the Preparatory Department of Wofford Col-

lege At the expiration of two years, he entered Wot-

ford College. He was a member of the Calhoun Literary

Society, also of the Chi Psi Fraternity. He completed

his course in four years at V offord College, takmg his

A B in 1874. In the autumn of the same year he took

up the study of medicine at the University of Virginia.

After a course of two years he graduated in medicine

taking his M. D. From Virginia he went to New Y orK

city, where he continued the study of medicine in the

University of New York, and in a course of one year he

took a second diploma in medicine. The following sum-

mer the first time that he ever studied during the sum-

mer, he undertook a course of study in order to prepare

himself to come up for a competitive examination for

hospital practice, but when within a few days of the ex-

amination his health failed and he was compelled to give

it up A trip South, where he remained for some months

by the earnest entreaty of many old friends, fully re-

stored him to health. On returning to New York he

commenced general practice in medicine, acting part ot

his time as assistant to Dr. James Marion Sims. In 1882

he went abroad to study, making a specialty of the eye

and ear. He also took up the languages, Gernaan and

French, and becoming very familiar with them, bespoke

them frequently. He studied in Heidelberg, Hanover,

Vienna, Paris and London. Having remained for more

than five years abroad, he decided that it was time for

him to return to America and try to establish himself in

his profession. Consequently the latter part of August

1887, he set sail for New York, as he was desirous of at-

tending the International Medical Congress which was

to convene in September at Washington, D. C. He very

soon connected himself with the Manhattan Eye and Ear

Hospital, 103 Park Ave., N. Y., and was appointed assist-

ant surgeon to the eye clinic. He was a fellow of the

Academy of Medicine and a member of the County Med-

ical Society. He was a Royal Arch Mason and was

buried with Masonic honors. In New York he had his
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private office where he practiced his specialty of the eye
and ear, until he left there in 1893 for Ocala, Florida.
En route, he visited his Alma Mater, the University of
Virginia, and remained there tendays during the^'Finale"
for the purpose of renewing old friendships. From there
he visited Greenbrier White Sulphur Springs, in West
Virginia, Asheville and Saluda, isT. C, and then revisited
hiS old A]ma Mater, Wotford College.
From thence he Avent to J^ewberry, and during the en-

tire journey he was warmly greeted by his old friends.
After his many years wandering among strangers, only
those who have hf.d the experience, can realize the de-
light afforded him by being at home once more. He
spent the next winter in Ocala, Florida devoting
himself in adjusting his business matters and in looking
after his orange groves. A part of the spring was spent
in the old "city by the sea." Thence to Spartanburg
again, where his brightest anticipations were centered,
as on a previous visit, he had wooed and won the love of
one of her lovliest and most accomplished daughters.
In the early autunm he was united in marriage to Miss
Fannie Blake. A Western tour of two weeks was made
through the Yellow Stone National Park, and on re-
turning they went to his beautiful summer cottage at
Saluda, N. C.

After a stay of little over a month, they made a short
visit to the dear ones in Spartanburg, and accompanied
by the dear widow mother together they set out for their
sunny southern home in the "Land of Flowers," with
the hope of escaping the vigors of a severe winter. Alas!
his days were numbered. They had scarcely reached
their place of destination when he was translated
from earth to paradise, "from the church militant, to
the church triumphant" to be forever with the Lord.
Thanks be unto God who giveth us the victory over
death. "O death, where is thy sting! O grave, where
is thy victory!"

The class of '81 was one of the smallest classes that
our college has ever graduated, having only two mem-
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Junior year has been
well exemp itiea in

^^^^^

bers of this class by the Buccess they have me

X""^BlUr^ S^dn'^cfl' H and

w U>ranw;n known in the business, and profes-

sional life.

Mr S. A. Nettle., 'M. -k"^" 'f,''"™!^**

afewye>r»b«-t,he ~»»
"f"'"/, ..Nettles Box

SL'n'otlev" S yi:™ .» "wTe P" neip.. o, th, Ma.

e„„tj.ndh.e.~ P
^^^^^j „f tb.t county

;rnS:^rJSLTt^~, o„

try.

T V Wriffht '92, who teaches at Dowualds has a

were heretofore not offered.

J. W. Daniel, '92, is teaching at Jefferson In going

to take charge of his
^<^^^°\'^- Z'^Z ot tUr^^^^^

^rain, he was forced to take abicycleiide of thirty mi
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ntrb!lt*S:r"""^''*''" "^^"•^ he suffered some ill-ness, but has recovered and is at his work again.
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^, H. McGhee, Manager of Alumni Hall. _^ ^
J. Porter HoUis, Caterer of Wightman Hail.



S. H. McGhee, - - Editor.

Foot Ball Again.

A very interesting and exciting game of foot ball took
place at the city park on Thanksgiving Day. The par-
ticipants were two well chosen and equally divided teams
from the numerous college clubs that have been organ-
ized of late. The playing was good on both sides and
the game very tight and hard fought, the score standing
4 to 0. This is possibly the last game that it will be
our privilege of seeing this season. Christmas is at
hand and the team has virtually disbanded. We are
sorry that more games could not have been arranged and
played. It would have helped the college in more ways
than one. It would have afforded us all amusement and
we hope, profit. We trust that the lower classes will

treasure up the good to be learned and profit by the mis-
takes made this year. Ko doubt there was here the best,

team since many years. We owe the members a lot;

they made a little more than the usual enthusiasm;
they played energetically and gave exercise that other-
wise would not have been taken; they did well under the
embarrassing circumstances and strove honestly, at

odds, to establish foot ball as a permanent institution at
Wofford College. Their efforts have not altogether been
beyond the pale of success. ISText year possibly a more
systematic association can be organized and have well

formulated rules and regulations and certain limitations.

We understand an effort will be made in the spring to

raise the funds to hire a trainer at the very beginging of

the session. This is about the only way that any real

good can be accomplished. We must begin on time. A
scheme to put the team in training was agitated this
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year but could not be carried into effect. What could

we ^lot have done had circumstances allowed us to do so.

The weight of our team was about as much as any in the

South. Then with proper training could we not have

played with good chances of success -Hege tea^

south of the Mason and Dixoti hue, or for that matter a

Treat manv north of it. Let this plan, though projected

LthT beforehand, bethought over considerately^and

let all help to make it eifective. Let dates be made

months previously and practice be done with system and

order We hope for better attendant circumstances to

make a better team. But while
'-f ^.^^.^nk The

n,ore benignant future,we congratulate and thank the

present team for what they have given to this cause.

The Reading-room

Ever since the reading-room was established or even

thrscheme of it v^as planned, the faculty have become

rlore crvinced of the good to be derived from it. They

have endelvored to improve it in every way and now the

iold condition in which it is kept makes it an ornament

fo tie cXe, and the good, variegated reading done i.

highly creditable to the body of ^sUrden . J^e P^P-

file two weeks. But no one is a
admirable plan

than one at the same time. This is an aom y

and is working with g-t interest and P ofl^J-^/-^

oprned The two society iibrarieb wiij- mo

durifg thi summer or earlier if PO-^^^;^
-tdtc'onsot

is done Woflord will have a reading-room and a consoi

. Tdatrd l^y of which any institution might be proud
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Chapel Music.

At last the often repeated efforts to revolutionize the
singing in the Chapel at morning worship has material-
ized into success. New and nicely bound Methodist
Hymn books have been purchased and scattered through-
out the seats and the way bids fair to have better music,
which is sorely needed. A choir has been rather inform-
ally organized and every morning the members stand
and face the body of students. With such gifted singers
as Messrs. HoUis, Smith, Crossland, Shuler, Leonard,
DuPre, Hodges and Cummings, and with such an organ-
ist as Mr. Thomas Cook Covington, there is no reason
why some very fine music could not be made. Let the
choir formally organize, give each man a part to sing
and then with the voluminous flow of harmony arising
from the rear, there could be made good music. Let all

who are gifted with voice or good looks come up to the
front and help out, for there is need of both.

The Campus.

The campus of late has undergone marvelous changes
and looks rather odd when we think of it years ago.

But it is that oddity which a new suit of clothes gives
any one. Many of the tall pmes immediately in front

of the professors' houses have been subjected to the axe
of the woodman and have been cut into "kindling-

wood." We give up these old friencj^ with great reluc-

tance. Often by their soughing have they lulled us to

sleep, and often have they cast over us shadows of

indefinable and glowing pleasure. But we understand
oaks will take their places, which, of course, will be
much shadier and prettier. We are willing to let our
heads be scorched in order that coming generations may
derive benefit from it. Other improvements are going
«on constantly. Every year something new greets us
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and each generatio.i of students is better off tlmn tlie

one preceding it.

-With overflowing hearts the students recently

welcomed back Prof. Kilgo, who spent a few days m
the city oil his way to coaferenco. It was a pleasure,

beyond the power of words to describe it, that we saw

him march in and out those brief days as he has don;; o

often before, not changed but the same proiessor vyuo

tauc^ht the Seniors Barbara, Celarent, Dam an<l after-

wards the great law of "Supply and Demand. He mt t

the Senior class, called the last roll and told us aoout ni s

new field of work and entertained us both pleasan olj

and sadly for an hour. His farewell to the body o

students in the chapel was particularly toaehir.- and

revealed to all the students what we, who knew hun bet-

ter, had known before. We expect him bacc m June to

commencement and then the last class he taught will

part from him and from the college class room lor a

season, we know not how long.
.

-By some unaccountable mishap the Local Editor fail-

ed to mention the beautiful boquet of flowers which the

young ladies of Converse sent to Messrs. Hollis and Mc-

Coy, speakers of our anniversary celebration. Of course

the omission was purely the Local Editor's fault The

receipients of the flowers not seeing a notice ox them m

our last issue begged the editor to tender the young ladies

our official thanks which vve most gladly do. The boquet

in Question was one of gre^t beauty and of attractive as

well as appropriate arrangement, and deserves special

mention of itself. It was a large collection of chry'^'fu

theraums and other flowers of variegated hues but with

the "old gold" conspicuously predominating and the

whole bunch bound with black and arranged in the

form of a three leaf clover. The choice and artistic ar-

rangement, with an eye to appropriateness, was superb,

and we have not seen during the season such a beauti-

ful collection and, of course, such a lovely display of two

pre-eminently beautiful and superlatively lovely colors.
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—We recently most gladly welcomed Prof. John J.

Riley, of the large class of "92, and now one of the
head instructors in the Carlisle Fitting School at Bam-
hdrg. We are happy to hear such glowing accounts of

that school and of its growing prospects. The land has
been purchased and the ereciion of a magnificent board-
ing hall will begin at an early date. The literary so-

cieties are in splendid condition and their halls are well
furnished and equipped. We understand, though it is a
kind of secret and you need not tell anybody, that the
readinsc public will be confronted, and happily so, with
a magazine entitled The Carlisle Fitting School Journal.
This is a remarkably progressive step and that institu-

tion deserves considerable praise for her alertness and
thrift. Indeed, it sets an example for our other similar

schools to follow, and even the energy is worthy of the
emulation of all institutions. We predict for the new
Journal success, we offer any assistance our young ex-

perience can give, and wish for its organizers and editors

and supervisors the best achievements and the greatest

good possible.

—Among our recent visitors, it was our privilege and
honor to meet Dr. W. W. Smith, President of Randolph-
Macon College and Dr. H. Baer of Charleston, one of

the trustees of the college, whom we all know. Both of

these gentlemen conducted the morning worship and
made some appropriate and forcible remarks to the stu-

dents. A part of Dr. Baer's was in German and of course

the Grecian element missed a great deal,

—W. J. Cocke, "92, spent the night in the city last

week.

—Rev. M". D. Kelley conducted the worship for us re-

cently.

—W. C. Kirkland, "93, spent several days with his

many friends on the campus, while on his way from the

conference at Laurens.

—Rev. R. A. Few, "89, paid us a pleasant visit in early

December.
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—E S Joiie3, '94, spent a day or two in the city. He

joined the S. C. Conference at its meeting in Laurens

and was sent to a charge in Lexington county.

-We were glad to see our old friend Mr. Harris who

was once on the college hill with us. He had been to

Laurens and found it convenient to drop over a day to

to see his old friends.

—Rev. A. B. Earle was on the campus not long since.

-It gives us pleasure to know that Mr. Easterling of

Marlboro county has seen fit to return to college and is

numbered with the class of '97.

-The Senior Class in Victorian Poetry recently had

the pleasure of hearing Prof. Snyder read a most excel-

lent orio-inal production on Tennyson. They who did

not hear it certainly missed a treat. This class is now

reading and studying -In Memoriam" and find a great

deal of profit and pleasure thereby.

—A phonographic exhibition was held in the college

chapel recently. It was enjoyed by the body of students

and professors.

—A quartette has been organized in college. It con-

sists of Messrs. Dupre, Hodges, Crossland, and McGhee,

all from the senior class. They are under the efficent

care and management of Prof. Dupre who has kindly

offered to give his assistance to these gentlemen and it

is due to him that this step was taken. Mr. Covmgton

and Miss Mary Thomas have both lent their valuable aid

by plaving the accom paniments on the piano. Of course,

these singers make good music and before a distant day

such a marvelous mass of melody will be heard from the

campus as to charm and soothe and startle these re-

gions.

—Prof. Rayhill has a class in elocution and expression

and as is his wont is giving great profit and satisfaction

to those concerned.

—Prof. (
. B. Smith arrived in the city on Saturday,

Dec. 10th, and will begin the duties to which he has been
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appointed as soon as necessary arrangements can be

made. Owing to the pi cxiniit}^ of ( hristmas, he will not
start his class-ioom vroik ur.tW after the holidays. He
has a room at the Alumni Hall and is taking his meals
at Mrs. Boyd's. We miost heartily welcome him.

—At the last election of cfficeis in the Calhoun Society

the following gentlemen were chosen : H. McGhee,
Pres; A. M. Chreitzbeig, Vice-Pres; F. H. Shuler, 1st

Critic; A. M. DuPre, 2nd Critic; B. W. Wait, 3rd Critic;

J. C. Poper, Treas; Paul Hardin, Recording Sec; A. S.

Hydrick, or. Sec; T. M. Raysor, < ensor Morum; G. C.

Sullivan, Librarian.

—On the first FridayJnight in Pecemher Messrs. Paul
Hardin, and Olin D. Wannamaker from the Calhoun
Society and, Messrs. L. B Smith and Philip StoU from
the Preston Society, w^cie elected to represent their re-

spective Societies on JuLior Debate next commencement.
The debate will be presided over by Mr. J. C. Rt per of

the Calhoun Society.

Carlisle Fitting 5choo! Note?.

^__JIaving written in my last letter about the Kilgo and
Sheridan Literary Societies, I will new mention seme
other features of the school.

A Christian Endeavor Society has been organized by
the boys of the boarding department of the school.
An organization has been formed by the school for

'the further pursuance of knowledge in English, Roman
and Grecian literature under the name of "The Carlisle
Classical Circle." Meetings are held every V ednesday
evening in the music rooms of the Fitting school. It'is

hx)ped that much lasting good will be accomplished by
the benefits to be derived from an active interest in this
club.

The older and larger boys of the school have organized
a foot ball team, with P. K. Rhoad as President and G.
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W. Bruiison, Secretary With such material as the

teamis supplied there is no doubt hut thatthey can easi-

ly win the championship over any team of their size in

these parts. A vounger team has also been formed and

the two affording each other practice, with g;ood grounds

and hall can do good playing. R- S. Cauttien,

Local Editor.

A Unique Commencement.

The WiUianiston Female College may have eight com-

mencements in a year. Of course, they ^cannot be tfie

fussy time-wnsting affairs that Female Colleges usually

indulge in. The last commencement was Friday, No-

vember KHh. at which time; two young ladies finished

the course and graduated. The most public part of the

occasion was the evening before. This evening was

given to oae of Dr. Carlisle's characteristic addressas on

tstronomy , the Seven Stars. The audiences of Wilham-

^ton are usually large and attentive. Ou this occasion,

the towu was present; and the appreciation was such as

subject and speaker would be expected to inspire. On

Fridav the candidates for graduation did their usual

. fall day-s work, and, to all appearances, the school was

niakino- record of an ordinary day. At the close of af-

ternoon prayers, the President announced that Miss

Stoll and Miss Tatum had completed the reqmrements

for graduation, and requested them to come forward and

receive his congratulations. After a few simple words

to them, he presented them to Dr. Carlisle. With a few

thoughtful sentences of wis.lom and hope, the Doctor

ushered them from the schoo--i oo n to the commence-

ment of life.

. One who has never seen thi^ simple ceremony, can

hardly be told of its appropriale iess and impressiv^eness.

W. T. L.

Parties going to Florida shculd consult the naw sched-

ule ofthe Port Royal & Western Carolina Railway. Thm
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fZ^^""'
"""^ ""^^^ convenient schedule to

to .I t.
E^^^rsion rates are now on sale

elves of'th"""'"' avail them!se ves of this opportunity to visit Florida and view theattractions of the St. John River. St. Augustine, wirhTts

rtiat^^'i^^^^^^^^^ T:""' -"raction

X wifhf ,

/"f™«onasto rates, schedules,

nln'; o! « f f
finished by any ag-ent of the com-

a'ent or Win" T O Passenger

^usta r«
'

n
' ^•^^'.^^''"^'•al passenger agent, Au-gusta, Ga., will put you in possession of full particulars
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"TAKE THE"

Fort Eojal d Mm Carolina Eailway

"the shortest and quickest route"

CHRISTMAS EXCURSIO]^ RATES.

Th(^ Port Royal &; Western Carolina Ry., extends the
compliments of the season to its patrons and notifies
them that the usual Christmas Excursion rates of four
cents per mile for the round trip, will be on sale over
this line. Tickets will be on sale December 22d, 23d,
24th, 25th, 29th, and January 1st, with extreme limit
January 3d, 1895. These low rates will apply to all
points within a radius of three hundred miles, covering
Atlanta, Macon, Savannah Beaufort, Charleston, and
other points.
For schedules, rates etc., call upon any agent of the

company, or write to

R. L. TODD,

Traveling Passenger Agent,

W. J. CRAIG, Augusta, Ga.

General Passenger Agent.
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COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS.

Student's Stationery and all Book Store Merchandise at

Trimmier's Book Store,

Just above Sj^artan Inn.

Spartanburg, S. C.

All Students are invited to make themselves at home.

Mr. Geo. Foushe of the Senior class is connected with us and

will be ready at all times to serve bis friends.

Fine Fresh Oysters,

Served in the very best style at

BREDE'S BAKERY

A Fine Assortment of Elegant Confectioneries and

Fruits always on hand.

Charles Brede.

N. E. Corner of Square.

DEALER IN

CONFECTIOKKRIES, FRUITS AMD GIRBOIATED DRIIKS...

FANCY GROCERIES, CIGARS, TOBACCO, ETC.

THE LEAniNG OYSTER SALOOH.

Corner of Main and Church Streets.

I Sell the Walter M. Lowney Go's. Fine Chocolate and Bon Bons,
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DRUGS, PFKFUMERY, AND TOILET

Articles, Lamp^and Chiinneys.

PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT

COMPLETE

STUDENTS GOTO

BOOT AND SHOE MAKER.

FINE REPAIRING, A SPECIALTY.

No. 44 North Chorch Street, Spartanburgr, S. C

C. C. BOMAR, Proprietor.

DEALERS IN

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
S PART B U R(>, i,

VASS & HARTY,
Dealer in

ALL KINDS OF FRESH MEATS.

Spartanburg, C.
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THE NATIONAL BANK
OF

SPABTAXBUEa, S.

CAPITAL $100,000.00. SURPLUS, |78,C00.00

op"^xcKPis:

GEO. COFIELD, President; J. B. CLEVELAND, A'ice-President:

W. E. BURNETT, Cashier.

Bank o; en Saturdays until 7 p m. Safety Deposit Boxes under

Herring's protection at moderate prices. Transfers and collec-

tions without charge to depositors.

FIDELITY LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY,
-')F-

SPARTANBURG, 5. C.

CAPITAL. -

SURPLUS,, -

GEORGfE COFIELD,
W. E. BURNETT,
J. B. CLEVELAND,

DIRECTORS.

A. H. TwicHELL, D. E. Converse,

W. S. Manning, Geo. Cofield,

W. E. Burnett, J. B. Cleveland.

Interest will be allowed at t^e rate ^f four percent per annum,
• on all sums of live dollars and multiples thereof for ea h calen-

dar month to be computed and added to account semi-annually—

i. e.on the last days of June and December. Provided ti>at

nothing herein shall prevent the payment of interest to any
depostor closing his accoun- before the semi-annual statemeat.^

On certificates of deposits three months or longer 5 per cent, in

•terest allowed.

- $30,000.00
- - - 8,000.00

•

OFFICERS.
^ ™ - - - President

Treasurer.

Attoruey.
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SHOES PROCLAIM THE MAN.

You will find the Hhoes, Slippers and Hosiery at

Just the thing you need to c ^mplete your dress.

They are Stylish, will hold ther shipe and always look well

J. A. WALKER

Duncan Building.

Spaktanburgi Steam JLaundry,

J. O. ERWIN, Proprietor.

22 Magnolia Street. ^ elephone 32.

Will call for and Deliver bundles.

Best Work. Prompt Delivery.

This is an age of "great

promise. Perhaps too

much promise.

We point to the spirit

of progress that has

characterized our past,

and thank you that then

you require no promise

of US-

Williamston Female College
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Head of the Class, perfect recitations and examination?, envied

tov all To attain such honor a good memory is necessary. The

new physiological discovery-MEMORY RESTORATIVE TAB-

LETS quickly and permanently increase the memory two to ten

fold and greatly augment intellectual power. Difficult studies,

lectures, etc., eTsily mastered; truly marvelous, highly endorsed,

your success assured. Price, $1.00, postpaid, eend for circular.

MEMORY TABLET CO., 114 5th Ave., N. Y.

Dr. J. T. CALVERT,

DENTIST,

Over Becker's New Store.

SPARTANBURG, S. C.

DR. S. J. BIVINGS,

DENTIST,

SPARTAlvTBURG, S. C.

Office over Spartanburg Sav-

ings Bank.

Dr. J. C. Oeland,

DENTIST

OFFICE NO. 17 E. MAIN ST.

R. F. PETERSOi^,

The Artist, has a Beautiful

Studio.

No. 28, East Main Street,

Up Stairs, Old Y. M. C. A.

Room. Boys, give him a call

First Class Wot k Guaranteed.
Write for psicts of Enlarged
Work.

Keeps the best BARBER SHOP in the city, just in rear of the

National Bank.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

Call and see him.
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CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS

$3.00

AT THE

Elite Art Gallery

Spartanburg, S. C.

WM. K. BLAKE.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

SPARTANBURG, S. C.
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^ KOUI^IDBID 1S51.

Located ia the healthy Piedmont Ue^ion of Upper Soatli

Carolina. Accessible from all parts of South Carolina, Georgia
and North Carolina by four dilTerent lines of r ailway and their

connections.

Imi Mmm witli CorrsspsndinT Mn of Instruction '

.

Offering two A. B. Courses, in one of which Modern Languages
are substituted for Greek.

Living cheap good; board in private families from $10.00

l)er month. In Mess Club, day board, $7.00 per month.
The government is moral and paternal, but without espiorsage

or constraint.

Terms for entire session of eight and one-half months:
Tuition, $40.00; Matriculation Fee, $10.00.

For Catalogue and further information apply to

J. A. GAMEWELL.
Secretary of Faculty,

Spartanburg, S. C.

SPARTANBURG, S. C.

Three-fourths of a mile from the College. Four large brick

DUildin^s. Beautiful grounds. Boys are prepared for college.

Sepaa*£it0 Business Course. Tiiorough drill in th0 Preparatory
Bmnches.

Board in tlM5 IaBtitutioii-^-410.00 a month.

A. 0. EJSMBER'T, Ai M., Head Usx&tm^
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THE

GANNON COMPANY
Successors to T. Shoe Dealer, and CARLISLE .Sj

CANJ<0;N, Furniture Dealers.]

SPARTANBURa, S. .

To OUR Fkiends:
From the above heading you will see the change and consol '

>.

tion into The Gannon Company. Ee sides Shoes and Furniture, Carpets, S

kept heretofore, the new concern have added a Urst-class stock of ClQ^ln u

Hats, Furnishing Goods, Trunks, &c., &e., dur facilities for conducting a luv •

consolidated business in

SHOES* CLOTHING AND FURNITURE

are adequate and unsurpassed. The only request we have to make of our

former customers and our friehds is to give us their confldence and to ti*r«s

on our merits 1

Our motto will be:

I. Push the business!

XL Buy to advantage!
III. Handle with least possible expense!

IV . Sell on close m argins

!

V. Deserve the confldence of our customers!

Experienced, polite and attentive salesmen will wait on you promptly.

Respectfully,

THE CANNON COMPANY.
Former Stand of CAELTSLE & C AIJXON, cn Public Square

SHOES -All styles, sizes and prices. -

, i> n^^.,. t^m,, i,

CLOTHING-Including Hats, Furnishing Goods, Rubber Goods. T. uni^^

Umbrellas, Etc. - .. x

FURNITURE- Including Carpets, Rugs and Mattings, Shn

tain Poles, Wall Pa. er, Etc., Etc.

FlitiM'INS 5: PB^F^Yh"^^'^
CLASS^^TA.LOR.Nr.

LOWEST PRICES.

S»»« my Business Suits from
i $1V00 up. • -

.,

PpintBFs. an'<fr^'^"" T .Have your suits cleaned and

preeped. It will make oldtrous
'

ers loneer look like new ones.

A KTi^tTor^ C r FINE DRESS SHIRTS
SPARTANBURC^ 0. to o^cier for to.oa.

RAMSEY, the tailor
" xextdoor to Spartan Inn.

Spartanburgr, .S. C.
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H. J. bHOEMAKEE, - - " Editor*

Sunset to Twilight.

[O. D. Wannamaker ('9e.M

The fading ray

Of dying day
Athwart the sky is gleaming;

The golden sun

His course has run,

And now is weaKly beaming

A. goodnight smile

To the earth, his child,

In twilight stillness dreaming.

The sunlight falls

On misty walls

Of cloud-built castles sailing.

They gl w and blush

With crimson flush,

His liery chariot hailing.

And on each

A silver tide.

In distance slowly paling,

Rolls|and breaks

On the broad blue lake;

The sun now gayly peeping

Over the hills.

That echo shrill

—
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The birds their vespers keeping
The house dog greets
Bis master's feet

In j )yf ul glainefs leaping.

The earth that rests
In silence blest

Is calmly, softly smiling.
The trees and fio-wers,

The dark'ning hou s

In > hispe s away are whirling.
An angel h s come
From her heavenly h"me
A nd na uie greets the skyling.

Our National Condition.

Bapidly accumulating and heavily pressing upon the
shioulders of the youth of to-day are burdens of stupen-
dous proportions. Responsibility after responsibility is
being heaped upon us; question after question stares usm the face and demands a speedy solution, Gravity is
added to the situation by the fact that these responsibil-
ities will have to be met by us; that the right settlinc. of
our momentous questions, the proper adjustment of"the
disorganized state of things, of the present times which
are getting "out of joint," must be had at our hands and
ours alone. The older generations of men cannot do
the work which fate has assigned to us. Willingly
would they unravel the tangles in the woof of modern
life and society for us; gladly would we have them todo so, but the very nature of the case itself forbids. As
these matters concern us most- especially, as our lives
are the ones to be most affected, it is only natural, rea-
sonable and just, then, that we are the ones to settle
them. Ivew conditions, which in the great economy of
hings seem to be reserved for the present youth of our
land either to be guided by or to stumble over, are daily
coming to light, and say "hands off!" to older menwhen they attempt to perform what is to be our duty.
With great responsibilities looming up before our

mental vision, with burning questions being put to us
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for an answer by varying change and circumstance,

with possible dangers casting their dark shadows over

what has been fair, blurring what has been glorious,

giving us gloomy forebodings of what, perhaps, is to be a

gloomier picture, and causing us when we contemplate

our true condition to shiver with dread and apprehen-

sion as to what fearful maelstrom we may drift into, it

is the duty then of every young man who expects to live

and who will be affected for good or bad by the proper

or improper settlement, as the case may be, of the great

issues now at stake, and that too in the near future, to

bestow upon them his most serious thought and atten-

tion. Though a young man's opinions about matters

of the greatest importance may not settle them once for

all, yet how near it would approach to their speedy and

universal settlement if every young man had some well

defined, clear-cut, independent, original idea about them.

Every youth must become a man some day and will find

out the benefit of his youthful considerations if he had

any, or the great disadvantage if he had not. It is be-

come proverbial how easily and quickly a young man,

and especially a college young man, can put an end to

such important questions, which older men cannot down,

as the Tariff, the Finance, the Country's Future, and

many others, yet it is not mxcant that they should not be

thought about and settled though in miniature by our

young men and especially those of our schools and col-

leges. For who knows what power, resource, talent and

genius may lie hidden in some young fellow of whose

existence the world is unconscious, who knows but

what an embryo Calhoun, Clay, Webster lurks in the

undeveloped character of some youth who settles great

national questions in some school debate or exhibition?

Though the world gives little heed to the piping voice of

statesmanship and wisdom coming from the throat of

some inexperienced youngster, yet it would be ve r

much ashamed of its youth if that weak voice was not

heard: it would have cause to be alarmed over its own

future.

And right along here there is a danger. Young men
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are somewhat apt to fall into a carelessness about those
very things which they will be called upon to decide in
less than a score of years. We are too negligent, too
indifferent as to those things. Matters of state are
totally given over to the politician to attend to, who af-
ter all, is, perhaps, the most incompetent of persons toao It. bocial and moral questions are left to the philoso-
pher, thepreacher, the teacher. "Whathavel to do with
thee.- is whatwe say of such things as we push themaway from us. But if such things are to be turned over
to the exclusive care and attention of the politician, the
philosopher, the preacher, the teacher, then who in afew years will compose these classes? Who will in a few
years be our lawmakers, our preachers, our teachers
our public men, but our own selves?
Therefore, with the firm conviction that it is the duty

of young men not to treat with indifference the most
important concerns of active Iife,we undertake to look
around us aiidsee what responsibilities, what possibili-
ties, what dangers press in upon us with which we as
the future American citizen will have to cope
Coupled with citizenship of the United States there is

perhaps, too much false pride. We are proud of all the
good features m our country's government; thereforewe should obliterate all that are bad. W e are proud of
our resources; we should develop them all the moreWe are proud of our past history; we should preserve it"
honor It, and glorify it. We are proud of our victories
in war and our triumphs in peace; this is well. But havewe not become accustomed to regarding our coun-
try as faultless, our government as the sum total the
ne plus vltra of all that is grand, strong and enduring"
Have we not been trained to think that in our union all
IS strength? Have we not been in the habit of seeing no
faults, no weaknesses, no imperfections whatever in our
institutions? Has not our feeling been degraded from a
laudable national pride into a national bigotry and fa-
naticism? Has not the determination of our forefathers
to make this government a strong and everlasting one
been transformed into a foolish, conceited, dangerous no-
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tion that it is such ah-eady, and will be such forever,

and nothing under the sun can prevent it from being

such? Is not the reason advanced why we are to be the

nation of all nations, the wonder and admiration

of all times and peoples, just because we are the United

States of America? This seems to be a danger to guard

against. The average American citizen has listened to

so many high-flown, -spread-eagle," Fourth of July

speeches, replete so often with bombast, platitude and

even falsehood, that he takes in all that is said as a

mere matter of course. To him without questioning it

can scarcely be otherwise. The blindfolded optimism

which such a class of speakers never fail to squirt out

at us has made a very appreciable effect upon our desire

and appreciation of the real truth. We love to hear too

much about our virtues and too little about our faults, a

few of which we have. It has come to such a pass that

the one who tells us in the most beautiful rhetoric the

greatest number of pretty things about ourselves, who

gives us the biggest feed of the sac charine pap of flat-

tery, who paints for us on the background of the future

only gorgeous pictures in which he puts no sombre or

serious colors, and who tickles our ears with lino Avords

with none of the sting which truth sometimes gives, is

our popular public speaker. As a rule, the one who

earnestly and thoughtfully tries to call our attention to

the darker side of our future and, therefore, the more

important side, we do not like to hear, because, we say^

he is a pessimist. We do not seem to realize that the

one we call pessimist may, after all, be our truest pa-

triot; that the one who directs our attention to oui" im-

perfections with the view of having them removed is

our best benefactor.

There are two extremes, however, from vv-hicb to study

our condition, both of which are wrong and to be avoided.

From one standpoint, nothing bad is seen in the in-

fluences now actively at work; from the other, nothing

good. A golden mean between the two extremes should

be sought when we study our national status. It is as

unwise and dangerous for us to look at our country's
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situation under the dazzling light of an intense optimism
as It would be for us to look at the midday sun with the
naked eye. In the latter case our physical vision would
be blinded; in the former, our mental. Also it would be
equally as foolish and vain to look at it through the jet
darkness of pessimism proper as it would be to peer into
blackest midnight for the purpose of seeing. Yet it does
appear that when we take a middle ground the darker
side is predominant.
In the October number of the Forum is an article from

the President of Harvard College entitled -Some Rea-
sons Why the American Government May Stan 1." The
significance of such a subject coming from one of the
most thoughtful minds of America is startling. A few
years ago wiio would have thought of writing on such a
subject? ''Some Reasons Why Our Government May
-Stand" sounds like the preponderance ot reasons is on
the side that our government may not stand. All the
while there has been a possibility of its not standing;
I)utnow the sides have shifted and there is a pos-
sibility of its standing. This sounds very ominous, to
say the least. Can it be possible that our people have
"been blind to their dangers because they would not see?
Is it possible that they have been asleep to their dearest
and most sacred interests and now are being rudely
awakened by the discordant noise that those interests
are in jeopardy? Have the words of Lincoln, whom, as
a lover of his country, none will question, as with his
prophetic glance he looked farther into the iu.uie
than the ordinary vision and exclaimed tremble for
my country," been unheeded and forgotten for so many
years and are now being shouted into our ears with tre-
mendous and alarming emphasis by the voice of the
times? Has an enemy been as silently and assiduouslv
working our downfall as ever Philip or Alexander did
that of Greece, and have we lacked a Demosthv-nes to
warn us of it and to stir us up to action? It saems so.
No one with a respectable shaie of intelligence will

now deny the fact that the crisis of the American people
is just ahead. No one will s 17 that as a nation we are
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iinconfrouted by dangers which threaten us as much as

England ever did with her chains and gibbets. No one

will dispute the fact that the next few years of our his«

tory will be pregnant with the greatest dangers.

France had her revolution when blood flowed like

water; Englanl had her revolution when a Charles lost

his head and a Cromwell reigned supreme; the United

States today is in the beginning of a social and political

revolution which may be as disastrous as one baptized

in blood. The old Ship of State is just beginning to sail

into stormy waters where every timber and bolt

in her mighty hull will creak and strain to their utmost

capacity; where every principle of skill, bravery, loyalty

and wisdom on the part of those who man her vs^U be

called into play in order to get her safely through. We
are, I repeat, in the beginning of a mighty revolution; a

revolution, whose influences have for some time been im-

perceptibly at work. A vast change is going on in our

societv, in the principles underlying our government,

our institutions, in our thought, in our public sentiment.

Modern life has become so complicated that we who are

a part of it can scarcely understand it ourselves; we

wonder where will be the end, what will be the result of

Civilization as we now know it seems to be an evolu-

tion from a simple, happy, contented state of existence

into one of complexity, confusion, dissatisfaction and

unhappiness. The savage has very little trouble m fill-

ing his wants; they are few: he experiences scarcely any

of the problems which perplex civilized society and gov-

ernment; his society, his government is rude

and simple. His state is one of equality. The

only important differences between one savage and

another are mainly differences of brute strength, and in

a primitive people these differences are not near so great

as are the differences between men in a higher civilized

life. Civilization has swept away the importance

w ich in earlier stages of society was attached to

strength of body, and substituted in its place the impor-

tance'of strength of mind. Consequently, in a civilized
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means "equal rights to all," can exist under a high

state of civilization. That condition is when nearly

every man or class of men is as capable of rulership as

any other, and is as equally benefitted by the results of

rolership and legislation. That condition does not ex-

ist in our Union. It is Utopian to think that every man

will fet the same good from the laws that are made;

such a thing has been, is and ever will be impossible.

But the nearer we keep to this ideal, the more probable

are our chances of enduring; the farther we get trom it

the more improbable are those chances. In the
^

Unitea

States we are getting farther and farther from tnis our

standard. The great disparity at present m the c iscri-

bution of wealth and hence of education, or if we choose

to put it, of education, and hence of wealth, prevents all

classes from being equally capable of ruling; the meth-

ods employed in modern commerce prevent the various

classes from obtaining the same good from the adminis-

tration of our government's affairs. The tendency of

our business life is for companies and corporations on a

small scale to swallow up the individual; for little com-

panies and corporations to be swallowed up by bigger

ones Gigantic systems, trusts, combines, monopolies

have driven the individual to the wall and taken his

business from him. \^ hat is the individual to do? Why,

he becomes dissatisfied, complains-and has he not a

right to complain?-and so national discontent arises.

On the other hand what does the trust do? It waxes

stronger and stronger, richer and richer, reaches out its

hands after the reins of government which it generally

succeeds in getting, and places bought men m our Con-

gress and Senate, or buys them after they are placed

there, to pass laws for its own selfish aggrandizement.

As a result we have a Congress controlled by men who

dra rt^ a few thousand dollars salary from the peop.e to

look after their interests, and many thousands from the

Sugar Trust, the Coal Trust, the Iron Combme, the

Steel Industry, to look after theirs which are opposed 10

those of the people and they take both salaries and

earn only one' How is this? But you say put men
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menace to our government. The agents which should

build us up become agents to desti-oy us. The moulders

of public opinion directing it into channels of narrow-

ness, prejudice, and falsehood. Who can believe what

our great newspapers say? If we desire the truth on

great political questions we have to read what one paper

says for them and another against them and draw for

ourselves a mean proportional between the two. Neither

can be beUeved, neither trusted. Perhaps it may be

true that the conception of our press as to truth and

morality corresponds to that of the public mmd. But

does the public mind regulate the newspaper on such

lines, or the newspaper the public mind?

Our country is party-ridden and persecuted. It has

been suffering with night-mare in the shape of two old,

moss-back parties, and is now showing some signs ot

getting rid of them both. They have been resting as

heavy, indigestible lumps on the national stomach until

a nausea has been brought on and they both are about

to be thrown up. Perhaps, as a people, we may feel bet-

ter if we can get rid of them.

The most blind and stupid fanaticism is that for party.

Our political ideas are running in the same old ruts of

our fathers. A man is the devotee to some political

creed just because his father, perhaps, before him was.

Speak about the Chinaman's clinging to ancestral

thought and custom, but he can't beat the average

American when it comes to his party religion. I am a

Democrat; or I am a Hepublican! Why? Because my

father was a Democrat; or my father was a Republican,

One does not seem to consider for a moment that the

world has moved a long way from where it was in his

father's time, and that what was reasonable and right

in the father may be just the reverse in the son. Shall

the form of our political sentiments, like the form of

som.e old land title, be handed down from sire to son un-

changed? Are we to ride on the same old broken-down

political horse which was ridden nearly to death years

ago? For the sake of mercy towards it, and decency to-

wards ourselves, let us get us something better, some-
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thing newer, something fresh. If we are to beW tosome party, then lotus know why we do beW to itand not be guilty of being led along by common public
opmion, like a calf with a ring in its nose and a rope
attached to it, would be led by a boy. What we want is
less fanaticism and devotion to party, and more common
sense and devotion to truth We want to forget our
fathers' ways and find out our own duties. Ue need
less party idolatry, and more love of countrv; less parti-
sanship, and more patriotism-

H. J. Shoemaker.

Social Life of the Middle Ages.

^'For fifteen centuries a deep and sad thought had
weighed upon the spirit of man, first to overwhelm it,
then to exalt and to weaken it, never losing its hold
throughout this long space of time. It was the idea of
the impotence and decadence of man. "

After these people had seen Greece rise to that high
state of civilization and fall so low in corruption; after
Rome, the proud mistress of the world, had gone even
higher in her civilization and had fallen to a greater
depth, they began to think that there was no stability
either in government or religion. The philosophers said:
/^The world is evil and lost. Lotus escape by insensi-
bility, amazement, ecstasy"; and thechurch coming after
them announced thatthe end of the v/orld was near at
hand and that men should prepare for eternity. For
nearly a thousand years the people were constantly ex-
pecting the destruction of the world and, of course, had a
gloom cast over their lives which kept them from exert-
ing themselves. Under this constraint a thinking so-
ciety had forgotten how to use their minds, the church
used it for them, and it was thought that if any one at-
tempted to write poetry he was mad; all mankind being
guilty of sin and fearing punishment had given their
consciences and their actions over to the direction of the
priest, and were as parrots, which only recite what has
been taught them but have no original thoughts.
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"Two notions raised the middle age above class and

barbrrlm one religious, which laad fashioned the gigan-

S cathTrals and sXept the masses from their native soil

o huH them upon tlL Holy Land; the otl^-ecular

^vhich had built feudal fortresses, and set the man ol

«e armed, upon his feet within his own domain

the one had produced the adventurous h^'^^.' ff/*^^'.
the mystical monk; the .ne, to wit, the belie in God,

theXr the belief in self; the one had exalted mde-

pende^ce into rebellion; the other had changed piety

coISolled his subjects. The whole kingdom -as

to the king as a lief, provided he was good ana 3ust, it

he was nol it was taken from him and given to anotner,

forTt was thought that God gave the kingdom to them

on the! conditions. The king divided out his kmgdom

amono- the men of noble birtu and those who were very

wealthy; these receiving large areas di-ded their fief to

others and thus it might be earned to the fi th oi sixth

stage The granter of the land was called the loid, the

reefiver the vassal. Both lords and vassals were sub-

ject to the king and received their land on the same con-

S ons astheling. The king was their absolute and

irresponsible ruler but each lord became a virtual sovei.

dgn in his own domain, having entire control over

: ery hing that was on his fief. If the king wanted an

army, he made his wishes known to his vassals and the

summoned a certain number of their subordinates and

afteTarming them set out to the king, each vassal being

expected to furnish a certain number of soldiers accord-

ins: to the size of his fief.
^

Ihere were three classes of feudal society, namely,

freemen, who were the inhabitants of chartered towns

or small farmers; the serfs or villeins were '^-^or^^^^o

cultivated the ground, and were considered as of no more

value thaD the fixtures of a place. When land was sold or

went from one to another, these serfs went Just as corn-

mon fixtures with the place. The slaves were a still lower

class made up of captives or persons condemned to bond-
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led by his parents. His training from now on consisted in

about the same exercises as the page's but was much more

severe. He was also allowed to go into battle and was

lined up behind the Knight. At the ago of twenty-one,

he was made a Knight; the religious ceremonies being

rigidly enforced. The Knight was made to fast and pray

for some time before his dubbing and on the day of his

dubbing, after bathing, this being a symbol of purity, he

went to bed, representing his future heavenly rest.

After he had slept, he was clothed in a v/hite tunic, a

red robe, and a close fitting coat, representing respect-

ively purity, the blood which he waste shed for religion,

and death. After a fast of twenty-four hours and the

hearing of a discourse on the Knightly qualities, he

w-ent up to the altar with a sword suspended from hi^

neck; the priest took it off, blessed and returned it to

him. He then advanced to the Lord who v7as to make

him Knight and knelt before him w-hile being questioned

as to his desires for becoming a Knight. If the answers

were satisfactory, he was armed and placed upon ahorse.

The Lord then dubbed him Knight by three blows upon-

the shoulders v7ith the flat side of a sword. The ideal

character of this order was very high, chivalric loyalty

to the mistress of his affection was the first article in the

creed of a true Knight, he must also be ^-gentle, brave,

courteous, truthful, pure, generous, hospitable, and ready

to run all risk for religion."

The literature of that time ''was thoroughly licentious

end indicative of the most impure intercourse of the

sexes;" to valor and beauty everything waS'-adhiissible

and a marriage vovv^ was little regarded. With this con-

dition of womanhood, the Knight came in as the only

means by which they might be brought again to their

proper level and this order accomplished this before

many years.

The church being the agency through which the world

was to be humanized gladly witnessed the undertakings

of the Knights in trying to elevate the morals of the

time. As both Knights and clergy had the same objeci

in view, they were soon organized, realizing that "Kn~
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rope was to be precipitated upon Asia to prevent Asia
trom precipitating itself upon Europe."
In all ages, men have had a kind of reverence for cer-

tain spots made remarkable by human suffering or her-
oism. Especially has religious sentiment made the birth-
places and the tombs of prophets, saints, and martyrs
places of veneration and of pilgrimage. Jerusalem was
the main place to which the pilgrims from all over the
world would flock, but when the Turks got possession of
It they destroyed all the Christian churches and per-
secuted the Christians. This brought on the crusades
the most signal and durable monuments of human folly

that have appeared in any age or country. " After eight
unsuccessful attempts to drive the Turks from the sacred
city, the religious enthusiasm died out and the illusion
of superstition was broken. These crusades had kept
Christendom in a tumult for two centuries, but. though
costing several millions of lives, they gave great wealth,
the cause of corruption, to the church: for, men coming
back from these crusades, broken in health and spirit
would give all theyowaedto the church. But at thesame time they were among the most potent factors in the
history of civilization, as they helped to break down the
feudal system and to give prominence to the people to
broaden the minds of the people by coming into contact
with those who were more highly educated and to give
a spur to Western commerce.
During all this time, a deep sleep had spread over the

world. It was not in the condition for any active work
and as a result we have no great enterprises established'
no discoveries made, no new thoughts advanced, and no
great men produced. After the long sleep of thought
and action, during which feudalism and chivalry flour-
ished there came a day by far more glorious in its splen-
dor than the one just preceding it. A new impetus was
given to mankind and the drowsy, old world shook off
her drowsiness and began to exert herself as never be-
fore.

Religion, literature, education and commerce took onnew life. "After the terrible night of the middle ages,
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and the dolorous legends of spirits and the J^'n-^eJ.

was a delight to see again Olympus shining upon us from

Greece; its heroic and beautifulduties,oncemore ravish-

ing the heart of man, raised and instructed this

young world by speaking to it the language of passion

Ld genius; and the age of strong deeds, free sensuality,

bold invention, had only to follow its own bent in or-

der to discover in them the eternal promoters of liberty

, , J. M VlIST ixEE.
ond beauty.

An Ideal Student.

-Student" is a universal term applied to all who enter

colleges and like institutions of learning; yet the appli-

cation of the term has never been more misapplied,

more misleading in its significance more unjustly

awarded, than it has been, to some bright and intelbgent

young men who now are, and have been, so-called stu-

dents in our colleges of the South, and I wil say cau-

tiously the same of the North. Notwithstanding this is

an apalling statement, and by no means less a fact which

presents itself to our observation today, we as young

men living under the closing scenes of the nineteenth

century and revelling in opportunities which a past world

has never enjoyed, should, with the sword of wiU power,

wipe out of existence such an unconscious evil and re-

store an illicit term to its true meaning. Now m the

abuse of this term, I by no means charge every one with

an illegal assumption, for we have boys today whose

presence dignifies the class room, whose studious habits

are clearly imprinted upon their countenances and

whose foreheads are stamped with an ideal student.

To such as those, I wish to introduce every thoughtful

mind and, if there be such, every unthoughtful student

for earnest consideration and honest application.

The first requisite that links itself to such a character

is prepamfion to assume the responsibilities, duties and

expectations of a college community. How many young

men enter college unprepared for this ordeal, take the pre-
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A great life is nothing but an ambition generated in

youth and executed in manhood.

The question comes to us then, are we wholly respon-

sible for our limited usefulness and premature station

in life-^ Yes, everj one will answer, who recognizes that

opportunities do not make the man, but man the oppor-

tunities, and that probabilities are nothing more than pos-

sibilities made real by the inevitable law of preparation

-energetic manliness. I can conceive of no failure m lite

more inexcusable than t^e failure of one who once

held proud ambition and distinction in his hand, yet who

allows the simple inactivity of apropituous mmd to be the

cause of such a misfortune, and forevers tamps upon the

self-loved brow /ai7iu-e.

When we contemplate the stupendous assumption of a

life wasted in such a manner, our hearts well up with

sympathy for a deceived victim and a disappomted

"^I^fs hardly necessary that I should show or even try

to show what an important factor one's acts and attain-

ments are in the destiny of communities and

sometimes of nations. Yet I forbear to^ speak lest

some one should stumble over the same misapprehen-

sion of truth and become victims to the great tide ot hu-

man events and be swept into the great ocean o. mis-

spent opportunities and unexecuted possibilities, only

to be rescued by an unfriendly world and dealt with ac-

cording to the Divine law of an immutable God. Al-

ready we have heard the Divine warnings echoing in the

lives of individuals, "Whatsoever a man soweth that

shall he also reap." This law not only applies to indi-

viduals in its moral but also in its mental sense, and when

we see manhood sacrificed upon the altar of failure, we

noed not ask ourselves the question why it was he become

the indignant victim, but remember the old law of science,

"Where there is an effect there must be a cause. iue

more we are associated with this great law, the more we

are convinced that youth holds manhood's destiny and the

culmination of a life, either a failure or a success. An

ideal student is but the outgrowth of an underlying prin
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civle preparation, and the recipient of a just recom-pense from arduous efforts and economy of timeIt rer^ams yet to be seen whetlier the coming j^enera
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Jj. B. Smith.

Time's Lingering Shadows.

(Monthly oration ,or the Preston Literary Society hy Pierre H. Fl..
]

Closed. Although after that date the weather temnerature and climatic effects were similar as befor; yrthesummer season had spent itself, and was then conSnedto the past byFather Time, making room for the next
^^--nderfulservantsSLr

Yes summer is gone. We watched its entranceushered by May upon the sunny lap of Junerwe saw

terLT^and
^"^^^"-''"^ by which' nlture^

fiewff metamorphosed into the smilingfields of cotton and corn
. The days are now shorter hf

But the word gone is a favorite word with us all Dn

faZumm?"°h-r^* ^^^^^^'^^"^ connected :1th ttpast summer which we have undergone, experiencedand beheld go with it out of our lives?"^ Must the sweet
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eonsolatiou of friendship and assoc.^^^^^^^^

cesses of memory
^^'^^.A'^/.^^f^^^'^'rBed the earth,

a token of Paradise after God had c^rse

rieace is an aicn, who
o-nri fnrpver when we

world, whose mar gin fades forever and
^^f'^

move," It is our joys, sorrows, trials ana temp

that shape and fit us for life.

Nature is grand and -^^er ul m aU he -
^^p,^

but the most mysterious
P^J/f f^^^^^^^^^^^

„^ake our
power which time exerts as the years roil oy

Lddest and most poignant griefs less h^^^^^^^^^

with the faint sound of afamiliar tone-a ghostly

of a once familiar laugh."
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In the famous Louvre Gallerv pf Po •

garner house and culmination of I T -""^'"^

amon,. the tnan,. Priceless works of ^rf,*;!.picture which has caught the worM' ^^^^s a
have done. The paintfn^s simr.i

1' ''"^^ few
rugged mountain at t° Ct ^ ? ^l''

-^""""S^' ^^^^^P-
ten^ptiag Che ascekt;Vast Xle thoT^

'^'^iden at:
tering along is an old man aid wn ' '^^^^^
The subject of this imm^rtal sketoh ?

'i^^^-

Themselves." HereT foodt "^^^ They Met
the great drama of life ^ f"^ "'""^'^ ^"^^^

contemplation for us all 'rn„7 ? ^^^^^"^^ matter for
beauty With age. wlfand' al""o'h ^'e IT^"'

^'^^
so great, the comparison so practical' '

is

We s hill and reach the hiihes.
,I^et us each go up

the everlasting peak of t urt t fstrive, to seek, to find and n.'A ,
f strength "to

reflect ours;ives in\re i\^5?^ '''''^

-Jeds.showingt^-tl^^^^^^^^^^^^

Great Model, and whL" ^'ra:"''
^'^^

and immortal, yet ,,-p
'''' great

ourselves and others in unr.v,.ir°
..^''''^ "'"^ '^elp

for the benefit of human^ mystery of life

Then our lives will no be mi' T'' '"'''^^ ^^'^

debt is paid, wer^.: ite tT f"''
""'^

us traces of our eSteLt ^ '^^'••e '^"e^-nd
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College Men.

Society is looking more and more to college men as

leaders in religion, in morals, in philosophy an4 in poli-

tics. Brains—educated brains—are destined to lead the

world in all of its great movements. A short time ago

a certain benevolent society sent out circular letters to

the presidents of many of our institutions of learning

asking for the address of as many graduates as possible,

the object being to find out their opinion regarding the

lottery business, because, as they said, college men are

usually broad-minded and accustomed to think on such

matters. Broad-minded and accustomed to think. These

are significant terms and show that people expect large

things from men who enjoy large opportunities.

Sometimes we hear it said that too much is expected

.of college graduates. Of course the public should not

expect youngmenfrom twenty to twenty-five, who have

just completed their course, to be fully posted on and to

have a well defined theory of all the great living ques-
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tions of the day; but it does have a right to expect a
great deal of young men who, for four years, have been
associated with educated young men and learned pro-
fessors, besides having access to the very best of books
and periodicals, in which are stored the golden thoughts^
of great men of all ages from Job to the present day
Ihe man who enjoys such privileges ought to know a
great deal about many things and, with the proper ma-
terials to work from, ought to be able to study out and
form an opinion on almost any subject, and if he is not
one of two things is certain: either he is mentally incap-
able or else he is culpably negligent. Of course if he-
pleads the former, society can but pity and excuse but
if he pleads the latter, no allowance can or should be
made for him. Society soon finds out whether a man is
honest and thorough-going or not, and rewards him ac^
cordmgly. The insincere, superficial man may shine for
a while like a gilded trinket, but after a few rubs against
the world the gilding is all worn off, revealing the baser
metal hidden beneath.
The world needs and must have men with trainedmmds—men who can and do think. The childish ex-

cuse, -I did not think,- so often given, will not satisfy
society and the man who tries to pass on it will soon find
himself set aside simply because he did not think. The
names that adorn history and those that have made our
hterature are all names of men who both thought and
acted wisely and nobly. Milton's "Paradise Lost" and
Shakespeare's plays are only the reproductions of the
many images made upon the mirrors of minds which
were kept well polished by constant hard study and
active thinking.

The New Year.

Once more we have witnessed the death of the old and
the birth of the new year. It is with feelings of sadness
that we take down the old calendar and replace it with
the new. As we look back over the old vear, we see
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scattered along its path many reBolution* tRat Mve not

been carried out. We see, too, many fond hopes and as-

p rations that have been utterly shattered Much t^m^^

u K.o« w^.^tpd never to be reclaimed. We may taKe

o^rvrcX otm:y waste our time in idle trifling or

LLuvUy but Father Time never trifles; is never mac-

ivetasn; holidays. He ever moves --iest.cally on. He

wers for no man, yet gives to every one ample tme

for the faithful performance of every duty required of

^
Well '94 is gone and there is no use to repine over

wited time or fost opportunities. Upon the whole the

last vear has been spent both pleasantly and profitably

r ITafL Now lying out before us untried and

'/ne'^ t^d^is '.To'neLin. splendid opportunities-

Let us endeavor to grasp them as they pass.

Many of us have, doubtlessly, made the usual number

of gool resolutions so common at the beg^unmg of the

vear Of course, a resolution made the 1st day ot

January is no better than one made the 31st day of De-

cembe But it is well for us to make good resolutions

^Hnv time though much better to carry them out

Our care BhoulJ be^hat they are fully carried out and

?hat the ne-t twelve months be so spent that we will

have less to regret on next New Year's day than on the

one just passed.

In the last issue of The Journal we failed to mention

the arrival of the Rev. Mr. Cauthen to our city. Mr

Cauthen comes to us as Presiding Elder of the Spartan

bur- District. In behalf of the students we extend to

Mr Cauthen a most hearty welcome. His warm, gema

Inners have already won him a place - t^o he-^^^^^^^^^^

many of them. We have already enjoyed two visits

Sr him at our morning worship in the chapel^^^^^^^^^

will be glad to see him any time he can make it conven

ientHo meet us.

*
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floated in a tank or pooL The vLl fills ?«xty times a day and a gong L struct
it sinks. ^ ^ ^ struciC every time

English and American Railroads.

From the time the famous ene-ineer
his first locomotive the Ro.3 '

^'^P^^^"^""' Put

Liverpool and Manchest ^ t^LX'Txln
'^^^"^"^

ago, until 1891, England held ^'f
J'^^e years

iorfast trains. Butin tr^'^k' Celr'^tbroke the record with n or. i ^ ^>«w lori^: Central

trip. The fastest train in America to daft.

S f !uly'3d™*l? ^h*' LondS
it -eliVaVSjthel^^^^SJa^r^^'^^^T
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Since, the last issue of The JoUKNAt. was gotten out

Mr Wm. P. Fleming, the publisher oi; The Journal.

has died- For several years Mr. Fleming has done our

printing and has always given us neat and attractive

work. The contract for printing will be contmuorl

by Mr. Paul Petty, Mr. Fleming's co-partner.



J
.
Arthur Wiggins, - . Editor.

Our I^^xchange table is covered with many beautiful
copies of college magazines. Many institutions have
exerted themselves in trying to get out some attractive
•Christmas number for their readers. Many Journals
are 111 new dresses, bearing upon their attractive flowersand stripes some proverbial phrases of Christmas greet-
ing. The mechanical appearance and the striking
merry-making rhymes, suggested bv the old year pass-
ing away, are not the only laudable features that first
strike our critical vision. But the table of contents are
tar above the average, giving short and long articles on
subjects that perhaps have never been written up in
college periodicals.

Every Exchange editor must feel honored to have this
pleasant privilege of criticising such a host of excellent
college magazines. Strange to say, the -funny column"
has iriven way to some interesting story or a number of
well-written, short essays, which have the appearance
of witty humor, standing out in such bold relief under
the signatures of some of our contemporary editors
The -gleaning column" has given up its aged position at
the forks of the road, and we see now in its stead the
bright display of some popular genius who, heretofore,
reveled m pleasant sleep and never once dreamed of
mtellectual light. Holiday tidings literally cover the
pages, and every line seems to extend—-A merry Christ-
mas to all!" So much for the editor that has had a
pleasant association with his work and has proved him-
self worthy of the pen which has been entrusted to him
by his enthusiastic fellow-students. But the editor
whose work has been a burden, and who has neglected
the columns of the organ given to him for development
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and promotion, stand, out a conspicuous figure of deceit,

fnd ^mockery, c.yin. ton day .„ ad.^nc
;
^ A happ>

mmmm
teachi^Vnew lessons learned by sad expenence. Such

are the contents of the many Journals that have reached

~?eXy we have not the time and space to take

gooTfortune of reading their valuable pages agam some

time in the near future.

The December number of The "
tS

Afonthlv presents more than one strong feature ihe

pSularit of this ably edited Journal has been justly -n

throu..h the excellent matter of its literary departmen •

r:ditors have caught

- p-ent the.

resnective work in such a style as to please the taste

S clelte a longing for -petition. A feast of goo^.

reading covers the pages of this Monthly.
Jl^f/'^/^J

sions are varied. The fullness and excellence of the

essays are seldom excelled or equalled by many of our

exchanges All the subjects are fresh and contam taste-

uHoodfor original thought. Among the many pages

of interesting matter, we find two graduating hese -

"Why am I ?" and "Henry Woodfin Grady, which

should receive a careful reading by all who "^ay have an

opportunity. The former subject is discussed from a

ial standpoint, arguing ^hat ^od created us for the

purpose of always doing, and domg always those things

that please Him. A better production, ^JS^^^^^JJ
such an unusual subject, is seldom discussed ^-^th inore

intelligence. Henry W. Grady will' always live in the-
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hearts of the Georgia people. His oratory can not be as
higaly appreciated in the volumes he has left as when it
flowed from his eloquent lips. He has planted in the
hearts of this whole nation the germs of peace and
brotnerly love. We have no Grady now to link Jv^orth
ana South together in intellectual and commercial pur-
suits, but we still have orators from the State of Georgia.
John Temple Graves is said to be his successor. He
certamly wears his oratorial mantle with ease and dig-
nity, but there was and there still remains plenty of work
for both of them. We can do no more though, than
mourn the loss of our dead Grady and extol our living:
Graves.

H:e stands at the head of Georgia's roll of Illustrious
men.

- The VanderbiU Observer, for the month of December,
brings to a close a most prosperous vear of merited suc-
cess in journalism. With each succeeding issue new
subjects of the highest literary order have been dis-
cussed. The assertion is not too broad when we say,
that the present popularity and usefulness of the 06-
server is made and sustained in the admiration of its
readers through its literary columns. l iterary excel-
lency does not grow out of articles published for the
mere purpose of making a forty or fifty page issue. The
writers or contributors to the Observer have been given-
due praise when once their signatures stand at the con-
clusion of an article, for nothing but the most excellent
and carefully written productions are permitted to ap--
pear in its columns.
The exchange department seems to excite verv little ^

interest. This special phase of journalism is too often
neglected by the most influential journalist. Theex--
change department is the only m.edium through vrhich
the various institutions can learn to strengthen the ties
of college brotherhood. This department is usually the-
first we turn to upon receiving the journal of another
institution. Their criticisms are always read with the
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highest appreciatioa, especially when the e.htors hav e

worked hard to gain an encouraging line of commen

from the pen of a popular contemporary. We consider

this work of great importance to all 30urnals. We are

due all exchanges this form of courtesy after reading

over their valuable pages. It matters not how good

the preceding pages are, if the exchange columns are

neglected, that special issue is far from being complete.

The Observer will bear all the improvement its editors

can give in this special department. "Manfred " a

prize essay written for the Observer, is indeed worthy of

all the praise we can give. The course of argument se.

forth in the premises of many logical connections, aTe

forcibly verified in each conclusive line of thought, i he

statement, that Byron impressed his own personage ana

habits of life in this peculiar character, was clearly

pointed out and proven in a most pleasing style. Byron

was the victim of an illness or defect of nature that

unfortunately disturbed his blood-thirsty, cravmg soul.

But no other writer has ever written like Byron wrote,

and from what we kaow of him through his wor^s

no other writer has ever called himself a gifted bard

when depressed in spirit by such a disease of animalism.

Byron, and only Byron, could sing the cliarmmg ac-

companiment to this peculiar phase of life.

The Furman Echo is one of the ablest exponents of

the progress of college journalism. The literary pages

of the December number are replete with some strong

contributions suggested by simple subjects. The first

fe>^ pages of the Echo are made attractive by the publi-

cation of a poem written by Dr. Furman in IfSO-
^^f

g.s edbyaview taken from the base of Table Kock.

This poem is certainly worthy of our most favorable

criticism, and we hope the Furman boys have^it care-

fully stored away in their Society archives. Dr. b m-

man was a great lover of nature's beauty and he wrote

as if he was permitted to take but this one view of the

rock to which the poem is dedicated. Upon realizing
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the practical phrases, as thej occur to the author's mind
we catch a tlirilling glimpse of worldly beauty and rare
sublimity. The writer held sweet communion with the
Muses and now and then he would sound the highest
and shrillest note of his musical soul, but always in
unison and harmony with the softer keys of his poetical
scale. Some of the expressions compare favorably
with the poetic strains of famous composers . What
diverse criticisms can we offer, upon reading the follow-
ing lines, when speaking of Table Rock ?

"What powe • bu^ that of God
Could e'er have ra sed thy huge dimensions, and
What power but that of God can undermine
Thy deep foundations, and hurl thee headlong-
From thy mountain throne ?"

The remaining pages of this department are filled
with discussions upon "The Architects of Modern En-
glish Literature," -Work," ''Greatness" and -Earn-
estness a Prerequisite to Success." These subjects
so intelligently discussed, give to the columns of the
Echo a prominence and popularity, a conspicuous place
of hterary rank among college journals. Improvement
can be made in other departments.

We are truly sorry that we have been heretofore
deprived of the pleasure of reading the interesting pages
of the North Carolina University Magazine. By some
oversight of the Exchange Editor we were not entered
upon his exchange list until very recently. Kevertheless
we have before us the three '94 issues, which rank
highest among journals coming from similar institutions.
The features of these model issues are numerous and

striking. They are rich in illustrations and reading
matter, and cannot fail to entertain, interest and in-
struct.

Among the many contributions that deserve comment
IS an essay written by James K. Polk, Ex-President of the
United States, while he was a Sophomore in the Uni-
versity of North Carolina. The essay is written in
a Sophomoric style, which we know was a natural char-
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actenstic of Mr. Polk -eu after he bega.. publi^^^^

^^"^rUrir.le" forges le. we

sho^ wTil MS wonderfun, logical
^^^^^^^^^

r rVebl er ^he incidoats of his college life serve

Swei wJefwe come to know him better as a naUonal

TeaLr a'd an administrative adviser of law and liberty.,

The Maaazine devotes considerable space to the an-

nou—tof "New Books," which we --t consid

to be an educating f-ture of no mean or
Jr.

By this

method we keep up with the rapidly revolving Pjess ana

Tre constantly notified of the first appearance of famous

productions from popular writers
.vritinsr up

The Magazine also takes special pains in ^^^^^

long complimentary criticisms on * - ^^^^^
Am'rican%IagazineB, which /s -othin^

:Lhanges.
™g, but little attention IS P^;;^ -.^/^^riias
We must confess that the uaiveibnu ^ y ^,,m

some very praise-worthy features, but nothing of suflh-

: ent chL-acter to warrant it of a ^^^^^ ^^^^
superiority over other college organs. A moie caretu y

Tdited column of criticisms on college journals Wd
add much to the P-ent Populanty o^^^^^^^ ^edit^^

t^iJ^^^^^ etJlS
attractiveness. We hope to see more of this excellent
attractiveness,

journal in the future.

Among the new exchanges that have recently reached

us is the William and Mary College ^^ntUy
fj^'

g nia. The variety of contents are
-f^^r ^^'^^^l,

?'CIass History" and ''^^^^^^^'^P'^^'^' j'^^^^^^
'94 as other things of prosaic vein, complete a ^ery at

iactfve number%f this popular rirg^n^an Monm
The editorials are good. Other departmer-ts might be

raised to a higher standard by very little additional

effort on the part of the editors in charge.



J^. H. Hendeksox, . TP ,T:^
^

and, like other ardent "ouno-ZnoU^Tof sixteen, hastened to ioin^ age
-arhe attended Wofford Co fr™^' >
sity of South Caroling lH? -^'.^°'^"^^'^«^« Univer-
Methodist Conference in fsy^^ffilfV'T?^pointment Fairfield circuit w ^""^ op-
tion of junior preacher under t^eTat Laurens. 8. C He nTv7

^''^ -^I^. McKibben.
* arion and was then arointed'f V''^

Cokesbury and
He had by this timelah e^"'"'^

to the station of Sumter,
a preacher and h^w^s St Prominence as
of Trinity church, Crarleston t 'T'f "^''^''^'^

'Charge. He ne^t prete, ed' It T"'^'
'"'^'^'^^

pi^urch, Columbia. Green^iod 4* .^'^^^'^^ton Street

- Charleston at Bet;;Tl^,i'''''^^ -S'^in
years, 188^ 1889, 1890 he wt'

"

Trinity church. Bein" ne!? T of
held that responsfb e ;oSi"foton District. Last Mai I ! " ^^^'"'^ Charles-
General Conference 2^ ^ »° the
oaho South Caroli:a clfert:;"^'?;:-'

South Carolina will missT't
of homes

imparted by a visit of Dr Wdls
^^•^^"'''^'""^

nia'Jtrsriroi-'r:- r '^-^

declared the ora or. Thousands r
7""''.

Divine and his elooinc.T ^I^^

lost its charm. Ill hT^h J"''
"

'^'f'^"*'''^^
that neverfteal.h set m and his valuable labors
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must soon come to a close. At the la«t '^o^f^^ence, ow-

ing to his ill health, his son, the Rev. P. B. Wells, was

appointed as his assistant at Greenville. Only a few

days after Dr. Wells's arrival at his charge m Green-

ville, he passed from earth to paradise to be forever with

the Lord Rev. P. B. Wells, of the class of '94, now has

charge of this important position which will, no doubt,

receive his earnest work.

J L Glenn, of the class of '79, is a prominent and

suc;essful lawyer at Chester, S. C. Mr. Glenn delivered

an able address before the Alumni Association at the

commencement of '93. Such an honor is awarded to

those of our Alumni who have gained a reputation as a

speaker.

W S Hall, Jr., '91, is farming at Mitford, S. C. He

is also teaching, and finds time to attend to both farm

and school.

A B. Stuckey, '77, has been practicing law at Sum-

ter S C, for several years. Sumter is a thriving town,

and has grown considerably since Mr. Stuckey' s en-

trance to its bar. It is one of those progressive little

towns that promises at an early date to lift the low conn-

try in literary attainments on equality with the upper

part of the State.

E B Wallace, '76, practices medicine near Lydia, in

Darlington county. He has won confidence in his pur-

suance of the medical profession and has a wide prac-

tice. He gives some attention to farming and especial

attention to fine poultry raising.

T G. McLeod, '92, has been on the road for some time

drumming for a firm in Charleston, but expects soon to

be admitted to the bar at Sumter.
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Messrs. J. F. Fooshe and J. C. Covington celebrated
their Nuptials during tlie Christmas holidays of '94
This example can be commended to their classmates'
ot 92 We give them our best wishes, and no doubt
their lives will be spent, a success to themselves, and an
unbroken period of usefulness to their country.

J. S. Connor completed the Sophomore year with the
class of '94, and has since been engaged in an extensive
lumber busmess in upper Berkeley county. He alsohas an mterest in a new railroad of that section and hasbeen quite successful since his departure from collegeSome one said that he is looking forward to a "Christ^mas holiday" in the near future.

Mr. H. Z. Nabers desires to ask through The Journal
the address of each member of his class We hope that
every man of '93 will, at their earliest convenience, for-ward their address to H. Z. JTabers, Cross Hill S C
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Back Again.

After a res of ten days the students are back to theirplaces of work and are ready to solve the questions thamay come up within the next six months. The pasyear was a record-breaking year in many respects The

rz: "f^t'^'^'
^"'^ '^^"'^ have ?ome i:a close From our mner student life, we have seen inhe outer world political revolutions, nations strugglingfor existence, wars existing and storms ragin/on aHside, around us. e have heard the national'wail o

W s sTeoTd V
"'^"'"-^ --f-*<^?

-hil f .
year as Its dying gift offering the possi-bilities o many reforms. All these and ifany otherstrange things we see in the outside world Yet in ourown life, there are also changes. We s e our Ln"mistakes and the few successes that we, from time to

ZmT\':''''
accomplished, and it is no'.v our duty toprofit by the errors and increase the number of Tuo-cesses Possibly we can study harder ana our studiesmay be more variegated aad occupy a wider rZTPoss Dly we can raise our standard of manhood a'ld'beconstrained to live lives of usefulness and comfort t£wrongs we have done others may be righted, past griev!ances forgotten and new ties of frieadsl ip foL'IDoubtless we all can have purer ambitions and holierthoughts and do good deeds and say kinds words withCheerfnlness and depth of feeling. May be we can helpour college and upbuild her institutions and establishtraditions here that will live after us and do othei g dAt any rate, let us at least try to assist in every possiWe
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way one another, aid the college m her efforts study

harder and learn more. Let the year before us be one

of unusual happiness and profit and we shall have done

our duty and established a precedent for others to fol-

low.

The Senate Session.

On Friday night, January lltii, the Calhoun Society

resolved itself into the Senate of the United States. A

committee consisting of Messrs. Shuler, DuPre, Wanna-

maker W. and Hydrick, D., had been previously ap-

pointed to draw up a bill for discussion and to regulate

on what plans the meeting should be conducted. The

session was a decided success, and this was largely due

to the committee in charge and to the supporters and

opposers of the bill. All the formality and rules of the

Senate were carefully observed and the discussions were

lively and interesting- The question rose in the lower'

house entitled "A bill to Regulate and Restrict Immigra-

tion," and having passed that house was sent to the

Senate. The President of the Society acted as Vice-

President of the United States and President of the Sen-

ate and each member a Senator. Mr. Norton cham-

pioned the bill, while Mr. Wiggins was the chief of the

opposition. Of course there was much filibustering,

else it would not have been a U. S. Senate; but the points

of order raised were interesting, parliamentary and

instructive. After alengthy discussion, the bill passed

to the third reading and afterwards pass-d to become a

law. From our experience at this meeting vve can high-

•ly recommend this little digression from ordinary rou-

tine of business to other literary societies, for the Cal-

houn meeting was replete v/ith pleasure and profit.

The annual Christmas concert of the young ladies of

Converse College was held on Thursday night before

the students left for home, and was one of the most in-

teresting and entertaining that it has ever been our
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pleasure to attend. The reception from 10 to 12 o'clockwas certamly a success and every one seemed to have'had a most pleasant time. The committee in chargeseemed especially, eager to make all enjoy themselvesand they succeeded wonderfully well. That occasion
shall always be cherished in the fondest parts of ourmemories.

Eev W. A. Rogers, the beloved pastor 'of Central
church, has issued a little circular letter to every Wofford
student wishing him a happy New Year, and expressing
an interest in his temporal and spiritual welfare Thfs
little token of remembrance comes near to our heart and
the kind attention received is appreciated beyond thepower of words to describe it. The pastor was once a
student of Wofford himself and knows well a student's
sensibihties and desires and longings after the friendlv
clasp of hands. These have a significance which elo-
quence cannot proclaim, nor logic prove, and can only
be explamed by the loving qualities of the man himself
Year by year he comes in contact with each generation
ot students and by his frequent visits and other kind-
nesses, we realize that in Mr. Rogers we all have a
triend truly lovable.

We mentioned in our last issue that Prof. Rayhill had
a class in elocution. On account of the marked improve-
ment in the members, he has been able to organize a
larger class, since the holidays and will give it more at-
tention. This is a privilege which every student ought
to embrace if he possibly can. Better speaking and
reading and even talking is sorely needed here and
everywhere and the day is fast drawing when the pub-
lic will be stringent in its requirements along these
Imes. The world is too advanced in civilization and
culture to tolerate the preachers or the lawyers or states-men who do not, to a great extent, know something
of the rules of good articulation, gesture and expression
Prof. Rayhill is also an excellent club swinger and has a
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iS"'. oonte.Uo.tl,e be.l .pe.ker and for the most

graceful club swinger.

We understand that the class of '92 has a^cep^e^^^^^^^^

proposition made in another department of The Jour

ri!rmeti,me since and will -unite he.^e <lu™g n-

commencement. We are very glad of ^is. That cla^s

is the largest Wofford has ever ojraduated and has ome

of the best men ever sent from the campus. We *a

anticipate their reunion with much pleasure and it wiU

be an era in their lives to be in Spartanburg at that

?me!and an era in the histo.y of the college to see such

large classes together at the same time.

During the Christmas holidays it was the honor and

privilege of Messrs. John E. Warmock Wm. Cote

Lan to represent the Alpha Tau Omega and he Sigm^^^

Alpha Epsilon fraternities respectively
^l'^f'\l''^^^l

annual conventions at Washington. ^cth of these

gentlemen spent some time

esting sights of the city and report a most delightful

and profitable trip.

We are glad to see Mr. Percy Inabnit back from his

hoi in ofangeburg, entirely recovered
^^^^ ^l^^^'ll

illness. He is looking as hale, handsome and hearty as

ever.

Rev A J. Cauthen, the Presiding Elder of this dis-

trict, conducted morning worship for us not long since.

Prof. Smith now has his classes in good J^o'king or-

der. The Juniors are cracking ^^^S^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^!
Seniors remain contented wMle studying of the all im

portant "ego."
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The Seniors having finished Butler's Analogy havebegun Thorpe's Government.

ih^'^'^l^'^'^T''^^'
^'^^seen on the campus duringthe month or December.

"uimg

G. E Edwards, formerly of the class of -97 spent nday or two with his friends in early January.

D. D. AVallace. '91, former Editor-in-chief of The
i IT\ P'^'r^ his way to Vanderbjit where he is pursuing his studies in history and«>odern languages. We extend to him our best wfshes

C ». \yaller, of the class of '92, spent the night withns friends on his way to Union to continue hif dut eshere as Supenntendent of the graded schools. We hope
00 see hnn again commencement at the reunion of Ws

W. F. Stackhouse recently paid a flying visit to Green-ville

_

At the last election of the Preston Society the follow-ing ofBcers were chosen: Geo. C. Leonard, Pres H JShoemaker, V. Pres.; A.M. Law, Recording 6'

S'W n ^'V ff ^'^^-"' Coro ctor;John W. Daniels, 2nd Corrector; T. C. Covino-ton 1stCensor; Wm. Coleman, 2nd Censor; John R HoIILibrarian; q^^^ Qg^^ Treasurer.
'

berto^;i?'^\''°**'''/"'''^°''
who left in Novem-

£ct:faym^"^
^'^"^ school, has Joined

W B. Evans '96. after spending several weeks in Co-lumbia in the State Honse, has .-.turned to college.
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.^f'\vonderful

transportation
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human
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nado of progress. Again, it is a platitude to glorif v our
country. She needs no glorification. We might \erm
her an axiom; for are not energy and enlightenment
self-evident.^ and do not these constitute America.^
Either she origmates or she adopts: but America is onlv
another name for originality.

Such is onr admiration of these marvels of our dav
and of our country, that we are apt to overlook the
enormous consumption of energy which is necessary to
the accomphsliment of nineteenth century ends We
need only consider America, for, as has been said she
leads the march of progress and is typical of enliarht-
enment.
We, each of us, feel it incumbent upon us, in order to

sustam our own self-respect and preserve our place in
the throng of energetic followers of ambition, to con-
stantly exert every force within us-even those powers
which should be reserved for a crisis; to forget fatigue
or the possibility of it, and keet. our whole svstem on
the qui Vive of unnatural excitement. W^e are taxing
the energies of nature to whirl iis forward to some goal
real or imaginary, looming up in the realm of fancy-
and, if one expostulates or seeks to dissuade, the mad
answer is flung back: "The goal must be reached-it
must be now! There are thousands by our side determ-
ined to outstrip us

! Shall they? Acknowledge a supe-
rior m our own peculiar province?"

^

Our ambitions, hopes, impulses, are all in the whirl.
Tnere is li(;tle time for thought; no time for hesitation
But worse and more dangerous than this—there is some^
times no time for conscientious scruples. In this mad
rush they might sometimes retard our progress. Ambi-
tion recognizes no equals save her own devotees Is
conscience ever a slave to ambition ? In a race between
the two, is there often any doubt as to the issue ? Car-
ried along by the crush of the crowd; fearing to allow a
single faculty to slumber lesfc some one should push
from our place ! Steam becomes too slow and antiqua-
ted for us, and we make electricity our slave, and with
the injpetusof thi- electric energy v.^o whirl through
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time; our brains the batteries, our nerves the wires;

and so we rush through life.

Too fast! Too fast! Our great- grand sires, those

;"t„,o.L of toil ; I. tl»" pl.ilo.o,hJ „. the poet •

wail

:

"O for a lodge in some vast wilderness;

Some bouudl ss contiguity of shade

!

I am not now referring to aiiy one P^^^^^
'^^^^^^l^l]

necially indicative of this morbid energy. It is not con

Ed to any single branch, but extends to almost every

department of human effort. Desire of

rower-migbty delusions, still lunng on t-he mult U^^^^^^^

still guiding the many to destruction. WiU-o-the wups

£t demand our life, our all, and in ret.rn

Even in the praiseworthy race for the
^^P'^^'^^f^ll

mSd the acquisition of knowledge, we may run too

S iZ devotees of science often fall victims to great

achievements; then we mourn the heroic dead

;

"O «hat a noble hesrt wa- here undone

.'When science- self destroyed her favori' e son^

"«o the struck eagle, stretcS.ed u on the plain,

'..xNo mor through rolling c'ouds to s- ar again,

"Views his own feather on the fatal dart

" , hat winged the shaft that quivers i his heart.

"Make haste slowly." "Don't burn the candle at

both ends ' Of coarse such advice as this is sensible.

Sow are to observe it when others are making

hasie rapidly, and bringing their life energy as if xt

were supplied by an indestructible apparatus ?

Is there no way for our civilization to prescribe mod-

eration in our toil ? Nature's pace is orderly-no haste

no hurry The seasons succeed each other with leisure^

approach; the stars move with
-^^^^f

° «
"J^^f^^^^^^^^

Lord of nature doth not make haste. A tho^^^nd years,

and one day have with him the same measure. Merely
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one epoch in geological formation requires countless
ages for Its completion. Nature demands eons toper-
feet a single type:—

' But man, proud man,
Hrest in a little brief authority,
Plays such fantastic tricks before hi-li hea v.m,.
As -nake the angels we-p."

And yet man is nature's masterpiecp. Disregardino-
the commands and admonitions of his mother, shall she
not rebuke the wayward child ?

Confronted by these truisms: certain punishment if
nature's laws are transgressel; the penalties that must
surely be paid if the supply of vital energy is too rap-
idly exhausted-is it net stiange, is it not incomprehen-
sible, that, disregarding all, we rush into destructionm the end ?

If only we would consider: so much more can be ac-
complished by steady, systematic effort, even if slow
andlaborou-. Do not regard this advice as cant- it is
fundamentally true and practicable, and the mere fact
that It IS voiced by all true philosophers who study the
great problem of the burden of toil, and exemplified in
the lives of all thorough workers, should alone be suffi-
cient to convince us of its basic truth.

I have said that the stars move with majestic slow-
ness. Considered absolutely a speed of thousands of
miles m a moment of lime is truly a terribly majestic
pace and entirely beyond our comprehension; but whenwe take into consideration the infinite spaces which the
stars traverse, and that their journey pressed in num-
bers conveys to our minds merely an idea of incompre-
hensible distance; then, relatively, their speed is slow as
compared with our rush through life.

Nature's year embraces four;seasons. Spring is balmy
summer is hot; autumn is chill, and winter is cold- buthow many seasons, or moods, do Ave experience durincr

nntii f"^T^'^ ' ^""^ ^"^^^' winter's indifference

?bi fl ^1.. F^^^^f
autumn's hilarity. All this during

Ind t woH^
^^^^"^ deliberateana iiustwcrthy is nature I
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thpre flourished a wonderful

Two thousand years ago the^e tt°
^^^^^^^

city. Never in the worlds history
i^^^ in-

gJndeur and beauty been ^^iM ^

tellectual supremacy ^'^^^'^J^'^'^'^^.ople free and un-

happy people,-X^XZ ^tl'.n! de'ed. The work

trammelled m ^^^^S^' .'^^^^^^ome down to us through

of her thinkers has not 0"^^ ^^"^ statesmen were

the ages, but is still

^^^^f^^:^
^Mlosophers pro-

sagacious, her
^^^ .'^•^..^f'.T'not steam nor electric-

found. And yet this city knew i

ity. Her co-merce was ;as^..^^
,ut no stock

greyhounds. ' She naa ne wonder of

LcLnge. Her ^^--^^^^ ^Td no complicated legal

succeeding ages, but she P«f!e'..ed n ^^^^ ^^^^^

system, we -ig^;-- ^'^^rm'uch, do you think, of

rrrntte^rS:" -^^o-- --^d tobeperma.

-^^e.ust learn thatan e^^^^^^^^^^^

penseof human l'^-^'
^.'^ 7';°^ t^„e accomplishment,

iemands. U is after all not a^t^^^^^^

How often
,„telv indispensibleto work.'

disregarded: /'R^^f^J^^lf^e imln^ fatigue

To claim for yourself complet^^^^^^^
something superhu-

18 to arrogate to
y^^.'^.^^^^f\'^,Xation of true genius,

^an. Cervantes, with the msprat
^^.^ ^^^^^^^^^

makes his character Sancho
^^^^^ ^^^^

the nian that invented sleep.

means rest.
^ rest—but don't

The Canaan of
'^'-^'e Introduce a little Ca-

kill yourseli 'rymg to ge tjie
^^^^^^ regular

naan into your
P.'jf^'l^^^i^^'iish anything. True work

rest, these two will
'^^''^'^^^^^^^y^ continual, not spas-

win be permanent, not epbe^ne a
^^^1^

modic. This fever of oui age 1
it is

,e absurd to

f^^^^ ifofthe many. We had a

the progress of the few, 1
progresses: yes but

Morse, we have an Edison.
i^^^nhier, wealthier

what of the masses? f^/; ufe longer?

happier than they were fifty years ag
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Are wages higher? Yea, we progress hnf t», • •

of us are merely wearing ourselves out If "".T''^'accomplish nothing. How much ^T'
that we have a physicalran to . J *° ""^^^^^

toody to care for and that bv,,K ^ Perishable

-rc-heofgreare'^r1,2:L?t

.so's;:in^;tt7idr^^^^^ r^-^'i^
^^^^^^^

plished. Butwillitnot.^!,. l'^"'''*'^
.h.t in the pelro^LanTe onhf ttk ^o^f

'"'^'^ *°

ergy was expended, no faculty TttLTlZT^juredor destroyed butmere]v„ni J '

^^^^^ing m-
work? Have you ever^hou^hT f"h

"""^^'^J'
labor we havelne somtlif^^^,^^^^^^^^^^^
Of work? »\ e have Pnln.^"!/ a Piece

iust so much^nd by such lt a^rT""^^^
for something higher

^PP'^^ation fitted ourselves

Too fast! Too fast.' Everything voices it T),timely end of the great and brilliant noTelL Stwho recently died in da^v,^
.""^n'^ no^ehst Stevenson,

tion of the fever of the t mes "off
at last to aid her ch Idren and .^'^^'^''f'^

""^^^^^ '•efuses

a slower progres TreSctsTtf'-'f
through life are painfx^Iy evident Thl'

"""^'^

crease of city populationui: t enin^ofX"""^
!»fe: the strange wav our erea^ Z,Tu^ .

average
dead at their work

™''".J>ave of dropping

-St energetic w^keTsttm^rrerSt ToTe''

JhrgT;:fu:ii.rwr.rft:^^^^ *"-^>'
*ut no ren,edy^or\lrfreSrdTe:s:\:~'^"''^^^'^-
posed. This complete solution of great , atlon^*^ms concerns thp <?noi'oi o • ^- . f'^^*^

national prob-

province. We c.nno ir'?> / ^"^ ^is

each one, for LmseTca, " ''"^

effort in hut drartmeT- f't? ^^J'^tematic

n^oderate eifij^t^T; :e::^^t\tl:f;-:r' 5-?
^

•inanity as a Whole.
^imselt, but aid hu-



''LeMisanthrope" and its Hero.

Stop and listen to the melodies of nature- Heed that

voice in the running brooks, in the rustle of the oak

leaves, in the wind among the pines that breathes eter-

nal youth, eternal freshness, eternal joyi Why, if you

should take the seven declared tones of music and with

them weave the most delicate and subtle airs, ringing

with sweetest cadence and most exquisite harmony,

never could you excel the incomparable melody pulsa-

ting in the song of a nightingale! Nature in all her va-

ried forms commends method and system and modera-

tion, but condemns haste and hurry and rush and waste.

The time will come that will witness the inevitable

reaction of this terrible strain. Save yourselves from

such a disasterl Work, but do not rush. Teach the

next generation of Americans that hurry is not compat-

ible with true progress. And so will come

A race of men divinely strong,

Versed in the ri«:ht, inimical to wrong;

Work the work that '-od has set for man,

According to the wis • and god-like plan.

'•^Leilisanthrope" and its Hero.

The man aspiring to literary fame w411 never attain

his goal, if his philosophy is false and his views artifi-

cial. Especially is this true in the Drama where truth-

fulness and naturalness-freedom from exaggeration

and artificiality-are demanded; and in this sphere of

literature it is the works of only those men whose eyes

catch the natural picture and whose pens portray it in a

simple, straightforward way, that live after the writers

have died, and will ever enjoy popularity on account of

their perennial freshness. Not a large per cent of

those who have attempted to leave to posterity a picture

of their time have succeeded. They neglect the import-

ance of being ever true in their delineations of all

phases of life, and Time, generally an impartial judge,

deems their work worthless. Of the few that have suc-

ceeded in this line, Moliere is one of the most prominent,

and, in his '^LeMisanthrope'*, he indeed succeeded glo-
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riously. giving us in this comedy a charmiDg as well as
vigorous picture of the social life of his time and coun-
try.

••LeMisanlhrope" and such dramas might appropri-
ately be called society lyrics, for they give the inner-
most thoughts and feelings of the society which they
paint, and as from the lyric of the poet we get the best
estimate of his inuerself—of what he really is—so from
''Le^Jisanthrope" wegetmoie genuine history of the
time of Moliere, than from all the war records of this in-
teresting period in French history. We see what is oc-
cupying the minds of the individuals; what is the basis
on which French society rests. We can observe the
forces at work that play such a large part in the devel-
opment of French character; and finally we have splen-
did portraits of the men and women that such a state of
society, as existed in the time of Louis Quatorze, pro-
duced. I have read comedies of other great dramatists,
and while in some—notably Shakespeare's Midsummer's
Night Dream—the vein of exquisite poetry and mysti-
cism that is ever present, beguiles one into dreamland
and thus affords much pleasure, in none other to me are
there the ever present freshness and sparkle of vvit and
humor that so abound in this charming comedy. The
writer never allows poetic mysticism to convey the
thoughts of the reader from the France of Louis XIV
to some unearthly -Lotos" land, but it is always appa-
rent that he is writing a true and earnest criticism of
life—life as he knows it to be, and as he sees it lived.
Again, all this vivid delineation of character that we

have in /-LeMisanthrope" is not without a purpose, and
that purpose is ever apparent, though not obnoxiously
so. Moliere knew full well to what an alarming extent
frivality, levity, insincerity, utter want of seriousness
and scarcity of honesty (a natural result of the absense
of sincerity and seriousness) were present in the society
around him, and to remedy this was his earnest desire.
So in this moral satire—for a satire it is, and howx^ver
gentle it may seem, is very forcible and by no means
wanting in vigor—he attempted to give his countrymen
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.„J .!,». by lurn.ng tl.e.r '» ' '»
j.j „„.

to .timulate them t» Wter .1.
,„e„lent

their evil and disastrous trend, is eari^estly striving to

^'wUhTue appreciation of plot --ge^nt^ i^^

drama, and possessing to -^^^^^ ,fi'::;' M^oiiere

arraigned that tl^ey en
,„^i„ent character

al^g the whole troop of personages i-^-duced, and

t.t,.,- of Alceste or Celimene alone, using the other

ciety but he is painting a true picture

arrS; at a just comprehension and appreciation of these

"extreme characters, the intermediate cdiar^^^^^^^^^^

a^so must be carefully noted and « "died So -^^'l^ «ur

attention is at ouce attracted t° i^l^^ste from the begm

ning, and we willingly follow him, anxious to discovei
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wha. istne reward or punishment that the dramatist,who ,
a
the play represents Providence of true We n !ysee fit and just to bestow on such a life, we do not ih nkof complaimng when his courtships is interrupted andho stage g.ven to Acaste and Clitandre. aJoncesee the mtention of the author in introducing, th'se char

JH-encn nob htj, which, to say the least of it was notthe best he has clothed them in such amusing Igotismand such happy, "go-lucky" ease and serenitv thft theynot only attract our attent:on, but unconscious y we be

b-L" rail' f"?t «^ -^'^ oti?:r

Srtu i'nfl f^*'''"^^ to trace themisxortunes of the silly would-be poet Oronte • to studv

lelXltT"" .'^"'--•'^-'^^'l Arsinoe, aid to llg^heartily at her ingenious traps to catch a lover Butwhile due emphasis is given to all the sub-actions andtheir characters, in order (hat the irorai tbnt Ai!:.would teach may be forcibly put' CeTm: e Jl.o "pLy:an mportant part in them all. serves as a "link person-

bfrse/fl^;"/!';^,*"*'^^'" '"^^ —tshipsof
.-rwc^f p^Lerted

''''
'''' ''''''' °^ ^^'^'^ P'^^^

At first sight it may seem that in Alceste. the hero ofLeMisanthrope-, the dramatist has given us a gre^th

™fTno?t'°^*f possible ^fruit of rnf at'
cha ac er A. ;

"'^'^ °" study of his

his Ite
' ''''' '^''"^'^ legitimate child ofhis age, and represents one phase of its society as tmU-as does Celimene. He is not a fool, although' h" o tenallows h,s blunders ,o place him in a ridiculous li'ht

ares:s:i:nSi:S^
-nting in those great quaUtl'thltS hTri r^ ^ ''PP'"'""* ''^'"^ e^'"'^' 'zeroes. I re-

fntetletrwhot/:,:,;:-' f^''^-
-^^^ ordinary

him, and ha'Lg found "o jitt T.t " "'^'^"'^

much that wast'o beTllt allow dTi: pSropy
the shol of^'T'

''^ become'diieastd b :

the shock of such a aisoovery. He is extremely sincere.
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always truthful, hates a lie and despises hypocracy.

ButTnstead of a.'plyiag these virtues and ende«
to better the condition of his surround.ngs, he becomts™ withasoured disposition, whom

^^^^^^^l^^^
man depravity and weakness entu-ely

^^'^j^^^-'J^
action and who sees life only through a jaundiced t,> o.

S s^me period in his earlier life before we meet him

m the play with the co-operation of some other simi arb

disposed man, Alceste would very probab y made

ai.owerful reformer; but finding himselt alone n t.ns

Xrance of the evils that were Vr^^"^ ^'T^^^
the characters of his countrymen, he gave up m despair

arSUand became, as we find ^^^^^

morbid pessimist. To a certain extent he is much like

Shakespeare's Hamlet, for he was too strong a charac-

ter to be moulded into the type of man that w«. .o ha -

acteristic of his age; but also too weak to appl h

^
principles of right and wrong as a reformer. He diduol

descend from his ideals and embrace society but on he

other hand, neither did he raise society to a ^^}S^<^f^^

purping it of its many impurities and purifying its veij

atm'osrrhere long since tainted ^s itMs he is bu^^^

creature of his environments, whereas, had he cxe.ci.ed

to better advantage his will power, he could easily nav .

l3ft indelibly his impress ou his time and turned to

great advantage the powers of his mind.
'

As we find him in the play, Hamlefs wor.lIh suit him

,,nlv in part.

'•! he time is out of joift, O <-,uree<l spri'i::

That ever I was boru to set it right.

He is ever deploring and abusing the evils of his time,

•uid declarin^r to every one their vices lu wise maxims

Indlectures^nwhat they ought -t
-^^^^^f

that he was far above the average and could ''^sti.ute a

better state of affairs if he only would. But here t o

application stops, for Alceste never once dreams that h.

was put in the world to reform society, while Hamle.

was continually lamenting that such was the work he

himself was commanded to do. Alceste's o^ «
;

tioutotho evils of his time is more especially m tk.t
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they affect him, and most that we hear from him is

complaining that he is not treated right. And so instea(
of placing his wisdom and unusual ability at the disposa
of the world for the betterment of mankind, as I sincere
ly feel poor Hamlet would have done had his life beer
spared him longer, he allows his disgust and contempi
at the existing state of affairs to carry him into blind
hatred of mankind and into pessimism.

Ttiis is no unnatural condition of man under certair
influences, for we can find just such characters in rea:
life. Such a great man as our famous Matthew Arnold
allowed his whole life to be embittered and saddened
and his intellect put under unnecessary disadvantages
by the unpleasing picture that his keen insight showed
him of the silent forces at work in nineteeath-century
life; and, just as Alceste, he became disheartened, pes-
simistic and sarcastic.

We feel that the fate that Alceste suffered was most
just. Such a character will never attain happiness, nor
does he deserve it. There is some good in every one
and in everything if we will but see it, and true happi
ness consists in seeking and admiring the good, not in
merely detesting and abusing the bad. Because one
drop of ink will vilify the color of a glass of milk, why,
no good is done by deploring the power of the black-
but sensible and practicable philosophy would say drink
the miik and find it as palatable as possible. That
Alceste could have done much by no means stamps as
injusthis doom to unhappiness, for

•'The world which credits what is done
Is cold to all that mi^ht have been."

Indeed, it seems to me that the masterstroke of the
whole play is that Alceste, the * 'grand, gloomy and pe-
culiar" thinker, so great that he can conscientiously say
he hates all mankind, is represented as the unsuccessful
love-slave of Celimene, a worthless, flirting, fickle wo-
man, who has no regard for truth or honor. The poor
lion is caught in the meshes set for a mouse and endeav-
ors in vain to free himself. But Moliere is not here
humorously exaggerating life. Why, I know not, and
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which his vision has b^.^uiled han '^ -^^f^^^
flirting face, and he slugs .ts pra.ses as wiUingly as h

formerly did those of the aligns. •

Personality iti Poetry.

Literature in its range of subjects covers every field

of^Sht from the lowest passio. that exercises its m-

fluence'over the human soul, totl.e h;fJ
that rule over the best and P-«!* 7;,'"

Every resource of life has been tried O^"^^^^^,
has been studied from every pomt "

T'«^^ '^^^f,/^'
nished themes for many a poem, and has be a the l a

nfmanv a oost's well-deserve! fama. Histo.j ui- ir,s

many /or ns'has furnished subjects of which poets even

TthVlaureate type have sung in -eetest song, and

the various departments of learning '^^ve J^elded tip

the key to their deep treasuries of thought and opened

a^t^for thepoettosing and the dramatist to crea e.

In this mflnite variety of subjects
--^^-^^^^^^jX^

the human nature in us so asserts itself as ^ claim its

favorites. The almost universal choice -^^^ind has

been those that have in some measure to do with the

sourelement of man. This element has been studied

romtmost every standpoint. Characters have been

created and governed in accordance with its laws, and

wetave adm^ed them, but at the ^imehave elt

that there was lacking that lively and soul-stirnng

ffect that might have been added by one's revea^ n

one's own nature. We do not decry the method of those

who, like Shakespeare and his contemporaries, and

Tthers after him, dealt with the passions a-d sent.ments

and affections of the human heart embodied m charac

ters of more or less flesh and blood, but rather prefer,

in some of our moods, the sincere Passionate out-

burst of a humap heart laden with feehngs that
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struggle for an outlet. The human heart is a harp of athousand strings, and for this reason the shifting mood,

touchr " ^-^"^^i-- - the tones thft are to

_

Shakespeare and many others are certainly impersonalm their wntings: but though these have touc7ed the^

tVeTfr^'^'^^^T^'^^
strains Which chal^a

T

terize them there are others who have fingered thetrmgs of their poetic lyres to give an outlet o their

t^rTof tt: "iT'^'^'^*''""™' th-P-thetic my -
tery of the world, to unburthen their misgivings tounxte sympathy with their sorrows and hopes Thfl'ater are most distinctly human in their subjects andtheir manner of treatment. T.heir beliefs, thdr hopesthe,r fears their sorrows and their joys all find a place

UneZl r''' ^'^^ '^"-^ soul and th"mtellect are the sources of all the great productions thesountseIf being the greatest. Souls vary .^theTeg eor truth tney contain, and also in the manner in wWeh
Tennv o'T ^-^^ to the world

uaH^' of
'^^^"^'^""^ «-P'--«e« the growth of individ-uahty^of personanty, if you please, in the following

" he baby, new to earth and sky
What time his tender palm is prest.
A t?anist the cirches of hi^ breast,
f:"as never thought that this is 1.

Hilt a'* he -rows he j^athcrs raucli,
<^i)d learns the use of ( and me,
-Mid t;iKls I am not what I hee,'
nd other than the thirj-s 1 toueli.

So rounds he t > a separate mind,
i-^rom wh-nee clear memory may beou,
.^s through the frame that binds him in.
Kis isolntiorj grows dedued/'

Tl,is isolation grows .lefined iu every man, :uk1 fro.uine i„.rsonal confine that M-paratcs him from lii.s fel'ow-man, comes every thought and feeling that he utters.
I h... together ^v„h the M.bjeet in hand will determin,-
ilio Ncopo of an author's genius. The them.- m.nv com.^
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from any Held of thought, the thoughts ^-^^^^^
themselves can come alone from the same that g.ves

''Z^eLe giveu thernselves almost en^^^^^^^^^^^^

Self Poets have loved and worshipped nature. This

is all well and good, but if

•The meanest flov^er that b'ows can gne

Thoualv 6 that lie too deep for human tears,

how^reat indeed, must be the thoughts ami emotions

aroused he unburthening song of a soul that mvi es^

re' one'to be a sympathetic ^-^-.^-^^^^
grief ! Nature, in her beauty, and m the

f'-^J'^^/^^J

ferinnocenco and g-^deur, rightly c a~^^^
love; but the human heart, in which ^^^^

^'l^^f^^^l^^^^
estt^ us, deserves our sympathy and lo^e t.i above

^Personality in almost any phase of life l^nds a sweet-

ness, a charm, a naturalness that pleases we 1 the hu

man heart. Mankind has an interest about it that

draws everything human to it. For one to write of an^

oth^ exercises a pleasant influence over the soul of

man- but when he turns inward upon himself and s.ngs

songs of his own heart, to reveal the feelings that li. too

dee; for another's eye to see, to paint words the de-

Hkes and strivings of his soul, which cannot be known

o another, then it is that the sweeter charms are lent to

words and the reader'sr^bseart is most enchanted

Some one has spoken of Holmes as reading his books

out of his own brain. As aptly might one say that By-

on is a tuneful singer, wearing his be-f
harmonies from his inmost '

^^-Xelurnt
seems spread out before him, and bits of this he turn^
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mto melodious strains of music, that captivated the earsand hearts of the reading world, and with their risingdrove the star of another's genius beneath the Westerf

JhTvalrv ^r",'?"?""^'
knighthood, poetic tales ofchivalry and gallantry could not hold their own against

ihoird
'""^•^ Jongiu ahuman b^reastThough description and fine poetic sentiments werediffused throughout his poetry, the personal element didmucii to give It Its popularity. He could write well ofalmost anything, but the noblest strains are those inwhich he reveals the buried secrets of his own world-weary soul. These are not the chief elements of hispoetry but they are the inspiration of, and are embod-

ied in it. Some one has said that it was not till theblow of Lady Byron's separation struck him that the
gravest chords of genius uttered a note. From that
time forth ,n the ennobled strains of "Childe Harold " no
less than in occasional lyrics the sorrow which drovehim into exile, and flung him upon nature for reposeand consolation, formed one of the principal topics of
his purest poetry. Certai:ily his • 'Farewell" «o Lady
Byron is one of the most touching poems in the language
of one who can feel the streams of sorrow aud sadnes
Howingbeneath the musical words. The heart is broken
the last hope faded, the blrcm and freshness of life lost'and the strains of nobility and sorrow are combined and
writfen m his own life blood. The poem and the "Lines
to Augusta," his sister, show us Byron in a light dif-
ferent from that in which most men see him. In both
his personality is woven into the words and rhythm, and
adds to each an interest far exceeding the usual.

_
From the point of view here intended. That personality

IS the expression of one's soul, a more excellent poetthan Byron cannot be mentioned. The feelings and
passions of his heart are embodied in his verse in a man"
aer well calrulated to please the human element of na"
ture. In some instances it may be repulsive to the intel-
enlctal. to the artistic sides, but never can it be to the
soul side. When the song of the poet's soul bears its
message, and thrills our own souls with the love or .sor
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row which first inspired it, thea it 38 that ou aatures

UnTost deeply moved, and every fibre of our being put

ZirsymXe^lc v.bration with the suffering hear

when eH came. Certainly if this element ^-Pofjjs

Tt most intellectual and artistic, it is most certain of a

warm reception in the hearts of the reading public.

Of course in the sense here intended there must be

somethi g more in subjective poetry than the mere ex-

t-r^s on of an emotion. There must be a permanent lit

erary qua ity coupled with the sentiment expressed

The tvvo are eritirely compatible, and maybe 30ined as

well as other subjects and literary ^1-^^^^^:%
Jud-edfrom this standpoint tho.pcrsonal in literature is

n t so iring. It may be thus partly overshadowed by

tC Lge^^ven to th/literary qualities of the writer in

dwe inl upon his inward nature; and being thus placed

in the blcliround, may add to the soul-element a >ery

hi<^h degree of the artistic and intellectual elements

'
conspicuous among those who have ^-^^^^^

tistic form and literary permanency m tl^^n sub.ec.iv.

noetry are some of our best poets. Byron, when in n s

C2- moods, he bursts forth in his more glorious

strains is a good illustration. To him in such moud, .he

?eeUn" whidr he expresses is the very source and fou.-

a n-tad of his inspiration. When tl-s moved though

highly subjective, he is not bound w.thm tno .m. . ot

S own feelings, but bursts -under the bonds ha bind

him and breathes life and motion into those thing., that

his inspiring emotion suggests.

Tennyson too may be mentioned in this co'inectiom

He reveals his personality in the expression of his love

and sorrow, ani the faith and hope that he has m the

things of the next world. Love changed into sorrow by

the leath of a friend, and re-born into love is the whole

cause o the "In Memoriam." We are led into the very

secret chambers of his inmost soul in this poem. But

hough occasioned by the deep love -d -rrow of h^

soul besides expressing the feehngs and ernotions of

that soul, it includes within its --^S^^l'T'X^^
universal world of life as any poem in the English Ian
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fr^d tKn, J S emotions of his heart arc thereand though his great sorrow is expressed it is so noblymterwoven with the problems contained therein anddescribed with so much literary art and merit, that ;very

wf«H 'r"'''^*''"'--'^^'^'^"^
the effect upolhe reader IS one of universality of thought and feelingIn this poem Tennyson has thrilled the hearts and soufsof his generation and its successors with the song of the

wo ld'' H^Ti ^''^ -"owsand cares ^of thisworld and has left us a living monument of the fact

r ""^y be expressed in such a way

I part of'the T ^"^P' •-adea part of the purpose of a great poem
Mrs. Browning, the noblest female poet that ever hon-ored any land or language with her song, has been al-most wholly subjective in her poems, ker life ?s apoem, and her poems are the embodiment of her life andbought and feeling in song. Yearning to let the worldshare her poetic rapture and Joy, she has revealed in hS"Sonnets From The Portuguese" the burning secrets ofher heart, and sounded the notes of the soul-victory of

over life s trials and disappointments
Passions and affections of a proper nature have thepower of purifying the soul, and of making it the seat offeeling as pure and gentle as those in a Imale heart

L The sam^e; T^'"" ^^^"""^
has Che same effect in revealing his personality as MrsBrowning. His love for Laura acts as such a purifier inhis soul and in him we find passions and raptures Ispure as in the heart of any woman. "She became thecomplex incarnation of his personal ideal. SheTasnotmerely love, but ambition, fame, intellecual hope '

Jhus hislove and the object of his love were the inspira-tion of h.s song and in its purified state his soul had anght to divulge thedeep passion of that love toworld, and in them the personality that was insepara-

Thus love as well as grief may prove the inspirationof a poem, and m and through both, the personality of
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a poet may be found underlying the various thoughts

and Weas suggested by either. The result of this pas-

ZlIZ for him the croWn cf laurelsof wh.ch the b w

of no poet had for so long been deemed worthy and by

which he was distinguished as the most f^^-^- 3
of letters of that time. Hence poems which aie m.pued

ly an emotion of the soul and which express the md vid-

uality and personality of that soul, may, to Jl-
receive the plaudits of living men, and win the laurels

wherewith the poet may weave around his head a gar

land of flowers as siguificant of the fact that, though

there are many channels of thought; the one P-^-l^'y

figures as herein illustrated ^Jh,
cessful.

Literary Ethics.

Life and literature cannot be separated so as to make

what is vicious and degrading in one, harmlessly delect-

Ible and uplifting in the other. "We live life to enjoy

S we make literature to enjoy it." Literature iS meant

to' inspire us with higher and nobler ideas of living, to

be fn a certain measure a guide and director of our ac-

tions. We are prone to imitate what we admire; and if

iterature be licentious, what cannot but be the inevita-

ble conclusion? Our enjoyment is a serious matter; for

"down the centuries do we grow towards that which

most delights us." It is to imaginative literature that we

Trn for enjoyment; and an attack upon our sensibihty

is more dangerous than an attack upon our mere intel

JcTuality. It is one of nature's fundamental laws that

Itatl good for the soul is good for the body, and vice

versa. Perfect health is happiness. I* - ^
J.^^

necessary perquisite, but it is happiness itself. Ethics

therefore, has in view a sound body and a Pure mind^

Some persons seem to have a remarkable fear of d -

dactic art; but such are not clear thinkers. All art is

dfdactic, positively or negatively. To acquire knowl-

edge isamostpleasurable enjoyment;and if didacticism
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Without detracting from our enjoyment of a work of art
IS able to teach us also, what harm is done'^

It has ever been the function of evil to progress bymeans of fascination, and this fascination is looseiland mistaken y regarded as pleasure or happiness.Eth.cs does not recognize the lcgiti:.iacy of evil delights.The makmg of a poem which appeals to base sympathiesbe It ever so artistically composed, is as viie an act as'

tr^ft
''"'^^''^^ '^""^ P'"''- The more per-fect the art, the greater the evil. Some critics, apolo

gists ra her for immoral literature, seem proui of t u>phrase "artistic conscience." Such a conception rob.the creative act of every connection with the source oftrue conscience, and sets artistic results apart as ex-crescences on the substance of life. The Greeks calledhe Muses "tiie lamps of the earth;' and this is thekey-note of Greek art, the note of open illumination.
iiut the question comes up, where will unbridled "artfor art's sake" lead the young ? "A clear mind can

delectated with what is unclean ? To the innocent there
IS no pleasure in gazing upon scenes and pictures ofvice. Youth IS the period of happiness and desire, andto youth art makes its most moving appeal. Take thenovel the most popular form of art, and you note thatitistheyoung especially who , cad and are swaved bypowerful fiction. It is curiosity that first impelsVouth
to find out what IS contained between the scarlet backsof a cheap novel; after the first acquaintance, the fasci-nation consequent thereupon. A high ethical concep-

JhTn'Sdl.''''"'' '° "^"""^'^^ ^-^d

wh^VhTK'*'"fl.^!'T-u''^''
recognize the distinction bywhich the adult IS liberated to delectate himself with

"sytisafactor in the conduct of life, our con-ception of It must be that it symbolizes an act of thecollective human body and expresses an aspiration,
liven the crudest observation and the most rudimentary
experience of life convince us that we must grow likeWhat we contemplate; intellectual associations give
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color to the soul. There are no more intimate and subtlo

intellectual associations than those effected through

literature.
. , r. . ^^^f

Thekey to art is taste, and taste is the finest secret

of conduct. Behind taste lies moral bias, from which,

the initial impulse of every art movement springs. Now,

the deepest reach of art is to engender a right bias, so,

that^ood taste shall become hereditary. Speaking of

false critics, John Dryden said: "AH that is dull, insipid,

lano-uishing, and without sinews in a poem, they call

an Tmitation of nature." In our day these false critics

correspond to the-socalled -realists." The reahsts boast

of hoidincrup a mirror to nature, but they always take

<rood care to give preference to ignoble nature. T hese

modern realists utter the cry of our civilization's lowest:

and most belated element; and they call it the cry of

modern science. But science has nothing to do with it

Science never disports itself in the baleful light of

mere coarseness. In its true sphere science aims to lift

us above mysteries. The same may be said oi all the

oTeat masters of art; they lift us above the mire of de^

'trading things. The custom of critics is m charity to

refer the obscenities of old vv^riters to the moral taste of

the time. Shall we credit our own civilization with an

. appetency for realism? Have we moved no farther than

this during all these centuries of Christianity? Our

associations in art should not be lower than our associa-

tions in life. In life we aim at the higher life; why not

in art after the higher life ?
c mu

But how is ethical leaven to work in literary art.'' The

one feasible schem.^ of ethical reform is education,

Ind the most potent factor in this scheme mustbO'

sound criticism. ^ riticism is the measuring of conduct

-the conduct of life, the conduct of art. -Viewed-

broadly, it is the fine residuum oi sound morals left over

after the solution of ethical problems." One man is

not a critic; it is the intelligent majority. The secret of,

any book's popularity lies in its touching the nerve of

average taste. Is there any one in the v>orld who be-

lieves that any person ever read a novel or a poem for
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the stark purpose of moral reform ? What cant i«worse than that of the artist who entertains you at the

tour rf
"'^""'^'^ purpose of sweeten ngyour hfe^ "Naturally, the soul repeats to itself all that

wh Tr^'rl'^'^'i'- The writer writeswha he hkes; the reader reads what is to his tasteAh, taste: There is the foundation
It is time for the key-note of our civilization to sound-

it is time for genius to speak in the true, in the highestterms of our Civaization. -'Well," says some praftica^ul "when, where, and to what purpose ?" I'answerWhen we make for genius the true Christian atmos-
lOiere wxll he thrive; not in the dust of dogma; not inthe twihght of cathedrals; not yet in the c ampeds^nct^aryof tradition. He shall inhale the rich airwhich IS buoyant with the significance of our era, andbis purpose shall be the good of the brotherhood of man.

B. W. Wait.

Wydif and the New Hovement in Religion.

:
As soon as the intellectual culture of a people afford.

reasonable hope that there .will be a reading"^ public awork of literature appears. In more common ever'y-day affairs we speak of the law of supply and demand.Ihis same law is seen to operate, if possible, in a stillmore influential degree in the world of liter;,ure andthought. William Shakespeare could never have btenthe great dramatist that we know had it, not been forthe sympathetic audiences that greeted him in ihe L.-n-don theatres. Edmund Burke's name would not havebeen written in history as, perhaps, the greatest ofii-ogland s.. political thinkers had it not been f,;r the
principles which he represented and whic!, were im'
I«-essed upon him by the conditions predominant a.thattime^ Mr. Calhoun's name conveys a much mored^nite Idea to t^e American people than that of either
of his compee.s. Mr. Webster, or Mr. Clay, the explana-
tion of which IS very easy. Mr. Calhoun was the rep-
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resentation of an idea, a principle that will live in his-

tory, and his name will be associated with this princi-

ple The same law which influenced Shakespeare,

Burke and Calhoun is seen to have an important bear-

ing upon the life which is to be sketched m these

In any book, one cares less about the subject than

about the manner in which it is treated. So in the

study of any character you care less about the character

itself than you do about that which the character has

given to the world. Nevertheless, the life of \' ydif

has a great deal of interest in it. Clustering about it is

An unbroken chain of events that almost stimulates the

imaginative faculties and renders one susceptible to the

least intense spiritual influences. With an inte lec

rapid, active, powerful, struggling to impress itself

upon the spiritual development of humanity, he has

"that indefinable something" which Mr. Carlyle

chooses to call "genius." . It is the genius that comae

from an immense capacity for work. ,

To understand properly any life it must be studied in

its relations to other lives. You cannot separate a man

from his age, and appreciate in-the highest sense of the

term his work. "It is but one of the many fibers that

form a strange and complex web, tangled by destiny,

separated only by death." Wyclif's surroundings at.

first, must have been of the most pleasant kind, but

parts of his life were "hard." The cruel seventy ot the

Draconian laws caused Demades to say of them that

"thev were written, not in ink, but in blood." Some

parts of the life-history of Wyclif could be written lU

tears, so sad was it. But. if it is true that the test of

rank in nature is to endure all things, he, undoubtedly,

occupied the right place. He has been fitly called "the

Morning Star of the Reformation," "the first personal

embodiment of the evangelical reformer," and "one of

the four founders of English Literature." The period

in which he lived was one of great intellectual activity.

It was the age of Chaucer, Mandeville, Langland and

himself. It covers more than that time between the
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great epoch of Edward Ill's reign—Crecy being fought
in 1346—and the downfall in 1399 of the unfortunate
Richard II.

The true test of greatness is not numbers. If the re-
verse of this were true, the England of this x^eriod was
but a small land. The total number of the inhabitants,
of England at the time of the accession of King Richard
II, was only about two millions and a half It wa&
then a ^ 'Far West Island.*' You may say an outlying
and provincial annex of civilization, yet the age ia
which these men lived embraces apolitical e; och dis-
tinguished by the growth Eind consolidation of the great
English constitution, and the completion of those gigan-
tic forces which have iiiad^ England so great in na-
tional disputes and home life.

The jif.tion spent severa,! centuries in preparing for
this age. All great literatures have a long period, un-
-eventful in literary productions, before the appearance
of any great work. ''People must make history before
they can sing it; even when the song is of far-off history
their own heroic living has prepared them to discover
the pov/er of the distant drama and to kindle into en-
thusiasm while they rehearse it to themselves," says
Dr. Wheeler, and this is peculiarly true of the English
people. There are few readers who have not heard of
Robin Hood, the hero of the people, the character of the
Homeric age in our literature Every nation has had
such heroes. The primeval forests and sacred moun-
tains of all lands, with a disconnected mythical history,
have sheltered fugitives, and added interest to the polish
of the literary artist Most school boys are familiar
with the sinewy figure of Spartacus. Some see him ris-

ing upon the mountain, making his way gallantly
through the Roman legions, and winning a name in his-
tory equal to that of the most daring Roman of his time
In French musical drama the father of Victor Hugo ha*
climbed the same mountain after the Roman heroes,
and the Era Diavallo has been committed to immortal-
ity. These periods have stored away within them
"golden tales and glimmering thoughts, passions in the
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rough and smooth, and fancies rich bejewelled." The

poet, dreaming of -'far-off things and battles long ago,'^

moved by some intelligent curiosity and tender feeling

for the sorrows and joys of mythical characters, begins

to feel within himself a consciousness of artistic fancy

and creative powers. Going back some centuries before

the time of Wyclif we come to this same age in English

literature. Many and wide are the vacant spaces in our

knowledge concerning it; but when we come to consider

the age in which Wyclif lived, we are not confused with

all kinds of stories about dragons and giants. It was

essentially an age of thought. A noted English author

says that in at least four directions English genius was

invited to enterprise: "In art, in discovery, in reform,

in popular regeneration." They found expression in

poetry, travel, religious reform and the beginuing of

political science. Chaucer was the literary artist; .V an-

devilie, the practical thinker; Wyclif, the religious re-

former; Langland, the political student.

I said in the beginning of this paper that you cannot

properly understand one's life unless it is studied in its

relations to other lives. We now- come to consider how

these four characters affected each other. It is only re-

cently that the notion that one writer shapes the literary

work of his contemporaries has gained any ground.

The honor of being the "Founder of English Literature"

has been usually accorded to Chaucer. Render unto

him the things that are his, but give due credit to his

contemporaries. If the honors are due to any one man,

I think that man is- Wyclif. Certainly, Chaucer had no

opinions, so far as I have been able to find out, for

which he would have died. On the other hand, Wyclif

did have strong opinions, "seeing things to dissolve

them, thinking thoughts to tell them, struggling to at-

tain perfect expression; because he thought it the best

way to reach the truth, to convince or enlighten." A
distinguished writer has this to say about the two: "In

his own field, Wyclif is as eminent for the genius of ex-

pression as the great poet is in his. The Gospel of St.

John is the most wonderful piece of English produced in
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that age; nothing in the Canterbury Tales approaches
it in merit." The four could not have influenced each
other very much. For years each one had his own field
and readers. They did, however, in one way affect
each other. All four of them were working for progress,
preparing the English soil for a harvest of independent
thinking. Mr. Arnold is disposed to criticise Mandeville
more severely than any one of them. He says that
'^Mandeville had as great opportunities as Herodotus,
and made such poor use of them as to discredit modern
intelligence by contrast with ancient Greek." I do not
know that Mr. Arnold thought ot it at the time; but it

seems to me that England was, at the time Mandeville
lived, not prepared for a modern Herodotus. It was
only at that time, on English soil of a small population,
that the writer of the "Vision concerning Pier's Plow-
man" could have gathered the representations into one
open field, and conversed with them as did Mandeville.
Chaucer could at no other time, have painted a picture,
6ho>.viug, though not perfectly, the chief national char-
acter-types.

Wye 1 if espoused the cause of freedom against tem-
poral and spiritual despotism. He had intense convic-
tions on the right side, and made them count for some-
thing in critical times. The real purpoee of a writer
and the test of his ability to perform that purpose is,

perhaps, but learned from the effect which he produced
on the minds of his readers. The purpose of Wyclif's
life >vas to set in motion a religious reformation which
would overbear the French and Italian character in

English life, and turn Romanism into a Protestant cur-
rent. The Latin idea of religion had a powerful follow-
ing in England. All the while there was developing a
gulf between the Latin and English races. The fact is

that England was Protestant in belief before Wyclif
was born. He did not create the difference. He revealed
it. It was a natural race difference. He has made a
wonderful impression upon the spiritual development of
humanity, yet there are some critics who have shown a
preference to underrate the reformer simply because he
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was inteasely spiritual in his work. Mr. Arnold lookii

at Milton in the same way. Wheu studied from this

light, literature is simply an airt; vehemence is a merit

until it is suspected of sincerity, but becomes a fault so

soon as it appears to spring from moral earnestness; and

unfortunately for his standing with the>e critics, Wyclif

was vehement, and in blood earnest about it, too. One
may as well say that r. Gladstone's interest in the

classics takes away from his life w^ork, his real interest

in State affairs.

A Catholic Priest writing about Wyclif has this to

say: ''He was not, as is commonly believed, a Protest-

ant. He not only lived and died a priest in the Roman
Catholic church; he did not so much conceive of any

other church as possible." The Roman Catholic church

of that age must have been different from what it is

now. Wyclif undertook to correct abuses, and began

by putting the Bible into English. "In his treatise

called "Objections to Friars," he maintained that the

Gospel, in its freedom, without error of man, is the sole

rule of religion." In these lines he uttered "the key-

note in the noble music of his life-"

At this time the church and the State were in a con-

tinual struggle for the ascendency. The State finally

gained the supremacy. Wyclif remained in the church:

but in open^warfare against the Pope. The leaders at

the great university condemned him in no uncertain

tones; but a national feeling was arising in its might,

eagerly waiting to overthrow the oppression of years of

misrule and clerical corruption. The encroachments of

the church of Rome on the bberties of the nation w^ere

exciting the people, and it was evident that the element b

of a great revolution w^ere collecting. The people saw

that the representatives of the church of Rome, most of

whom were Italians and Frenchmen, besides holding a

large part of the possessions of the nation, were ap-

pointed to most of the high offices. This state of affaii g

could not long remain unchanged. The people were

ripe for any measure that w^ould check the growth of

this corrupt system. It may be said that the whole
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country was in a transition period. The people wanted
an independent church, not one governed by a man at
Rome. The time came for an advocate of liberal ideas,
and Wyclif was called out as the man. About the year
13^6, during Edward Ill's reign, the Pope called for a
payment of some one hundred thousand marks imposed
on King John over a century before, but which the En-
glish had rejf^cted to pay., Wyclif was called as a mem-
ber of parliament to decide this question; one involving
the dignity, self-respect and indepenaence of the distant
little island; also the right of the Pope to make such a
call. Wyclif held that King John had no right to place
the country under subjection to the Pope in promising
this amount; that it was opposed to the "Word of God"
and to the rights of the English people. He wrote many
strong papers in v^hich he supported the independence
and sovereignty of the people in their relation to the
Koman Catholic church. He denied that a thing was
right simply because the Pope did it. He believed that
the highest officer in the church v/as bound to exemplify
Christian virtues in his own life. All England seemed
to be in a terribly depressed condition. The Pope visited
the island, travelling about over the country in great
splendor, collecting dues from the clergy and the people.
Wyclif censured those collections, and uttered these
memorable words which was to become the first idea of
the reformation:—^'That Holy Scripture is for Chris-
tians, the rule and standard of truth.'- The fact that
the English parliament laid a heavy tax upon the prop-
erty of the church shows, beyond a doubt, that the peo-
ple were getting tired of the old form. Wyclif had done
a great deal to bring about this change, and had incurred
upon him the hatred of the Pope and that corrupt sys-

tem of religion at which he was the head. The dark
and lurid cloud, which was soon to burst over his head,
had gathered drops of envy colored with priestly hatred.
He knew what it meant to be censured by a Romanish
court, but he boldly and defiantly met it.

At length he was summoned to a convention of cler-

gymen to answer to the charge of heresy. He obeyed,
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:%nd, accompanied by Loni Percy, Grand Marshall of

England, and the Duke of Lancaster, he went to St.

PauPs, London Nothuij^^ rame from this first assembly

to try him. Wyclif 's friends acted very insolently to

the bishops, and the bo, ly adjourned in confusion. Al-

thouo^h somewhat (libcouraL-ed by the friends of the

reformer, the lead^'i s in tho Church of Rome did not

abandon their purpose to destro}'- him. They Avere almost

confident that he could not escape, but time only served

to weaken his enemies and strengthen his own cause.

Parliament met shortly afterwards. In the meantime
King Edward had died. How Wyclif *s cause had grown
is seen from the fact that the new parliament asked him
''to draw up an opinion for the boy, King Richard il, and
his great council, with respect to the competency of the

English kin.o:dom by law to restrain the treasure of the

land from being carried off to foreign parts, although

the Pope should demand its export in virtue of the obed-

ience due to him and under the threat of church cen-

sures." As a matter of fact Wyclif did not vv-ant a bet-

ter opportunity to prove that England was able to take

care of herself , without an}^ assistance from the Pope.

Wyclif was brought up several times after this, but at

no time could anything be done with him. From this

time until his death he spent his time Avriting pamphlets
and instructing itinerant preachers. His end came on.

the last day of December, 1384, when paralysis affected

his mind. Many years after his death, a council of the

Catholic church ordered that his remains be burned.
Accordingly they were taken from under Littewoth
church, the bones were burnt to ashes, and were cast

into the swift river.

"Once more the church is seized with sudden fear,

And at her call is Wycliffe disinhumed;
Yea; hi^ dry bones to ashes are consiimed.
And fl ing into the br ok tltat travels near;
Forthwith that »ncipnt voice which streams can hear,
Thus spake, ('hat voice which walk* upr n the wind,
Thougrh seldom heard by busy human kind,)

As tliou thf^ge ashes little br^^ok ! wilt bear
Tnto the Avon, A von to the tide
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Of Severn, fc'evem to the Dan-ow seas,

Into the ma iii ocean they, this deed accurst

An emblem yie ds to fiends aud enemies
flow the bold teacher s doctrine, sanctified

By truth shall spread throughout the world dispersed.*

A. S. Hydrick, Jk.

To Wofford College.

Vale atque Ave.

Thou mighty power ! Stroug lever in God's hand

To work his plan ! Hre^t and illustrious is ^hy Past—

Thy Present nobler still ! Conscious of manly pride we ttmna

And point to thee whose undimmed fame shall last

While Good is godly and while Truth is true.

Thy future, ropeat" t'nted, big with hope,

Dawns on our hear© a day of perfect peacg

When Erudition holds yet wider scope

And Learning bids the insatiate's longing ceaise.

Hasten new day— dead ep- ch fond adieu !

January 26, 1895. -F. LArrbliB, ^
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Application.

No student can attain the highest degree of succes.s

without the power to apply himself fully to whatever

work he has before him. This faculty seems to be in-

herent in some students. They can sit down and bury

themselves in their books, becoming oblivious to all that

is passing about them without the least effort, while

others will see and hear everything that happens near

^ them. We almost envy these men their happy faculty,

when we too could have it by the exercise of a sufficient

amount of will power. Application is almost synoK-

jmous to self-control, and may be attained by any man,

who puts the proper restraints upon him^self

.

With this faculty, a very slow and common place man

can accomplish much more than a very bright man, who

allows Ms powers to run riot without any attempt to con-

trol them, hen. T. :J. Jackson furnishes us a splendid

example of what a slow commonplace student may ao-

complish by close application. When he went to West
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Point lie was not only slow, but behind in his studies aa
well; but he determined to do his work evc^i if. it took
Mm twice as long as it did the other boys. Afterwaxds
this boy, who was looked upon as a slow dull plodder,
""•'tookthe wind out of all the other boys' sails'', as Gea.
G-eo. B. McCland expressed it.

Sometimes we grow dreadfully tired of certain
branches of our work. We are thoroughly disgusted
with Mathematics, or we have no taste for Greek or
Latin, or English essays are a perfect bore to us. That
is the very reason that we ought to apply ourselves the
Inore closely to that particular branch of our studies.

That side of our intellectual nature is the one that is

most in need of discipline and cultivation. And by close

hard work, we not only master that particular study,

but, what is still more important, we master ourselves

and that, after all, is the chief object to be attaitied by
study. man is truly educate:! until he can control

his faculties and bring them into operation at the very
feime and upon the very thing he wishes to.

But we may argue that we wiil never have any use for

this or that study. Wc do not know just now what we
will have a use for. Some of the most distinguished ed-

ucators of our country^hav^e m ide their reputation in after

life by teaching the very branches that they, as stu-

dents, disliked most and would have dropped had they
been allowed. But even if this were not;.'true, it is the

training that^we get from this work that strengthens us

and does us good. We may forget all our Greek and
Latin, but the training gotten from them will not be
lost.

Handsome Donations.

Columbia College has recently i-oceived three hand-
some donations amounting in all to about a million dol-

lars. The first was a gift from Messrs. Cornelius, Wil-
* liam K., Frederick W., and Geo. W. Vanderbuilt of

$350,0*>0 for the erection of two additional buildingB to
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the Yamlerbilt OHiiie. The second was a gifl front Mrs.

J. W. Sloan, who was a Vanderbilt, and her husband of

-^100,rOO for the erection of an addition to the Skmn Ma-

ternitj Hospital. The third gift of half a million comes

from two unknown gentlemen for the, purpose of erect-

ing two new buildings of Columbia College on Riverside

Heights. Mr. and Mrs. Sloan will also fully equip the

new addition to Maternity Hospital, besides Mrs. Sloan

has guaranteed to meet, durins: her life-time, all expen-

ses exceeding the present endowment.

It is a pity that some philanthropist would not lend a

helping band to some of our poor colleges of the South.

Decline in Newspaper Publication.

According,Jo one of our exchanges, the number of

newspapers printed in the United States today is ten per

cent, less than in 1893. During that year 273 newspapers

suspended in New- York state alone, while, during 1894

not less than 350 others ceased to be issued. It is hard

to say whether this is to be regrettedjor not. Of course

it depends entirely upon the character of the paper in

question. We could give up a good many of our so-

called newspapers at the South and yet suffer no loss,

and the same is doubtless true of the North. Many if

not most of our newspapers are run entirely in the in-

terest of some political faction and instead of enlight-

ening the masses and building up the tone of society,

which should be the aim of every newspaper, they tend

to scatter seeds of discord and ill-feeling, thus doing un-

told harm. No thoughtful, honest man would regret to

see such papers suspend indefinitely at any time.

A Very Old Coin.

Among a lot of pennies received at the treasury de-

partment for redemption sometime ago, w^as one that

was rejected. One of the clerks redeemed it and gave it

to Congressman Johnson of North Dakota. Mr. John-
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son sent it to the Smithsonian Institute for identilloa-
tiDn. Afterwards he learned that it was coined in 284
A. D , and was in circulation "during the time of Em-
peror Diocletian, so what was considered ''not worth
a cent" has proved to be a valuable relic, w-orth many
times its Vv'eight in gold.

The largest telescope in the world, it is said, will be the-

principal feature at the Paris Exposition. According
to M. Mantois as announced at the ''Societe Astronom-
ique de France,'- the instrument will be 200 feet long
with an objective of four feet diameter.

Needed Reform.

For some time there^^has been a great deal said and
>vritten about reform in State and JSTational politics, but
little attention has been given to reform in municipal
government either in our large cities or small towns.
The late movement in I^ew York set on foot by Dr. Park-
hurst, is a turn in the right direction. -''It is both sen-

sational and practical'^ and lias drawn the attention of

the citizens in other large cities to the abuses and cor-

ruption in their ovm municipal governments. The con-
vention wliich met in Mineapolis iu December had rep-

resentntives from many of the largest cities in the Uni-
ted States—earnest w^ideav/ako men, who are deter-

mined to put forth every effort possible for tht> promo-
tion of good city government and social reform. A con-
vention, which v/as held in Buffalo, N". Y., in the latter

part of November at which thirty cities w^ere represented,

had for its specific object the evangelization of tlie largo

cities.

Since that time the work of investigation lias gone
steadily forward in Xew \ ork under the Lexovv' Commit-
tee, and the same work has been taken up b.y otlier Iarg>'

cities.

"All this is in the interest of good government not only
in New York" and other large cities, "but for tiie v/h(M(*

countjy.*' The cities are tlie centers of civilization and
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the points from which radiate the greater part of the

social and political ideas of our people, and this being

the case, if the cities are corrupt they will naturally in-

fect the masses with corrupt ideas. If reform begins in

the cities, purifying city morals and politics, the in-

fluence will not stop there, but will permeate the masses

who control the ballot box and good government in state

and nation will be the result.

It is gratifying to see that the best papers and period-

icals of the country are standing firmly by the move-

ment. ''Thtjre isneed in political ^organization and in

church work to strike hard blows for righteousness in

men and good government in the cities of the United

States," and the press can, perhaps, strike hardest by

voicing the sentiments of the men who are making this

fight for right and purity.

^'Brevity the Soul of Wit."

The literary department of a college magazine should

be filled with a number of short, interesting articles

rather than with just a few long ones. A college journal

generally has a certain number of pages to fill with lit-

erary matter each month, and it must be filled. There-

fore the editor cannot always be as choice in what goes

into that department's he v/ould like. But whenever

he can select between putting in a variety of short pieces

and two or three long ones, he should by all means put

in short piecesv provided they are fit to publish. A
really good article very often loses in its interest to the

reader because of its length. The ordinary reader be-

comes tired the time he sees that it is so long, and con-

sequently it is not read.

It may appear that the Wofford Journal does not

practice what it preaches. ell, it does not because it

cannot. It cannot because the students do not contrib-

ute enough short pieces to make the publication of long

ones unnecessary.
.

Then, students, write more for your Jouknaj.. w rite

shorter pieces—vary its literary bill of fare. ''Variety

is the spice of life;" let it also be applied to your

Journal.
*



J. Arthur Wiggins, - - Editor.

Wofford's Fitting: School Journal.

Colieges and schools are daily growing more ])rogress-
ive and the motto "Higher Education" is no longer a
meaningless phrase of advertisement for the colleges of
our country. The common people have caught the true
spirit of the expression and have given it a definition
more appropriate and legitimate than the real derivation,
of the words. "Higher Education" means progression
of thought, the training of trained intellects, and the ev-
olution of revolutions in the sciences of learning and
teaching.

The young Bachelors of Art are telling to the unedu-
cated people the wonderful secret of a trained mind and
the broadness of Christian hearts is being felt by the
world in the process of development and education of its
ambitious students. The work will never grow old. Its;

plans and workings may fall upon the dull ears of thous-
ands of ignorant beings, but in the mingling and com-
mingling of those thousands rest assured that some will
catch the sweet music of the charming tradition and
warble the complex notes of the increasing and intensi-
fying scale until every community has a full page in the
romance of life. Such has been the outcome of the econ-
omic labor of our Bamberg Professors. A Fitting-^

School in its infancy, sowing and reaping the products,
of a new soil and giving to our college registers the
names of students properly prepared to solve the prob-
lems of "Higher Education." Trained intellects must
have outlets and the great fondness of individual power
and effort must surely be a high aim in the asperations
of the rising collegian. If this marks the great trans-
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itory medium of scholars, then we are not surprised to

iind upon our Exchange table ''The Carlisle Fitting

School Journal,'' almost entirely under the supervision

of students. This is a most creditable issue, one that

deserves the entire support of friends and students.

But upon rapidly turning over the pages of the Jan-

uary issue we came across the signature of Prof. Riley

at the head of the editorial department. How sad it

was to realize that these editorials were the last marks

of his pen while here on earth. He has been suddenly

taken to his home above, but he has left us the example

worthy of a brother Alumnus. A Godly young man he

was, pure in heart and most wonderful in character.

Let us study this impressive example of a life cut down

in early manhood, aad if we follow the narrow path he

has walked in life, we will, like him, wake up in glory.

Ten times welcome young "fighters, ' we are glad to

send you in exchange our many congratulations and the

WoFFOPvD College Journal.

Our Monthly is a welcome visitor to our reading de-

partment. The January number presents many cred-

itable improvements over previous issues. The Monthly

is not specially literary, but it has the most suitable

manner of method for pleasing orphan children. It is

certainly a magazine of Christian thought, devoted to

the interest of those dear little ones whom misfortune

with gloom and want mysterioush visited and deprived

them of some worldly pleasures and privileges which

are most dear to life and happiness. But the Thornwell

Orphanage is a home ror them, in the broadest sense ot

the word. iSuch an institution is indeed a strong arm
of God's church and most worthy of its support. It

stands out in history as a glorious monument of the

charitable hearts of our State. May it continue to do its

noble work and may the Clnistian people ot boutli

Carolina freely and unselfishly continue to give to its

support and advancement Th^ Monthly contains good

wholesome food for its many readers and its connection

with the Orphanage is a pleasant association. Come
again Monthly, we enjoy your interesting pages and

regular visits.
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The poem -'Fort Moultrie/' composed for the Wof-

FORD Journal by one of our Juniors, has received some
very complimentary criticisms. We are glad to see the
author so far has met no serious rebuff in his poetical
ambition. Some coatemporaries even declare that a
^sufficient quantity with such excellent quality Avould go
far towards singing the traditional glory of our beauti-
ful Southland. We hope to see more of this poetic spirit
in the future hopes of our rhymers.
The following is a prize poem on Wordsworth, written

for The Observer by Mr. B. M. Drake, Vanderbilt Uni-
versity. Since the writer has made a break into the
realms of true poetical taste we take pleasure in quoting,
hoping thereby to attract the eye of thoughtless ram
Ming imitators:

' Wordsworth ! How often thy simple lay
Doth free my soul from earthly ear-,
Or break the chains of dead convention,
And bring me near to Nature's heart!
A soul too often clogged and bounded
By deadening doubr and commonplace,
How often dost thou open to view
What else were hid. the deeper meaning
And high import of meanest things:
As mysteries of wooded dell.

Or fleecy spring cloud floating by,
0ive joy and calm into my s ul
By care harrassed, so doth thy page,
O, Bard of JNature, born to teil

Her beauties sweet that hidden lay
And veiled froTi duller ken than thine."

The students of the University of Georgia manage to
publish a small weekly paper which seems to have the
peculiar mission of reviving athletics and defending the
morality of the University matriculants. The repeated
attacks made by Georgia newspapers upon the Univer-
sity boys are very unkind and v/e hope the editors of
Ihe Red and Black will continue to stand up to what
they deem right and just to the large body of students
which they represent.

As to the literary phase of this little weekly, we would
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suggest that the editors occasionally surprise us by pub-

lishing some good essay, or anything else besides ath-

letic happenings. They have talked about the grid-iron

and the diamond so much until their columns have be-

come real muddy. If The Red and Black was from be-

ginning instituted for this special kind of work, then we
might retract what we have said and hereafter call its

name with more reverence

—

''The Little Red and Black.''''

The Tiltoniau, of Nev/ Hampshire, sends to its ex-

change readers a beautiful holiday number, containing

some unusually interesting selections and contributions.

''The Need of a Gymnasium" was discussed at length

with some spirit, and pointed out the genuine need of

physical culture- This long neglected feature has sud-

denly become the immediate work and burdensome duty

of every college heretofore deprived of the modern
equipments necessarj^ for physical comfort and moral
refinement. The young student is extremely modern in

every step of his college life. The gymnasium has be-

come a great x:)roviso with him in selecting his vvould be

Alma Mater. "America, Battlefield of Truth," is strik-

ingly literary as well as historical.. President Lincoln's

speech, delivered at Gettysburg in 18G3, when a part of

the renowned battlefield was set aside as the "National

Soldier's Cemetery," was frequently referred to by the

writer. How glorious it is to know that ^^e have many
staunch defenders of truth and how inspiring it is to the

lovers of liberty to see this great spirit of patriotism per-

vading the homes of the American people when the

signs of danger appear in our national circles. This

subject gives to The Tilionian several bright pages, but

taken as a whole, The Tiltonian is very good. Like
many other good periodicals, it is minus an exchange
column. There are other deficiences that can be reme-
died.

The editors of The Converse Concept continue to give
the reading public the brightest and most interesting
pages that can possibly result from the efforts put forth
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by its diligent and zealous managers. The Concept in-

variably presents some new feature or phase with each

issue, and tc be called progressive, it has the peculiar

boast of adding a '-new department'' to its volume when
other things of more importance are not in order. We
are not prepared to say what department will next be

added to its usual brilliant table of contents, but we al-

most venture to sugge^^t to the Concept editors, that a

suspension of invention, for the time being, will greatly

improve their journal and perhaps give them more time

to build up the many departments they have already in-

stituted. We notice too that the editorials and locals

are about to claim closer affinity. In fact, it would be

difficult to distinguish them were it not for proper head-

ings. Nevertheless, the Concept compares favorably

with institutions of her kind and we can suffer the

agreeable anticipation and look for notning short of a

model monthly. We hope to see these host of depart-

ments successfully developed and more carefully edited

in subsequent issues. Contributors would do well to

sign their names or initials to productions coming from

their hands.

The motto of The Central Collegian is, ''Vita sine lit-

eris Mortua est." We are glad to see that The Colle-

gian has adopted such an applicable method of judging

the merits and defects of college journals. But the con-

tents of its classical pages show that the editors have

the true meaning of the expression in view and have

issued accordingly a most excellent periodical. ''English

Literature of the Victorian Age," "A New Era in the

United States.*' Comparison of the Poetry of Pope and

Wordsworth," and "'Lake School Poets," constitute quite

a number of valuable pages in the literary department.

''A New Era in the United States" shows that the writer

is familiar with international laws and intelligently de-

picts national methods of party dissension most inva-

riably practiced by scheming politicians and greedy

monopolists. Extreme legislation for party preserva-
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lioa receives a hard but just blow. It is a sad fact, that

our country liag begun to be frequently alarmed and

often greatly distui-bed by the rash legislation of our

national law-making bodies. The autlior conditionally

pictures a brighter future for us though, and makes the

youth ruler over all. His conclusions are more sug-

gestive than real. Although, a boast of Southern pride

seldom forfeits its just right to live. This much is re^^l

and most evident, since history, though written with

prejudice, reluctantly confirms this brilliant though fc.

The Alumni department embraces a long discussion of

'•The Greek Drama." It is not only commendable for

its successive steps of historic development, but the

composition of expression gives delight to its readers.

The Exchange department could more profitably take

up the space set aside for so many dry and meaningless

jokes. Take care Collegian, you may eventualh' violate

your exquisite motto.

The holiday number of The FAon Monthly is a delight-

ful one, and carries the spirit of the holiday season

through its pages. Glancing over the ably elitei pages

of this deservedly popular maathly, we find a most cred-

itable selection of enthusiastic, living questions most

forcibly written. It is charming ta one's soul to read

^•The Origin and History of Christmas." It gives

special value to the small space which it occupies. The

history of the birth of our Savior is well known, bat the

writer succeeded in most profitably conveying the moral

phase to its just position in the minds of thoughtful

students. This special number is a fitting crown for a

profitable year in the history of this popular Monthly.

The editorial and exchange departments should b 3 pro-

portionately cared for.

ihe Athenaeum Exponent, ot Weatherford, Texas, is

made worthy of due praise by the one article, ''The

Prison Life of Jefferson Davis. Other characteristics

of The Athenaemn are strictly those of the most ambi-
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tious students. "Little Coraers/'' siifcgested by the fol-

lowing: simple verse, takes up more than one corner of

our yearning minds and proves that big people some-
times fail to intolligently occupy little corners. But to

<luote:

"In the world is darkness.

So we must shine;

Toil in your little e >riier.

And I in mine
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B. H. Henderson, - - Editor.

Prof. Jno. J. Riley, A. Al

On the 19th of January, surrounded by those Avhu loved

him very fondly of both family and friends, Prof. Eiley

quietl}^, calmly, sweetly, trustingly crossed over to be
with his Lord and Savior. With the last sig]i that

escaped his suffering form, the hopes of a noble eai thly

career v/ere forever blighted. Whispering in the end,

••'I have fought a good fight, I have kept the faith:

henceforth there is laid up for me a crovv^n of righteous-

ness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, shall give
me at that day; and not to me only, but unto all them
also that love his appearing,'' and "I can die on that, 1

die like a soldier,-' he passed to receive his crown. Pei--

haps only those who were closely associated with Prof.

Riley knew fully of the greatness of his mind and heart,

the purity of his thought, and the brilliancy of his in-

tellect. Characteristic of great hearts, he possessed a
deep love for nature and especially as nature expressed
herself about his country home. He loved to commune
with his Creator through the open field, the wooded hill,

the tlovving stream, and the growing ripening grahi; but
none of such things expressed to him God's goodness
a.nd love so forcibly as those about his rural birthpla.ce.

There it was the birds sang sweeter to him, ther(; the
streams possessed a sweeter smile and a cheerier laughter
as they rippled past his boyish feet; there the Ijarmony
of hill and dale expressed a truer idea of beaut.y . Though
duty called him elsewhere, whenever an opportunity was
offered, he would return to that spot sacred to his mind
and heart, and '*as thirsting men drink water*' he v>ouid
drink in purity and sweetness which liome and natiuv
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there furnished him so lavishly. As every great soul

must 1)0. he was loyal to the call of duty. The powerful
ambitiuii which he possessed would have led him into

the profession of law. He often pictured himself on
some deep question of law which would call forth all the

powers of voice and mind and body, in which he could

(lis})lay himself at best in a work which he felt he was
best fitted to <Jo. As the years of his college course

rolled by, the desire to enter this field of ttiought in-

creased and he could not refrain from a visit to hear the

oratory of anyone in reach who could handle a masterly

subject in the court room.

But ere his college course is finished, ere he cuts him-

self loose from those halls which he ever loved, then

comes a test of the magnanimity of his character. His

ambition says, "enter the law and you shall soon be

-famous;" his natural endowments seem to say, "enter

the law and you shall be a master in your chosen field;*'

his friends say, "enter, and success will wreath garkuids

for your every effort," but lol a voice from within now
says: "I have other work for you. As much as you love

to take the part of the oppressed of earthly crim.es and
to plead their case before men, you must give that am-
bition up and follow me into another field." "You
must," says the voice within, "plead the cause of

Heaven: you must take the part of those whose souls are

under sentence of guilt, and point them the way to

Heaven, to God.'' He yielded, but not without a strug-

gle. From the hour he made that decision till his death

he had no other ambition than to glorify the name of

Him who had separated him to his work.

In speech Prof. Riley was often eloquent. As he be-

came wrought up under his subject by the thought

which rolled heavily upon his mind, he seemed almost

to be in touch with the source of all knowledge and to

be catching his words fresh from the lips of inspiration.

He was never so eloquent as when pleading for the edu-

cation of the young and for the development of mind
and character. He plead for a nobler manhood and
womanhood and powerfully presented the claims of
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C'hristiaa education as the higliest expoiu^iit of the de^

velopmeni of that manhood and vvoinanhood. It is the

portion of great sou^s t j iriisuncierstood and misrep-

resented; but such comes geneuiily from those who are

not brought into sympathy with their purposes and who
do not feel an interest in ihegi eat truths which enkindle

the fire on the altars of tlieir heaits. Some, of course,

could not be brought into sympathy with the motives

that thrilled his unselfish heart. He was severely crit-

icised by those; but no criticism could change the pur-

poses of his heart.

Such was his courage when he Pelt he was right, that

an enraged world would not have moved him or caused

liim to desist from performing his duty and presenting

the truth as he felt it and knew it. He possessed, in a

pre-eminent degree, the courage of his convictions.

Here his true greatness manifested itself. He was pure

in thought. No idle or tinged thought passed his lips.

He vv'as pure in speech and if impure language was used

in his presence, the speaker could not fail to see man-
ifested tlie non-sympathetic spirit and would feel by his

presence a rebuke.

Sev. W. S. Rone, of the class of '73, is a member of

the North Carolina Conference. He is a Presiding

Elder, and is one of the foremost members of his Con-

ference.

E. K. Hardin, M. D., graduated with the class of 73,

and for several years was engaged in teaching. He won
for himself an enviable reputation as a successful educa-

tor. He afterwards graduated in medicine and for sev-

eral years has ranked high as a physician at Batesburg,

S. C.*^

Rev. M. L. Carlisle graduated with the class of '83.

.After teaching for a short while, he entered the ministry

and has been a member of th@ South Carolina Confer-

ence for several years. He is one of the most promising
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Youiig members of the body. He is stationed this vear
at Chester, S. C. ,

Rev. W. R. Richardson, '77, is in his third .year as

pastor of Trinity Church, Charleston, S. C.

Rev. A. J. Cauthen, '01. is in his third year as pastor
of Eriisto circuit.

Rev. J. M. Rogers, '87, has been very ill for some
time. Though still very low, we are glad to learn that
there has been a change for the better.

R. C. Bonlware, '02, was among those who v^ere ad-
mitted to the Conference at its last session held at

Laurens.

W. L. Glaze, '7G, and D. O. Herbert, '78, are n<.>\v

practicing law at Orangeburg, S. C,

Dr. L. W. Xetties graduated in *7o. and soon after-

wards took up the study of medicine. For several years
he practiced in the West and gained considerable ex-

perience in his. chosen field of surgery. He returned to

his native State and is now the leading practical phy-
sician at Forestou, S. C. The malaria of the low coun-
try v.'dl fnid able treatment in such men as Di'. Nettles.

Mr. J. F. Fooshe now supplies tlie deficiency made by
the death of Prof . Riley. We feel safe in saying that

lie is equal to the position, and predict him a f)ri;.du

future in his work at the Carlisle Fitting Scl^.do].
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S. H. McGhee, - - Editor.

At February's frasty e 11

And Avinter s chilly, feeetliing blast.

Come thoughts and feelings to us all

Contrasting joys and pleasu-es past.

But T\^hen the golden sun appears
' nd nps the curtains of the sky,

The star-lit d eams of youthful years
^ harm back the tide of raptures higli

The Ra;yhiri Race.

On accouDL of tlie exceeding inelemency of the weather
Prof. Rayliiii was luiacle to have h:^ contest in declam-

ation and chab-swinging on Friday night, the time ap-

pointed for it to toko place. But Saturday cleared off

fair, and the night of Jan. JOtii sa^v assembled in the

opera house a goodly crovrd of friends and students to

test the ability of the young men as orators. The young-

ladies of Converse College were out in full force,

together with the teachers of that institution, and formed

a formidable, thougli inspiring, phalanx just in front of

the rostrum.

Eight of the best speakers had been appointed by a

previous preliminary contest to represent the class on

this occasion. The fii-st speaker was r. J. A. Sullivan,

of Anderson, who spoke well. Then followed Messrs.

Hollis, Dagnall, Evans, Henderson, Coleman and Gaines,

who did the same thing. Messrs. Hydrick, D., Blake.

G., and Roper, Chreitzberg, Dibble, E. C. Humbert and

Ellerbe displayed remarkable grace in club-ssvinging and

afforded much amusement and an abstraction from the

deep and over-povv^ering thoughts that had fallen from

the speakers. After the speaking, the committee, con-
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sistitig of Hon. Staiiyarne Wilson, PresideDt Wil on, of

Converge College, Mr. Brodie and Misses Masson and

Yalliant, retired and after a suspense of a few minutes

returned a verdict of ''guilty" in the case of Mr. B. H.

Henderson, of the Senior class. Mr. Henderson's sub-

ject was '-There is no Death," and his voice on this oc-

casion vras remarkably clear. He was awarded for his

efficiency a beautiful gold medal. Several of the speak-

ers did very well indeed and showed that they had gone

through a great deal of training and pains-taking. Im-

provement was noticeably present in all and the evening

was spent very pleasantly and by no means worthlessly.

Mr. Dempsy Hydrick carried off a beautiful pair of

clubs as a prize for greatest grace among the compet-

itors in the^athletic department of the exercises. While

it is generally conceded that Mr. Hydrick manipulated

the clubs with most ease and composure, florae think

that Mr. Koper ought to have had the prize for greatest

excellency. He furnished much amusement to^ the

audience and was encored with vehement applause.

Prof. Eayhill, by his courtesy and happy maiiiier, has

won many friends at Wofford and at Spartanburg and

has given satisfaction to those to whom he has given la-

struction. Doubtless next year he will have a larger

class than ever.

The Y. n. C. A.

We earnestly though somewhat reluctantly call the

attention of the students to the Young Men's Christian

Association. It has always been a source of great ben-

efit to the students and is a priceless legacy to us. At

present it is not in as good condition as usual or rather

as it ought to be. It is a worthy and godly institution

and has been the means of accomplishing much good to

many. There is no reason why there should not be a

flourishing association at every college. Cities have not

the same advantages that a college offers for this work.

It is the duty of us all to attend the meetings and assist

in the exercises, if nothing more than sit and sing. W e
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do not mean at all to insinuate that the Y. M. C. A. is in

a very bad condition. By no means. Many manly mem-
bers have been connected with this > association and it

still contains loyal and upright men . We only want to

urge all to bestir themselves and aid this much impor-

tant work. It is a splendid investment, this Y. M. C. A.

business. It gives more than it receives and one re-

ceives from it more than he gives to it. The meetings

are held every Sunday morning at ten o'clock and Wed-
nesday afternoons at three, the latter being devoted to

literary subjects.

The room will be kept comfortably warm and meetings

made as enjoyable and wholesome as possible. The new
administration has recently taken charge of the respon-

sibilities allotted to them. The officers are: O. D. Wan-
namaker, Pres.; N. G. Gee, V. Pres.; Kobt. Trousdale,

Sec; G. T. Pugh, Treas., and J. R. Walker, Cor. Sec.

They beg the students to enable them to make the asso-

ciation as helpful and influential as circumstances allow.

Prominent and good men from outside the college will

be invited to lead the Wednesday meetings and make
them sources of large profit. Mr. Wannamaker and Mr.

Trousdale have been elected delegates to Aiken to the

State Convention. It is to be hoped that the students

will take hold of this matter and realize that it is of in-

estimable value to themselves. It may be possible that

we all can derive very much good out of it. We can, if

we will. Think of these things and see if they and

more also are not so.

John Jacob Riley.

Only a few short weeks ago it was our pleasing priv-

ilege to record in these columns a passing notice of a

much valued visit to us from our friend, John J. Riley.

Who of us would have then thought that the mystic

future held in store such a task as this? Who of us then

dreamed that the ways of providence would end so

fatally to a flower so young and hopeful? He was the

first of that large and brilliant class to be called to a
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higher reward. His sad death has been elsewhere chron

icled and published throughout the State. It does not

fall within our sphere to speak of him here. His death

caused universal sorrow from the students. A few of

us still remain who remember him when he was with us.

His good example has been engraven in our hearts. We

shall ever recall our happy and helpful association with

him, and now after he has gone we can but weave

around his memory a chaplet of love-sprinkled griei-

a,nd stand and wonder. Truly

'^God moves in a mysterious way."

Tribute of Respect.

WoFFOKD College, Spartanburg, S. C,
January 21, '95.

Whereas, God in his inscrutable wisdom and myste-

rious but unquestionable Providence has seen fit to re-

move from the scenes of his earthly work. Prof. John J.

Hiley, and
Whereas, we, the members of the Calhoun Literary

Society deeply deplore the death of our Alumnus Brother

and the sad affliction which has thereby befallen his

family, the Church cf which he was a young but faith-

ful and promising servant, and the Bamberg Fitting

School, in which he was a zealous, successful and be-

loved instructor, therefore be it

Resolved, 1. That while we, the members of the Cal-

houn Literary Society, submit to the decrees of Him who

doeth all things well, we feel that the death of our

Alumnus Brother has been the cause of a sad loss to us,

and one that only God's hand can repnir.

2d, That our deepest sympathy and condolence be ex-

tended to the bereaved families.

3d That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the

families of the deceased and to the Bamberg Herald, the

St. Matthews Herald, the Wofford College Journal

and the Southern Christian Advocate, and also that a

pao-e in our minute book be dedicated to his memory.
William H. WannAMAKER, 1

George W. Fooshe, > Committee.

John B. Humb,i:rt, J
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DuriDg the period of time interveniDg- between the
resignation of Prof. Jno. J. Kilgo and the appointment
of PioL. Chas. B. Smith, the duties of financial agent
were performed by Prof. J. A.^ Gamewell. The Pro^
f^ssor went about this work with that industry and per-
severance with which he used to instil \n our minds the
"ut" clauses, the hexameter of Virgil and the "greater
and lesFer asclepiads" of Horace. ^ He did not leave the
city, or address the Methodists of the State in behalf of
Wofford, but in addition to his work here kept up cor-
respondences rehashed old notes and by much tact suc-
ceeded in collecting through the mail over a thousand
dollars for the college. This certainly speaks remark-
ably well considering the short time, the financial strin-
gency and embarrassing circumstances of the country
and shows that the friends of Wofford are always active*
and alive to her interests, when she is brought before
them. With an energetic agent, a fine corpse of pro-
fessors and an earnest and eager body of students—and
a gymnasium—the future of any college will be bright
with the actualities of materialized hopes.

At the last election of officers in the Calhoun Society
Mr. A. Mason DuPre was chosen President; J. Arthur
Wiggins, V. Pres.; Sam'l. J. McCoy, 1st Critic; Mio-.
M. Chreitzberg, 2d ( ritic; F. E. Dibble, 3d Critic; Wm
A. Cannon, Eec. Sec; A. S. Hydrick, Cor. Sec; Fred M*
Cummings, Treas; W. P. Crum, Librarian, and Percy
Inabuit, Censor Morum.

On the night of Feb. 9th many of the students took
advantage of the rare opportunity offered and heard the
celebrated Miss Yaw sing at Converse College. In mak-
ing the highest notes which a human voice has yet
reached, her voice was singularly flexible and musical.
Some rank the violinist, Mr. Dick, with Pemenyi but
another has beautifully drawn the illustration, that of
two stars shining in the sky we cannot tell which is
further removed.
The quartette is furnishing good music these days.
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Prof. Snyder has a very beneficial and pleasant plan

of now and then dispensing with the regular recitation

and have one or two of his senior English class to fill

the hour by lecturing on a previously assigned topic to

the balance of the class. Several of the gentlemen have

already profitably employed the hour and several more

booked for future occasions. In this way the members

can get a more comprehensive view of the subjects and

also become better acquainted with the intellectual

s-rowth of their class-mates and at the same time obtain

a relative idea of their own deficiencies.

Prof. Smith has moved his family to the city. They

are now occupying the house of the late Mrs. Thomas on

north Church street, next door to the Alumni Hall. We
extend to Mrs. Smith and family a most cordial welcome

^ and wish them a happy stay in the Piedmont region.

Chief Marshall A. E. Holler has appointed for his re-

ception comDiittee the follovv? in g gentlemen: Mr. IST, G-.

Gee, Chairman Messrs. Wolfe, Connoi and Wilson from

the Calhoun Society, and Smipson, Twitty and Stuckey

from the Preston. We hope these gentlemen will at

least attempt—how^ever vain may seem their efforts—to

get an invitation proportionally beautiful as the men for

Avhose interest they are given. Mr. Holler was wise in

the choice of these men.

Mr. Henry J. Cauthen spent several days in January

with his father and delighted his friends on the campus
with frequent visits to therm. He was formerly Local

Editor of The Journal and is now a member of the S.

C. Conference. He has gone to Vanderbilt to further

prepare himself for the responsibilities of an expounder

of the gospel. May success greet him.

It gives us much pleasure to see published in the Lit-

erary Department of The Journal a poem, entitled **To

Wofford,'^ by the genial and genuinely inspired poet.

Prank M. Lander. Mr, Lander, just last year, filled a
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most efficient term as Editor of this department and his
association is yet fresh in our memories. We are glad
that in the laboratories of the Charleston Medical Col-
lege, among skulU, dry bones and hard names, he still

has a gleaning of time to turn his thoughts back to Wof-
ford and reap inspiration from the dreams of a distant
loved spot and of friendly faces far away removed.

Mr. Ches Lucas, who dropped out of the class of '94 at
the end of his Sophomore year, has taken up his abode
in Spartanburg.

Rev. Mr. Wait, who is now stationed at Donald's, re-

cently paid his son Benjamin Wofford a visit.

Mr. Davis, of the Junior class, has seen fit to leave
Wofford and go to the South Carolina College. He car-
ried his dog Bishop with him. We hate to lose both of
these gentlemen.

At a meeting of the Senior class, Mr. Wm, Hane Wan-
namaker, of Orangeburg, was elected to officiate as
class prophet on next Commencement occasion, Mr.
Wannamaker will have a difficult task, but will doubt-
less prove equal to the emergency.

The two literary societies are now doing fine, and both
are in a prosperous condition. On Friday night, Feb.
16th, the Prestons will have a moot court, Judge J.

Wright Nash presiding, and several of the student-
lawyers taking part. Particulars will be given in the
next issue. On Friday night, March 1st., the Calhouns
will give their annual open session. The regular pro-
gram, though condensed, will be carried out and there
will be no departure from the weekly routiueof business.
The members of the societies are permitted to invite
their friends to their respective meetings.

Mr. Pierre H. Fike, of the Sophomore class, has left

college and returned to his home in Laurens. He Ijjas

0VLT l^est wishes.
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Mr. Cocke, of Asheville, has also gone home, but hopes

lo return after a season.

We take great pleasure in welcoming the new students

who have lately joined our ranks. We truly hope that

Ihey will find Wofford and Spartanburg sources of in-

-finite congeniality and accessions of good.

Our old class-mate, Croswell, was in ihe city a few

days ago and looks as well and pleasant as when of old

lie used to sit with us. He finds traveling agreeable and

seems pleased with his work.
^

Prof. Smith went to Bamberg and preached there on

Sunday, 10th instant.

The Sophomore class has had its election of speakers

and marshalls for the Soph. Ex occasion with the fol-

l>wing result: Speakers, Messrs. Culler, Inabuit and

Walker, Trousdale, Brooks and Pugh; Marshalls, Dean,

H. J., Chief, Poole, Twitty and Epps, Raysor, Hudgens

and McLaughlin, as assistants. This is some of the

best and most handsome material in this class and we

wait in expectancy for a good entertainment.

Some of the students were disappointed at Mrs. Blake's

failure to arrive and deliver her address on "Woman's.

Bights" not long ago.

The Glee Club of the University of North Carolina is

Mlled for Spartanburg on the 14th instant. A very

pleasant way to pass St. Valentine's eve.

The Converse young ladies will give an entertain-

ment on the evening before Washington's birthday.

:Not worried with the thought of a day's unfilled task,

we all can be enabled to attend.
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Uncle Tom's Cabin.

Oiie Avho attacks any institution of long 'standing

must bear much harsh and unjust criticism frona its ad-'

herents and defenders. So when Mrs. Stowe produced

the strongest argument ever written against the insti-

tution of domestic slavery in the South, she was stated

to be one of those hateful Yankees whose every idea

concerning this righteous institution was the offspring

of ignorance and malice and who were trying to sever

those gentle and endearing ties which bound the slave

with his master. 'Innumerable writers confuted her ar-

guments and disproved her statements and one of them
concluded by saying that all her abuse would come to

naught, for "truth is mighty and will prevail. ' He wa,s

correct, for the sad story of Uncle Tom has since been

told in many tongues, while his critics together with

their books have been long forgotten.

This novel was produced at a time when the discuss-

ion over slavery was hottest and so perhaps it has been

too harshly criticised by the South and unduly praised

at the Korth. But the very fact of its enduring success

proves that it contains some merit. "^It is far from'

faultless in development of plot, delineation of charaetet'-
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or literary style, but it strongly seizes a significant theme
and treats it with originality and effect."

Mrs. Stowe possessed in a high degree the power of

word painting. She has peserved for us a picture of the

negro cabins, the ante-bellum farm life, the rice plan-
tations and the slave pens. Although we are of the new
South, we can study through this book the social condi-

tions of that Old South which our fathers so bravely but
vainly defended. The book will remain a vivid pano-
rama of people and scene in a bygone time that must
ever be historic and can never be repeated.

Her characters are lacking in individuality. They rep-

resent the type rather than the individual. St. Clare
is the ideal aristocrat of the South. All the good she
had ever noticed in slaveholders was centered in him.
Of Eva we will only repeat: ''So wise, so young they
say do never live long." Uncle Tom is the possessor of

all the good traits which it is possible for a man to have.
Not a single fault is to be found in him, while Legree is

the embodiment of all conceivable evil. This tendency
makes her characters appear as only embodied qualities

and of course takes away all naturalness. One good
qualit^v in Legree would Iic*ve made him seem Iraman,
but it is not there and he is the devil incarnate. One
weakness in Tom would have made him a noble man;
but now he is a saint for whose kind and gentle spirit

there was a more fit abode than this earthly habitation.

The Latin race desires in its literature the beauty and
delicacy which appeal to the artistic senses, but the Teu-
tonic Utilitarian requires that beneath every book there

shall be a deep, v.nderljang, moral piirpose. Thi^ ac-

counts for the popularity of Dicken's novels with the

English people. But we cannot suppose that ITicholas

iNickleby was appreciated by the school masters of Dick-
en's time or that Little Dorrit was received with applause
by the defenders of the law which imprisoned persons
for debt. Doubtless the novels mentioned were looked
upon by those atacked very much as Uncle Tom's
Cabin was by the slave holders of the South.
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The purpose of the book was to assist in the abolition

of human slavery and it has accomplished its purpose.

Some charge that Mrs. Stowe has made false statements

in this book. Perhaps she unintentionally did so, but

we are compelled to believe that she intended to be just,

for she has painted the better side of slavery as well as

the worse. But is a better side possible when a law pre-

sumes that property interest is sufficient to protect

slaves^ Laws for the prevention of cruelty to animals

are now in force. H e see that property interest is not

enough to protect the horse and so guard him further by

law. But this interest was the only protection of the

unhappy slave.

Mrs. Stowe did not attack any individual or section of

the South. Neither did she assail any particular abuse

of slavery. It was the principle, the law of slavery

which she rightly condemned. Here is a short quotation

from the book:

"Talk of the abuses of slavery. It's humbug. The

thing itself is the essence of all abuse. And the only

reason why the South doesn't sink under it like Sodom

and Gomorrah is because it is nsed in a way infinitely

better than it is. For pity's sake, because they are men

born of women and not savage beasts, many of them

do not and would sconi to use the full power which this

law places in their hands. And he who goes farthest

and does the worst, only uses within limits the power

which the law gives him."

She has boldly approached her subject and boldly

painted the good and the evil as she saw them- Per-

haps, she was unjust at times, at times prejudiced, but

ever sincere.

She believed with Whittier—

"The sky of thy South may be t)righter than ours,

And greener thy landscapes, and fairer thy flowers,

But dearer, the blast 'round our mountain which raves,

Than the sweet summer zephyr which breathes over slaves."

W. F. Stackhouse.



The Greek Drama

''The principle of imitation is inherent in human na-
ture; painting, sculpture, and the drama must be coeval
with society and has been practiced in some form by al-
most every nation." The South sea islanders had a
rude form of it; in China, it dates from the remotest
ages; and even among the Africans and the Indians we
see the rude form of drama as they advance upon the
enemy with their terrible war songs and dances . This
is of course only the first outburst of a people^s feeling,
and could hardly be called drama in the present accep-
tation of the term, indeed we can hardly call the great
masterpieces of the Greeks, drama in the modern mean-
ing of that term.

The Greeks looked upon their deities as men and wo-
men but endowed with more than human power, they
were also subject to the same feelings of joy and sorrow,
favor and jealousy. If a Greek avas truly religious he
entered into sympathy with the pleasures and affections
of the gods. Especially was it the case with Dionysus,
the god of wine, the giver of all physical joy, all excite^.,
ment, and the destroyer of all that in any way opposed"
the vital spirit in man. It is but natural that the peo-
ple should worship this giver of temporal enjoyments,
with especial evidences of their submission, so at per-
tain seasons of the year the people would come together,
at the appointed place to offer their small sacrifice , and
and to hear the rustic singers tell in a hymn of some of
his well-known adventures The story said that Diony-
sus was in all of his wanderings attended by certain
woodland creatures called satyrs, w^ith long ears,, siiub
noses, and goat's tails. That the songs might the he%ie:
please the god, the chorus, as w^e shall call the singers,

.
were arrayed as near as possible to represent the satyrs.
This was not sufficienUy vivid for the simple people,

S) the leader of the chorus would represent Dionysus
and would relate some heroic exploit of the god. When
he completed his narrative, the chorus would express in
song the feeling that had been awakened by the recital
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The songs in honor of Dionysus on these occasions were

called dithyrambs. The two distinct branches of the

drama, tragedy and comedy, sprang from the dithy-

ramb.
Tragedy arose from the graver songs called the ''goat

songs" which were sung just before the goat was sacri-

ficed. Comedy originated from the lighter and more

farcial songs called the the ''village songs.'*

In its primitive state the drama had no actors at all

but consisted merely in the motions and songs by the

chorus. To Arion, GOO, B. C, is given the credit of first

giving the dithyramb a regular lyric form. But with the

improvement of the chorus was very soon to come the

addition of another very important feature, the hypo-

crites, or answerer, was to answer the questions of the

coryphaeus, or chorus-leader. This improvement is at-

tributed to Thespis, 536, B. C The number of actors

was afterward increased to three, which was the class-

ical number.
On account of its origin, the drama always retained a

religious character and nearly always some god or god-

dess was involved in it. It is thought that the main
idea in most of the old plays is that of -'divine jealousy,"

where the gods being roused to jealousy by the great

success of a hero, or the wealth and popularity of some
citizen, would cause by some underhand means the poor

man to be disgraced or brought to poverty. Sometimes
the drama was used as an instrument, in the hand of

some good actor, to criticise the action of the govern-

ment or some public man or even at times a private cit-

izen.

The' general effect of a Greek tragedy was very differ-

from anything that we see on the modern stage. It de-

pended chiefly on two things; first, the story represented

was one which the whole audience knew in its general
outline and which was regarded as sacred since the per-

sons were the gods or the heroes of the race; secondly,

there was little or no animated movement on the stage,

the two or three actors stood there more like statues

than like human beings and if anything of animated na-
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ture was in the play it would happen behind the scenes
and be announced by a herald.

The tragic actor must appear larger than an ordinary
man so he wore a wig with as much hair on it as it

could hold and also had very thick soled boots called
buskins, ana in addition to this he wore a striped robe fall-

ing in folds to his feet and sometimes with a long train.

This costume might be varied to suit the condition of the
particular person.

The comedy was very much like the tragedy as to

representation on the stage except that a sock or a very
thin slipper was used instead of the buskin. The sub-
stance was altogether different. Politics and society,

statesmen and private persons were criticised with un-
sparing freedom. Athens knew no respect for private
life when the good of the -state was at stake.

There are four leading persons in the Greek drama,
around whom clusters the main interest of its whole his-

tory: Aeschylus, Sophocles; Euripides and Aristophanes.
These, of course, were only four towering high above
those on the lower plane. Let us look for a short while
at each separately.

Of the severit}^ tragedies of Aeschylus we now have
only seven left. To him we attribute the form from
which we get our modern drama. He removed the chorus
into the back-ground and used it only as an auxiliary

;

banishing the rude Bacchanalian features, he supplied
its place with the elements of pure tragedy. ''Prometheus
Bound" is one of his best plays, ''one of the boldest and
most original dramas," Ranke declares, ''that has ever
been Avritten.''

As a dramatic poet, Sophocles surpasses Aeschylus
••by a noble grace aud a sweet majesty." Fn.m his

boyhood he had sung the poem that was a prelude to his

wonderful career at the center of all arts. There were
Jio less tlian twenty prizes given to him. "He excels in

delineating the great primary emotions of our nature";
his dramas are perfect works of art.

When fifteen years later Euripides came before the
public we saw the greatest trio of purely tragical artists
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the world lias ever produced. He was of a more sober

and thoughtful disposition than was either of his prede-

cessors, so as a matter of fact he was not as popular as

the others. When we look at the three together we see

that Aeschylus was the creator of the fanciful and Soph-

ocles and Euripides of the refined and cultivated.

The tragedies of Aeschylus were dark and gloomy, and

had the sense of all that was powerful and terrible

plainly stamped on the surface.

Sophocles pictures to us the ideals of humanity ; while

Euripides gives us a striking likeness to the common

man which is seen every day. Only one name which

ranks with the tragic trio in their line comes down to us

in comedy. This distinction may be made between

tragedy and comedy, the former deals with things ap-

pertaining to the gods, while comedy deals with the

affairs of men.

As tragedy descended frorri' the contemplation of di-

vine affairs to depict human woes, it gradually lost its

grandeur. So, also, as comedy divested itself of its di-

rect influence upon men and things, and from a states-

man became a philosopher, it lost its pith and power.''

But Aristophanes did not represent che decline or the

fall of comedy but when it was in its zenith of power.

For nearly forty years he held the highest position in

comedy and was a severe critic of Athenian life, both

public and private.

There is s'fcill another feature of interest in the drama,

the theatre.

It will be hard for us with our modern ideas of a

theatre and its conveniences to put ourselves in a posi-

tion to appreciate their performances.

The first choruses performed on large wooden plat-

forms but after several very severe accidents with this

kind of structure the people thought that Bacchus was

worthy of a more beautiful and costly theatre.

We may say, according to paintings and the discover-

ies of some of these theatres, that there are three parts to

the theatre, the seats for the spectators which were gen-

erally in a semi-circular form and were cut out of solid
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rock, one row being elevated above the other; clown in
front near the orchestra were elegant chairs hewn out
of marble and placed there for the use of the officers of
the city : the entrance to this part was at a door near the
stage. It is ahnost impossible to imagine semi circular
seats s jr.ting 5G.700 people, as the one at Ephesus did. As
a matter of fact this was not covei-ed and very often the
spectators enjojer] disagreeable weather as well as an
artistic production of Aeschylus oi' Sophocles. The
other t^vo parts may be taken together, the orchestra or
place for the chorus and the stage or place for actors.
It is certain that the orchestra was a complete circle in
classical times just a little lower than the lowest tier of
seats and probaldy had an altar in the center of it. The
stage was a stone platform just" beyond the orchestra
about twelve by eight feet, and just behind this was a
high wall. The stage must have been covered, although
there is no certainty about it, however, for even in our
extant plays the chorus goes up among the actors and at
the end of the play the chorus and actors march out of
the theatre in a procession.

Whether there was a stage or not, evidently there w^as
scenery, but this was very simple. The back of the place
where the actors performed was a representation of a
large house with three doors, in front of which was
stretched the canvas scenery of the play, leaving free
only as many doors as were of use in that particular
play. The place of the play was made known by a sign-
board wdth the name of the city on it, hung up where
everyone could see it; at each side entrance was a tall

revolving prism which contained two scenes, one a
country and the other a city scene. These might be
changed at will, simply by revolving the prism.

All the utterances coming from heaven or the appear-
ance of any of their gods w^ere accomplished from above,
the god being let down on a small platform and drawn
up when his purpose was accomplished. Ghosts were
represented as coming up from Hades by a hidden stair-

case and a trap door. Sometimes the plays occupied
the whole day and the citizens patiently watched the
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whole course of them. An admission of six cents per

day was charged for each person, all seats being the

same price

.

The government paid the poet and the actors, but the

chorus was taken in charge by rich men called choregi

appointed by the people to train and equip it for the per-

formance. There was always great rivalry among the

chorpgi and when one did extraordinarily well he was

presented with an ivy crown and in several instances a

monument in the capitol erected to him.

Gist Gee.

A Dream.

Once upon a time, a dreamer, believing that cleanli-

ness was next to Godliness, sat upon a soap box smoking

a corn-cob pipe, which can give more genuine comfort

to a man than all the wives of Solomon. The smoke

arose in festive curls from the mouth of the dreamer,

and in these wreathes, he saw a vision which assumed

a more definite proper tion and form than a mere phantom

begotten of nothing, pertaining to nothing, and amount-

ing to nothing.

"Yet if we could scorn

Hate, and pride, and fear;

If we were things born

Not to shed a tear;

I know not how thy joy we ever should come near

Thoughts, as thoughts may do, went across the ocean

more quickly than a sub-marine cable carries a message,

and extracted from the Latin Quarter of Paris an incar-

nation of ideas which, for convenience sake, we may
call Trilby. Now Trilby, in this dream, has both a gen-

uine and a specific sense, and must not be confused.

Following the tide of immigration. Trilby landed in

:N'ew York, Anno Domini, 1894. He was an immense

mastife, showing the kindly, generous eye which de-

notes a consciousness of strength, and a resoluteness of

purpose to employ this strength to noble ends. But as
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is usual when a strange dog comes to town, especially if

it is a big dog, every little straight-tailed, box-ankled,

bench-legged, lantern-jawed cur raised a howl. The
dreamer, being a man of peace for the very obvious rea-

son that peacemakers stand well with high authorities,

called these scions of the canine genus unto him to let

each one state his case, so that acting as arbiter, he
might settle the row without an}^ more cat concerts.

Giving the weakest the first chance, he heard the com-
plaint of the cur.

'^Bowwow,'' says Mr. Cur, "that grand rascal is try-

ing to corrupt the manners and morals of myself, wife,

sons, daughters—finally all my kith and kin. He also

tries to teach evolution a la Darwin, and any one knows
that such a creature ?ts myself cannot come from Marsu-
pials by way of monkey -town. Let me at him I T ^'ill

bark his shins, and show him hoAv feels the steel of a
Billy Barlow knife."

''Don't talk about 'scrapping,' says the dreamer, "for

your kind fight by trying to kick the earth at your en-

emy. If that is your case, I will bear the big dog."
The mastiff inflated his lungs, and thus began:—"My

story is of a young girl who was a creature of her en-

vironments, which were not good. In the social inter-

course of man, men who turn their backs on

their wild oat crops, are received back into society

on the same footing as if they had never fallen. But
with women it is different. One false step, is forever

damned in this world, although it is not too fantastic a
play of the imagination to think that an all merciful God
forgives the one with as an impartial hand as the other;

conceiving this to be good theory even if it were not

practiced, I took for my heroine a girl born to the slums
of Paris. A more abject mortal cannot be imagined.
Born without any intuitive knowledge or inherited ten-

dency as to what shame is, she is gradually made to

realize that she is a creation of a divine purpose and not

a mere puppet to pass by successive stages from saucy
childhood, to dissolute womanhood,to premature haggery,
an object of scorn and derision of men both* good and
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bad A counterpart of her struggles has been graphi-

cally pictured in a certain allegorical wdrk of Bunyan.

The spirit conquers the flesh through the intervention

of the divine passion-love. Suffice it to say that she

stands forth a woman, emancipated from the yoke which

birth had placed her under, so much the more strong for

having conquered weakness.

Now most girls' heads may be compared to acorns, it

we recollect that from the position of the centre of grav-

ity one hangs downward while the other haners upward.

Such representatives of the female flock may be termed

as weak, and my advice to them is not to come m con-

tact with Trilby. They cannot be made better by irilby,

and the latter would suffer by the association. Ye dan-

cers beware of Trilby, for it is sure to elevate your sense

of morality, and might give your much abused con-

sciences a twinge; or you might receive awholesome les-

son from a girl who, in your estio ation, is much beneath

vou
As to the cry in regard to evolution, why I see no

harm in it. It is a much grander conception to thmk

that we are created with a definite purpose, rather than

dashed out of a dice cup by haphazard chance. This is

intangible form even in Mr. Darwin, for he has to re-

cognize a supreme guiding hand."

When the v-astiff had finished, he wiped the perspira-

tion from his brow and took a pinch of snuff. The

dreamer rendered the following decision:

-Mr Cur, I admire your bravery much, your cheek

more You have made a martyr of yourself so that

youv kind might be warned ere they entered the quick-

sands However. I would lii^e to ask your Curship a

few questions concerning certain characters found in

the books of authors whose names arj? inscribed high m
the roll of fame, and to whom no motive of pollution is

ascribed. Is Trilby any vv orse than any of the following:

The conjugial relations of Colonel William Sykes and

Miss Nancy? How about Madame Rebecca Crawley

nee Sharp? What of George Eliot's own life, and life

as she portrays it in Adam Bede? AVhere place you
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Jane Porter? Is it meet that you should read of Ed-
ward IV as Bul'ver presents him to us? Certain of Vic-
tor Hus-o's sentences, can they be read in company with
the least shade of decency? And so on indefinitely. Or
to see if the novel is retrograding, let us go back to the
source. What have we in Richardson, Fielding Sterne
and Smollett? Of course leaving out the disgusting
realism of the last named authors, no novel can be a
live, moving factor in the affairs of mankind, which
does not grapple with the intense passions which sway
the human soul.

But excuse the digression. I pledge you my word Mr
Our, that after your demise, there shall be placed at
your head an empty cocoanut shell, emblematic of the
organ with which you reason. Trilby, continue your
good work, but as an especial favor to me, don't get into
the cranium of a weak-headed person, for you are sure
to cause said cranium to crack."
Then said the dreamer, slowly knocking the ashes

from his dear old pipe, -Court's adjourned sine die.''

M, C. Woods.

Horace.

Horace, the most original poet of Rome, was born at
or near Venusia, on the borders of Lucania and Apulia
on December the 8th, 65, B. C. His father was a tax-
gatherer or perhaps a collector of payments at auctions
At any rate he saved enough to purchase a small farm
where the poet spent his childhood days. At the age of
twelve he was brought to Rome and placed under the
guardianship of the celebrated Orbilius Pupillius. Hor-
ace loved his father dearly, as is shown on ail occasions in
his verses. And father loved him none the less for
fearing lest h:s boy should fall into the corruptions of'the
day, he would accompany him to school each day and then
personally turned him over to the care of the teacher.
From the shrewd counsels of his father, and by his
strict example, Horace imbibed that habit of keen ob-
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servation and that genial view of life which distin-

guished him above all the other satirists.

After completing his education so far in the capital,

he went for a time, as was the custom, to study philoso-

phy at Athens. While he v^^as there CcesarTS death took

place and he,- then twenty -two years of age, accepted an

offer of command which Brutus gave him and appa-

rentlv suffered some very hard service. Meanwhile his

father died, and he, being thrown upon his own re-

sources, obtained permission to come to Rome and there

secured the position of notary. Poverty drove him to

verse-making, but of what kind we do not know cer-

tainly. It is probable that epodes and
'

satires were the

first-fruits, but some think that his odes was his ilrst at-

tempt. About this "time he made the acquaintance of

Virgil, and Virgil introduced him to Mcecenas.^ Horace

and Maecenas at once became great friends and Ave soon

find them travelling together to Brundusium. By thus

being an associate of Msocenas, Horace made some en-

emies; but his character was not one to conciliate less

fortunate rivals. He was choleric and sensitive, prompt to

resent an insult, though quite free from malice or vindict-

iveness. ''He had not yet reached that high sense of his

position when he could afford to treat the envious crowd

with contempt," says Mr. Cruttwell, -but he records in

his satires the attempts of the outsiders to obtain from

him an introduction to Msecenas, or some of that polit-

ical information of which he was supposed to be the

confidant." At this period of his career he lived a good

deal with his friend, both in Rome and at his "Teburn-

tine Villa." However, about 31, B. C. he was put in

possession of what he had always desired, a small estate

of his own. This was the Sabine property in the valley

of Ustica, not far from Tivoli, given -him by Ma?cenas

and the subject of many beautiful allusions, and the

cause of his warmest gratitude. Here he resided during

some part of each year in the engagement of that inde-

pendence which was to him the greatest good; and

during the seven years following he wrote and published

the first three books of his odes.
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VirgiPs death happened while Horace was forty-sii
years of age. He now resided more frequently at Rome
and was often to be seen at the palace. He tells usen
some of his epistles how he performed the duty of thi
courtier. Although he was greatly attached to the
country he grew quite fond of the court, and found both
mterest and profit in the intercourse with the great.

In the year 17, B. Augustus showed his value and
appreciation of Horace. The secular games which were
celebrated in that year included a hymn to Appollo and
Diana to be sung by a chorus of 27 boys and 27 girls.
The writing of this hymn was intrusted to Horace, much
to his own pride and to our instruction and pleasure.
**For not only is it a poem of high intrinsic value,'' says
one of the critics, ^*but it is the only considerable extant
specimen of the lyrical part of Roman worship." Au-
gustus was highly pleased 'with the post's success and
ordered him to celebrate the victory of his step-sons
over the Rhaeti and Vendetiei. This circumstance
turned his attention once more to lyric poetry, which
for the past six years he had quite discontinued. It is
thought by many critics that Horace wrote all of the
odes of the 4th book at this period; som3 appear to
have been written earlier, bat the majority show signs
of his later years and present us thi trait of his miturj.l
judgment and taste. Horace's attention was, dnrinr
the last few years of his life, giv^en chiefly to' literary
subjects. The Treatise on Poetry and the Ode to Au-
gustus were probably written only 2 years before his
death. In the autumn of 8, B. C, Maecenas who had
long been himself a sufferer, succumbed to the eff-cts of
his devoted and arduous service. His last message con-
fided Horace to the Emperor's care. ''Horatii FJaci ut
met esto memor:^ But the legacy was not long a bur-
den. Within a month of Maecenas' death, Horace was
borne to his rest, and his ashes were laid beside those of
his dear friend on November 29, 8, B. C.

A. M. Law.



Why Study The Classics ?

During recent years it has been the purpose of some

would-be reformers, it seems, who express ^reat anxiety

for a change in the course of studies now given in our

colleges, to replace the classics by the sciences on the

ground that while the former are expedient for a schol-

arly life they are wholly unnecessary for an active and

practical life. It shall be one object of this paper to

advance some points, meager though they be, to show

that of all the branches taught in our colleges few are so

indispensable to the highest achievements, even in a

practical life, as the languages ; and that the time which

has been devoted to these studies from ages past has by

no means been lost, but has tended directly to carry out

the chief object of a college training, which is not, as

sorne siippose, the memorizing of rules and collection of

facts stuffed into memory, but an edifying and enlarge-

nient of the mind, a development, a 'growth into a

grander, nobler self.

It must be conceded, however, that since the main
design of a college education is for intellectual develop-

ment, mental expansion, and the disclosure of hidden

possibilities, the superior merits of any branch of study

in the curriculum depend upon the degree in which it

conduces to this end. I hold, then, that there are no

greater incentives to a thorough training of all the

mental faculties than the proper study of the languages.

But most assuredly this study is pursued at the present

time in a manner most inappropriate, and its main object

is defeated by the unrestricted use of translations. We
may say in parenthesis, though, that this objection

against the classical study is not strictly valid since it has

reference rather to the abuse of the study than to the use

of it, and since other studies are liable to the same misuse.

However, the spirit of a poem cannot be transfused into

any translation which is, at best, the mere shadow of

the original," and anyone who makes the mistake not

only loses the spirit and essence of the study, but he

defeats its principal objects and robs his own intellect by
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the prosecution of it in this inappropriate, irisconceivecl
v/ay. This should not be. The relations which exist

between the language and the thought should not thus
be severed by an attempt to beat the two elements apart.
The words and the thought are not things of interchange-
able value, and to know the one without the other, and
vice versa, are characteristics of a wortiiless student
and a superficial thinker. Would that these were
studied from a conscientious point of view, as contain-
ing imperishable thought in a stately language, for in

the words of another: "The langu »ge is the key, the one
master key, to unlock the thought."

It has been claimed by some (a feeble claim, it seemsl
that there is a wide field in the sciences for an exercise
of the memory. In refutation of thiswe only ask: Is

this essential to intellectual development ? And is this

the purpose of a liberal education? Are not the facts and
principles connected with these studies sufiicient to give
any memory all the exercise needful ? Will not the vari-

egated transactions in life, in which memory is reqiured,
enhance its cultivation and prevent its becoming en-
feebled and dull ? Locke says that the cultivation of
the memory is not only unnecessary, but impossible. The
purpose of an education, then, is not so much to augment
and strengthen the memory as to develope the judgment
and the thinking powers. For this purpose the pre-emi-
nence of the use of the classics for so long a time^
and by so many different nations, clearly proves that
nothing within the realm of human knowledge is supe-
rior to fcliem in cultivating the intellect.

Anioilg the first advantages derived from the study of
Latin and Greek is a thorough understanding of the
foutidaitiofi." principles of our own language. Strange
thougk- it - may seem, there are principles of syntax in

our oWil'Iahguage (it being derived principally from these
two 's6lirces) which are so indefinite and obscure that a
proi3e^' conception of them can only be attained by a
careful study of similar constructions in the languages
from which they are derived. As conspicuous defects
we may mention the use and application of thesubjunct-
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ive mood, the employment of prepositions and the indefi-

niteness characteristic of our dependent clauses in

indirect narration, all of which are brought out with

exactness and excellence by the Latin and the Gieek,

being especially pre-eminent in the latter. Consequent .y

it must be an indisputable fact that a knowledge of these

languages on the part of our educated classes, the use of

which determines our own lan^^uage, is of no trixiin^-

importance since such a knowledge will tend continually,

though unconsciously, perhaps, to bring the English to

a higher standard of perfection. And thus, if we admit
the need of a knowledge of our own language, even in a

practical business life, we are constrained to admit also

the utility of the study of the classics as they contribute

so essentially to this knowledge.
Another cloim which may be made, and, in fact, it has

been advanced by some, is that in the sciences one may
work out his own conclusions and find the causes of those

facts which he learns while this is impracticable in the

classics. It is self-evident that Nature reveals many
facts to us about which we are entirely ignorant, and
the relations of which we can in no wise comprehend,
and when we recall the phrase, "There is no explana-

tion for it,'' often heard in the teachiijg of the sciences,

those few things in language for which no apparent

cause can be assigned should, at least, be accepted as

facts.

No one .vho has ever studied these languages can fail

to emphasize the immediately practical advantages which
one receives from them in giving him a wonderfully
increased vocabulary. It is, indeed, more than a con-

jecture that three-fourths of the words in the English
language are derived from the Latin and Greek. These,

too, are from a comparatively small number of root-ideas

and stems, by the mastery of which the student obtains a
key to a multifarious number of English words derived

therefrom, and thus in the translation of almost any Greek
or Latin sentence, by reference from his text to the Lexi-

con for the meaning of a word and by a critical exam-
ination of the list of English equivalents affixed thereto.
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the student acquires an extensive vocabulary of syno-

nj^ms and receives constant drill in this respect. The
importance of an ample vocabulary to any one need not
here be emphasized. Nor can we estimate the assistance

which these studies render students in helping them to

understand and apply the meaning of polysyllabic words
particularly technical ^and scientific terms. Their ser-

vice in this respect alone is almost sufficient to give them
a claim to a place in a college curriculum. One can
readily tell the meaning: of words which he has never
before seen and easily understand many which present

a somewhat stern aspect w4ien he knows the few simple

primitives of which they are composed.
This disapproval has been principally of the study of

Greek and for reasons which, so far as we can see, are

altogether insufficient to overthrow this study, which for

ages has held such a firm grasp upon the minds of all

educators and students. The one apparent cause for this

objection it seems is the popular im^Dression that Greek
is a dead language; that it is of the past, useless, worn-
out, and that the study of it is only for mental training,

consisting merely in grinding out loots and delving for

the very occult thoughts of some old classic lore. We
hope this opinion is held only by those who have not

given an earnest attention to this subject and we deem
it a privilege to add with equal emphasis that the Greek
is not practically a dead language, that it compares very
favorably with any of the modern languages, and that

it is preserved not only in the volumes of ancient Gre-

cian v/riters, but with even less change than our own
tongue, in the living speech. The verity of this asser-

tion is easily proved by reference to the speech of thous-

ands of living Greeks and to the papers which are being

daily published in Athens from which it is evident that

the same words which were used by Xenophon, Homer
and Demosthenes are still in vogue, and with their orig-

inal accent, meaning and rythm would not noAv fail to

attract the attention of a refined audience. As has been
said, this study is not for learning the meaning of so

many words and for memorizing so many rules of the
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grammar. Far from it. Yet this is necessary for

the sake of what is beyond and that further

search may be more substantial in its results.

One's chief aim should be to learn about the mauners.

the customs and the lives of those who once spoke it and

to realize more fully the practical benefits which can be

obtained from a knowledge of the excellent thought and

the undying truths which it contains. Where are the

authors of this age who can rival a Cicero, a Sophocles,

a Demosthenes or a Lysias? Where are the historians

who can equal Livy and Thucydides? And Avhere are

those who can excel in beauty a Pindar, a Virgil or a

Homer? Some of these have exerted incalculable in-

fluences on the litera^.ure and religion of the Hellenic

race. These have been models for numbers of their suc-

cessors; the lofty themes, the pure systems of morals,

and the elevating philosophy of these prepared the world

to receive with extended arms one thousand years later

the religion of Christ; and these were they whose teach-

ings, and whose systems of thought will never cease to

attract and influence the best minds of every country.

In the words of another: ''To study a people's language

will be to study them and to study them at best advan-

tage. In all of our studies and especially in the classics

we seek after thoughts in which we find truth and life

and thus broaden our thinking powers which is the truly

valuable element in education."

The following quotation from a character in the Vicar

of Wakefield expresses the attitude of mind with which

Greek is wiedly regarded: "You see me, young man. I

never learned Greek and don't find that I've ever^missed

it. I have a doctor's cap and gown without Greek; I

have 10.000 florins a year vvithout Greek; I eat heartily

without Greek; and, in short, as I don't know Greek, I

do not believe there is any good in it." This au-

thor, as many of today, had very erroneous ideas of the

primal and highest end of education. Such people de-

test Greek simply because they can't convert their knowl-

edge of it directly into so many dollars and cents, into

so much bread and meat, and so long as they can derive
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pecuniary advantages for themselves .they are satisfied
for their thinking to be done by others. Thus if we sub-
stitute something else for the study of Greek, we deprive
ourselves, in a measure, of freedom of thought, we sat-
isfy ourselves vvith intellectual livelihood and not intel-
lectual life, and we fail to rid our minds, of all that is
local and provincial.

The craze for specialization which seems to be pervad-
ing the world today is in many respects an inevitable
evil. When we conceive of a world of specialists in
which each one's labor is concentrated on some micro-
scopic point in the broad field of human activity we at
once dispel tha idea of political and social organism.
These disintegrating tendencies must surely be checked
if we are to have the broadest conception of life and of
the world. It should be oqr highest purpose, then, to
foster to the utmost that philosophic breadth and large-
ness of view that rests on moral no less than on intel-
lectual sympathy and to obtain a thoroughness pertain-
ing not to pedantry but to an enlargement of mind which
does not lose itself in generalities. We should rule our
knowledge and not be ruled by it, thus making it a means
of defence. W^e should strive to reach the hidden truths
contained in a book of this kind, and not confine our-
selves to the majestic phraseology, the skillful arrange-
ment of thought, and the flexibility of the idioms.
When we take into consideration the readiness with

which we can review the foundation principles of all the
arts and sciences and gain larger conceptions of the
rational basis of conduct; and when we see how vividly
the Greeks expressed the laws of unity between thought
and deed, word and action, wisdom and heroism, there
seems no room to doubt that this study is indispensable
in any college curriculum which designs to ascertain the
effects of individual thought, which constitutes the shrine
at which all intelligence bows in adoration. Every in-
vention and discovery which has ever been made and
every theory which has ever been advanced is but the
result of the thoughts of some one which have been
turned in that direction and the resulting machinerv
and theory are only the embodiment of that thought.
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Turn where you will and you find that the entire super-

structure rests upon the thought which it expresses: that

through thought alone can one become great and serve

humanity to the best advantage; that the study of the

classics is by no means least conducive to this ideal

attainment: and that in the pursuit of these studies one

is actuated most by a keen sense of responsibility to a

higher than himself. S. J. McCoy.
—>«(»• • -^^sa^*- • "(WW-

The Status of Women—An Index of CiviUzation.

Throughout all ages of the world's history, we find- the

general status of woman an index of civilization.

Woman, owing to the numerous ways in which her in-

fluence, both directly and indirectly, may be exerted,

naturally affects civilization. Woman's influence as a

mother, is chiefly felt in this most important function of

the whole, A mother once asked a celebrated instructor

at what age to begin the training of her child, an infant

of a few- years. He told her she was just the age of her

child too late in commencing. In the-w^ords of an old

writer:

'•A pebble in the streamlets cast,

Bas turned the course ' f many a river.

The dew-drop on the baby plant,

Has warped the giant oak forever."

The condition of women from the beginning has

been a dependent one. In olden times she was a slave,

and at present among all savage tribes, her condition is

one of subjection. The Indian squaw of America is in a

worse state than that of servitude, for her rulers are not

men but beasts in the form of men, dominated by their

animal nature and void of humau feelings.

Formerly in our own country woman had no right to

hold property, and when married it passed into the hands

of her husband. In Roman law she could hold no civil

or public office. In Rome, however, it was not the wife

and mother but the courtesan who was most popular

with man and was held up in admiration. She, a pros-

titute, was idolized by men of all classes.
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Yet this was in accordance with the times, and such
evil propensities were tolerated by the most powerful and
influential in Rome. The old Latin poets sung their
praises to loose women; all the grandeur of their imagi-
native genius was displayed in th«ir odes to her. Poetry
could give no place to the wife and mother, viewed as
they were by all with contempt It was ultimately this
corruption brought in by luxury and excess which
caused the fall of Rome. Their very deities were de-
based and dissolute, indulging in lust of the worst kind.
What must have been its effect upon Roman civilization!
The old iron virtues of purity and honor fell when lux-
ury became the standard. Chambering and wantoness,
wine and women has caused the degeneration of man-
kind. In the language of another:

What mighty ills have not been done by womani
Who was it betrayed the Capitol?—A womani
Who lost Mark Antony the world?—A woman!
W ho was the cause of a long ten year's war.
And laid at last old Troy in ashes?—Woman!
Destructive, damnable, deceitful woman!''
In the age of chivalry the condition of women became

mere elevated; she was loved and honored to adoration.
Euripides' saying, ''where women fail, men should not
try," is corroct in the sense of uprightness, for having
the stronger tendencies to virtue, if she failed in this, the
purpose for which j^he was created, man's exertion would
be useless.

Greece had her statesmen and her sophists, Sparta
showed to the world how to die for the right at Thermop-
ylae, Rome grew famous for her mighty warriors, Eng-
land boasted of her Cromwell, but never were the
qualities essential for a born leader and ruler of nations
better united in any man than in our undaunted George
Washington, the Father of our country. To whom was
the glory of his success due? Was it not to his mother?
Did he not admit he owed everything to her, und to her
precepts? Mary Washington was a true mother and she
disciplined her son by her wonderful maternal powers,
ghe instilled into him, Avhen a boy, certain political and
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precise views, causing him in time to undertake the

leadership of a few unorganized colonies, form a govern-

ment, and place it on a solid political basis. We see

today what his efforts have accomplished, for he has

been an incentive to his followers. They, inspired by

his numerous undertakings and matchless fortitude have

carried on this work of organization until at present it

nears perfection. And may prosperity ever attend this

young republic so full of vigor.

The mothers and sisters of the Revolution leaned to the

virtuous side in all things, and at that time the sentiment

of infidelity was prevalent in France. Volumes were

written on the subject. In America the religious senti-

ment was strong, and infidelity made no inroads of any

consequence—a sequel to our country's progress. Yet

in all this progress, at the present day we see around us

obstacles which, if not removed, may beset our country's

advancement. These things trivial as they may now

be, if allowed to grow, if the current is not checked, the

channel will widen and deepen until our government is

submerged.

Our political arena presents a horrible spectacle.

What base corruption! Our leaders, by the seduction of

their promises, are elected to office, and the whole is

done for motives of personal aggrandizement. Every

statesman mindful of public trust should ever keep before

him as his beacon light those noble sentiments uttered

by South Carolina's most illustrious son who in silent,

though stately sublimity keeps his vigil over the old

Palmetto State:

"The very essence of free government consists in con-

sidering offices as public trusts, bestowed for the good of

the country, and not for the benefit of an individual or

party.*'

Our chief danger now is scorn of government. This

has been exhibited in all its different forms—agrarian-

ism, anarchy, the recent strikes, and the incessant strife

between labor and capital. It all denotes dissatisfaction

of the laboring classes. At present so desperate are they,

that all means are restored toj for the execution of their
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disgraceful schemes. Dynamite explosions are of fre-
quent occurrence. Yet these blood thirsty villians crv
tor liberty. They claim that they are oppressed. "6
L-iberty! Liberty! how many crimes are committed in
thy namel" The United States should increase her
standing army, and amend her immigration laws. Our
country is now burdened with the scum of other nations
and we know that in Europe the women anarchists are
more desperate than men.
The alien element is estranged, and not in sympathy

with any of our country's laws or institutions. During
the recent strikes in Chicago, it is lamentable, but we
seewomenconstitutinginmany places the larger part
ot the mob.^ Not satisfied with the devastation wrought
by men they incited them to further dastardly deeds
Ihis IS horrifying in the extreme.
The strife between labor and capital must cease. We

here calls on all sides from the indolent for division of
property. Why, recently an army of paupers headed bv
an erratic fool marched up to the very steps of our Cap-
itol ana the rash simpleton in the lead attempted to
make an anarchist speech demanding a division of prop-
erty and fired his threats against the capitol representedm that grand old seat of our American Government.We must unite and be one people in all things. The
mothers of our country exercising their maternal in-
fluence upon children can alone remedy these evils
Home must needs be the center of all good. What Amer-
ica would have today is true womanhood. Wordsworth
tells us,

"The reason firm, the temperate will,
Endurance, foresight, strength and skill;
A perfect woman, nobly planned,
To warm, to comfort and command."

The wives and mothers of the next generation must
sway the destiny of this commwealth.
Woman realizes the condition of things and has gal-

lantly responded to man's summons, but in the wrong
way. In trying to do she will overdo. Man needs her
co-operation, but she has adopted the wrong method to
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remedy the matter. She steps in to his sphere, and vol-

untarily assumes the responsibilities of an advancing

civilization. She, weak and fickle, with her circum-

scribed views and limited knowledge of the affairs which

by their very nature come under the supervision of man,
offers an insult to his mental fitness and capabilities, by

striving alike v/itli him for the mastery in politics, and

she would attempt to solve with him the great problems

now before^^;

Man's progress is impeded by female competition even

in the comrnon vocations of life. AVomen, in every de,-r

partment, are coming to the front. Let her be sure that

she perfects her own sphere before attempting, tlia,t for

which she is totally unfit.

Man's objection only incurs the more woman's enmity

and kindles afresh her zeal in her cause.

Woman's Suffrage is now being carried for virulence;,

sake, t3 defy man. The movement ,is one of the latest

fads of the day. Suffrage threatens the dissolution of.

woman's influence and of the home. The state is no

place for her. At once she loses the respect of man and;,

that high regajd in which she is accustomed to be held.

She knoweth not ^yhat she doeth. Every woman,.as. one
well versed expresses it, "should have a voter," . .The

example set .before him and all others with . whom he

comes in contact should be that, and that, alone,.

\yhich tendsJo uplift mail.- t,o bring out tiie better ele-

ments of his nature until they shine i^i lustre, and to give

him nobler and purer aspirations. With this in view.. .

woman couid soon refilne and divest the. ballot of all its

ley/dness. Men who are would be our repre-

sentatives in Senate. and Congress, and. not debauched
blackguards to disgrace and reflect on the people who
trusted them and loy^er the moral tone of our nation, in
the eyes of the world. The course women are now pur-
suing can tend only to drag politics deeper in the mire.
Suffrage is in its every phrase impracticable. The negro
women and illiterate whites w^ould flock to the polls by
the thousands, endeavoring to control politics while few
/adies would oare- to be seen at' siich cesspools of wicked-
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Now as to divorce. The law of most states regarding
divorce comes directly in conflict with all Biblical teach-

ing, as we have the law laid down for our observance.

Man should not interfere nor attempt to change it, for in

doing so he makes the law more complicated. In sepa-

rate states we find divorce granted for different causes,

but in no two are divorce laws alike. Divorce as it now^

exists is worse than mormonism, for let a man marry a
dozen wives,but let the-m be his own, and stop this bar-

baric custom of intermingling. It is appalling when
practiced by a nation which boasts of its high state of

civilization. In South Carolina divorce is granted for no
cause. It is the only state in the Union where such is

the case.

The lives and deeds of our grand, old warriors and
statesmen seem to be forgotten. Our politics are sink*

ingtoa lower level, but South Carolina can well be
proud of her record for morality, and it would be well

for the Union to follow her example* Woman in South
Carolina from colonial days until the present has beea
highminded and generous, kind and loving, with all the

rights requisite to her happiness. From this we do not

wonder that South Carolina enjoys such an enviable rep-

utation for her high standard of morals. The suffrage

movement is centered in the North-west. The Southern
woman is an ornament to Southern civilization. During
the gloomy days of '61-5 her courage was tested severely,

but in every respect she proved a true mother. When
the Confederate States of America were no longer, and
our heroes returned destitute to their homes, the South-

ern woman extending to man her deepest sympathy, and
feeling like him the pangs of defeat, showed her patriot-

ism by cheering and encouraging him in those, his dark-

est days. He tried to forget the past, went vigorously to

work, and after thirty years of the hardest toil the old

survivors of the lost cause now rejoice to see this grand,

old South land again on her feet, and on the road to

prosperity.

The Southern woman has a place assured her in the
highest respect of man, in feeble acknowledgment of his
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debt of gratitude. Is there any tribute we could pay

her that would overestimate her lovely character?

None. We can only quote an eminent versifier in his

inspired moments:

woman! lovely woman! Nature made thee

To temper man; we had been brutes without yon.

Angels are painted fair, to look like you;

There's in you all that we believe of heaven,—

Amazing brightness, purity and truth.

Eternal joy, and everlasting love.''

W. M. Connor, Jr.
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Within the past few years the rapid growth of South-
ern colleges and universities hao become a matter of
considerable sectional pride, but in the midst of this
gratifying prosperity there is a noticeable lack of organi-
zation. So meagre is the knowledge of the splendid
\vork being done by our leading colleges and universi^
ties that the college man is scarcely identified as such
and it is only incidentally that college training is
ascribed as the real case of success in after life- Every
enthusiastic college man, whether student or alumnus,
feels that we need some live organ to represent bur col-
leges and bring the work that is being done by them be^
fore the public. To meet this need ^he Southern Univer-
sity Magazine has been organized to be published at
Atlanta, Ga., with Mr. John Young Garlington as Editor
in Chief, Mr. Samuel Nesbitt Evins as Managing Editor
and Mr. Chas. L. Elyea as Business Manager. The
magazine will be issued .jnonthly during the college year,
subscription price one dollar. In the ^s^orth journals of
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this kind have met \vith great success and have accom-

plished much good.

Mr. Garlington and Mr. Evius are both from South

Carolina, Mr. Evins hailing from Spartanburg. We ex-

tend to these gentlemen our full sympathy and best

wishes in the work they have undertaken and trust that

they will receive that co-operation from the college men

of the Soutli which is necessary for the success of their

magazine.

College rien vs. Non-College llefi.

There is a widely prevailing prejudice today against

college graduates as candidates for business positions.

A great many persons have an idea that college training

unfits a man for such work. Business, they say, is an

art and must be learned in its most minute details by

actual practice and, according to their theory, college

men are not willing to begin at the bottom and work up.

But this is not true. Every man who has gone to col-

lege knows that the drudge work must be done before

he can come up hi|Wr. Any w^orthy son of a worthy

(dma mater is willin^g to do any w^ork, however menial,

that is necessary to a thorough knowledge of his calling.

College men are not only willing to learn the meanest

and most minute details of their work, but they are able

to learn them in a much shorter time than the man who

has not had the advantage of such training. It has been

fully demonstrated by observation in hundreds of mills

and shops that the college graduate will thoroughly

master the details of his work in at least half the time

that it will take the non-graduate to do the same. The

reason is clear enough: ''The college man has been

taught to see, to think, to judge. It is the question of the

trained athlete ,^ainst untrained strength, of the dis-

ciplined soldier against raw bravery." Of course it

would be too much to say that the want of college train-

ing was a sure sign of failure. College training is only

an element of equipment. The man, who has succeeded
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without this training, could certainly have done much
more with it. -The college is not designed to train mer«
chants or manufacturers, but to train men, who becom-
ing merchants or manufacturers, will be better merchants
and manufacturers" because of their training.
Modern commercial methods are consolidation and

combination, consequently judgment forms a much
larger and luck a much smaller factor in their manage-
ment than in the early history of our country. So the
successful business man must have knowledge which is
accurate and comprehensive, wisdom of detail yet not
pretty, and aggressiveness without being rash. And
nothing is better fitted for developing these faculties
than a thorough course of college study.
But not only in commercial enterprise does the col-

lege man have the advantage of the iion-coUege man,
but still more so in the professions. Prof. C F. Thwing'
President of the Western Reserve University, has gone
to considerable trouble to tabulate statistics from "Ap-
pleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography, " which are
both instructive and interesting. Of the 15,142 names,
which represent the most noted Americans,5, 306 are grad-
uates from some college, besides nearly 1,000 who have
had an academical education of a high order. The total
number of graduates from American colleges, he says,
does not exceed two hundred thousand. According to
this about one man in every forty, more accurately,
perhaps, a much larger ratio than this, has distinguished
hmiself sufficiently to give him a more or less perma-
nent reputation, while the ratio of non-graduates, who
have distinguished themselves, is one in ten thousand.
Forty-six per cent, of the physicians noted in this book
are college men. Physicians, as a rule, do not go to col-
lege—the estimate being one in twenty, or five per cent.,
yet nearly half of those deserving well are graduates!
Of the lawyers and ministers mentioned about fifty per
cent, of each are graduates of colleges.
Now these are very significant figures and show that

the college man has greatly the advantage of the non-
iijgraduate, other things being equal. Any young man
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,vhQ contemplates entering business or a profession be-

fore hik college c is finished, should stop and count

well the cost. ''College is simply another name for op-

portunity: opportunity widest, deepest, highest, rich-

est," and the man who enjoys such an opportunity and

slights it, will doubtless pay the penalty of his folly to

the uttermost farthing.

The Constitutional Convention.

The Constitutional Convention seems to be the one

absorbing question cff the day in the political circles of

our state. It is indeed a very important matter and

calls for earnest thought and wise action. There are

doubtless many needed changes to be made in the Con-

stitution. It was drafted during the Republican domi-

nation of the state and was of course specially adapted

to such principles as that party advocated. But to intrust

the changing or redrafting of this document, upon which

so many interests political, social and industrial hang,

to a body of men with unlimited power is a very serious

matter. In this convention we should have the very

best talent of our state. It is unfortunate for the wel-

fare of the people that the white population of the state

is split into two political factions, each contending bit-

terly for the supremacy . But it is gratifying to see that

the leaders of both factions are endeavoring to so far

throw down factional feeling as to give both sides a

share in this important work. This is nothing but just

and every true man, no matter what his political views

are, should do all in his power to effect this plan. Why
should brothers contend and fight over a matter which

is of equal interest to both? There are doubtless as good

and as true mea in one party as in the other—men who

have the best inteiest of the state equally at heart. Of

course they see some questions in a different light,but this

i:^ a question that should be viewed from one side

only—the best interest of the people of the who^
state. The convention should represent no political fac-
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tion, but should be composed of the wisest, safest aod
best men of the state—statesmen and not politicians-
regardless of factional affiliation. The work of chang-
ing the constitution of a state is of too vital importance
to be undertaken for party success or partisan advantage,
A spirit of judicial fairness should control the conven-
tion in all its working so that when it is finished it will
meet the approbation of everv good citizen of the state.

Mexico and Guatemala have decided to leave the set-
tlement of their difficulties to peaceful diplomacy. It is

one of the signs of the times that so^ many questions are
being settled between nations of "late by arbitration.
China would have been much better off today thaa she
is had she and Japan have intrusted the settlement of
their quarrel to arbitration instead of going into a bloody
and destructive war. ,

A half million citizens of the United States have
signed the Polyglot Petition asking that the liquor and
opium traffic for the purpose of beverages and stimulants
be prohibited. It has in all seven million and a half adher-
ents either by signature, endorsement or attestation from
fifty different nations.

A new gas called argon by its discoverers, Lord Ray-
leigh and Prof. Ramsay, has been discovered in the at-

mosphere.

For some time the question of intercollegiate foot ball

games has been a inatter of deep concern to the most
thoughtful college men both of faculties and the student
body. Many seeing the barbarousness of many of the
games have been lead to think that the effect of such
games was demoralizing and hurtful to the participants

and that the game should be either reformed or abolr

i&hed. The faculty of Harvard led by President Eliotw

however, have been the first to take action by voting for

the abolition of the game.



J. Arthur Wiggins, - - Editor.

Since our last issue, we have received quite a number

of excellent journals which would require more space

than we have been allotted, if we were to take theni u])

in literary order, but to avoid a total disfranchisement

of the meritorious, we have selected for criticism a few

of the best arriving on time. Many have changed edit-

ors and have begun to make marked improvements,

especially in the quality of pieces published.

All Exchanges receiving the Wofford College Jour-

nal are respectfully asked to see that we get a copy of

each of their issues in return. We are sorry to say that

some editors have overlooked this courtesy.

"College patriotism—how may it be heightened?

By the glee club.

By college songs.

By unity among students.

By encouraging athletics.

By celebrating Field day.

By wholesome competition.

By due regard for teachers.

By booming literary societies.

By holding frequent socials.

By supxjorting the college paper.

By coming up to the requirements.

By keeping abreast with the times.

^>y a moderate degree of class spirit.''—Ex.

The Mephistophelean, by the conspicuous ability of its

contributors, its bold and vigorous reformative impulses
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have made its pages popular and interesting. The idea,

of being practical in journalistic work, is the apparent
aim of this periodical. Every literary page serves as a
part of the necessary means for bringing about a pleas-

ant and profitable end. The Mephistophelean has prob-
ably learned by experience that college students grossly
detest the inexcusable methods some college editors
have of making the outside world see their great merit.

The comical sheet does not belong to the college volume.
Of course, we do not object to liveliness and original wit^

which indeed has a great pacifying power over grumb-
ling contributors and subscribers, but the habit of per-

sistently appearing ''funny," when the world expects a
display of good common sense, is strictly sentimental
and unappreciable. An editor is doing an injustice to

the body of students which he represents when he exer-

cises the authority of his position in creating a nonsen-
sical sensation through the columns of a magazine in-

trusted to him for a more ideal purpose

.

''The American Senate," by Prof. Mosley, is a contin-

ued discussion on the origin and power of this law-mak-
ing and confirming body. The special line of argument
touching the great precedent of history, which has made
the principles of political science rest in two separate
bodies instead of one, is beautifully illustrated. Hosv
little we know of our government, is regretfully impres-
sive after reading such a brilliant paper. '-Qhaucers
view of Senior Class," is indeed old English and per-

haps historical, but it is far from being the best method
of expression. Probably though the Seniors for whom
it was written can more liberally criticise.

The An-X, of Texas, is the journal of the fair and most
assuredly it can be called the fairest when compared
with magazines from other female colleges in the South.
The An-X holds a standing position among the most lit-

erary exchanges that come to our table. "His praise is

lost who waits till all commend," is an appropriate motto
inlaid with golden letters. This suggests neatness, in
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journal speaks highly for tlie University girls and shows. ,

that they think less of the unpardonable indulgence of

"expression" and the new ''arts," which invariably

characterize the modern female school or college. A
single glance at the An-X shows that these young ladies

cultivate their brains first and ''art" and ''expression" •

when the requirements of the noblest purposes are met

and intelligently dispensed with. "Sixteen and Deathf
'

is a beautiful piece of composition on the execution of

' "Lady Jane Grey." The descriptive power intensified

through pathos gives tho reader a sense of inward rev-

erence- while reading these ' pages. The manner of ex-

pressron is inspiring, a more pleasing style and a better •

selection of words is seldom met with. "The Great En-

glishman," "Social Shams," and "Air Castles" com-

r

plete the literary department. The Exchange editor

feels refreshed after carefully reading and impartially

criticising this journal. The editorial, local and ex-

change departments are well edited. The February

edition was gotten out by anew staff, their work reflects

duty well done.

The Arkadelphia Methodist College publishes a neat

and varied Journal. Co-education is running under a

full head of steam within its walls. The experiment

must be a delightful one, and to be generous with our

ideas of the harmony that must exist in Arkadelphia,

we cite the public to the pleasant association of the

editors as a sufficient proof. On the Journal directory

we find the names of "Mr. Leroy" and "Miss Mattie"

inclosed A^ith brackets, with a counterpart, "Mr. Logan,'*

and "Miss Sallie" similarly associated. This proves

clearly and perhaps to the delight of the Arkadelphians

that co-education is the movement of the age and that

within college class-rooms the problem has been solved.

Each sex have their literary societies, but they meet in

the class-room together, associate in journalism and

frequently count "love forty" on the tennis grounds.
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We notice too that the girls write oftener and better
pieces for their Journal than the boys. In the February
number Miss Annie Morrison gives us an excellent paper
on*|The Ministry of Angels," perhaps leading to per-
fection, if we were to accept an article on the same sub-
ject from one of the male students. The situation of
affairs at Arkadelphia is glorious and we send many
congratulations to the Arkansas students, holding in
reserve the envy of our own position. Wofford to be or
not to be, is the question.

Since the foot-ball season has come and gone, carrying
with it the gloom of defeat and the joy of victories won,
The College Eambler has again taken its former position
of trust and excellence among college organs. We do
not mean to flatter this organ by the above sentence,
but rather to show its editors how much more a good
effort at journalism is appreciated by contemporaries
^^Parkhurst and Municipal Reform" has suddenly be-
come an editorial heading for thousands of newspapers,
and the college editors to be in sympathy with the pro-
gressive movements of reform, have given through their
columns some forcible comments. The Eambler con-
tains an oration delivered at an open session of the Il-
linois College societies which is very enthusiastically
written. Corrupt government, becoming more and more
alarming without efl^ectual attempts being made to sup-
press it, is largely dwelt upon by the author. Scanty
editorials, no exchange, a full personal column and an
abundance of locals invariably characterize The Eam-
bler, but in its literary presentiments we find redeeming
qualities.

The best comment on The Palladuim of South Carolina
is based upon the many short, interesting articles that
appeared in its last issue. The Palladium has but re-
cently sprung into existence . We hope though, to find
The Palladium in a maturer age, far above its first effort
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and never below it. To be in its infancy, it is very

^ood. Clinton must have a real '^funny'' atmosphere, if

we rightly construe the clash of wit between Professor

and student as published in the locals This is our only

objection to this Monthly, and truthfully speaking, the

greater part of its locals are less than valueless when

compared with the matter in preceding departments.

This is only a criticism and our ideas of journalism may

not be popular. How early infants learn the fashion of

the world I

The Randolph-Macon Monthly, for February, is a de-

lightful issue, full to overflowing with well assorted

matter, a Journal of comprehensive information about

many new subjects. This magazine is distinctively pro-

gressive and wields a weighty influence in stimulating

patriotism and promoting harmony among college mag-

azines. A typical Southern Journal, with a notable list

of contributors. Sparkling and thrilling are many of its

pages with corefully written narratives which often

compare in beauty and art with many of the self-sus-

taining short stories coming from more productive pens.

*'Just A Beginning," might be cited as a fit article to be

measured by the above criticism. **Open Stand the

Gates," is an oration of a Sophomoric style, but not too

much so when taken in connection with the expression

and arrangement of sentences. "The Poet's Poet," re-

ferring to Shelly, is an ideal paper. The editorials are

scarce, but all space is taken up by good, sensible read-

ing.

r/ie i^/onf/iZi/ is unusually large this month. In fact

there is a great change in its publication. '-In unity

there is strength," and to verify this old addage, Ran-

dolph-Macon and Randolph-Macon Woman's College

have combined forces. Thus the necessitated change,

which has given the old Journal a new life.

A varied table of contents should characterize ail pop-

ular Journals. Short stories are splendid material for
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breaking monotony, ilie McMicken Review has this
plan on trial and the change promises to prove quite
beneficial. ^'Clovernook and Romid About" is romantic
and often approaches the swing and rythm of measured
beats. It is hard to be romantic though, without going
through some neighboring cemetery and studying gene-
alogy in connection with the history of sleeping poster-'
ity. But the writer is well acquainted with, hfs theme
and to be sure of success he followed the old ruV of
greater men:

"Here lieth one, who shouldered his gun
When the news w-s brought from Lexington
ADd laid it down when peace was won,"

"'is a quaint and self-made epitaph." The Review iii

too burdensome with locals or personals. The absence
of good editorials and a neglected exchange places this
Journal far below the laudable stand which could be
easily obtained by its managers.



B. H. Henrerson/ - - Editor.

Wofford's Clerical Alumni.

Moie than once has this writer been asked if all the

students at Wofford College were not studying for tht^

ministry. In fact, it is generally understood and con-

sidered as the preacher's :cpllege for Methodism in South

Carolina. Many of our Methodists even are ignorant in

this one particular, and look upon Wofford College as

the chief promoter of their creed. This we do not deny,

but we would not be misunderstood and furthermore ask

for more than is due us, in having our institution known

as a Ministerial College. Many will be surprised to know

that Wofford College has no Theological Department.

One thing, however, may be safely asserted, that Wof-

ford College labors for the development of mind and

character and strives always to present the claims of

Christian education as the chiefest exponent of that de-

velopment. It is true that a good per cent, of her

Alumni have entered the ministry, but her highest end

has been to give to the world men whose sterling char-

acter would prove an uplifting force in the betterment

of humanity. Men who will repiesent these laudable

ends in the community blessed by their presence. How-

ever, the more especial object of this writing is to show

the influence of our Alumni in the ministry as members

of the South Carolina Conference by tracing their work

since their departure from College. Wofford's minis-

terial sons, like those in other callings, rank in order of

degree from lowest to highest. To attempt to write the

history of the men in any calling one suffers under two

extreme difficulties. Some have accomplished so much
that for want of facts we fail to give them justice; while
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others have accomplished so little that still fewer facts
can be had. One thinj? is certain, the College has stead-
liy raised the standard of education among the preachers
of the South Carolina Conference. There was a time Imay say, when unlearned men, comparatively speaking
found easy entrance there; but now it is almost useless
for such ones to apply. Of the thirteen admitted at the
last session, nine held diplomas from Wofford College.
Not quite twenty-four per cent, of the three hundred
and ninety-nine Alumni have entered the ministry Of
her ninety -five ministerial sons, one is an Episcopalian
P. D. Trapier, ^69

; one is a Presbyterian, J. W Rose-
borough, '73.

Four are Baptists—E. W. Peeples, '69; Z. T White-
side, '77

; E. E. Bomar, '79
; P. V. Bomar, '82.

W.W. Duncan, '58, is a Bishop. Each one of us con-
fidently expects the future to add to this list.

Rev. G. E. Round, '61, is stationed somewhere in
N-orth Carolina. R. D. Smart, '68, has gained much
prommence. After serving the best appointments in
his own Conference, he was transferred to Little Rock,
Arkansas, where he preached three years. He was re-
cently placed in charge of First Church, Memphis,
Tenn., which is said to be the second highest in the
Southern Methodism.

P. C. Bryce, '69, is a member of one of the Texas Con-
ferences. A. E. Partridge, '71, is a prominent member
of the South Alabama Conference. A. Coke Smith, D.
D., '72, is pastor of Granby Street Church, Norfolk, Va.
As a pastor he is much sought after.

H. F. Ohreitzberg, '73, has gained much prominence.
He served many important charges in his own Confer-
ence and was then placed in charge of the leading
church of Asheville, N. C. W. S. Rone, '73, is presiding
elder of Wilmington District, North Carolina Confer-
ence. He was a member of the recent General Con-
ference.
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J. W, WoUing, '73, is a member of the Brazil Confer-

ence. Sam'l. Keener, '76, is preaching in Louisiana.

J. W. Tarbourx, '77, and J. Mc'P. Lander, '79, are in

Brazil.

J. R. King, '79, belongs to the North Georgia Con-

ference. R. Riddick, ^82, is in Virginia. J. L. Weber,

'82, was recently admitted to the Holston Conference

and stationed in Knoxville, Tenn.

J. R. Goodloe, '89, is in Tennessee. G. G. Harley, '89,

is in North Carolina. E. D. Mouzon, '89, is in Texas.

Seven of the ministerial Alumni are dead: J. E. Wat-

son, '61; E. G. Gage, '64; C Thomason, '64; J. P.

Pritchard, '74; M. O. Ligon, '91, and J. J. Riley, '92.

Fifty-five are members of the South Carolina Confer-

ence. There are many others in the Conference who

have attended the College one or more terms.

J. W. Humbert, '59, graduated with honors. He has

been sixteen years on stations and nineteen on circuits.

He is now at Fort Mill. A. J. Stafford, '59, is an earnest

pastor, and his sermons are carefully prepared. He has

been three years on missions, six on circuits and twenty-

two on stations. At present he is at Kershaw. A. J.

Stokes, '59, is at Newberry. He is chairman of the Trus-

tees of the Columbia Female College. He has been

eight 3^ears on circuits, nineteen on stations and eight

on districts.

S. A. Weber, '59, is one of the best read men in the

Conference. He is a frequent contributor to his church

papers. He has twice been a member of the General

Conference. He has been ave years on circuits, seven-

teen on stations and v/as editor of the Advocate for ten

years. The degree of D. D. was conferred upon him by

Emory College in 1892. He is one of the trustees of Wof-

ford. His work is now at Yorkville. G. W. Walker,

'69, has served on circuits two years, on stations nine

and for the past ten years has been president of Paine

Institute, Augusta, Ga. He is a trustee of Wofford.

W. D. Kirkland, '70, has been three years on circuits,

nine on stations, three on districts, and nine as ed-

itor of the Advocate. He is a trustee of Wofford, and
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also a member of the General Board of Missions Emory
College, a few years ago, confer] eel upon him the degree
of D. D.' He has represented his conference three times
in General Conference, and at the recent one he was
elected Sunday School editor. His work in this field has
already called forth much favorable comment.

E. L. Archer, '71, located after having served four
years on circuits. He was readmitted eleven years
thereafter. In 1889 he took a supernumerary relation,
which he still holds. He was the originator of the
Alumni IJall. and started the' subscription with $500.
R. W. Barber, "71, has been thirteen '' years on circuits,
one on station and six as supernumerary. His sermons
show special preparation. He is now at Little Rock.
W. L. Wait, -71, practiced law until 1887, when he was

admitted to the Conference. He has been on missions
one year and on circuits six. Hp is now at Donalds.
J

.
W. Dickson, '7^, is the best toast-maker among the

Alumni. He has been on circuits six years, on stations
four, on districts eight, and Professor in Columbia Fe-
male College four. He is a trustee of Wofford. He is

now on the Columbia District. He says he likes to be
presiding elder.

(TO BE CONTIM-^ED. )
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Prof. Ford.

Friday night, March 11th, found in the opera house a
goodly crowd of students and friends assembled to hear
a recital by Prof. Ford under the auspices of the Cal-
houn and Preston Societies. The audience ^Yas not
quite as large as it might liave been, only a few being
present besides the Converse students and those con-
nected with Wofford. However, a larger crowd was
expected on Saturday night, and we have reasons to be-
lieve that such would have been the case had not cir-
cumstances intervened and prohibited the Professor from
appearing and the public from enjoying his delightful
entertainment. Prof. Ford was sulferihg with a severe
cold and his throat was in such a condition that it was
impossible for him to fill his engaRement. AVe were
very sorry that this unfavorable condition prevented us
from hearing him a second time, for he v^sl^ e xjlurihiis
unus that has the power to give such universal satisfac-
tion and so much real pleasure to those who attended.
On the stage the Professor is at home and was mas-

ter of the situation. His manner is graceful and easy
and free from affectation. In appearance he is strik-
ingly handsome and pleasing. His voice is splendid,
well cultivated and typical of the fine physique with
which he is gifted. It would be hard to tell in which
special branch he excelled. At times his selections were
pathetic and his rendering of them very touching, while
again humor predominated and he seemed inimitable.
In every way he came up to the high testimonials with
which he was recommended. The selections were tastilv
chosen and suited to the southern audience. His enun-
<;iation of the old negro dialect was greatly enjoved and
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partook of that strange combination of humor and

pathos which is so salient in the old negro character.

All of the pieces would deserve mention, but above all,

the beautiful poetry, taken from Mark Twain's Literary

Nightmare and the very embodiment of music, vras

given most touchingly. There still runs in our memory
the lines:

"Punch, launch, punch with care

Punch in the presence of the passengaire "

Miss Julia's singing and che preaching by a modern

minister were also very good, and are but slight exag-

eratioiis of what dangers and punishments we all must

shun. The students seem delighted with the eveumg's

digres^^.ion and reaped much merriment and gained great

profit. AVe hope we can hear Prof. Ford again. We
also hope next time the audience will be even larger and

composed of more varieties of people.

The Open Session.

Tiie regular annual open session of the Calhoun

Society was held at the usual time, the first Friday in

March, which fell this year on the 1st, and from a

strictly judicial standpoint was very good. The weather

was bad and prevented a good man}^ from attending,

but despite this fact the hall was full. There wert on

duty four essayists, four declaimers and six debaters.

These gentlemen performed their duty creditably well

and the audience listened in the same manner, only the

virtue cf patience was present with them. The monthly
orator v/as also on hand and spoke his speech, and told

us about the yanity of human existence and interspersed

his oration with some characteristic and well taken

humor. Everything passed off well. The session was
successful, though on account of its nature it had its

dangers. Some of the piece^^ showed the qualities of

strength and also of length, while others had the former
without the latter, and vice versa. In the main a con-

servative verdict is that it was a good meeting and the
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hours well spent,.and at the same,tirre flaying bare the
possibility of improvement which probably ^olild ' "be

made in various ways. '
•

' /'j

The Foot=BaII Situation.

At a recent meeting of the Athletic Association Mi\
W. Rae Dendy, of the Sophomore class, was elected
Captain of the foot-ball team; and the other officers duly
chosen. The new captain has our congratulations and
shall have our support and sympathy whenever needed.
Of course the methods of the coming team must be mod-
erate and even, else foot-ball here would fall flat as any
sport,derogatory to the reputation and dignity of the Col-

lege. We have little faith in foot-ball if its only end is.

emulation, its purpose low and its effects degrading.
We have still less patience in this invigorating sport, it

it is perverted into a profession or used as a mere ad-

vertisement for a college. Any institution sinks to a
shameful level when it allows its athletic association to

hire men with no recommendation save that of brute
strength and still less occupation, and has them matric-

ulate for the specific purpose of enlisting their names on
the students' roll. Such men rarely see within a class-

room, for their aim is low, their avowed purpose is to

play foot-ball and their recognized duty is to come inti-

mately in contact with the corrupting influence of tlie

spoil system and learn from fact what they would falsely

do. Such a condition is deplorable and demoralizing

beyond degree. We cannot see where the student's part

comes in, unless it is to find a mathematical line between
an institution of learning and a gambling house. At-

Wofford there is little to be feared in this direction.

Possibly no one even dreams of her ever becoming in any
way a mother to such an ill-fated child. We p'-efer to

let it be for fund's sake rather than foot-fall for foot-

ball's sake.

The game has its manifold opportunities of good, evt a

more so than of evil. We hope next season it will be re-
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vived witli renewed energy and determination. The

oames shonld be arranged during the spring and m every

way the team should besth- themselves. Capt. Dendy

will <ro into his duties with zeal and will doubtless serve

an efficient term. Interest has been tire hardest element

of success to obtain of late years, and it was through

the enthusiasm of the retiring members and the many

efforts of Captain Humbert that any success at all was

attained last fall. This last named gentleman certainly

deserves the thanks of the students and the college m
appreciation for his voJuable services in doing much to

revive a slowly and surely dying cause. He has done

so and foot-ball is here, and, we believe, to stay.

Kow for a good and lively base-ball team to while

awav the hours of fatigue in loving remembrauce to the

blow pipes and hard lessons which disturb our morning

dreams.

The Kennedy Library.

One of the pleasantest places in the city which it is

our privilege to visit is the Kennedy Library. This is

indeed an elevating place to loaf. Mrs. Evins, the cour-

teous Librarian, is exceedingly kind to the students and

seems to take great pleasure in showing and pomtmg to

them the books contained in the library- She is not

only well acquainted with the position of the many vol-

umes, but seems conversant with almost every imagina-

ble piece of literature, whether in or out of the library.

She makes a visit to this place most agreeable and proht-

able. There are many valuable books down there which

cannot be found in either of our college libraries and it

would be well for the students to take advantage of the

opportunity and ramble among and read more of that

class of books which can be found only in a public library

The South Carolina collection is especially valuable and

would greatly aid any one in becoming acquainted with

the historv and literature of his native state. These

hooks are mrc and such an occasion should be embraced
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and a visit would surely be enjoyed. It is with serious
regret that we learn Mrs. Evins will soon leave the city
to reside in Alabama.

Prof. DuPre recently gave a very interesting talk to
the Senior class on the first chapter of Genesis, The
class has been studying historical geology and was
greatly interested in the creation of the earth and espec-
ially of man. The Professor's lecture was purely in-
formal and was much enjoyed, proving that it was not
altogether unreasonable to reconcile the history of crea-
tion as told by Moses and as revealed by science.

Mr. Olin D. Wannamaker and Eobt. J. Trousdale rep-
resented the Wofford College Y. M. C. A. at the state
convention lately held at Aiken. These gentlemen re-
port a delightful time and are very much pleased with
the outgrowth of their visit. Mr. Wannamaker came
back by Orangeburg and stopped over for a dav or two
at his home in St. Matthews.

Geo. C. Leonard, the Editor-in Chief of the Jourx
recently paid a visit to his home at Inman.

Some days ago a phonographic exhibition was held in
the college chapel. Some of the pieces were taken very
well, while others not so good. The Quartette, or at
least part of it, sang a song, the music of which as well
as the discords they made were of their own manufact-
ure, and the instrument took it better than it was sung.
Professor Easter quoted a German passage in it and the
phonograph took this and gave it very clearly. We
had a few visitors. The entertainment w^as well worth
the price, though something very similar Avas given some
time ago.

The Junioi' class will soon begin the study of a history
of mathematics. This class has figured verv largely
in its history at Wofford.
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Messrs. Lyou and Crossland paid a flying trip to tlie

country not long since.

Prof Easter has very kindly consented to give his-

Senior French class an extra hour in pronunciation.

They are doing good work for these windy days.

At the last election of officers of the Preston society,

the following gent'lemen were chosen: Wm. Coleman,

President; J. C. Daniel, Vice President: H; J/ shoemaker,

1 St Corrector; W. J. Gains, 2d Correotor;H. C. McKelvey,

Recording Secretary; P. H. StoU. Corresponding Secre-

tary- F W. Sessions, Treasurer; Robt. Treusdale, Libra-

rian' C" F. Brooks. 1st Censor; W. G. Ward, 2d Censor.

On Tuesday March 13, Mr. M. Adams ot the Fre.h-

man class, fell from the third to the second story of the

Alumni Hall. A physician was summoned immediately

and he now has all the aid that me^lical attention can

-ive The extent of his injuries is not yet known, bu.

there are reasons to hope that he will soon be up. At

this writing he is resting easier and is getting on as well

as could be expected. His fatheris hereand will remain

till his son is better.

The commencement sermon will be preached next

June by Rev. Dr. Tillet, of Vanderbilt. Mr. B.^an ot

Charleston, has accepted the invitation of the Preston

Society and will deliver the literary address before the

two societies. ^
During the past week Mr. W. W. Watson Liteiary

Editorof the Journal last year, delighted his friends

with a stay in the city of a few hours. Mr. Watson is

now connected with The Stale.

Prof Ford will again give a recital at the opera house

some time in April. He is attracting much attention

throughout the state.
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H. J. Shoemaker, - - - Editor-

The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner.

Evolution shows life in continual progress. ]^Tature„

too, teaches iis the same daily. It may take days for

the sap to i-ise in a tree and for the tiny bud to shov/^

itself and swell in bud-like splendor, but at almost oeb
spring the full bloom bursts into fullness and beauty.

Moreover, there is a culminating point in all things—
the history of an age, of a nation, of an individual

More than this there is a characteristic product of eacb
that is within itself an embodiment of the representa-

tive features of each. Especially is this the case witb

the last, the individual, and most especially so if that

individual be a poet. Ail the forces of genius, somebody
seem to concentrate themselves into one grand effort

for the purpose of giving birth to some poem or series

of poems that embody the credo, and the very life and
being of the poet within themselves, and establish at

one leap the fame that all single efforts have not suc-

ceeded in establishing. There is a deep principle oS

truth underlying Byron's statement, that he aw^oke one
morning and found himself famous. 'Tis the experience

of all poets who are so fortunate as to have that amoimt
of genius and poetic ]H3wer that warrants their becoming

'Eo. 7..

i
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iamous at all. It is to The Ancient Mariner, Christabei,

and Kubla Khan, produced in rapid succ^.ssion, that

Cloleridge ov/ai ths joys and pleasures of this peculiar

erperience of Byron, but especialh" to the first.

A lover of ancient legends, and a student of that liter-

ature known as the literature of the middle ages, that

teasnre-lionse of subjects that has furnished material

ior so many fabrics of poetic art, and ol the ballad po-

etry of a-ll ages, it was a subject such as this that was'
most peculiarly fitted for calling into play all the imag-
mativeness, dreamine-i3, melody, harmony, and pictorial

power
J
that so characterize his other poems. And

tliDugh it may not be exactly correct to say that ail

iukQ elements of Coleridge's poetic genius find expression

m this one poem, yet it is the one that we must choose,

aJ>ove all others, if we would get any insight into his

gowers. It is one thing to produce divine fragments as

did the poetess, Sappho, to make noble beginnings in

which imagination and a tone of soft delicacy are pre-

eiidiinent as did Coleridge in Christabel and KublaKhan,
and quite another to v^eave these same elements into a
eojnplete and rounded whole that will prove that that

genius which could rise to such supreme heights of song
in fragments, could soar to heights quite as supreme in

a: sotig that combines sustained strength and vigor and
melody v/ith unity and harmony.
Art must always have an effect in view and every ar-

tist must choose his material with regard to the effect

<to.be produced. "Words are to the poet what lines and
colors are to the painter," and the same artistic taste

iix^t dictates the choice of those lines and colors that

lay most nearly approach the harmony then of the ideal

Hicture of the painter, dictates the choice of those v/ords

ted combination of words that b^^ their music and mean-
ing and the associations they call to mind, most
«early approach that rj^thm and ideal music that must
lilways ring in the soul of the true poet. There is no
^eat^r evidence of poetic genius than that of the choice

I



of words and, coincidentiy, that of metre. Milton dis-

played his ill the choice of those great, rolling, nmsical

words and epithets and tho3e stately, marching measures

of the heroic pentameter, that cast a mantle of dignity

about that sustained and elevated song,

' "That with no middle flight intends to tioai-,

Above the Ionian Mount, whiie it i>ur,sues

Things unattompted yet in prose or rliyme.''

It is to the words and the metro that he chose that is

due the music like that of the deep notes of a pipe organ.

Coleridge displays his no less in the Ancient Mariner.

He wished to ring out both soft and sweet, the melodious

notes and cadences of the lyrical ballad, find to cast over

the whole a glamour of romance and weirdness, and chose

those very words and the very metre that most easiiy

allow themselves to be set to music, and that are at the

same time most conducive to the producing of the effect

of weirdness. If each of us listens '*like a three-year's

child'' it is because it is told in the simple, manly, unpre-

tentious words in which children shape their thoughts,

and in which their minds give expression with childlike

artlessness to the sights seen in dream-land, and because
the music is somewhat like that which the musicians of

fairy- and dream-land sometimes let fall upon our child-

ish ears.

Though the poem is almost wholly a product of a fer-

tile imagination, and though there is about the whole a

glamour of romance and weirdness, there is yet a strict

adherence to the truth of nature, and to those senti-

ments and feelings that would be felt if the events were
real. After having shot the Albatross, the Mariner
says:

*'And I liad done a hellish thing,

And it would work 'em woe,
For all av-rred I had killed the bird

M hat made the breeze to blow.
Ah! wretch, said they, the bird to elay.

That iQade the wind to blow."
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The above was said upon the supposition that the

breeze that was blowing would cease. But it does not,

and in addition the phen^'mena of nature change in cer-

tain pleasing respects, and the following lines occur:

"Nor d m nor red like G* d s own lianrj,

The gloriou- sun upri-t.

Then all averred I had killed a bird

That brought the fog and mjst;

'Twas right said they, such birds to slay,

1 hat bring the fog and mis^'"

The portrayal of the changeability of the human mind
as influenced by outward phenomena upon which opin-

ion is based is as strong and as true as any of the higher

dramatists have ever reached.

As already said, the shaping force of the opinion was
imagination. But it was an imagination that had not

the creative force alone, but one that was able to give

to the poem those varying and modifying colors and!

tones that are found as permanent and enriching quali-

ties in all the fine arts. Coleridge doubtless studied the

effect of the combination of certain colors and sounds in

this poem, or else had in himself that poetic art-instinct

that always chooses that which will produce the highest

effect. An illustration of this point with respect to color

is to be found in the picture of the vv^oman of the spectre-

bark, and a few other lines that follow, ail of w^hich must
be looked at froro the standpoint of produciag weird-

ness.

"Bcr lips were rod. her looks were free

Ber skin was as hite as lepros^^

The Night-mare I ife-in-f)» ath was she

"Who thicks man's blood with cold."

And again,
"About, about, in reel and rout,

The death fires danced at night,

The water, like a witch's oil,

Burnt green and blue ond white.'"

Xot less noticeable is the effect of moonlight. Th^
moon Inlays an important part in all romantic poetry,
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and especially in Coleridge's. If one can fancy for a
moment the feelings with which one read for the first time
the description in the *'Fall of the House of Usher" of

the waves of moonlight falling through a rent in the old
moss- and vine-clad wall upon the lake of tarn beneath,
one can form some conception of its purpose and effect

in this poem. Darkness is not so vreird, nor can it be,

as is darkness tinged with beams of moonlight falling

upon the sea through the fog and mists of night. The
waters themselves reflect it and give to the reader an
effect of weirdness that words cannot represent. The
lines.

" WMles a'l the night, thr 'ugh fog-smoke white
Olimmered the white moonshine, ' and
'"Her beams lensocked the sultry main,
Like ' prii hoa -frost spread,

But where the ship s huge shadov/ lay,

A still and awful red,"

rjerve to illustrate this point.

The sounds, too, of this poem are peculiarly Coleridge-
an. Accustomed from youth to day-dreaming, his na-
ture and admiration seem to have come under the influ-

ence of soft and gentle sounds. Only rarely is there in
this poem the crash of genuine noise. All the rest is

either the stillness and quiet of silence or the soft, easy
sounds affecting the reader like the soughing of pines
near a grave yard on a dark and gently-breathing night.
There is one that is strikingly beautiful:—

*'It ceased, yet still the sails made on
A I leasant noise till noon,

A noise like of a hidden brook.
In the Ipafy month of June;

That to the sleeping woods all night
Sing- th a quiet tune."

It is sounds such as these that fall upon the ear with
piercing and deafening pain—

**Like echoes in sepulchral halls,
As drop by drop the waterfalls.''
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one can begin to calculate the effect of snch sounds
in tV)is poem. Loud noises of the busy, bustling world
could never affect us thus. 'Tis only such as these cor-
responding to the last breathings of the dying or the
moans and whispers of the ghosts of the dead, that can
surround us with an atmosphere of weirdness and ro-
manticism.

The word-pictures are truly g-rand in their simplicity
and seeming artlessness, and strike us with as fresh and
original beauty as the word-music. The power of words
to produce pictorial effect is nowhere equal to the power
displayed here. There passes before us in a succession
of beauty, successive, separate pictures bound together
into one complete whole by the "'•adamantine chain of
dreamland." There is not a single superfluous word in
a single one of them. There is a perfection of economy
here attained that would gratify the most frugal word-
economist- Each succeeding the other with the swift-
ness possible to imagination, and to the mind in dream,
are a few strokes of the brush of the skillful word-painter.

* 'All in a hot and copper sky
The bloody sun at no n

Kight up abov - the mast did stand
No bigger than the moon."

"The sun's rim dips, the stars rush out,

At one stride comes the dark,
With far off whisn ersoVr the sea,

Off shot the spectre-bark.^'

This is the offspring of an imagination that is botJi

graphic and picturesque, and of a mind that is- bold in

conception and execution. And yet with the happiness
and fitness of the pictures there is never a sacrifice of
word music. Word-painting and word-music are not
at the expense of one another, but both seem to coerce
and intermingle in just such a manner as brightens the
effect of both and, at the same time, carries the weird-
ness into the highest degree of perfection. All of this

goes to prove that Coleridge in this poem had an artistic
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,a'asp UDon his subject; such that while the pictures aye

appealing to the sease of beauty, the music is gliding into

the soul like g-mtle sleep from Heaven. ^
^ , ,

Music and painting and poetry are not made to teach

except iniirectly. O.ie will never realize any miter.al

gain from either of th. three. Ta^re is a h.gaer ani a

nobler purpose running through them that makes them

of incalculable benefit to the human race. Through the

eye or ear, they exert a most refining sense upon the

mind and heart and soul, and render us capable of the

hio-hest and keenest intellectual enjoyment, fhey are

in^answer to a God given elemsnt of our intellectual na-

ture, and for this reason they will ever be m demand,

and for this same reason the "Ancient Mariner" will al-

ways be read. Combining, as it does, something of the

element of painting and music with the first essential ot

poetry, imagination, it has the peculiar power of appeal-

in- to these higher intellectual qualities in a supreme

degree. Moreover, it has the power of lifting us for the

time being out of ourselves, of removing us from the

engrossing cares of life, and of helping us to "most

srloriously forget ourselves and plunge soul-forward,

headlong" into the fancies and phantasies of enchanted

lands. We pass through it all under the sounds of har-

monious music, and in the enjoyment of those pictorial

treasures prepared for us by one whose strong power

was imagination and whose most peculiar colors and

sounds and shades of moon and star-light all mingled

and melted into effect both weird and strange while at

the same time it is most highly artistic. The cadence

and rhythm and melody fall upon the ear with the soft-

- ness of the softest sounds introduced, and into our souls

"Like mnsic on the heart."

There is scarcely a false note struck in the whole poem.

All the words seem to have been breathed into their happy

and musical association by a long and continued breath

of inspiration that never stopped until it was finished and
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T^ttZ'lTi r"^"''^-
^ordbas its idea and

Suld Vf'.T ^''^y single one in the poem

Znt I
detriment. The harmonywou d be m some sense broken, and the magic charmwould be lost. The whole is a noble poem of its kin"

pSnin itsT'
' =^P'--^' "obly executed.

f;t .
ornaments, yet most richly ornamented, pro-

as one of'^7'.''^
peculiarly musical, it stands

the rom '^"'^"""^ «"°cesses of

music hath charms to soothe, and so long as those highernsmctsofmanfor the enjoyment of the fine arts arestill nndmimished in the human soul.

Geo. \V. Fooshe-

The ftifiuence of Greece on Roman Literature.

The originality of Greek literature is supreme. Thisconstuutes one of its many charms and is the source of

cention i ^ ''t''^"'
acuteness of per-ception which characterized their genius. They ^s^vehterary forms to all succeeding- literatures and pre!scribed canons of art and taste forall time. The influ-ence of this brilliant people was felt throughou theknown world, but while the fame of Greek literature

Tt feft'untirAl'' '''''^V''
'^^^^'^^^ '"fl"—

not felt until Athens was beginning to decline and Rome
Zfi, J.*''

^''""'^ Pl^°« Patroness, if notMother, of Arts and Eloquence

Latin ^f''''?
asserted that all the vast range of classicLatm hterature could boast but one original genius-

Lucretius. Without concurring in this probably exag-gerated opinion, there is no doubt in the mind of astudent of the Greek and Latin literatures that to a very
great e.xtent Roman literatures were indebted for both
thought and form to the Greeks.
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This is apparent to the most superficial reader, and

becomes more and more evident as the investigator

acquaints himself more thoroughly with the claims of

each of the two peoples, until he finds that a great and

permanent literature can claim even the doubtful in-

vention of but one literary form—the satire. Without

attempting to ti ace each stream of Roman inspiration

to its source and account for every Hellenism in Latm

literature, it may be possible in a few pages to demon-

strate, at least partially, how far the Roman literati

were indebted to Greece.

In the fourth century, B, C, Athens still reigned the

literary mistress of the world, undisputed, supreme.

Already her powers were failing, her strength decaying,

but the gleam of her past glory, the light of her incom-

parable literary achievements cast a glamor over her

weakness until the final crash, when the scepter passed

from her, and Alexandria gathered to herself the intel-

lect of the world.

We have now three pictures: Athens, deprived of her

supremacy, but still fascinating and beautiful in her

decay ; Alexandria, the flourishing center of culture

and literary genius ;
Rome, fast becoming the supreme

political power, but just beginning to foster an intellect-

ual development. All things are ripe for a change.

The books of one great literature are being closed, but

another great literature is about to spring into existence.

One great people is degenerating, but another, grander

and more imposing, is maturing into the governing race

of the world. Athens, and with her Attic literature, has

risen, matured and is beginning to decay. Her most

brilliant period of intellectual growth was contemporary

with her greatest political power. But she has done her

work—given to the world a rich literature, wielded an

enormous and far-reaching influence, and is now yield-

ing to another great city exercising, as she herself had

once done, political authority, but without great intellect-

ual life or any signs of a literature. Let us now con-
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aider some of the events preceding and leading up to the
birth of Komau literature.

The capture of Tarentum in 272 B. C , inaurrurated anew era in Roman intellectual life. This great people
of Kome, with its invincible military spirit, its irresist-
able energy, its high standard of moralitv which it
mamtained until the Golden Age of literature, had up
to the time of Fabius' signal victorv, amid iis vast
scnemes of conquest, little opportunity for the growth
of an extensive literature. The Roman mind was ab-
sorbed in waging and directing wars for the increase of
territory, and the literary talent which must have
existed lay dormant, hampered by unfavorable circum-
stances. But from the founding of the Latin city
th ough all her centuries of ambitious growth, there was
maturing a literary spirit, whose genius, when the
growth was consummated, flowered into classic Latin
Lteratire.

Hundreds of years before the Punic wars, there had
settled in the south of Italy bands of Greeks from, their
native country. Colonies were formed, and, in process
of time, great states arose, whose wealth and power gave
all that section the name of Magna Graecia.
Among the many prosperous cities of the new Hellas.

Tarentum was the most conspicuous for its wealth, size
and intellectual activity. Her direct and long-continued
intercourse with Greece shed the lustre of great literary
genius over her. She adopted the literature of the
mother country and originated a school of her own. So
that when this flourishing city was brought under
Roman sway, like an electric shock, the new literarv
impulse thrilled the Roman intellect. From these semi-
Greeks of Southern Italy first came the impetus that
awoke Rome's dormant genius. We do not mean to say
that a complete literature was all ready to spring into

^^fi^'^'f^^*?'''^^-
^^^^^ Greece, so here there was agradual development, but one far more rapid than hadbeen the growth of Hellenic literature. Rome had no
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literary forms to create-Greece had done her wor^^

The work of Kome was to adapt these forms and adapt

them to a totally different people, a different c^j^iato

and different surroundings. And all this she did, but

more than this-no ! Rome lacked creative force, bJlp

had she possessed it her labor was anticipated—the g.ory

of literary discovery could never be hers. This does not

detract from the grandeur, merit and beauty of her lit-

erature. This paper is no attempt to show that the it-

erary genius of Rome was entirely imitative. Great lit-

erateurs 'lo not imitate-they adopt. To extract frci|

any literary work thought, or to employ its form,^ana

place tbat thought in a new settinsr, or fill that lom

with new material suited to the spirit of another people

than that to which it was oiiginally addressed--this is.

not imitation, but adaptahon. Had the spirit of Rome s

literature been merely imitative, it could never nave s®.

vastlv influenced modern literatures. Had it

bodied high genius it could never have endured.^ Mod^

em English literature has been influenced by the x.oma»

far more than is generally supposed, yet the originality

of our own literature is unquestionable.

After Athens lost her supremacy the center of literarj

culture was transferred to Alexandria. Here the Greek

classics were cherished and Greek thought and Greek

traits were predominant. But when Alexandria wa»

subjugated to Rome, with her freedom, she yieldea he^

supremacy in literature, and her culture and literaiy

wealth were appropriated by another. Through ber

Rome gained the Greek classics, and from ner, m turn^

received a great intellectual impetus. Alexandna.si

scholars and sages flocked to the new capital, bringing

their wealth of learning to enrich Rome's intellects*

store

In Sicily, as in Magna Graecia, poetry and the a:rf»

enjoyed a long and brilliant life. The literary culture

was similar to that of Greece, and the Greek classicj

were preserved and imitated, as in other great centers o«
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Hellenic influence. Here Theocritus was still sing-ino^
ais exquisite pastorals, when Sicily came under the
mighty sway of Rome. So wnen Greece was finally
^abjugated and her vast accumulation of literary wealth
fay open to Roman genius, the circumstances favoring

development of a Latin literature were complete
From these four sources: Alexandria, Sicily, Mao-na
(s-raecia, and finally from Greece herself, Rome drew
her mspiration. After all these combined forces acted
upon Rome, and she felt the complete sway of the Greek
genius, Roman education fell entirely into foreign
lands, and the native intellect came under the ascen-
dency of the Greek. Philosophers, artists and even

-physicians of the conquered race ruled supreme. With
fl these circumstances surrounding mnd all these in-
influences permeating and transforming the intellect of
the Romans, is it strange that their literature demon-
strates this contact with the Greeks ?

For the remarkable hold which this new culture took
upon the Roman intellect, and made its effects visible in
a new life and literature, we have only to search the
characteristics of the two races. Greece had earlv felt
the need and importance of- a literature, and beinc/never
wholly engaged in war or commerce, had been develop-
,mg that literature for almost a thousand vears The
nature of this sensitive and art-loving people demanded
expression in literature and art. They created as nat-
urally as they breathed, and no amount of war or ordi-
nary business could hamper or restrict their genius
But, as has been said, Rome, engaged in her continual
warfare, was absolutely without anv literarv tendency
UBtil brought in contact with Greek civilization. Roman
development, in every other line, reached its maturity
at this period. Probably the Latin literature, when at
length It came into being, was all the more vigorous and
Brilliant for its late birth, but it is doubtful that Rome.would ever have produced a great literature, had shenot become thoroughly imbued with the spirit of Greece
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If this influence had not been exerted, it is possible that

a literature might have slowly developed, but its char-

acter would have been of an entirely different type,

.

The Romans had founded a city which became the cap-,

ital of a powerful nation. Their stern, invincible spirit,

conquered the obstacles opposing the growth of such a

,

cvovernment. Their virtue and patriotism have become

proverbial. And so amid such a race were developed all

those traits which stamped the whole people with forc^ ,

and originality. But although Rome had risen to such,

eminence and was aspiring to still greater power, she;,

had not felt the need of the strictly intellecual life, it

the early Romans found a primitive culture existing m .

Latium,' they satisfied themselves with that necessarily:,

rude state of mentM cultivation, a.nd made no attempt

.

toward a higher development. The ancient ballads, 0£

which there are a few fragments extant, constitute, ai-

the evidence we have of this early stage.
^

^

There were various elements in Roman civilization

which were speedily evolved as soon as the Greek m-
^

fluence v/as brought to bear upon them. Among the re-

sults of this ascendency in literature were the dramatic

performances. The Roman drama drew its hfe from the

Greek. Its highest genius was exhibited m comedy

audits best exponents are Plautus, Statins and Terence

But as this was the earliest, so it was the least polished

of the Latin literary forms, and from an artistic stand-

point has little merit as compared with its great original,

beyond its illustrating the '^signs of the times."

We have tried to show some of the causes which pro-

duced the great tidal-wave of Greek thought and culture

and its overwhelming effect on the intellectual hfe oi

Rome. It may be well to trace the growth and extent

of this influence as shown by the works of a few of the

masters of Latin literature.

Soon after the capture of Tarentum, Liyius AndronicuB

came to Rome. He was an educated Greek slave-

After having gained a place in Rome's intellectual
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galaxy he succeeded in presenting, during the public
Greek. He trans-

feted the Odyssey, and gradually familiarized the Eo-

TTu rl^^
^'""'^ literature. This marks the first stagem the hterary growth of Rome. One draught from theKfreshmg well-spring of that older literature, one tasteef Its classics, and no other stimulus was needed TheLaan genius gradually, but surely assimilated the spirit

ef Hellemc creations; found their literary forms capable
adaptation to another language and people, and sowasnacquamtance was once made, imitation, or adap-

fation, was both natural and profitable. From this time
acknowledge of Greek literature became a part of Roman
^ucation, and the greater the knowledge, the greaterfee admiration, and the more palpable and potent weretae results m the intellectual life of Rome
Following Andronicus came the poet Kaevius, whoaaopted tragedies and comedies from the Greek. It was

Z^^^^^.^i'^^^^^P^'i^i^ai legend which was afterwards
embodied m the "Aeneid." Contemporary with Naevius
Wi.. .he more celebrated Ennius. the great moulding-
force ,n early Latin literature. Although imbued, asFaevius with the Greek spirit, he is yet said to hare in-V6a.ed tno "satura," the only original Latin Jiterary

?/TV ^VT* ^P^'^'^a''!''. ho«'«^'er that this form was
KSed by the Greek poet Archiloohus, whom his country^
*nea ranked with Homer and Hesiod as one of the ^reat©ngmal forces of their literature.
The great comedian Terence followed. He washoroughly Grecian, and "his relation to the Greek

authors whom he copied is that of a fine engraver to the
great painters of another age and time." He refinedaad humanized the manners of Rome, and paved theway for tne advance of that brilliant group of the Golden
•agt;—wiT)sar, Cicero, Sallast and Lucretius. With the

ZSai r-
^'"t^^'i -t'lautus, from the time of Terence

hxmtLZ^f'^'r'''' '"'''ir Sf'*' ^"'•^^'•d movementm Uteratwre Latin prose, though crude and unpolished
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found its first formative force in Cato, but it was Cicero

who gave his language so brilliant and pure a setting as

to gain for himself the first place in his native literature.

Cicero was a finished Greek scholar, and as an orator,

statesman and man-ot-letters, ho became the ^lost con-

summate specimen of Roman character under the mflu-

.»nce of Greek culture.

Lucretius merely expounds the tenets of the Gieek

philosophers. His model was the Philosophic poern of

Empedocles, written in hexameter verse, rhe study of

Homer and Euripides influenced him, but his treatment

is entirely original.

In the Augustan age the tendency of htera are was to

run to verse. The poets sought to make the art and

poetry of Greece live a new artistic life. \ irgil had a

Load and thorough sympathy with the whole range ot

Greek poetry from Homer and Hesiod to Theocritus and

the Alexandrines. He was filled with the thought and

learning of Greece. His BvcoUcs are ^l^f
^

and in many cases merely translations of the Idyls ot

Theocritus. Hesiod's "Works and Diiys was his

avowed model for the Georgics, and the Odyssey served

the "Aeneid" inalikecapacir.y.

Ovid was thoroughly Grecian, and did mucn toward

influencing contemporary thought. He i^^itated the

\lexandrine poets in his "Metamorphoses, and iler-

^ides." Horace closely followed Archilochas m hiB

-Epodes," imitated, and often merely translated Alcacus

'"I'ha^e'^cited these concrete examples to better show

the very apparent, deep and direct influence of Greece

upon the literary productions of Eome. Eoman liter-

ature was almost as Greek as its original, but merely

adapted to an entirely different people. The eftects of

Rome's contact with the Greeks were disastrous; the

manners and morals of the capital became corrupted

from association with the now effeminate and enervated

Greeks, but that very contact gave to the world a greet
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literature, which in breadth and brilliancy, if not indepth, a most rivalled its greater model. But althou-h

eaect than the Greeks on modern literatures, still "ifhe mfluence is traced to its spring, any broad stream ofIt will carry us back to a Greek source."

Maeion Tucker.

The Aesthetics of Science.

'^Truth is beauiy and beauty .is triitli-- ear-h theother's excuse for being. This principle is thj^bals ^both science and poetry. Truth and beauty, in th^ a

Zt "T f"-''"
^^-^--^^nt terms, and bekuty ^ teunveiled, shmm^ countenance of truth.

'•Rich, from life-^ong search
Of <ruth, within thy a c demic porch
Thou sittes now. lord of a realm of fact •

Thy servitors ^he sciences exact •

^till listening, with thv hand on'^ature's keysTo hear the >amian s spheral harmonies
i^nd rhythm of law.''

Thus a poet to a scientist, formerly a fellow-poetScience ,s material, but it also has a spiritual elementwere this not so men would no longer become iS votl-iies. Order is Heaven's first law. The fascination o*

in whTchVotl ''T 1 - ^"-'^^m which both poet and scientist labor. Heretofore thepoet has depicted Nature as it seemed, not as it was

"Thrnort"' ' Srator gave the scientific fact?

an insight ^. h,ch pierces to spiritual actualities
; to the

SnT/c? "'T'r""' -lationsof kl I thibcientihc knowledj^e.''

thJ'!wr'?'''"^^Tf,
principle of all our modern thought is

derlv nro"""
"-^iversality of law. and of thit or-

itder thf'T" '^^%^«'^P'^«°* -ithin the domain andunder the influence of law which we call evolution
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Above all, the harmonious inter-relation of the laws of

Nature their "essential oneness," and the idea of evolu-

tion have become established facts which must be ap-

preciated "So far from being unfriendly to the poetic

EgSation, science will breathe into it a higher exulta-

Zn " Our time has been marked by a stress of scien-

ificiconoclasm, and its beauty upon poetry throug^^

anta.,onismto the traditional basis of
V^f^lfl^^^^^^

imagery and thought, is continually harped on by woald
"

ifterateurs. But the fact is not by any means to be

deplored, for however numerous the traditions and folk-

lore legends of "ye olden times" that yield to the ad-

vances of knowledge, there is no such inherent antag-

onism between science and poetry.
„

Science, now-a-days, is a word on the hps of every-

one ; it s;ems to pervade every phase of thought and

literkture. In common parlance, however, the wo d^s

very loosely used, and is a synonym for materialism

deeply imbued with passionistic tendencies. This is

inaticism, opposed eciually by advanced B-nUsts -d

Uterati. The true scientific spirit is at war, not wit

pStical feeling, the best in literature, beautiful in

Lature, or noble and uplifting m life, but with the

ancien foibles and follies of expression cherished by

till sentiments. We now begin to descern ba poetry

herself is struggling to be free from the old ^o ente^

UDon the new, to' cast off a weight of precedent and

S^nomenal imagery and avail herself of the more pro-

founi suggestion and more resplendent beauty of dis-

covered truth. Those who are in the foremost ranks of

scientific thought and inquiry must not be held account-

able for the degradation of science due to a few ex-

tremists and cranks, who are capable of
f-^dict^^SJ^at

poetry will be neither read nor cared for fifty years

lience 4.

"Heaven lies about us in our i^f^n^y/'',,

has said that when a boy he taught the tree-tops

touched the skies, but when he learned better, that
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heaven seemed to recede far a^vay. But you cannor

nature and her answer involves a hundred more subtleWe latterly find our bards alive to scientific revelatfons'

Sr^htrr^
P-tryfresh discovery as thlt^

fecftha^hVr''''\"'r "^^^^ fundamentalfact that the conquest of mystery leads to greater mys-te, y
,
.he more v.e know the g-reater the material for themagmation. A significant feature of our times 7s hefact that when great strides are bein^^ made in s;ien. fieprogress the emotions do not keep pace. Science ^convmce us that our knowledge /s Ltiquated a'd de-ficient, but It camiot alter our feelings. Once adoptedthey are not easily changed

; and wetre prone to forg"that evolution is always upward.

Ye^1iil!^fiff\T'"f''
^'^'^^'^ °f and law.

IfA a^^^ancing towards certain victorvbeauty, emotion and imagination
; thus may thecommon idea of science be characterized. Any effortSsuppress the imagination is in direct opposition to h;advancement of thought. The sovereign of the arts i'he imagination, by whose aid man makes eve"; W

£ni;^n "^'^.f^'^ey aat the imagination i'limited by and to experience ; but experience is only thebasis, the limit. Logical analysis discovers notlfing .

hought IS but the verification of the portents of h.^

ZiZ Tfi. "«V"?™ progress, first the etherealfantasy of the poet, then discovery by experience andmduction bringing us to what is deemed scS, pTosa,c knowledge of objects and their laws. The i„;esti-gator If he would attain still greater discoveries, musthave the poetic insight and imagination-be, in a se^^ea poet himself. Mr. Stedman says: "Far beyond thephantasmal look of things and full scientific attaTnm nthere IS a universal coherence-there are infinite mean-ings-which the poet has the gift to see, and by the rev

cSr.ble '^Tn^f.'^' ".^''^^'^^ illumines whatever I;cognizable. Insight and spiritual feeling will ever
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continue to precede discovery. In their footprints tho

nv stigator must advance for his next tru^h an^ -U^^^^^^

^nmont of his advance become one with the poet.

See drfves spectre after spectre from its path, but

the rule still holds, and a vaster unknown, a more xm-

nrr^<,Rive voffuc. Still deepens and looms before.

'
The progfesJof science during the past half ^entury

ha?been so rapid and continuous that the intellect has

io ten a long way ahead of the feelings, and the world

fs overawe ghted by a large mass of unemotioiialized

knowwTe Some one has well said that the factor,

and mih-fad have by no means disfigured our lanascape

^nd hat we thipk so only because our bards have not yet

Slowed aU onsecrated them in song. Wordsworth

wfth ^rophetic vision, saw in dim futurity the -ssions

Tf both poet and scientist harmonious and ;^-tf •

f^^^
imagination is manifold and various. Among its ofcces,

tluZ ten not considered as the most poetic must be

olid invention and construction, ^^he new learning-

has of itself, been so absorbingly attrractive that it.

aShttLl ;idehas been neglected,

auenco it is yet tho property of the brain only, not o. tiu.

heart This is the real meaning of our present predica-

Sen in thought, aad of the widespread discontent._

We have seen that with the poet imagination is the

essential key to expression. But,

"O, many are the poets that are sown

By Nature ! men endowed with highest gitts,

Tho vision and the faculty divm» ;

Yet wanting the accomplishment of verse.

Logical thought and a knowledge of facts, however

potent, have a limit ; while imagination is the only ke,

by which the gates of cold scholasticism may be un-

locked, and a vista opened to the ravished ^o^l-e/e,

which may be discerned thoughts more poetic, discov -

eries more marvelous than those which have heretofore

been known. Each extension of our knowledge pave.
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the way to greater tliiiigs-protects the view adown the

iatur?X"rt°uH ^1 "^'^^'^ interpretatrons ofarare s laws. Cultured imagination is still before us

m jianj waj^s The poet with his fine ear attuned to thethoughts and imagery of all that is best in his predtc ssors ,s the interpreter. Science has taken away allour antique myths and fancies
; disturbed and dfsarranged our emotions. We cannot and must not how

eteTn'.Tf
^^'^^^ '"^^ out of life the"

: ma? y-^d--* ^othe invas' n

law can aTa e ^ ^"^^^ '^^^''^^ afteraw, can a false conception of Nature be as beautiful as.n„te knowledge of the harmony andt^ty S
"For Avho wouid h eeo an ancient form
Ihro which the 8. irit bre the- no more''"

ihere are discoveries made by science of the workina-sof nature to me far more beautiful than any ancfeSconception of them. The mistakes they made in o/dentimes whrk beautiful still, border, soLtiSs almost

"autifu 't%-''r''™
"''''^ be not Zy•beautiful and artistic, but pregnant with thought.

''f oi-
1 believed the poets

; it is thevW o u tei- wisdom from the ee tral deeuAnd list ningtothe inner flo • ofthinr-Vfpeak 'o ihe ages out of eternity "

relation, and in place of accentuating thS coLrasLare magmfy.ng their infinite harmonies. The poet aSthe scientist, seemingly opposed to each o her for cen
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turies, the one revelling amid myths and fancies, the

other devoting himself to the discovery of laws, and

both the interpreters of Nature, suddenly came together,

for they had each discovered a law-they whispered its

name. It was Evolution. Poetry felt but never knew

that the universe was one ; it was reserved fcr evolution

to make the final revelation of the unity of the world,

to comprehend everything under one generalization to

explain everything by one great end. "Henceforth,

says Prof. Drummond, "their work was one, science was

one and mind, which discovered the oneness, was one-'

"When science is learned in love, and its powers are

wielded by love, then will they appear the supplements

and continuations of the material creation."

B. W. Wait.

Chaucer's Knight's Tale.

I have no doubt that the Knight had an attentive au-

dience when it came his time to relate the story required

of him by his fellow travellers. He himself was a gal-

lant Knight, and, at that period of the wond's history

few men were held in more honor and esteem by all

classes of society than the Knight.

Knight errantry was a noble ir.stitution m its purpose

to protect the weak and innocent from the brutal vio-

lence of the Dark Ages, and there is no wonder that the

Knight errants were a highly respected set of men.

Furthermore, the Knight in the story had travelled

over a greater portion of the known world and of course,

he had many a tale of foreign adventure witn which to

entertain and amuse his companions. His companions

were in sympathy first with him and then with his theme.

Chaucer's Knight's Tale has a congenial setting m the

history of the age, and was in accord with the sentiment

of his listeners. Chaucer lived at the Court, kept daily

company with the nobles, and he well understood what
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and given ,t to us from an English mould.
^ '

Th9 greatest poet of an era is he who seizes the lead

be ridiculous characters in modern times. The time

imagine, if you can, two princes of Chaucer's t;m«

Sir'nf'b f,'""^?'
^"^^^'"^ handfuTs of Shan, and bellowing at each other like two mad bulls!
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-'^'^

because ol rival love for a girl no bettcrthan a thousand

"%TtSMlons ih.se true Greek children in tlxis

eo^M ^e— no
^^^^^^^l^-—

^

but at once becomes an ideal picture, w o di

The .o-rand simplicity ot tue 7^'^'' r ,

clrarn^ing; there is an artlessness about^^^^ ta. .
I l a

fresliness of a May moiuui^ ^j^i

-hoplroTound for

^Ti^tVe!.^"
.^There ^vas atime ^vuen moadovv. grove and stream.

The earth and every common sight

Tome ' ill seem
App.relled in cele-tiaUigat.

The glory and frsshness of a dream. -

We are in a world of sentiment without the f
«dow of

u e aie m ^
t,t,ywhere tobetound. Chau-

rtToT;™?So" o" tournament, .nd -ho^'.

^' I'^^Jch- redeems their ^^^^<^J^^^
''

"

repulsive thing, hnt when two men fall to bro.km each
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others ribs as did Arcite and P»)a™
feeling admiration for them a^d e^.^7stand at a good safe distance from the

^ "^^^en we

.ound beating, PalLTgetsS f" ^^^^''^^ «

of Thebes ,7™"^ ^"^^ becomes King-
^wor vincit omnia."

^^ L. P. McGek.

How Shakespeare Present. Types of Characters.

T
^ --^es one

It includes not only ! ^re^t
°

.
criticism.

nature, but also a LgeTmbT^ it^rfM'™penence, addins- vprv lo^^^i ^ human ex-

ting the WesTh'at fhrlgh £7' T^^^^^^"of the play, enablinsr onJt ^ '°"f
several scenes

and varied detai s f .1 ''"'^ ^''^^ ^^^^^l^ed

they take intelirgTuS:^X^tn TeLl;*'"

knowledge e.^^ftlS ^S^fSC^frl t^'

t

U8 in forming Ideas an?to CO ^ '^^'^'^t

expressions lemS I^^H^th.and forces over which thT^iT u ^ ^^''cumstances

limited control and wh ch^lTft^ very

perfectly nnaerstooT:iaX,lT^^^^^^ ^
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is it to trace in this personage the ideas that are common

to the vv hole play.
^i^o •

This is especially obvious when the <=ha-cte.B are rep

resented in action. They are then seen m the l^ght ol

heir surroundings ; for they are living persons speak-

w and do™g fof themselves, having no comments and

'asfilt^nce fro'm the author. They can ^^^^^^^^
as being brought out by abstract d'BCUSs.on and descr.p

^

t=on They are represented concretely. In a novel, oi

s'to y in e/ded to be read only, the writer may n.ake be

SSnean heiress with eyes and wit that are dazzhng

£ trextreme. Her features may be described as bemg^

remarkably free fromany tendency to irregulaxn^^^

morals may be represented as good; herinte lec. simpl}

rperb ; sle has III the means needed to make one con-

ented she leads in society and has the privilege aou

pleasu;e of refusing any and all offers, P
Jf^^

best; she may be represented as wearing

beautiful jewels; she may be said to be -mad^^blj

splendid at repartee, brilliant in conversation ;
oi on he

other hand, she may be said ^«
^'"I'^fiXnt n in

stone wall; she is not an heiress ;
she is deficient m in^

tellect ; she is wanting in social ranks and in°^n sh.

may not be able to dance like a kind of fairy, that hmks

she is kind to the world and the world is indebted verv

largely to her for being in it. Such characters maybe

described in a story. The reader sees traces here and

there that there are some real affairs back of i., consol-

ing him because it reminds him that the world of life is

still going on outside. Such can not be done in drama.

It is not description. It is action ; it is life itself. It i.

objective in a measure, as distinguished from subjective

The characters act for themselves, and to comprehend

them clearly one must take in all that is presented The

author can not give paragraphs to discussing their bold-

ness, their idiosyncrasies, their excellent Positioii and

superior wealth. All of this must be learned trom then

various doings and connections. Drawing a conceptioa
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from these acts is what literary critics term character,'nterpretahon. w^-ruccer-

Thus in KingEichard, Shakespeare does not tell

S?seif '''f ^''r-
-"'^ that ^;rL 1":

himself. How does he present it? Richard seems topursue an evil course simply for the sake of crime It snot h.s purpose to uncover certain human lots and to ee

cC TT Richard has no
^-eaches clear

rirf '''''' ^'^^ '^^'^ profoundxO.Lc, ,,aiimpel human action. Few vrriteis rre as«.c and exact in the treatment of characterH
.ee. .ae motions for their acts, and recognizes them asmeans to au end, instead of merely an end. Hemo^Unjanabiy shows that no emotion or passion takes roo Tn.he human heart without some cause. If one loves aperson it is because that person has good qualities Noone blames the Prince of Morocco Ind the Prince o"Aragon for loving Portia. Yon love her yourse'f Ione positively hates a man, it is because of some injurv

W "^^1 r ^""''^ '^^ "a^e Othello forhating at the very last moment lago. You hate himyourself because he has offended your sense of righrl ou pity one Why ? Because there is in that one some
distress of body or mind. But Shakespeare seems

™
have lost sight of this in the treatment of RichardHe does it because he wants to make of him the greatest
villain. Richard has the highest moral responsibiHty
resting upon him, and this of itself should hold him offirom crime. We would least expect it from a man soprominent ,n public affairs. This also adds to make his
villainy the greatest in kind. Indeed, when we come toconsider the circumstances and forces that bear uponhim both directly and indirectly the quality of his crimebecomes very fine. Considered again, it is fully devel-oped and complete.
Writers most usually have their readers to comnlPtPordevelope ^

'full-grown^' characters brgradual s^^^^^^^^^
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There is aa impression a^non? them that ^^^^^^P}^

.nt to run upon a murderer uaexpeotedly ;
but Shakes-

peare, iu this special case,
^^^^^^^'f^''^^^:^;^:^

or of reaching it t>y successive orders. Observe his

v.oening soliloquy:

"I .ini ddtoviuineil to ni'ovc a viiiiau.

Indeed, bis early days point to ,nch a life, ^^'^^"^
-eryfon-ibh' that the promises of youth are met m
"Shtd. Read his mother's description of hm, and

then bear in mind the tender feelings of a mothei

:

"A Ki-evous burthen was thy birth to me ;

Tetehv and v.-avv/ard was thy infancy ;

, . .
^

Tbv sihool-days frightful, desperate, «iid and mnoas.

Thy «ri.re of manhood darincf, bold, ana venturous.

•Vhr CO .finned oroud, sttbtlo. bloody, trrae, erou*.

mild, but y t more > armful, kind in hatred.-

Could anything be more unnatural than tbis
^

With

.11 the passionate fondness of a mother one wouju say

iat it L impossible. We recognize the beginning of

;he villain, but, like some of George shot's characters,

we cannot pass fronx the outside dress to the mside

.4ons for it, from the costume to the -otives which

.control and color it; Shakespeare, perhaps, g^ve. no

equal to King Richard. Macbeth is great m his Imo ,

i>ut his first murder is committed after a desperate .t. ug-

Ue with himself. King Richard has no religious ccru^

^oles about taking human life. Macbeth's murder oi th.

;.reom was a crime committed in sudden passion and

impulse. King Richard was not passionate, some

Othello contains villainy of the greatest type. He aad

.ome provocation; he was impelled to it by his nature

tanking that his enemies had injured him through his

wife. Read that animated conversation between Othello

and lago:

•Ithflllo: "ViUa'n, be sure thoa prove my love a whore.

Bt sure of it, give me the occular proof.

Or by the wrath of man 8 ete-nal oul,

Tho > hads't better ha -e tteen born a dog,

Than answer my waked v:rath."
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Iag'>: "Is't come to th's?"

Othello: "Make m see it, or at the l^^ast, so prove it,

That the probi in bear no hinge or loop,
To ha* g a doubt on, or woe upon thy life

lago: "My noble I ord, "

Othello: ' If thou dost slander her a^d torture me,
>^ever pray more

; abandon all remorse

;

O^' hor or's head horrors .'iccumulate,
Do deeds to make heaven weep, >^11 earth amazed

;

For Dothing ca st thou to damnation add,
Gre ter than this."

King Richard, however, shows no sign of such distur-
bances. J^othing is said about his annoyances, or any-
thing to provoke him to crime. Shakespeare usually
gives some motive for crime but in this particular case
there appears no sufficient explanation. Gould ambition
have influenced him to on extent that would have shaped*
his character? He was' ambitious, it is true, but no
more so than any other man. There are in him no
symptoms of hope, ambition, passion or emotion. What
then is the explanation of his despicable life? Prof.
Moulton answers this question by saying that the gen-
eral impression is that -'his villainy has become an end
within itself, needing no special motive. He approaches
it as a thing of pure intellect, a religion of moral indif-
ference in which sentiment and passion have no force,
attraction to which implies no more motive than the

'

simplest impulse to exercise a native talent in its natural
sphere." Such is the way that Shakespeare represents
villainy without a motive and as such ^ 'ideal villainy.'^
Again, in painting characters, he most usually carries

by the side of the most prominent one or more of not so
much force and interest. They help to bring your mind
to the point where the main character can be studied
without feeling that the principles of human nature are
violated. As v/e have already illustrated how he pre-
sents a type of villainy from King Richard, it will per-
haps, be best to take this play as furnishing good illus-
trations of this device. With King Richard himself there
can be no discussion about murder. To use a term more
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expressive thau elegant,, he is a '-natural born mur-

derer Never was it more applicable than to this man.

When Buckiugham wants to know what can be done

with Hastings in ca.o he resists, Richard unhesitatmgly

feUggestS.^^^
his Lead off man; somewhat we will do."

To him murder is one thing; to his associates it is

nuito another. And even when wo consider the first

and second murderers, they arc found to be very much

unlike. How simple is the motive of these men !
Re-

ward is the word ! Possibly they feared Richard them-

selves But Shakespeare makes them intent upon the

reward This motive, I am inclined to think, is worked

so clearly and presented so prominently as to draw out

the character of King Richard himself. It undoubtedly

shows to a great advantage Shakespeare's power ot

probing the purposes of some and showing them in order

to make a complete character of another, the mam per-

sonatre The crime of these men is a moral weakness,

comin- out of the very strength of Richard's nature.

Iti^ certainlv weakness in character to be wrought upon

by motives, promises of reward. What is it when there

appears no motive at all? Answer this and you solve

the character of Richard. Is it power that exercises a

controlling influence over others ? It is_ the tragedy of

human life affecting human life, and it is likely to con-

tinue for an indefinite time in spite of the efforts of nov-

elists and dramatists to offer receipts for avoiding all

serious mistakes in life.

The plans of that awful murder are completed ;
but,

to illustrate a difference in the types of the two mur-

derers, listen to that conversation between the first and

second murderer:
^

Sd Murderer: "What, shall we stab him as he sleeps?"

1st Murderer: "No; he 11 say 'twas done cowardly when he

Murderer: **Why, he shall never wafee until that great judp:-

ment day!"
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1st Murde-er: "Wby, then hell sav we stabbed him sleerirg
2d Murderer: "Theurgngof tb at word judgment hath bred

kind of remorse in me
1st Murderer: "What rt thou afraii ?"

2dMurde er: ->^ot to kill him having a warrant; but to be-
damned f r having killed him from which no war-
rant ca.n defend me."

This conversation implies very clearly that these as-
sociates labored under a sense of personal injury to their
consciences, a point which distinguishes them from tho
chief villain of the play. Shakespeare uses this artifice
very often. When there are two or more characters of
less interest taken merely to bring out the loading type...
he distinguishes them in the quantity of the zeal that
they put into their efforts. Take for an example the case
of these two associates in Jling Richard. The first one
appears careless and indifferent about taking human
life. Murder is no question to him ; it is how it is to be
done. The second murderer at first begins to back
down, but when he is reminded of the reward he yields
like a coward. The first murderer says:

"Remember our reward, when the deed's done!

-

To which the second murderer replies :

• Zounds! He dies. I bad forgot the revrard

^

The first one then becomes so devoid of all sense oi
right that he actually upbraids his associate for havint^-
had any conscience at all. It is a case of tho devil mock ^

ing right.

"Where is tliy (3onscieuce now V
The second man must certainly suffer inwardly at thi>

remark
; but now his likings has to be regulated by hit^

surroundings. He has broken the springs of his power,
now too feeble to conceive anything but a realization of
the hope of reward. To him what is ''that great judg-
ment day"? In what will another life consist? It is
true that there are impulses which are easy to control

:

but there are others which manage even the most stal-
wart characters, because they attain them with a mip^hty
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force
;
and, having conquered, rule as despotic imisteis.

It is a case of the stronger ruling the weaker, and^, in

turn, the weaker ruling the weakest. These men aro

both under Richard, and one of them under the other.

Shakespeare gives beautiful illustrations of this artifice

in the Merchant of Venice where Portia is accompaniet

by ^NTerissa, and where the suitors to Portia are ma-tcliel

with the suitors to Nerissa; Antonio has his friend^

Bassanio
;
Shylock, the extortioner, has his friend,

Tubal ; and these still have associates of less interest.

Up to this point we have considered Shake'Spearo ia

painting villainy. It is interesting to take him. in -.a

study of greatness. We do not always understand our

great characters ,
and,, it is perhaps, not a matter for

regret that all people do not understand them. If thej

could be intelligently comprehended and properly appre -

ciated by the mere casual reader, they might cease .to

have those qualities which hitherto rendered them greal

No one wishes to promote so serious a calamity, and jet

there are hundreds of writers who are discussing mg-
gestions looking towards a science in the study of great

men. There are a number of people who take themselves

as ideals of greatness. The truth is that all persoi3fe%

taken separately, are more or less conceited ; aiid tn^eB

collectively they are intensely so.

When we come to study greatness, where should wo go

but to Shakespeare, and where in Shakespeare hirt to

that great Olympian play, Julius Csesar ? A discnisnicB

of this play would, however, take up more space fhz^^

could be well afforded by this issue of The Joubnal,
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Dr. John A. Broad us.

The death of Dr. John A. Broadus, March the 16th,

Jt39u, takes from the Baptist Church one of its strongest

fjreachers, and from the cause of Christian education
(me of its most efficient teachers.

Dr. Broadus was born in Culpepper County, Ya., 1827.

Eyen while a boy, working on his father's farm, he
eyinced those strong characteristics that were destined

to make him so distinguished in after life. It is said

that he strove to excel in everything he did, and even
Wlien chopping on a log he tried to make his ax sink

deeper into the wood than anyone else.

. At the age of twenty-three he graduated at the Uni-
¥^'sity of Virginia with the degree of A. M. The next
;gear, 1851, he began his life work as pastor of Char-
l^jttsville Baptist Church and assistant Professor of Latin
ej^d Greek at the University of Virginia. But his in-

Ifense love for the pastorate led him to give up his con-
nection with the University after two years. Two years
fater. however, he was elected Chaplain of his Alma
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Mater] but held this place only two years and again re-

turned to his pulpit at Charlottsville.

After the founding of the new Theological Seminarv.

at Greenville, S. C, he was elected in 1854 to the cha*

of Homaletics and the Interpretation of the :N"ew Testa-

ment, a position he held until the opening of the war,,

when, like a true patriot, he joined the army in Northen)

Virginia and devoted his time to preaching to the-

soldiers. He loved the South and prayed earnestly for

her success, but when defeat came he calmly accepted

the situation like a true Christian and acted the part oT

a true and loyal American citizen.

After the war was over he returned to Greenville to

assist in re-establishing the Seminary and worked faith*

fully and earnestly amid the most disheartening proB-

pects. Owing to over-work his health failed in 1870 anO

he was granted a year's leave of absence, which he spen"

traveling in Europe, Egypt, and Palestine,

From 1871 to 1895 he devoted his time to teaching en-

thusiastic classes in Greek, the English Mew Testament;

and Homaletics. He was an enthusiastic teacher and

has done much to raise the standard of instruction

GreeK and Homaletics. He was an assiduous and accu-

rate scholar and in addition to his v7ork as a preacher

and teacher wrote some excellent books. Most note-

worthy of these are his * 'Preparation and Delivery oi

Sermons,'' a *'Commentary on St. Matthew," **Harmony'^

of the Gospels" and ''Life of Boyce." His services for

lectures and addresses were always in great demand.

His death is a great loss, but he will continue to speak

through the hundreds of young men who have sat at hm
feet drinking in the inspiration of his great and good
life, and thousands will be better for his having lived,

and labored.

Bismark.

Prince Bismark, whose eightieth birthday was celor'

brated the 1st of April, is one of the moet int-eresting'
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Iiersonalities that has ever appeared in history. It wa«
^iphis master-hand that Germany was welded together
iato one great nationality. When the grand old states-
man was a child there was a number of German States,
**but Gei-msLuy was practically only a geographical ex-
jprdsgioii/' But even then a strong national conscious-
•ess was beginning to be felt and a powerful national
^frit vvas asserting itself. Bismark has witnessed the
^owtli and maturity of these ideas and has in a large
Hieasnre been instrumental in hastening their develop-
ment. Events had led the way for the organic union of
Mie German people, but a master hand was needed to
ecftisuinmate the work. Bismark, understanding as he
did the German peoples and justly estimating the diffi-

culties in the Vv^ay of union, threw his great energy into
v/ork and gave it success. In doing this he has an-

lagonized many men and a good many political parties
in Germany; has offcen planted himself most resolutely
in the way of popular movements, not hesitating to use
arbitrary power or seemingly doubtful means to accom-
l^ish his ends, yet he is doubtless the greatest living
(Jerman. For a man to be truly great he must under-
stand and interpret the people among whom he lives.

Fo man has done this more fully than Bismark. He has
Hilly understood the Germany of today and has brought
His strong, "individuality and tremendous personal
force'' to bear upon every national issue.

He has ever been a strong royalist, avowing that that
was the only form of government suited to the German
f^ople. This doubtless is true, for no man has ever
Ibnown the weakness as well as the strength of his coun-
ted'- more fully than he, and no one has ever known
Kiore fully how to use the weakness for the develop-
Bfient <of the strength than he. He has never been a
ilieorist, but a man of action and this has doubtless been
tlm secret of his success and fully accounts for the fact
Mia^t he has been for years the most influential m.an in
European politics.
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Common Schools. *^

,
...M-

The papers of the state have been saying a great deal*

ubout the committee of New; England mill-men who*

have been down^ South lately investigating our manu-

facturing status. They like to boast of the thousands *

of spindles and looms that! have been put in operation^

within the last few years and are very anxious to show

up our natural resources and advantages for manufact-^

uring. Well, this is all right. We may justly feel

,some pride in the progress made along this line in our

-state and should endeavor to further all that looks to its

advancement. But there is a matter that deserves far

more attention than this, that is largely neglected, and

that is the common school system of our state. Should

an educational committee come down from New England

to investigate our school system, I fear we would not

feel as much pride in telling them what we have done'

in the past and showing what we are doing now as we

have felt over our mill progress. True we have made

some progress and are still makinj^ some, but it is not

keeping pace with many other interests of the state

which are far less important. There are numbers of

towns and country places in the state that ought to have

good schools where boys and girls could be prepared for

college, where the only school they have is the short-

free term. The teachers employed do not have enough

enthusiasm to work up the schools and inspire a love

oi education in the pupils thus creating a perma-

nent demand for a good school. Now many of the boys^

from the college will doubtless teach during the summei^

besides some of the Seniors will begin teaching as a

profession or at least as a stepping-stone to something

<4se and all who do not teach should feel a deep interest

in this matter. Then let us go out full of enthusiasm

nnd talk up the school interest in our neigborhood or in

any other neighborhood where we may happen to be

thrown. Everyone who has enjoyed the advantages ot
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college training owes this to his state and fellow men.
And we could orgrnize no enterprise in a community
that would bring in larger dividends than a good school.

Japan's war with China has cost her about one mill-

ion dollars per day, but she seems determined that
China shall make full amends. The indemnity de-

manded of China is reported as four hundred million

dollars.

Insurrection seems to be the order of the day in the
nations south of us. After severe fighting the President
ofPeru has been forced to resign and a new government
has been established. The insurrection in Cuba is caus-
ing great anxiety to the' Spanish government. The in-

surrection is assuming a much more formidable aspect
than was at first expected. The noted bandit, Garza,
raised an insurrection in Columbia and was killed in a

fight with the government troops. Brazil, too, has come
in for her share, having had a renewal of the old Da Gama
trouble.



J. Arthur Wiggins, - - Editor,

The Citadel Magazine is a new visitor. To its editors the

WoFFORD Journal sends kind greetings and congratu-

lates the cadets upon their first efforts towards establish-

ing an institutional journal. The Citadel being fifty

years behind other institutions in tliis respect we ex-

pected something better than the very small issue of

March. We hope it is not a standard copy but rather a

pleasant message to the public that a journal will be

published sometime in the future. We mean b.y this

that the editors have misjudged their own literary

capacity and apparently slighted the business men of

Charleston. They have very few advertisements, which
evidently shows that the business manager is too modest
to present his claims or else the editor had a poor idea

of how large a college journal ought to be. The literary

matter is very inferior and is far below a creditable

stand.

We do not mean to discourage our Charleston contem-
poraries b}^ offering the above criticism, but simply to

let them know in the beginning how much is expected
from an institution of the CitadePs kind. We are not
prepared to accept such a ''small thing" as The Citadel

Magazine without waiting awhile for the encouraging
reaction that must come from this first issue. Charles-

ton is a great place for progress and pride (?), and the
Citadel has probably learned, too, during these many
years, that a good many Tillmanites doubt the assertion;

but certainly the field is open for the choicest advertise-

ments, with other facilities necessary for an ideal publi-

cation. The individual Cadet must do his duty, for

without a good response from students no magazine can
prosper. The Editor-in-chief is too premeditative with
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his editorials. Whether he contends for journalistic

honors or not, he cannot afford to fall short of the expec-

tations of an eager public in a work that has been

neglected for so many years.

The Trinity Archive is specially noted for its variety

of contents. ''Tennyson's View of Women" is the open-

ing article and perhaps the best of the issue. "Woman"

Eights-' is the centre of attraction as portrayed in Ten-

nyson's "Princess." All the apparent problems of the

discourse are culminations or appeals to the affection,

with due tenderness and sobriety. The author gives a

very interesting paper with one excepxioii, he fails to

argue independently, leaving upon the reader the idea

of a mere rehearsal in the midst of his best efforts.

"Forth Carolina History" should be highly appreciated

by "Tar Heel" readers. Mr. Crawford's treatise on

"Music" is very entertaining. His discussion of the

subject, as a popular art and as a necessary accomplish-

ment to the fair sex, is strongly brought out by selected

quotations from famous critics. Take for example the

truthful satire of Mr. Holmes on the piano recital of his

day. It remains to be said that ridiculous improvements

have been made on the old styles and methods. "It was

a young woman, with as many white flounces around

her as the planet Saturn has rings, that did it. She gave

the stool a twirl, and fluffed down on it like a twirl ot

soap-suds in a hand basin. Then she pushed up her

cuffs as if she were going to fight for the champion's

belt. Then she worked her wrists and hands to^ limber

them, I suppose, and spread out her fingers till they

looked as though they would pretty much cover the key-

boards from the growling end to the little squeaky one,,

etc." You know the rest.
, ^ ,

The Exchange Editor is working; reform, but has

unfortunately fainted on the way, W^e are sorry to see

this department go down in his hands. Evidently the

most popular methods of conducting an exchange if
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foreign to him or he would have found out some way by

which to break the monotony which he spoke of in ^

previous issue. We all have our standards of excellency

in journalism, but it would be real pertinent, to criticise

every journal by it.

The Peabody Record is philosoph'cal in all its plans of

journalism. Its standard is uniform in merit and varied

in matter. The conservative method of its contributors

is a noticeable characteristic, giving dignity and stabil-

ity to each department. A college student ought to be

up with the times, always fully prepared to discuss

intelligently the national and local questions of import-

^ince. This aim of the Record is creditably portrayed in

the article ''Is Southern Political Unity Longer Pos-

sible ?" The writer is scientifical in his plans and logical

in his argument. The conclusion of this able foresight

into future politics is but substantiated in the following

sentences: ''There can be no greater menace to a free

" overnment than the existence in a large section of her

erritory of a proud people, noted for courage in war and

rilliant statesmanship, who are pronouncedly of one

olitical faith. The war was the first great stroke

owards annihilation of this danger; the broken political

outh—thenextin the drama; the third will be the influx

f a confident capital with its attendant industrial devel-

pment; the fourth an era of approximate universal

ducation; the fifth the advent of a stronger civilization

whose ideas have crystalized into a literature stronger

nd more enduring than that which the old South gave

ith such brilliant promises.

The Neivherry Collegian is smaller than the most of

ur exchanges, yet it always contains some two or three

short and well expressed essays. * 'Speculation an Evil"

seems to be too condensed for the apparent broadness of

the subject, but often a necessitated condensation profits

us more than voluminous pages on the same subject.
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The power of concentration, and giving to a word its

logical meaning is a general characteristic of The Col-

legian. The writer gives us a remedy for the evil em-
bodied in the following lines :

"A weapon that comes down as still

snowflakes fall upon the sod,

But executes a freeman s will

AS lightning does the will of ''^od
;

And from its force nor doors nor locks

Tan shie;d you ; 'Us tlie ballot dox/"^

The Carolinian, beginning with the December number,
has steadily grown more literary. The aim of its editors

has been high, leaving undone no duty that promised
success to the journal. .This is the right spirit for col-

lege editors to have—a love for their work and ever on
the alert for methods of improvement. From "Profes-

sor Patton's Lecture on Homer,'' we get a deep and
classical paper. Argument by analogy and direct, com-
parison are his interesting plans of treatment. IsText to

this "The Old South" appears, bringing up past history

and surmising a future outlook.

Other departments are well edited. The neatness of

The Carolinian is a quality to be admired. The ex;-

change editor being too young to moralize, has adopted

a sensible plan or rule, set forth in a few words, upon
which he intends w^orking. His plan is a good one and
such a spirit should be with all editors.

The March Wake Forest Student contains forty or

more full pages of literary matter, scientific, romantic
and tragical in nature. "The Iron Prince,"' an oration,

is history eloquently spoken. Bismarck is a typical

German character, having been to Germany what Glad-
stone is this day to England. The two have been great

philanthropists and zealous defenders of the poor man's
rights and the nation's liberty. We can not mention
Bismarck's name without searching out for him a worthy
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/ contemporary, and from this we proceed to arrange the

decalogue of great men that dwell in different parts of

our globe. In the production "A Legislator," Fannie

and Jimmie McSween were v/ell matched, and to pro-

nounce the piece fictional, would at once give it some

strong' and real scenes of life. "A story of College

Life," culminating in a tragedy is a well expressed piece

of composition. Such a change in the class of matter

published is always appreciated, but, like any other

special style, it can become monotonous. The Student

has not yet reached such a stage.

The Mneiiiosynean, of the Agnes Scott Institute, is a

neat monthly, managed and edited entirely by young

ladies, but practical methods are at a discount with them.

Yet there is a pleasing style to be found in each contri-

bution. There are some subjects that will not suffer a

Sophomoric treatment; The real meaning of a subject can

thus be made misty and vague. The Mnemosijiiean is

not entirely free from this fault.

Davidson Montldy, discussing "The Migration of the

Muses," pays special attention to Timrod, Lanier, Poe

and Hayne. It is a peculiar incident in Southern history

that the lives of these men were so short in the making
of Southern poetry, or too slow in inviting the Muses to

their territory, but each of them have done a noble part.

Other additions and departments are very complimentary

and satisfactorily gotten up.

CLIPPINGS.

J^^. P.—If a negro waiter, carrying a dish of roast

turkey, should drop it, what would be the result upon
the nations of the world?

J^. G.—It would be the downfall of Turkey, the break-

ing up of China, the overthrow of Greece and the humil-

iation of Africa.—Ex.
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What hymn does an electric car sing on its last trip at

night ? "I'm going home to dynamo .

*
'—Ex.

Take notice, Fresh, Sophs and Juniors

!

*'You can drive a hor-e to water,

But 3^ou can't make bim drink;

You can 'r de' your little 'pony,'

But you can t make him think."'

^ young man fresh from college, wore as a scarf pin,.

a jeweled gold potato bug. One day he called the atten-

tion of an old German book-seller to it, asking, 'Isn't

that pretty, Dutchy ?' *Ja, ja,' was the reply, 'Dot ish

der piggest pug on der schmallest botato I haf efer

seen." '—Ex.

"Ere the stir of early fluttering

Has awakened early morn,
Saftly, gently t lere comes steiling

li^his . erings of sorrow born "

—

.Ex

SHNSET.
"The Aveary sun is sinking low

Adown the sleepy west

;

The lazy zephyrs gently blow,

And nature drops to re8t."--/i'iT.
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Clerical Alumni. (Continued.)

W. A. Rogers, '72, has been on circuits ten years anl

on stations tweh^e. - He is a model pastor and his peopi©

always love him. He is a trustee of Wofford. At pres-

ent he is in Spartanburg.

J. E. Carlisle, '73. has spent his entire ministry of

twenty-one years on stations. There is not a iBweeter

spirited man in the conference. He is a trustee of Wof-

ford. He was recently sent to Laurens.

W. S. Martin, '75, is a hard student and a deep thinkef-

He believes truth to be more important than otliodoxj^,

and his manuscripts show v/ell prepared sermons. Tea

years of his ministry have been spent on circuits arM

nine on stations. He is now at Marion.

A. C. Walker, '75, is the smallest member of the Cob-

ference, physically, but by no means mentally. He hm
served seventeen years on circuits and two on stations.

He is now at St. Georges.

W. R. Richardson, '77, after graduation took a theo-

logical course at Vanderbilt University, and while theije

won the Founder's Medal. Boldness is a characteristic

of his preaching. He carries truth to its utmost limit.

He has been two years on circuits and fourteen years cm

stations. He is now in ( harleston.

J. E. Rushton, '77, has served on circuits seventeett

years. At present he is at Oswego.

J. M Friday, '79, worked his way through college.

has boen on circuits ten years, on stations one, and su-

pernumerary for four years. He is at Cherokee. »

J. C.Chandler, '80, has served tvv'elve years on circuits.

He was Conference Colporteur for several yea. rf. Hal®
now at Wedgefield. ^ ,
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J. W. Kilgo, a member of the class of '81, which grad-
uated only two men, is now at Beaufort. He has been
three years on circuits and four on stations.

S. A N^ettles, '82, who was admitted at the recent
ijession, taught school and edited a newspaper for some
years after graduation. For the last few years he has
fceen prominent in the State politics. He is in charge of

CTewoerry City Mission.

. M. L. Carlisle, '83, has served four years on circuits

Snd four on stations. He is now at Chester.

R. E. Mood, '84, is at Indiantown. He was admitted
two years ago.

A. W. Attaway, '85, holds a supernumerary relation

and resides at Williamston- He has been five years on
circuits.

"W. I. Herbert, '85, is at Florence. He has been on sta-

tions all of his ministry. He is a most zealous pastor.

J. A.Campbell, '88 is spending his second year in the
GDnference stationed at Waterloo.

A. B. Earl, '87, known in ''College Days" as "'Abso-
iom," is at Williamston. He has been seven years on
circuits.

J. vj. Roger';, '87, served in the pastorate only one
j-ear. He was Professor in the Columbia Female College
for two years. His health failing, he resigned and took
a: supernumerary relation which he now holds.

P. F. Kilgo, '88, is on the Darlington circuit. Pie is a
dose observer of human nature and ]iis strong memory
-3^ids him in the accomplishment of much in his field

of labor. He holds a warm interest in Wofford College.

He has been on stations five years and on circuits

one.

E. P- Taylor, '8S, has served six years on circuits. He
'^S now at McCormicks.

R. A. Few, '89, took a theological course at Vander-
fcilt University, and is now serving his second year on
(be Jordan circuit.
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W. H. Hodges, '89, spent one year at Spokane, Wash -

ington, D. C. He is one of the most successful of pastors,'

He has spent two years on circuits and two on stations.

He is now at Oheraw.

W. A. Massebeau, '89, is serving his second year at

Ridgeville. \

C. H. Clyde, '90, is now on the Orangeburg circuit. Ho
has served three years on circuits.

T. G. Herbert, Jr., '90, is now spending his secon?;!

year on Sumter City Mission.

D. M. McLeod, '90, is now at Aiken. His first tV70

years were spent on the Sumter circuit.

A. J. Cauthen, Jr., '91, spends his third year on the

Edisto circuit.

G. F. Clarkson, '91, is spending his third year on the

Kelton circuit.

J. D. C rout, '01, is now on the Kewberry circuit. Ho
has been one year on circuits and tv/o on stations.

J. L. Daniel, '91, is on the Centenary circuit. He Imn

been three years on circuits.

J. C. Spann, '91, has spent three years on circuits, ar.L*

is now at Ridgeway.

Peter Stokes, '91, studied theology at Vanderbilt TJm-

versity • He is on the Smithville circuit.

J. H. Thacker, '91, is at Hickory Grove. He has beeB

three years on circuits.

R. C. Boulware, '92, is at Fort Motte.

H, J. Cauthen, '92, at Bishop Keener's consent is study-

ing theology at Vanderbilt University.

R. M. DuBose, '92, is at Britton's Keck. He says hi®

people feed him on hams.

R. O. McRoy, '92, is at Barnwell,

W. B. Wharton, '92, is on the Greenville ch-cuit,

W. A. Pitts, '93, is in charge of the York circuit.

M. L. Banks, '94, is in charge of the Cedar Cre^k

circuit.

W. J. Snyder, '94, is on the Wateree circuit.
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W. T. Duncan, -94-, has charge of the South Anderson
Circuit.

E. S. Jones '94, is on the Belmont circuit.

-
P-B. Wells, '94, was appointed junior preacher under

lis father at Buncombe Street Church, Greenville. On
account of his father's death, he is now in charge of
ttiis ciiarch.

It is said that the first thing that a Methodist preacher
does after assuming his work is to get married ; but the
failowmg are the exceptions to this general rule •

,
R. E. Mood, J. M. Rogers, R. A. Few, T. G. Herbert,

B. M. McLeod, G. F. Clarkson, Peter Stokes, R. C.
Boulware, H. J. Cauthen, R. C. McRoj, W. A. Pitts, M.

Banks, P. B. Wells and E. S. Jones!^
It^maj be safely asserted, .however, that the majority

of them and of these have their victims selected.
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S. H. McGhee, - - Editor.

Locals are scarce these days.

Baseball seeiiis all the go now. The Boston and Brook-
lyn National teams have b«en in Spartanburg and exhib-
ited their playing on several occasions in the park
beveral members of the college club played with themand drew the interest of the students to the sportHowever, tnese games, on the whole, were not as stirrino-
as some we have seen. Competition was not stron"
enough. The Wofford boys are practicing and expect
to play the South Carolina College team on the 26th inst-We truly hope this game can take place and the result
will not be decided before the game. The managers ofour home team are exerting every effort to make theplaying a success. The University of Georgia will alsr,
be played it suitable arrangements can be made. Itwould be well for these three teams to meet at a common
place, say Greenville, and play a series of games. Pos-
sibly Furman, too, would like to participate in thi^
pleasant amenity.

The Sophomore exhibition will take piece on the secon.i
1 riday evening in May. Six of the best speakers of the
class will declaim. The selections are all taken from
bouth Carolina orators, and the entertainment bids fair
to be one of the most interesting of similar celebrations
lUe Senior class is studying South Carolina literature-and wil look forward to the event with great expectation
itiis IS only one of the plans recently adopted at Wofford
tor creating a fondness for our own talent and a desire
to obtain a thorough and fair knowledge of the contri-
bution our State has made to literature. It is a broad
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field and covered in many places with weeds, but withal

So labor ispleasant. Around much of it there is woven

the traditions of our homes, and this local coloring lend,

a charm which by us alone can be appreciated, and

tonseTently by I alone will efforts be made for its

" wfarftothermore glad to state that the Sophs are

..xerting every effort to make a success of the f'xhibitioi.

.Sheir talents and looks. The music will not be of the

un-pan order like that of last November but a good,

Italian string band will furnish music for the occas on

An extra large crowd is expected, and the reception

promises pleasure.

Mr William H. Wanuamaker, of the '-thirty-four im-

mortals," has been experimenting in the pedagogic hne_

m Fair, of the city Graded schools has been sick and

Mr. Wannamaker taught very successfully m his place

for several days. After a week's visit home, Mr. Fan

has entirely recovered and Mr. Wannamaker has been

reinstated in the "Academy."

At the last election of officers in the Calhoun society,

Mr. Jas. Arthur Wiggins was chosen President; F. Haw -

kins Shuler, V. Pres.; A. M. Chreitzberg, 1st Critic; Geo.

F. Fooshe, 2d Critic; F. E. Dibble, 3d Cntic; G. M.

Moore, Eec. Sec; -Jno C. Koper, Cor. Sec; A. ^-Hydrick.

Treasurer; N. M. Salley, Censor Morura; T. M. x.aysoi,

Idbra,rian.

Both of tlie societies have cliosea their last set of offi-

cers for this Year and are now winding up the business

of a most successful and profitable session.

Mr C. B. Waller, superintendent of the Union Graded

Schools, spent the first day of April in the city. He

^-ame over on business.
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On the first Friday night in May, the usual annaai

Chief Editor comes this time from the Calhoun societrm^d Business Manager from the Preston. Mr. Leonar;*will preside, and Mr. Roper act as secretary.

Rev. Mr. C. H. Clyde was seen on the campus in th-.early part of the month.

ot Capt. J. W. Carlisle. She Avill come a-aia in June t'see her son bear off his diploma.

Bev. A. J. Stokes conducted momino- service for asu
the latter part of March.

'iccroiu.u

Prof. Smith preached Easter morning at Centra:
church. The pastor, Mr. Rogers, was absent. The
floral decorations in the city were especially beautifuiand tastily arranged. The music was delightful an.^
impressiye. Dr Newton filled the pulpit that night.This last named gentleman spent several davs in tha
city and paid us some much enjoyed visits.

We were highly honored a few days ago with a visil.

We i.'^rf ^l^^ English chair at Davidson col
lege. The Professor delighted the Senior class with o.few minutes talk on the Relation of Life to Literature.'

Professor Kilgo, a very welcome friend, spent Good
J<iiday on the campus, the guest of Prof. Snyder. He-met the students in the Calhoun Society hall andgrcet^^
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them and talked to tbem. The professor is very muchS tero and his visits a_re_always highly enjoyed.

Prof Ford filled his second engagement with the soci-

eties on Thursday night, April 11. He came up to h.s

former recital.

Mr. Lyon is spendingl^eral days at his home in

Abbeville.

Messrs Bates and McL^^n spent Easter at Wood-

ruff.

Mr \ Mason DuPre ofThe Senior cla.s has gone home

Ja weekplrecuperation. He is not
f
ck but has e^^^^^^^^^^

a deserved rest, and wishes to breathe he a.^ of Foit

Hill, free from the enibarrasments of hard toil.

Mr. W. W. Nichols spent Easter at his home in

Coronaco.

Mr P. G. Hartzog, a former student of Wofford, was

oxfthe campus some days ago. He is now travelmg.

The Junior class has completed its work in the histori-

cal prrt of Chemistry, and the members are now busy m

the laboratory

.

A party of students are contemplating spending a

night or two on the mountains if proper arrangements

can be made.
^

Mr. W. A. Beckling, the Columbia artist, has been m
the city for several days. He came to take the picture

of the Senior class and intends getting out something

neat and new-one to harmonize with the handsomeness

of the originaL He has a difficult task

.
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Come out and play base ball.

It is witli much sorrow that we note the absence of.

Mr. W. K. Smith, of the Junior class. He was called

home by the unexpected death of a younger brother, and

remained with his family for several days. The Journal

extends to him heartfelt sympathy in this season of

bereavement.

Mr. E. A. Holler, after a week's recuperation at his

home in Eock Hill, is back to his duties again.

Messrs Stackhouse and McKelvey are faithfully repre-

senting the Chi Psi Fraternity at its convention in

Atlanta.

The Senior class will soon go on a trip to Gaffney and

King's Mountain to view the gold mines, scenery and

battle-field near those places. Prof. DuPre will chape-

rone" them.

Invitations are out for the annual reception given by
the class of '9G to that of '95 of Converse. The Seniors

of Wofford and a great many other students will accept

of the proffered kindness and attend. I^o doubt great

enjoyment awaits them. We thank the young ladies

very much.

I
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The Mocking Bird,

O. D. Wannamaker (OB).

Thou gay, sweet bird !

'I hy happy song rejoices me;

I feel new 1 fe

In throb '-'hig puls^^s answer thee

As thou do t trill thy fife.

Thy warbling v®ice

Still harmonizes with the sonl

A nd makes it sing;

And breaks the bondage of the mou;d

That cramps my spirit's wings.

All joyous May
Without thy music^s varied strtam

Would not be M-^y;

With all the sweetness and the dream

Of Springtime zephyr day.

And all the trees

And sweetest blooms of early year,

Without thy lay.

Would be but oiTeriogs on the bier

Of >^ature's cold, dead clay.

In pensive mo d

I love to Msten to the sound

Of thy soft toDgue,

While leafy woods re-echo round

The bubbling, throbbing s >rg.
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Then sing thy tupe,

While in thy sober little dress
Thy graceful frame

Is tremblini? in the flood-tide press
Of music's gushing stream.

An Interesting: Little Book.

The History of Rasselas is a very peculiar book in.

many respects, and a very good one, too. The venerable
Doctor has said some real good and instructive things
which set our minds to thinking on various subjects.

While reading it, we occasionally think of what Gold-
smith told Dr. Johnson about his little fish talking like

great whales. Indeed, the little book—not quite a hun-
dred pages—has a voice as sonorous as that of a Cyclope-
dia Brittanniea.

You can hardly find a book in which there are so

many big words, august phrases and lumbering periods.

The style is somewhat tiring, yet, if one goes down
beneath this rubbish of phrase, he will discover some
sparkling gems of thought. The ideas in the book are

not only valuable in themselves, but are so suggestive

of other ideas.

I believe the book requires a second reading before it is

fully appreciated, for, during the first reading of it, one<^

is impressed somewhat like travellers when they see the

Pyramids for the first time; everything in the book is

constructed on so large a scheme that the reader has

first to become familiarized with the style of writing-

and thinking before he can appreciate it.

The first chapter is a gigantic affair. The Doctor de-

scribes his palace, which would be a suitable residence

for the Titans of the olden times, in words not a whit

less large and magnificient than this vast strutcure.

There he tells us that this enormous edifice is surrounded

by very lofty mountains on whose broad sides grow all

manner of trees and herbs, and from which rush down
streams in whose limpid waters swim all sorts of fishe?^.
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and along whose banks roams every species of beast and

creep insects of many kinds.

This ^'happy valley" is certainly a striking place.

Somehow, in this description, we miss that peculiar

power which some writers have of making the fancuul

seem real. The Doctor got out of his elements, or else

his wings of fancy were as cumbrous and shambling as

his own awkward movements.

So much for these characteristics of the book; let us

take up some other features about it.

SearchinP- for happiness seems to be the central idea—

rather a hard thing to find, I think. I should as soon

start out on an expedition to discover the North Pole as

to try to find out some occupation or condition of lite

that would offer uninterrupted happiness aud content-

ment. Riches, honor, learning,, and many like things

can be had if one seeks for them in the right way, but

I have some doubts of a man's success in obtaining hap-

piness by making the attainment of it the end and prime

object of his life.

This is the same question which used to so puzzle the

old time philosophers, but which they never settled-

for, indeed, if they had, it would have no longer been a

question worthy of a philosopher's meditation; some of

them contending that men should be virtuous because a

virtuous life insured the greatest amount of happiness,

others said that men should do whatever duty called for,

without considering whether or not it would bring hap-

piness.

However these things may be, we learn from the story

that the young Prince was unhappy in the '^happy

valley'^ where he had been brought up m luxury and

mao-nificence, had never known the meaning of hard-

ship or want, and where everything v/as at hand most

likely to bring happiness to mortals. To our surprise,

we find that Rasselas is longing for something he knows

not what.

It is interesting to notice the manner in which he

approaches this question. While walking alone one day,
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he sees some goats browsing in the green valley about
him. He asks himself wherein he differs from a goat.
"The goat," says he, eats, ^'drinks, and lies down to

rest, why can I not do likewise?" How he solved the
problem by simply asking a question ] For this thing of
asking questions is itself the great gulf fixed between
man and beast. We might carry this idea a little far-
ther, and see this questioning spirit to be the main ele-
ment in men which makes such wide differences in
them.

I know of no man so close kin to any animal of the
woods as the man, who, so long as hung:er and thirst
are satisfied, longs for nothing beyond—the man who
gets nothing out of the world but his daily bread. This
sort of people is debarred from what might be a happy
privilege for them, being changed into beasts of the
field, yet they can approach infinitely near the limit of
the animal creation. On the other hand, the highest
types of men are so employed in asking and answering-
questions, that they hardly give themselve any trouble
whatever about their daily br-ad. It is said that Sir
Isaac J^ewton sometimes could not tell whether or not
he had eaten his dinner. I am inclined to think, how-
ever, that for most of us, the middle ground between
these two extremes is preferable.

The Prince ends his soliloquy with a beautiful thought:
"Surely the equity of Providence has balanced peculiar
sufferings with peculiar enjoyments." Of course, every
one, who has read it, calls to mind that essay written by
Emerson on the same thought. The ideas suggested
by this passage are only one of the many to be found in
the little volume.
The passage about the mechanics and his flying ar-

rangement is humorous and instructive. Rasselas
thought that he had hit upon a man who could help him
to solve some of the knotty problems he was worrying
over, but he was sadly disappointed in this son of Vul-
can. In contrast with this constructor of mechanical
apparatuses stands Imlac, the poet and philosopher, the
very man Easselas was looking for. He was a fine com-
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nanioa for the inexperienced young fellow. His flrs?

wordTare not those of a bibliomaniac, or grammar.an he

rvs '^to talk in public, to think in solitude, to read ancl

S h^ar totquire and answer inquiries is the busmes.

''T^rJl.nverlation of this man in relating his adve.,-

tures over the wide world is entertaining, though, as

somLne has said, the gentleman is rather gmng u.;

tCoretical experiences than real ones, for we feel tha.

leTafhardly been outside of London more than once

and that was the time he paid a visit to those muc^

id Scotchxnen, whence he gets some rather crabbea

iintions about humanity at large.

inother interesting passage is Imlac's dissertation oi.,

pottry and'the requisite knowledge for becoming a poe.

rather a high standard though, for if a man mus haw

atl the knowledge Imlac would have him acquire before

he can be a poet, we feel like joining the Prince in say

-

ne "Enou-h, hou hast convinced me that no human

belagcan evlr beapoet." "To be a poet." says Im a<^

^rverv difficult." We shall appreciate the poet and

hi m ssioTwhen we consider the millions of huma^
us

. li^^d and died without ever givmg us

tie comes to the earth only at rare intervals to quiet oa^

burdened and troubled hearts and give us a glimpse

^hat i finite light which is ever shedding around us rays

In g 1 but wlich our short-sighted vision hardly evex

catches sight of. These few passages are only specimeus

of the many more on nearly every page ot this book^

They tove an inherent value, but .we all like to think

o^ver them especially because they give us some insight

iXthe rich^nd manifold thoughts of the grand old

Englishman. ^ p licQ^M,
•-••"="—

The Coming Woman.

There are just at present two types of humanity which

are beginning to attract a great deal of atter-
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tion. One type is the coining woman; the othertie going man. The relation of these two peculiar types of humanity to the world is like thatwhich those two great daily occurrences, sunrise and

behS- -Oman like the "allbeholdrng," a l-embracing" sun just emerging from theBhadows of night brings a new day into tie world
P"*^^-' '"^'^ after a day'slong hot journey, slinking away, leads the old day out

t tZ' n dawning upon
»s. The old one was a decided failure: it brought cloudswhich were nothing but black social and politicalwrongs; rain, which was the falling tears from millionsof eyes; storms, which were the furious outbursts and

Zr^-^ f .1
'''^^ prejudices of the human

..oU ^ut the new day brings nothing of these. No
Clouds, no rain, no storms; all is warmth, and brightnessand beauty and sunshifie. The birds sing, oh! how
sweetly, and do not have to seek any shelter from badweather; the flowers bloom so beautiful, and their grace-

ttds Tr/°*^"* "'"^
''^ rude.tarsh

winds. The day of man did not bring this
But the day which glorious, rosy-fingered woman-

still comparing her to the dawa-ushers into the worldbrings all these things and more. Let's see
It IS necessary first to form some idea as to what sortOf looking thing the coming woman wili be. 8he willbe a female of decidedly masculine appearance and char-

acteristics. She will be the nearest approach to man-bood the coming centuries can aiiord unless some now-monkey evolutes. As to appearance, she will be manlv
looking. Shewill wear men's clothes, of course. She
is doing that now. Geology teaches that the first pe-riods of life in any class of fauna show in faint outlines
those characteristics which later on are to differentiate
tjat class from all ,.,ther classes. Assuming then that it
^^il takeatnousandyearsto develop a good specimen
6t the coming woman and that those characteristics ofher dress which we now see, as men's clothes, in the way
of plug hats, dude eyo glasses, high standing collars
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shoo-fly cravats, hard boiled shirts, swallow-tail coats,

and real, genuine vests, together with skirts in partes

duas divisa, and a regal, mannish deportment withal, are

only faint indications of what will be, we form some

idea as to how the coming woman v/ill look. Perhaps, we

ought to add that she will wear just the sweetest, cutest

mustache that ever poor man stumped his heart against.

When woman becomes so much like man in looks,

naturally she will be very much like him in deeds. Wo-

man become man, and man absconded ! Such will it be.

Of course woman will have woman's rights—and man's,

too. She will no longer be the poor, helpless, maltreated

,

crushed, down-trodden creature she is today. She will

no longer be man's inferior, as she is now, judging from

her prating so much about her being equal to him, a

fact which reasonable men at once admit, but of v^^hich

woman herself seem.s uncertain. She will fill a higher

and more useful sphere, which must be Heaven itself,

for the highest, most useful, sacred, and glorified place

in the universe next to Heaven is the home. Will she

vote ? Of course she will. She'll run for office then ?

Certainly. And make campaign speeches like a South

Carolina politician ? As a matter of fact. South < aro-

iina politicians sometimes use ^^cuss-words" in their

speeches, will she do the same? Yes. Occasionally

men in making speeches have ancient eggs thrown at

them, will she too ? Ah ! A large per cent, of men voters

are not intelligent. It will be different with women, for

they will all be intelligent. Many men sell their votes,

or are influenced in casting them by other unscrupulous

men. But woman will not sell hers. She had too hard

a time in getting it, and as to being influenced by un-

scrupulous women, she will not, for she is too strong-

minded to be influenced and there arti no unscrupulous

women to influence her. Men raise campaign funds.

So will women, even at the price of five-cent South Car-

olina cotton.

She will make laws. Great decorum, and brotherly

and sisterly feeling will pervade the halls of legislation,

notwithstanding the fact that one of the most shameful
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rows that ever disgraced a State House took place in
Kansas after woman was blessed with suffrage. The
laws that woman makes will generally be good; perhaps
a few bad ones relating to the natural and constitutional
rights of man. The first great law she makes will abol-
ish liquor and will cause the recipe of making it to be
forgotten. Who will execute the law-s she makes ? She
will herself. Men will not. They will be afraid to, and
they can't because there will be women law-breakers.
Besides, if men will not make a law, they will not en-
force it when w-omen make it. So %ve will have women
presidents, women governors, women sheriffs, police-
women, women jailors, women detectives, women cus-
tom house officers, besides women legislators and Sena-
tors, congress women, supreme judges, associate judges,
trial justices, and notary publics, and gentlewomen of
the jury. Imagine a burly policewoman arresting some
poor unfortunate man I She will, of course, work the
roads, and pay poll tax. Men pay a dollar poll tax; wo-
man w^ill pay a dollar and a half, because of more tax-
able property. Such will be some of the rights which
women now cheated out of will possess. How noble
then are the women who will bring about that glorious
time, ''a consummation devoutly to be wished for."
What benefactors ! How generations, yet unborn, will

sing their praises ! Notice those w^omeu who strive so
earnestly for women's rights. See how great a majority
of them sign their names with a ''Miss," who have missed
the opportunity of getting marnVd and have passed
through great woes. On the other hand, see how few
of those with "Mrs." before their names have happy
homes, and are the mothers of children.

A few men attach themselves to these great advanced
ideas of the 19th century. This may be easily explained.
No ship, however unseaworthy, puts out to sea but what
soon has a few barnacles attached to its hull. So, no
idea is started out upon the high seas of life, however
unworthy it may be for carrying precious cargoes, but
what a few men, barnacle-like, will clin^ to it.
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This is only one aspect of the higher life of the coming

woman. In the world of business she will be the man.

She will rush into all the vocations which men now fill

and many which they do not 611. * where

angels fear to tread." The woman ploughmg a meek

ani chubby ox, the woman peddler, the -oman n^r-

chant, the woman doctor, the woman dentist, (that will

be nice) the woman lawyer, the woman preacher, the

wo.,,an mechanic, the woman blacksmith, the woman

civil engineer, the woman fakir, the woman quaclj, the

woman tramp, and thousands of other callings. A re-

sult of woman's running the world will be man s run-

ning the sewing machine, rocking the cradle, and

whitening and softening liis hands in dish-water cos-

metics. May the day soon come when men wil have

the women to take care of them. Some say that s the

''''soc'iarconditions in that halcyon day will be reversed.

Instead of the boy going to see the girl, the girl will go

to see the boy. Instead of the man marrying the woman,

the woman will marry the man, and a woman preacher

wdl marry them both, and the woman, andnotthe man.

will have to pay the preacher. Imagine the marriage

ceremony to be transformed to something like this:

"When the contracting parties shall have come together

before the minister, then shall the minister say unto the

woman: , ^. ,-,^1

Woman, wilt thou have this man to be thy wedded

husband ? Wilt thou love him, comfort him, honor and

keep him, in sickness and in health ?

The tvonian shall ansioer,

I will.

Then shall the minister saij unto the man :

Man, wilt thou have this woman to be thy wedded

wife ? Wilt thou ohejj her, serve her, love, honor and

keep her in sickness and in health ?

The man shall ansiver,

I will.

When the parties so desire, the woman shall give unto

the man a ring ; and the minister taking the ring shall

»
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deliver it unto the woman, to put it upon the fourth
finger of the man's left hand; and the woman holding'
the ring there, and taught by the minister shall say :

With this ring, I thee wed, and toith all my worldly
goods I thee endow,''

After the ceremony is over the couple shall repair to
the home of the husband's mother where an elegant
supper will be served, after which the bride will take
her blushing groom on the honeymoon trip.
Happy, happy day I

The coming w^oman will, of course, be educated to
high and noble tasi^s. She will bear on her stalwart
shoulders all the business transactions, cares, problems
and responsibilities of the age. She will not spend two,
three,^ or four hundred dollars a year at college to go
back into life to form acquaintances with pans, pots
and kettles. Her mother will be too economical to al-
low such extravagances. But what would become of
some men now if they could have the beatific privilege
of being the husband of such an educated w-oman a
thousand years from now ? Death from sore-head and
starvation would be inevitable.

Imagination could run riot in picturing the coming
woman and her possibilities. But in all seriousness,
may her arrival be long delayed, while the present va-
riety is so satisfactory.

Those who so anxiously long for the time when
woman shall have her rights—no wrongs to go along
with them, though—should turn their eyes to one com-
munity in the world which is pre-eminently an ideal
woman's rights community. That community is in
Africa. It is a savage tribe. The women are called
Amazons. We do not know that they vote but it is cer-
tain that they have woman's rights. This is about the
only community on the globe where w^omen have things
their own way. They wage wars, make fierce soldiers,
protect their kingdom and their men. Trace the word
'^Amazon^' back to its Greek origin, and we see a hid-
den meaning. So it will be in many respects with the
coming woman, the ^'Amazon" of America. All ob-
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stacles and hindrances in the way of so-called rights,

which now form the chief charm and glory of an exalted

womanhood, will be removed. Those traits of womanly

sweetness, tenderness, gentleness, modesty, love, devo-

tion and a sort of clinging weakness and helplessness,

which forms her greatest strength and which arouses m
man a chivalrous sense of her dependence on him and

begets in him the very highest and noblest qualities of

true manhood, those traits, it is repeated, peculiar to

woman, in so far as they come in the way of her rights—

and they will come in the way^will be eliminated.

The question is asked why hasn't woman the right to

do this or that thing? Let us grant the mere matter of

abstract right. But is it best for her to do this or that

thing ? One has the right to stick his hand in the fire.

But ought he to exercise that right ?

They say woman's entering the political arena aviII

purify it, which they will not deny is full of mud, and

slush, and slop, ana filth, and slime, for if they do deny

it they surrender their main argument why w^oman

should vote. But all experience shows that if you go

into the mud, you will get muddy ; if you go into filth,

you will get mthy ; if you go into slime and slush, you

will get it on you. How many mothers have told their

little boys to stay out of the dirt in order to keep clean.

May the American people say to its women, You stay

out of politics in order to keep clean. Fancy a woman

as stable-boy cleaning the Augean stables of American

politics I

The ancient inhabitants of Britain used to pray that

the Lord should deliver them from the wrath of the in-

vading Jutes, Angles and Saxons. Our prayer is that

we may be delivered from the furor and folly of the

coming woman. H- J. Shoemaker.

Marshal Ney.

Marshal Ney was born in the town of Sarre Louis in

1770. He was the son of a cooper,and at the early age of
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thirteen he became notary of the town. Being aroused
by the spirit of the times, he entered the army as a
hussar. In his twenty-third year he was promoted for
his bravery, and the next year was presented with a
company. This company receiving no provisions from
headquarters, it was only by his iron constitution and
indomitable courage that he was enabled to fulfill this
charge.

Hey, having distinguished himself in the battles of
Dierdorf

, Altenkirchen, and Montabour, with only one
hundred cavalrymen captured two thousand prisoners^
and obtained possession of Wurtzburg. These victories
led to his appointment of Brigadier-General.
During that long and bloody Russian campaign,

fraught ViTith so much suffering, so many privations, so
many sorrows, and the loss of so many lives, who was
it that stood b}^ K'apoleon and was the very life of his soul?
Who was it that restored the freezing babe to the breast
of its distracted and dying mother ? and who was it that
inspired those drooping and exhausted soldiers as they
retreated from the desolate plain of Moscow ?

Napoleon might have pictured in his imagination an
ideal battle-fieid strewn with the corpses of the dead and
dying, with crinison_£)lood melting the frozen snow, with
groans and agonizing shrieks that would wake the dead
or recall wandering spirits from the other world ; he
might have imagined the French flag waving over
every proud European Capitol, and French troops
parading every city ; but would he ever have been called
the hero of a hundred battles, would he ever have won
the sparkling badges of French honor, and would his
glittering sun have ever set behind the banks of sorrow
and disappointment at St. Helena, had it not been for
Marshal Ney ?

The great civil engineer who sat in his private office

with his eyes closed in blindness, who constructed and
saw, through his imagination, a magnificent bridge
swinging in space, was an honor to mathematical learn-
ing, and well deserved the fame of a civilized world.
But had it not been for laboring men, with brawny
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«.uscleB and daring nerves, would Brooklyn

have lifted its lofty .bafts heavenward, o, today stand

as a moivunaent of American civi ization ^

Would Napoleon-s name have been hvmg today l ad

it no been for Marsi.al Ney V Did not Ney put into

i^iationtnd carry out, as no one else could have done,

the schemes Napoleon had planned
,.,„.,uine

Napoleon was ambitious, imaguiative and .angumc,

i.nlH o- in natience, self-control, aud moral courage.

S"l£ was celebrated for his bravery, coolness

Jd excellent judgment. Even when assocxated wuh

I'ch „ en as Da^;ust, Junot, Macdonald Murat ancl

Lannes he was called the "bravest of the brave .^a-

Xn at St. Helena said, "Ney was the braves man .

ev^r saw.'' Ney well deserved the designation, "Prince

''^iwter the downfall of Napoleon, on board a ves-

sel sading^^ America apassenger remarked, "that man

ook ke Marshal Ney" ; the man of whom tins remark

was made did not appear on deck again, but remained

in close concealment.
+,.„T,.f.lpr

About eighteen hundred and twenty, a lonel> t aveiei

wondered up the I'ee Dee swamp and taugM scnool u

Brownsville township, Marlboro county. ™e teach

ing there he dedicated a piece of r>oetry to A^^^l^^y^

Amanda Rogers, then a beautiful ^^^-^ ^-^Tf
fell inf> the hands of a young man wno taught school

at thatVlace some years later, and is now a circuit ^udge

ill this State.

Here is the poetry:

' Dedicated to
'

'M odest maiden, from e, friend

Accept the little gift; 1 send,

Recurring to its pages, wben

Toil choose the stenographer s p n.

'
' Amusing art in graphic gui^e

Maintaining from inquiring eyes,

All secrets ich you choose to w ite,

> e>glectfully in open light,

Delightful s cience Avhen attain^?',

Attend and U will soon be gained.
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"Reyiew it from time to time
Observant of each curve and line
Oive strict attention to each part'E grtve them on thy virgin heart,
Keceiv- this token of steem, I pray-

33 March, 1823
re^Peet-uUy by Stewart Ney."

Stewart Ney while teaching in Brownsville and whileat the school house, upon reading an account of Naptlean's death in a newspaper, burst into tears. Ind uponevery occasion when discussing war, or NapSeon hebecame greatly excited. Afterwards movinfto ATor^hCarolina he confessed upon his-death bed that he was

.gene'ra?
'^ ^^Poleon'. fl'oX

Long after this romantic school teacher had beenbuned and by the multitude forgotten, physicians openedthe grave and examined the skeleton, finding the ineas

Jiarshal Ney
.

There was but one possible defect in the

Tad Silfr"^^'/^^ wounded in the

beTn ^v'otdtd."
--dications of ever having

Is it not possible that time and nature will heal theugbest scars, or even the most fractured bones >

Tradition is that his executioners were his friend^that the cartridges were blank, that a special coffin htf

h^to the ^l« ''t
P'^^^^'^'^ -bo accompaniedbim to the place of execution told him to fall just as therifle, were fired and that he would attend to the rest

ead a:d"fhlt b'* ^ '^""''^'^ '^'"'^ ^--"as

May we not think that the man who fought in fivehundred battles, who was thought to have be^n unjust ykilled as a traitor, and who stood before his execu one -s

as he had done „i battle, and exclaiming, said-I declare before God and man, that I have n;ver be-trayed my county
: may i„y deatJi render her happyv^ve la FranceV-^nay we not think that this generous'
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spirit found a haven of rest beneath the pahnetto breezes,

or among the mountain nooks of dear old Carolina?

Then let us think that his executioners were friends,

that the mysterious passenger, the lonely school master,

and the dying Stewart Key with his confession, was

none other than our hero.

Old people of Brownsville believe Stewart Ney to have

been none other than the famous Marshal ISTey. So let

us think that South Carolina has nurtured a hero no less

distinguished, no less worthy of honor, and no les^

great, than ISTapoleon in his glory, or Wellmington in his

victory

.

John C. Roper,

A Newspaper Study.

Newspaper influences upon modern life, and Ameri-

can life in particular, stand well in the foreground of

any conception of our modern civilization. The daily

paper is a product of comparatively few years and has

not yet been perfectly assimilated. That the editors

and correspondents themselves do not yet thoroughly

comprehend the true place and part of their work in the

progress of man may probably be true. The average

man certainly has not had the time to adjust his thoughts

and nature to the fact of newspapers.

The laws of the distribution of information have not

yet been as thoroughly discussed and formulated as oth-

ers more or less necessary to civilization. The methods

of scattering information and the process of cultivating

public opinion are both well studied and to some extent

understood. But|these, we may believe, are only subor-

dinate and subsidiary to a result of social unity, the

complement of individual culture, aad the levreling up

of knowing, a condition of stable progress. The news-

paper is in ^he hands of the Philistines, as M . Matthew

Arnold calls the makers of this material age. In their

hands it has done and is doing many wonderful works.

It has helped produce the unparalleled industrial activi
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ty of the last ceatuiy. It scatters everywhere mforn.a-

tion of the resources of different continents, of products,

prices, commercial and industrial conditions, tells labor

where to find laborers, and laborers, labor, furnishes

cfacts to the calculations of producers, carriers and con-

sumers over the world. All this it does and more. Its

power of making public opinion is as much if not as

well exercised. This is for the most part in the hands
of the poLticians seeking to control constituencies and
this class understands better, probably, than any other

this pov/er of the press. These Piiilistines, of the thso-

ristic kind, are more dangerous than any other class of

citizens; but the people are saved for the most part from
too radically evil opinions by the counteracting, cross-

purpose working of these political editors.

A vv'ider distribution of facts among the people of the

world, seemingly now the highest end of newspaper
work, makes certainly a condition for broader and true

culture. When people have the whereof to make ideas,

they will learn to make ideas. The newspaper increases

the number of people who know things; but it seems not

to look beyon'l the telling of the fact to the utility of

the fact. It may not hinder people from living up to

their best light; it does not aid them in taking care that

that light be not da/kness. Liberty and publicity, free-

dom of speaking and doing, give open field to the mind
of a free people, and a wide range of action; but can we
say that these conditions, simply, helps those who have

;the right to do as they please, to please to do right?

Whatever the future rnay bring forth, we do not yet find

man}" instances of such results from nev»rspaper work.

Should this be the object of newspaper work? Why?
These questions pre-suppose a theory to be maintained,

a philosophy of life, to be applied. , Here is. where the

Eeylets and the hefts begin to range themselves around

their respective principles and prepare the heads of ser-"

mons and the theses of essays. And as I have no theory

to be maintained, no philosophy of life to be applied, no

principles eTen to rally around, I.may bo allowed to fol-

low on without bothering these questions. We want
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just now to look at things a bit and see what they are

before we approve or disapprove of them.

We all may possibly agree to say, in the usual relative

way, fhat the mere giving of fa<'ts without reference to

teaching or illustrating any particular kind of doing or

thinking, is a desirable thing in a newspaper. This end

is one the great dailies often pride themselves on attain-

ing and is, perhaps, a sufficient definition of one purpose

for newspapers just now. No one with an eye to their

place in modern civilization v/ill give them a lower or

narrower aim than the perfection of a machine for tell-

ing everybody at the breakfast table what everybody

else was doing yesterday and is likely to do today. To

attain such an end is the accepted work of the newspa-

pers? Do they do it? If so, how so? If not, why not?

In speakingof the facts, diligently sought for by news-

papers, we cannot, of course, confine ou. selves to spe-

cial occurrences, but include in its meaning beside the

sense ot factum (something done), its generally accepted

application to deduced truths.

Taking the greatest dailies of the United States, which

probably are the greatest in the world, do v^e find them,

whenever they claim to be giving the facts, giving such

facts without reference to any particular way of doing

or thinking? Do they attain this lowest desirable end

they may have? No, they do not. Most generally what

their news columns say is not without reference to teach-

ing or illustrating some particular kind of doing or think-

ing. Newspaper men are of course not mere machines

for grinding out dry facts for first pages. They have

their sentiments and ideas, which color and season their

notes, their points of view, etc. People wouldn't read

them if they hadn't. But with these, the particular

kind of thinking and doing we are talking about, has

nothing to do.

The newspapers define news, not as something inter-

esting lately happening, but something odd or auda-

cious, something curious or criminal. This definition, I

submit, is too narrow, too restricted. If they just tel.

the top half of the world what the bottom half is doing,
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tell some men what cranks are thinking, they do not
give the news. They should divide space and give
cranks and criminals some news from those beyond
them. Continued reference to a particular kind of doing
and thinking of the baser sort is appealing to the lower
side of life. Such things suggest questions to be an-
swered, problems in politics, economics, and sociology.

Is there not unscattered information from the better ,

walks of life, from better thinking that will help to

answer these questions ? The departure from the object

of the mere giving of news is in the wrong direction.

We should at least be given something of natural life,

beyond that we have by living, to compare with the
freaks and oddities we hear of so often and see so sel-

dom. What is the use of a person's thinking everything
is odd or cranky except at home. Nothing like these
ideas is needed in the conditions for the stable progress
of the world. There is a difference between pandering*

to the natural taste for gossip and feeding the want for

knowing. We need not condemn gossipping; but we
would not want it to exclude something else just as in-

teresting and necessary.
sf; :j< ;K * ^; ^ ^

NOKTON.
jSTote.—This unfinished study, the reader will notice,

is somewhat after the manner of Mr. Matthew Arnold,

with whose ^^Culture and Anarthy" and other social crit-

iques, it presuppose some familiarity. The writer has

been almost as free w^ith that gentlemen's phrases as Mr.

Arnold was with those of ''Armenius.*' For this he has
no apology. N.
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WOFFORD COLLEGE, MAY, 1895.

Geo. C. Leonard, Editor.

Examinations.

Before the next issue of the Journal goes to press the

different classes of the College will be in the midst of

final examinations. This means a trial of strength-a

strong test of the work that has been done. Most, if not

all students, look forward to these examinations with a

great deal of anxiety. But no one who has done goo^

honest current work and who will give proper care to

reviewing-not cramming, but going ov^^r and getting a

full comprehensive view of the work that has been done

in the class-room-need fear that he will not get through

all right. Then after the strain is over and each man

has done his best honestly and faithfully the conscious-

ness of duty well done will amply compensate for all the

work, worry and anxiety that has been undergone.

Sometimes students who think it doubtful as to wheth-

er they will be able to return to college next session or

not make this an excuse for not standing the final exam-

inations. This is very unwise. One does not know what

may ''turn up" during vacation. A condition of affaifs

entirely unexpected may be brought about that wilj

enable him to return and next October may find him
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back at college with all these examinations to stand,
which would be rather embarrassing-. But even if one
should not be able to return, it is best to stand all exam-
inations. Men in life are constantly called upon to meet
crises where all their strength and energies are suddenly
called into play. Examinations call out and so strengthen
and develop all the faculties that are needed to meet snch
crises. They demand strong mental concentration, a
comprehensive grasp and arrangement in a very short
time and in the best order possible of tlie most salient
points of the work that has been studied . And the man
who has successfully stood the test of such work in col-
lecre v/ill have an experience to fall back on that will
nerve and streno^then him to meet and successfully go
through such tests and crises in practical life. Then
away with all ''kicking" and grumbling about examina-
tions and let every m.an make '-a long pull, a strong pull
and a pull all together" and no one will need to grieve
over the results.

Possible Results of the Ch!na=Japan War.

The termination of the Avar between China and Japan
is one of the most sigaifisant events of recent history.
For centuries China has been shut up in her stagnant
conservatism, largely cutting of all intercourse'^with
other nations. By the terms of the treaty of peace she
is virtually thrown open to the commerce and general
intercourse of all the great nations of the world. This
means the dawn of a new era for her, an era of awak-
ening and the taking on of new life and thought. Thus
what seems a great calamity to China is doubtless to
prove the greatest blessing that could have befallen her.
It not only m^eans the breaking down of her conserva-
tism or more properly her exclusiveness, but it further
means the ultimate introduction of Western invention
and progress. These she will the more readily accept
now, knowing as she does that it is from this source that
Japan has derived the prower which has utterly
crushed her in the war. In a few more years great lines
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of railroad and telegraph will doubtless be running m
every direction throughout the country. This will prac-

tically put an end to the possibility of the famines that

so often visit certain sections of the country while others

have plenty and to spare but no means of transporting

this surplus to those in need.

A notherP-reat benefit arising from the results ot the

wa" is that English and French domination in the Orient

will find a check in the growing powers and aggressive

policy of Japan. She is no longer to be regarded as a

mere resisting or self-defending power, but as an active

and t-o-gressive force in the polities of the world, which

is to act as a balance of power against the nations ot

^
But the greatest good that is likely to result from this

war is the advantage that it will bring to the work o.

missions. Wherever the door is opened for trade and iri-

ternal communication, the missionary will fox.ow with,

his Bible, preaching the word of God and estao.ishmg.

schools, so that the blessings arising from the introduc-

tion of Western ideas and civilization will be leavened

by the greatest of all blessings, the religion of Jesus

Christ.
,

Peace in Nicjsrsgua.

The Nicaragua difficulty has been quietly settlea at

last bv the payment of the required indem.mty, and

England has withdrawn her troops. This is mucn oet-

ter than a war, which would have cost much more tnan

the required indemnity besides the loss of hie ana pos-

sible defeat in the end. Mai.y American newspapers

were loudly proclaiminp:, and expounding the itionroe

Doctrine and declar ing that the IJmted States ought .o

apply it in this case. As much, ms we may sympathize

with the South and Cenlral American states in any aif-

flculty between them and any European power it wouid

be folly for our government to take up every quarrel

they happen to get into. Such a course, by fosteruig^m

them a spirit of recklessness and defiance toward othe-
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oations, would not only prove an injury to these states
themselves, but would continually involve our govern-
ment in broils and wars with other nations. The Mon-
roe Doctrine should be resorted to only in case of contin-
ued occupation of any of these South American states,
^hich would prove injurious to the commerce or other
interest of our country.

Commencement of '95,

It is the intention of the Trustees and Faculty to make
the coming commencement one of the landmarks in the
|iistory of the college. This commencement will close
the forty -iirsc college-year. During these forty-one
years about four hundred students have taken diplomas,
while very many more have spent one, two or three
years in study here. Many of these alumni and former
atudents have not attended a commencement for years.
Tais year we hope to have a grand rally and reunion.
The local alumni are very enthusiastic over the matter
^ad every effort will be put forth to entertain the visit-
Lig alumni. Besides this, the ladies of the town have
taken the alumni banquet in hand and that means
that it is to be more than a success. The fact that Dr.
Tilletof Vanderbilt University is to preach the com-
mencement sermon and Mr. J. P. K. Bryan of Charles-
ton to deliver the literary address before the two socie-
ties is sufficient assurance that our sermon and address
Will be of the very first rank.
The class of '92 which is the largest class that has

graduated up to date, has determined to have a reunion.
Well we hope to see every man of them here. The thirty-
four of '95 are ready to give them a warm welcome.
Why cannot some of the other classes follow the ex-
ample of '92 ?



J. Arthur Wiggins, - - Editor,

*'Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself."

It is amusing as well as ridiculous to read the ex-

change editorials of some of our visitors and follow up

their methods of appreciation and criticism. But, as

we have said in a previous issue, we do not claim the

only standard of journalism. Standard or no standard,

a weakness that is almost visible to the blind and pain-

fully audible to the seeming deaf, cannot easily go un-

noticed and without comment. Some exchange editors

or some "anonymous departments" have, to our regret,

cultivated the habit of abusmg those who have offered

sincere and just criticisms, simply because such edito-

rials do not play with their fancy. The above remarks

are not intended for the average or proficient editor,

but as a reminder to the loud talker and blatant ''ex-

presser of art," that just ahead of them the road forks,

and they had better be learning the way their kind in-

structors would have them to go and not be losing time

staring at ''big engines" with their mouths gaped open,

waiting for the exchange world to say something kind

about them. When they do get a kind comment, it is

like a sweet savor in their mouths, they spend consider-

able time in subsequent issues talking about "the ap-

preciative remarks someone made about us."

We have alluded to no special journal, but such a

gross mistake has no doubt disturbed the consciences of

all those who are guilty of such a sentimental weakness.

We would much rather criticise the good qualities of a

journal and overlook egotism, and bad manners but

often we have this growing spirit to check in some who

are too young to understand a question without stating

both sides. We are sorry to allude to this so late in the

year, but we do it now with all frankness, with the de-
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sired hopes that it will be taken in the true spirit. Let
us not forget to bear in mind these far-reaching lines
when we set down to write editorials :

'Oh " ad some power some j^iftie gie us,

To see onrgelves as others see V

"College Parasites," as discussed in the April Ban-
dolph- Macon Monthly, touches every weak point of a
student's college life, so far as acquiring knowledge is

concerned. The writer must have had more experience
than a mere rambling dream on this subject, for he
speaks in the language of a seer, who has been tossed

and tried by just such things as a college boy has to

contend Vv^ith. It is an excellent paper, and whether
*the writer has had a reckoning day or not, he certainly

knows how to handle the subject in a manner that
makes his points most impressive.

The phrase, "He that wrestles with us strengthens
our nerves and sharpens our skill ; our antagonist is our
helper," is one of grea.t weight and in which is embraced
the lamentable story of a weak, ever dependent college
boy. An institution t^-iat has an unusual number of
such parasites to "feed and clothe" had better become
alarmed, for what will such men do for her when they
leave her wails ? We leave the question unanswered at
present, but rest assured that v/e will again some day
hear of these specimens of human weakness and sad will

be the story of their fall.

"The mistletoe has become dependent upon some tree
for its liquid food. By failing to prepare its own food
from the soil, it has so degenerated as to have lost this
power, and is now doomed to a life of absolute depen-
dence," is an excellent practical illustration of the col-

lege parasite. Students who read this article will no
doubt see the error of cultivating the habit of being de-
pendent on fellow students and translations for their ap-
parent promotion in college. We are glad to acknowl-
edge the merit of this production, and like the writer,
we glory in the fall of one who undertakes to go through
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college leaning upon the arm of his clas3-mate and re-

lying- upon translations for his life preparation.

We sincerely thank the editors of the S. W. P. U.

Journal for sending us a sample copy of their journal

with notice that we have been entered upon their ex-

chano-e list. We can criticise their April issue with

much freedom for its pages are as bright and instructive

as those of the highest standard coming to our othce

-Lic^ht " a prize essay, written from a standpoint ot

science', is made quite aesthetical through the mannor

of expression. But perhaps the best piece of the issue is

found under the subject -Sun Spots." The sun spots ot

Milton, Dante and Shelly are portrayed by the writer

with remarkable emphasis. Doubt and skepticism, as.

seen in religion and philosophy, arouses the writer s

feeling of indignation, but the article is an able one and

shows the value and necessity of independent thinking

and animated scholarship. There can be no special

fault attached to the Journal, each department seems to

ha^e received honest labor from the editors in charge.

The Irving SkeUJi Book for March was gotten out by

the Freshman class. The April number is decidedly an

improvement, coming from the h.nds of the Sophomores

The Pennsylvania girls seem to have their share ot

brains, but they have miserable taste. If we may be

allowed to criticise from a South Carolina point of view,

we would suggest to these fair editors that they print

the headings of each article on a full face page and not

in the margin. As the Freshman issue came out nrst

we must kindly accuse the Sophomores of being less

originah We hope the name of their journal does not

warrant such a distasteful arrangement of matter. The

quality of matter is good.

The editors of the Howard Magazine have consider-

ably lowered their dignity by attempting to tell all they

knew about ''fools." We have failed to recognize their
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real intention, unless thej had a special desire to make
up an Allfoolsday issue. "Introduction to ISTatural
Fool-os-ophy/*' is the article covering the greatest num-
ber of pages, but it is evidently most too primary for
the writer, for in the midst of his article he draws con-
clusions that are far from being in harmony with his
subject. The attempt is well written, but we are per-
suaded to believe that the Howard columns would have
suffered less from a more stable list of subjects. Some
parts of the journal are very fine.

The second issue of The Franklin Advocate is quite an
improvement over the first, containing a literary de-
partment filled mostly with well written essays on dif-
ferent literary phases of Southern literature. The Ad-
vocate is a great believer in originality and assuredly it
puts to practice every movement that tends to give its
pages brightness, and above all, merit.
The editorials are written with great care and they

carry with them the inspiration that gives great im-
petus to college journalism. "Customs versus Con-
science," is logical and persuasive. The Exchange
editor makes his department interesting. We fear there
is too much rivalry between the two literary societies at
Howa^rd.

The Sewanee Purple is a weak weekly college paper.
Really, to criticise it, is to question the college pride of the
body of student. It may be answered that the Purple is
serving the purpose fcr which it was instituted. If this
be true, then we can only say that a standard University
ought to get out something better than a mere local
sheet, filled with athletic happenings. The editorials
are written mostly on campus jokes, and we rejoice
with the editor, that space would not allow a lengthy
comment on the wrongs of the campus merry-maker.
We see nothing in this publication worth reading by
exchanges and strangers.
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The Chronicle is not an average college journal. On e

fault is that it has too many departments. This crit-

icism is evident for its editors show either neglect or

failure to produce variety.

''Woman Suffrage^' is a popular subject just now with

many college journals. Even The Weatherford Colle-

gian indulges to some extent. But our exchanges need

not become alarmed, for apparently all these contribu-

tions are the results of easy writing pens, minus thought.

CLIPPINGS.

'^We'll not dwell long on this point," said the min

ister, as he sat down on the business end of a tack.

That women run newspapers now,

i he public must conft^ss,

But ps aw ! we people knew somehow

i hey always loved the press.

These balloon sleeves evidently come from the desirt>

to widen woman's sphere.

My daughter's ou her dignity,

My son is on tb-e sea,

While I HUi o » a howling lark,

£ n i mv wife is on to me.

Eyes were made to droop,

i he-ks were m de to blush;

Hair was made to cring- and curl,

Li s were made—oh, hush.

The b ll fro ; sat on a fh atin r log.

i^ nd taid, as he blinked I is eyes;

- W) o w: uld not be a big bul frog

And catch these nire fat flies?
'

Prep ,
Studying etymology: ^'Vir, a man, gin, a trap,

virgin, a man-trap.'*
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Dftrkibus Dightibus,
No lighto-nm;

<"li'j)bibus eate-post,

Breechibus torum.

Query: To the persons asking what is woman's sphere
we would say that if things keep on at the present rate it
will soon be the earth.

AVassargirl, being asked if she liked Codfish balls,
said, she never attended any.

If you pick up a starving dog and make him prosper-
ous, he will not bite you. This is the principal differ-
ence between a dog and a man—J/ar/v Twain.

Tears are softening showers which cause the seed of
heaven to spring in the human heart—Walter Scott

.



B. H. Hendeksdn, - - Editor.

Prof. A. A. IVlcP. Hamby.

Mr Editor: We pause today in the busy rush of affairs

to pay a tribute to the memory of Prof. Allen McPherson

HambY. who died at Georgetown, S. 0., on the 15th day

of Aprii 1895. At Georgetown he had served as prmw-

iml of the high school and then superintendent of the

traded school for a number of years. His father was a

Methodist minister and resided at Rutherfordton, N. O.,

where AUen MeP. was brought up. As his robust pays-

ical nature was typical of the pure mountain atmosphere

of his home, so was his character typical of its piety.

We entered Wofford College in the year 185G and for four

years worked side by side striving for the goal and

"crraduated in I860. His high conception of righo and

honesty soon won for him the esteem and confidence of

both branches of the college.
_

His gentlemanly bearing rendered him universally

popular, while duty was his watch-word and truth and

honor the shining marks of his character.

He was a hard student, kind, generous and noble
;

thouo-h a strong competitor, and won the medal as the

best orator of his class. At the beginning of the late

v/ar Allen McP. Hamby enlisted in the Confederate army

as a member of the Darlington artillery, commanded by

the lamented Maj. F. E. Wasley. Being in the same arm

of service, we were frequently thrown togetiier and

the principles that marked his college course com-

manded tiie respect of his comrades in the bivouac and

on the battlefield where he performed his duty as a brave

and faithful soldier always maintaining the beautified

consistency of his Christian character.

With his quiet reserved nature, he sought' not the

applause of man, but pressed for-the, master's approval,
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^^well done." Of his loving influence in his happy home,
his efficient stewardship in the church, and the work of
his life in the school room, we must leave for others to
write- In behalf of his college friends I will ask that
we be allowed to mingle our tears of sympathy with the
bereaved and entwine a wreath from the brightest flow-
ers of his sunny home and place it on the new made
grave. Allen McPherson Hamby has left, in his high
Christian character, a monument which the hand of
time will not erase. As the *4nsatiate archer" with un-
erring aim places his dart in every home, may we, by
the eye of faith, pierce through the dark shadow of its
gloom and catch the gleaming ray of the beautiful shore
beyond, where we hope to meet again.

J. B. Humbert, '60.

Legal Alumni.

Hon. Samuel Dibble, '59, is one of the largest stock-
holders of Orangeburg county.

T. S. Moorman, '60, resides in Columbia and now holds
the position of Librarian of the Supreme Court.

R. W. Simpson, '61, for many years has been well
known at the Anderson bar.

J. B. Cleveland, '69, is one of the leading business men
and Receiver of the Port Royal and Augusta R. R. at
Spartanburg, S. C.

H. H. Newton, '69, for many years has been a member
of the bar of Marlboro county.

C. S. Walker. '69, is a member of the bar of Alabahia.

J. R. Abney, '70, has gained considerable prominence
as a lawyer at the bar of IS^ew York.

J. C. Wallace, '71, resides at Union. S. C.

L. K. Clyde, '72, is at Greenville.
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W. H. Folk, '72, is a member of the bar of Edcrefield.

J. M. Gee, '72, is a member of the bar of Union.

F. A. Gilbert, '72, is at Yorkville.

C. A. Woods, '72, is well known at the Marion bar.

J. K. Jennings, '73, is a member of the bar at Spartan-
burg.

J. E. Webster, '73, resides at Gaffney, in Spartanburg
county.

C. P. Wofford, '73, previous to his death, held a very
thriving practice at Spartanburg, S. C.

W. A. Brown, '74, is a member of the bar of Claren-
don .

R. K. Carson, '74, practices at Spartanburg, S. C.

E. W. Martin, '75, is a member of the bar of Atlanta,
Ga.

W. J. Montgomery, '75, practices at Marion, S. C
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S. H. McGhee, - - Editor.

Journal Election.

On the last Friday night in April the election for Jour-
nal editors came off with the following result: Editor-

in-Chief, Mr.Augustus S.Hydrick; Business Manager, Mr.

Roby. J. Trousdale ; Associate Editors from the Calhoun
Society, Messrs. L. P. McGee and O. D. Wannamaker

;

from the Preston Society, Messrs. 'N. G. Gee and Andrew
M. Law.

This is some of the best material in the Junior and
Sophomore classes and the coming year will no doubt

be a successful one for The Journal.
We congratulate Mr. Hydrick and his co-workers and

extend to them a hand of fellowship and hope. The
outgoing staff will expect a good paper and will watch
for one with more than a usual amount of interest. The
editors will have a hard task. The constant demand is

for improvement and each succeeding generation ex-

pects, and has a right to and ought to expect, more suc-

cess than their predecessors achieved.

If the student body gives that sympathy which labor

demands, and strives to aid their servants in attaining a

high standard of a literary journal, then all will be well

and the work will be pleasant. If the editors are not

aided by encouragement and kind words, the duty will

devolve into a most disagreeable burden. In every
sense of the word, a college journal represents the

students of that institution from which it is sent. Their
mind, their energy, their manhood, their honesty and
patriotism are reflected in the manner and matter of

their exponent. Let every student think justly of these

things. They are old; so is virtue. They are common;
so is truth. They may even be distasteful but well
worth the uttering. Let not a Senior leave without hav-
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ing given his name and address to the Business Manager

and deposited his supscription fee. Let us all be up and

well doing for the time is at hand when we must have

a journal worthy of her who has done for us what she

could.

Mr. Luce, representing the Students' Volunteer Move-

ment, and Mr. Brockman of the International Y. M.

A., recently paid Wofford a visit.

The College Y. M. C A. will send several delegates to

the Summer School which convenes in Knoxville in July.

The delegates have not yet been chosen. We hope Wof-

ford V7i\l be well represented numerically and otherwise.

On the third of May many of the students spent a de-

lightful evening at the reception of the Juniors to the

Seniors of Converse College. We do not remember of

ever seeing such an earnest desire to make all enjoy

themselves as the young ladies manifested on this occa-

sion. They could not have been otherwise than success-

ful. Many were the efforts'they exerted, much was the

pleasure they gave.
^

The Seniors of Wolford were honored with a special

invitation and had the privilege of meeting the Seniors,

and Juniors of Converse.

The Wofford base ball team after having defeated the

South Carolina team not long since, has been regularly,

practicing and expects to play the University of Georgia

on the 24th instant. The game in Columbia, despite the

discouraging accounts of the daily papers, was a good

one and our boys deserve much credit for the way m
which they played. They came back delighted with

their trip to Columbia and with the pleasant and cour-

teous manner in which they were received by the college

men of that place. We hope the S. C. C. te m, together

with a large crowd of students, can come up and see us

at an early dale.
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Th2 5ophomore Exhibitio^i.

The '-Soph. Ex." which came off on May 10th was iu

every way a success. The speakers acquitted themselves

very creditably indeed, while the marshalls pertormed

their duty with grace and skill. We do not know when

such a pleasant reception has taken place iu the Wofford

chapel. A large number of young ladies from the city

and from Couverse College attended and many of them

remained over for the aftermath. Of course, there were

more young men present than young ladies, but then

such hindrances are inevitable.

The chapel, towards the hour of 8:30, was well filled

with friends and visitors, and when the speakers marched

in, escorted by the chief marshal and his corps of work-

ers, scarcely a seat could be found. The music v/as

beautiful—the best ever heard on a similar occasion.

For this we especially commend the Sophs. It was

largely on this account that so much success was at-

camed. The class cannot be congratulated too highly.

The Charlotte string band was hired and between

speeches furnished much delight to the audience. We
sincerely hope that the coming Sophomores will endeavor

to obtain good music, and then we are certain that their

entertainment will be to some extent successful. Chief

marshall Dean and the Keception Committee deserve

much credit for the way in which they entertained the

crowd.

As for the speeches themselves, to say they were good

and well delivered is not enough. They were all extracts

from South Carolina orators and consequently were very

interesting.

Mr. Connor presided over the meeting in a pleasant

manner. He first introduced Mr. C. F. Brooks of Laur-

ens, who spoke an extract from Hon. R. B. Rhett's

*'Eulogy on Calhoun," delivered in Columbia in 1&50.

Afterwards he introduced the speakers in the following

order: J. P. Inabnit, Orangeburg, subject Dr. B. M.

Palmer's '^Religious and National Character." Dr.
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Palmer is the onl}^ living South Carolinian from whom
an extract was taken. He was born in 1818 and is still

in active life. He is pastor of a Presbyterian church in

New Orleans.

R. S. Treusdale, Kershaw, subject '"Eulogy on Le-

gare," by Wm. C. Preston, delivered in 1815.

H. A. C. Walker, Colleton, subject ''On Laying the

Corn^jr Stone of Wofford College," by Bishop Wightrnan.

Gr. T. Pugh, Newberry, subject "Against War with

Groat Britain," delivered in the U. S. Senate in 1846 by

J. C. Calhoun This, as we will remember, was about

the Oregon agitation, when there was a popular cry of

"fifty-four forty or fight." Mr. Calhoun's speech virtually

settled the question and prevented thetalked-of war with

England.

Edward L. Culler, Orangeburg, subject "Popular En-

lightenment," by H. L. Pinckney.

The exercises were opened with prayer by Rev. Mr.

Rogers, and closed by President Wilson of Converse.

We congratulate the class on their selection of speak-

ers, and the speakers on their selection of pieces. Health

to the class of '97.

Messrs. Hollis, Roper, Chapman and a few others

accompanied Manager Coleman and his ball team to Co-

lumbia. They were delighted with their trip.

Professor Du Pre is having the campus greatly beau-
^

tified. The lady friends of the college are assisting ia

planting flowers in the arc immediately in front of the

main entrance. Saveral beds of chrysanthemums, colias

and other flowers have been planted, and together with

the grass, which is growing luxuriantly, and the roses,

which are blooming beautifully, the inner circle will be

more lovely than ever.

Dr. Carlisle paid his first visit to Bamberg not many
days ago while the District Conference was in session at

that place. The Doctor was well pleased with the place
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and expressed much hope in regard to the Fitting School

which is honored with his name.

Prof. Snyder and Mr. Gist Gee left last Friday for Co-

lumbia to attend the convention of the Epworth League.

Prof. Snyder represented the city league, of which he is

president. He was elected while in Columbia to the

presidency of the State Association. Mr. Gee was a del-

egate from Union.

Mr. W. D. Brown paid his friends on the campus a

pleasant visit last week. He is now m business in Union.

He expects to come up commencement and see his old

class graduate.

Commencement bids fair to be one of the best attended

in the history of the college. The committee, consisting

of Prof. Snyder, Prof. Kembert and Mr. Nash, is exert-

ing every effort to make it a success. Circular letters

are being sent out to every old student whose address

could be obtained, inviting all to meet in a great reunioB

during the occasion of commencement. Several of the

fraternities are going to have their members return and

meet with old friends and with the active members. The

alumni of the city are endeavoring to have every student

who has ever been here join in the grand rally.

Rev. Mr. Loyless conducted worship for us last Mon-

day.
•

Dr. Frank M. Lander, poet, musician and medical stu- .

dent, has been visiting his many .friends on the campus

for the past two or three days. He is as lively as of old.

Prof. Gamewell gave the Junior class a most profit-

able and interesting entertainment in his class room not

long since. He exhibited a magic lantern display of the

most important scenes of ancient Rome. The Professor

told some interesting narrative connected with almost

every scene and gave instuctive informal talks on Roman
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history. The Juniors were much profited by the hour's
digression.

The Seniors will leave for their geological tour this

week. They will be gone this time only a day.

The students are anxiously looking forward to the May
Festival to take place at Converse at an early date. Two
or three of them will take part in the recital given by
the Choral Club.

On April 26th Mr. Tucker was elected orator from the
Calhoun Society for the anniversary occasion next Oc-
tober. Mr. E. A. Holler was similarly honored by the
Prestons. The audience may expect something good
from both of these gentlemen.

On Thursday, May 9th,. from 5 to 7 o'clock, Mr. and
Mrs. Rodgers gave the Senior class a reception at their

home on Church street. We were heartily greeted by
these lovable and hospitable people and spent a most
enjoyable while with them. Atter partaking of the in-

viting refreshments which Mrs. Rodgers had prepared,
Mr. Shuler, the president of the class, expressed in a few
but appropriate words the debt we owe the pastor and
his wife for their interest in our welfare manifested in

many different ways. Mr. ^odi^ers responded in a few
touching words, and for the first time we were formally
reminded of the extreme shortness of our future stay in

Spartanburg. But wherever we go, we all shall be im-
pressed throughout our lives with the kindnesses and
more than pastoral care which we have received from
the hands of the present pastor of Central.

Wofford vs Gaffney.

The first opportunity the boys have had of seeing their

team play was Tuesday, 14th. It was a bum game, the
only features being Chreitzberg's pitching and the sup-
port given him by Dendy. Humbert did the best bat-
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ting, and all ran bases well. We should like to have

some more batting, but this was impossib e as the (.att-

ney pitcher would not put the ball over the v^^tQ^ov

Oaffney S. Thomas made a pretty home run, and Wyatt

•caught a plucky game, his pitcher being very wild.

WOFF -RD.
GAFFNKl.

AB R H PO. A E AB R. H. PC. A E

Demly, c t> 1

•W alker, 3b 4 4

0. Smith, 2b 5 4

reitzberg, p 3 2

Eum' ert, lb 7 3

Nickels, cf (> 4

apman ss 4 2

Bodges, if

Blake, rf

1

1

1

1

4
4 1

2 2

3 2

1 1

. 4 1

0 1 1

1 2 0
:^ 1 0

6 0 2

0 0 0
10 0

10 0
0 0 0

totals 23 24 14 27 8

Brown, cf 5 4 2 0 0

A. I h inas.lbs8 4 110 0

Martin ss 0 0 0 0 0

Wya t, c 3 0 0 H 2

Lipscomb, 2b 4 0 1

«mith, ss lb p 3 0 0

Humphries rf 4 0 0

8, homas p lb 4 1 1

Clear , If 4 0 1

Hoi and, 3b H 0 0

8
1

4
0 0 0
3 0 1

0 0

4 1

}4 G 6 27 11 18

BY INIfTyGS.

12 3 456789
. 4 2 1 7 0 2 0 0 8—24

Wofford, 20120000 1—6

Two' base'ilits-TJendy , Blake'; Thomas A. Home run

_S Thomas. Stolen bases-Nickels 3, Brown 2

Ch^eitzbers 3, Hodges 2, Humbert 2, Walker 5, C. Smith

1 Struck out by Chreitzberg 17, by Thomas o, hy

Smith 0. Base on balls, off Chreitzberg 3, Thomas 5

Smith 5. Passed balls Dendy 1, Wyatt 10. Hit by

pitcher, Lipscomb, Walker.

Time of game 1 hour 5-5 minutes.

Umpire Mr. Thompson.
M.C.Woods.
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The Poetry of Edgar Allan Poe.

"In judging of the merits of an author, and assigning

him his niche among our household gods, we have a

ri2:ht to regard him from our own point of view and

to measure him by our own standards. But in estimat-

ing the amount of power displayed in his works we

must be governed by his own design, and placmg them

by the side of his own ideal find out how much is want-

ing * * * The temple of the god of song is equally

accessible from every side, and there is room enough m
it for all who bring offerings, or seek an oracle.

The above quotation from Lowell displays not only

genuine practical sense and fair-mindedness, but also

hints the only true inductive, and therefore just, mode

of criticising an author. I propose to follow the advice

of Mr. Lowell, and my object therefore will be to apply

Poe's own ideals of poetry to what he has left us, and to

endeavor to measure his success by the approach he has.

made in these poems to realizing his ideals.

**Ineed scarcely observe," says Poe, ''that a poem de-

serves its title in-as-much as it excites by elevating the
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soul." He therefore always sought to touch the intel-

lect, the soul of his audience, never the heart ; and for
this very reason his poetry is devoid of warmth. Igno-
ring the fact that Poe held such not be an essential of a
poem, the critics, because there is this lack of feeling or
warm passion in his poetry, would deny him true poetic
fire. Such criticism is absurd and worthless, because it

is unscientific and unjust.

Again, Poe maintained that there could be no such
thing as a long poem. The excitement which it was the
true purpose of the poem to cause, psychologically could
not last longer than a half hour. He has carried this

dictum also into practice, and the volume of his poems
contains none that cannot be read within this time. To
the bitter end he was a stout and successful enemy to

didacticism in poetry, always averring, and indeed with
much truth, that the noblesf and most thoroughly dig-

nified piece of work was a poem perse, without any
moral attached^simply a creation valued for its own
sake. Poetry and a search after truth with him occu-
pied two distinct spheres, and to teach truth by means
of a poem was to lower his appreciation of both ; for

truth was attractive enough in itself, and needed no
further decoration to make it more acceptable. With
him the metre and rhyme should be wedded to the
thought, for the harmony of these elements in a poem
was essential to produce perfect rythm or music, by
which the soul is most readily and nobly swayed. He
has said, and in the main truthfully, that all manifesta-

tions of higher beauty are accompanied by a feeling of

sadness ; and as with him poetry was the rythmical cre-

ation of beauty—the highest, most divine, most supernal
beauty—his best poems are charged with melancholy,
sadness and sorrow. The reader is potently held in a
spell, which it is useless to endeavor to escape. Once
more. The poetic sentiment in man is but his aspira-

tion for supernal beauty, that is, the harmony of the

spheres, the dazzling loveliness of the home beyond the
.grave. A poem is concerned with this aspiration alone.
Its object is to express it and to elevate the soul by ex-
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pressing it. It has naught to do with -passion which

intoxicates the heart," or with -truth which satisfies the

reason." If a piece of art creates such beauty or gives

expression to this aspiration, it is a poem, and the

artist a poet. Such are Poe's views as to poetry briefly

stated. In considering his poems, according to the

usual method, I will begin with the earlier ones.

Seldom ever does the work of the poet's youth con-

tain anything of a permanent value. The muse must be

trained or her wings will never reach the empyrean

blue of the heavens.

"Alas ! near all the birds

Will sing at dawn, and yet we do not take

The chaffering swallow for the holy lark."

With Burns' remarkable spontaneity and unusual lyr-

ical ardor there is an exception to this rule, for his ear-

liest poems contain qualities that make them of enduring

merit. In the case of Poe, babyhood environment pro-

duced a precociousness, which his early training con-

tinued to nurture and further develop. When his first

poetrv was written, he was therefore a boy only m
years ; and in these early poems not only do we find the

germs of the flowers that afterwards blossomed so beau-

tifully, but we also meet a mind greatly developed, both

as to its tastes and peculiar views. As we should there-

fore naturally expect, there is much of lastmg merit m
them.

It is settled beyond a doubt that the lyric "To Helen,"

was written not later than his fourteenth year, which

poem alone is sufficient to prove that its author pos-

sessed true poetic fire. The little lyric is as pure and

chaste as a Grecian sculptor could chisel a marble statute

of Psyche herself. The beauty is undeniable ;
but it is

a beauty which appeals entirely to the intellect. How

different from those first outbursts of Burns which are

so laden with feeling that one feels his heart throb in

sympathy while reading them. Burns sung of his own

feelings and was therefore subjective. Poe appeals to

the eye, the ear, the imagination by glorification of ob-
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jective beauty. Imagine, if possible, Burns singing the

praises of his Jean in this style:

"Jpan, thy beauty is to me
Like those Nycean barks of yore,

That gently o er a perfumed sea

The weary wayworn traveler bore
To his own native short!"

The lyric also shows classical influence, as to its allu-

sions, metaphors, and, indeed, conception, while its

whole spirit is restrained and delicate. "To Helen,''

therefore, I would consider a typical Poesque poem, ful-

filling in almost every respect his definition of poetry

—

no passion, no moral, only beauty cold, but suggestive.

The above mentioned is decidedly the best of his

earlier work. While none is worthless, none other is as

fine. Among the other shorter ones, especially to be
noted, are those entitled ''Alone," and ''Sonnet—To
Science." The first is to be valued rather for the light

it throws on Poe's inner life than for any true poetic

beauty. In the sonnet, Poe poetically bewails the ruth-

less inroads that modern science was making into poetic

territories, and it is remarkable as a prediction in an
early day of the battle that now seems to be so fiercely

waging between Science and Poetry.

The two longest poems—in fact the longest ones he
ever wrote with the exception of his unfinished drama

—

numbered with his youthful work are "Al Aaraaf" and
"Tamerlane," and while written on entirely different

themes are unmistakably Poesque in treatment. In

"Tamerlane," I admit, a moral is taught, but it is not

done by saying at the close, "Moral: Let us then, breth-

ren, not sacrifice love to gluttinous ambition, for surely

sorrow and travail shall be the lot of him who so doeth."

The lesson is much more tastefully taught by picturing

the misery of a man who did abandon the arms of his

love at the call of inordinate ambition. "Tamerlane"
contains many fine lines, although I know the critics

would probably brand me with a scarlet "L" should I

make such a statement in their presence ; but as a whole

it is not a great poem. He failed to throw enough spirit
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into places where spirit was demanded, and the outcries

of the hero in his suffering seem to me more theatrical

than sincere. The following lines are good ;

" rimour—he
Whom the astonished people saw

Striding o'er empires haughtily,

A diadem'd outlaw."

And these I think exquisite :

"'O, human love ! thou spirit given

On Earth, of all we hope in Heaven !

Which falFst into the soul like rain

Upon the Siroc wither'd plain,

And, failing in thy power to bless,

But 1 av st the heart a wilderness I

Idea ! which bindest life around

With music of so strangj^ a sound

And beauty of so wild a birth-

Farewell ! for I have won the earth!"

'^Al Aaraaf suggested by the sudden appearance in

the heavens of a very bright star which quickly van-

ished, is a fantastic production. Poe, like Shelley and

Keats, was an artist of the beautiful, and this poem re-

minds one of Shelley by its suggestions of ethereal sub-

limation that so characterize the older and more exqui-

sitely voiced poet. In parts, it is supersenuous and mys-

tical to distraction, and its vagueness is but the result of

incoherent outbursts of rapture born of mad love and

worship of beauty. For the most part, it is a rhapsody of

beautiful but meaningless lines ; but in its purely lyrical

parts, very sweet notes are easily distinguished.

In the collection of his later works there is not a bad

poem. By their very music, soft and gentle, but strong,

they have sung themselves into our literature, and will,

I feel sure, always maintain it. It is the opinion of the

majority, however, that ^'The Raven" is his best, and by

it, *'The Bells'' and ^'Annabell Lee," he is best known

as a poet.
, -, i. xi.

In *^The Bells" and ^'The Raven" the hand of the

the same artist is readily detected, and his object in

both is the^same—to arouse the soul of the reader by

the creation of beauty. In the latter poem he would
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accomplish this object by inducing over the soul of his
reader a heavy impenetrable cloud of melancholy and
depression ; in the former, by appealing to the ear in
soothing, melodious and harmonious sounds. ''In his
past facts analysis of 'The Raven,' " says Stedman^
"Poe conceives the highest tone of beauty to be sadness
caused by the pathos of existence, and our inability to
g:rasp the unknown." Now, with this definition of
beauty, and with the avowed intention of the writer,
the poem is, it seems to me, perfect. ITever did fairy
architect place the rose with more precision as the cor-
ner flower of her palace, than did Poe each word in this
consummate piece of art. It is here that "Poe's mind
reaches forward to the effect to be produced.'' Even
after many readings, it is useless to endeavor to escape
the spell that its magic charm throws around us ; and
in sorrow or loss it seems quite natural to see the hid-
eous bird, and hear him distinctly croaking his fatal^
"Nevermore."
In conception it is most subtile, and the whole poem

is a splendid example of sustained imagination, while its

verse is remarkable for its beauty and force of allitera-
tion and ingenuity of rythm.
"The Bells" is the best illustration by Poe of his dic-

tum that the metre and rhyme should be in strict accord ^

with the theme ; and Mr. Stoddard has said that it is

the most striking example in any literature of the power
of words. We hoar the sweet tinkling sleigh bells ; the
merry pealing wedding bells ; the turbulent screaming
alarm bells ; and the solemn groaning death bells ; and
as we read we experience alternately almost the same
feelings that we would on the very occasions that the
different bells announce. It is a pity that both "The
Bells" and "The Raven" have become the possession of
school boys and have been so hacked up at "exhibitions'^
that I fear to quote from either.

Poe has been harshly criticised for his frequent use of
repetends, and at times no doubt the effect of a too oft
repeated word or phrase is to mar seriously the beauty
of a poem. But frequently he is most happy in his use
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of this artifice, and in the two last mentioned poems,

where it is used to best advantage, the effect is striking.

In '*The Raven" the weird thought by repetition de-

mands and obtains consideration, while in the other the

wavy tones of the bells come and go in a succession of

echoes.

While it may seem paradoxical, yet I believe it is true,

that the world always suffers a loss when a poet of

genius is not made to feel the deepest pangs of grief,

to have his soul shaken by a deep tearing of his heart.

No man ever attains to the degree of perfection of which

he is capable until he has drunk deep of the cups of both

joy and sorrow ; until his soul has looked deep into all

the secrets which are given to man to study. In this

way I account for the fact that frequently after a poet

has had a loved one transplanted from his side to the

unknown distant shore, we have the perfection of noble-

ness reached in his holy song. To commemorate the

death of loved ones, Poe wrote three poems—"Ulalume,"
^^Lenore" and ^'To One in Paradise." It is doubtful

whether '^Annabell Lee" had any definite purpose,

either to sing the praises of a dead friend or to com-

memorate any important event in the poet's life.

Poe ever loved to contemplate the beauty of objective

reality, and therefore in his heart's grief which should

have made him most intensely subjective, as it would

seem, there is a blending of the two qualities with

vagueness, mysticism and, apparently, incongruities as

the result. ^^Ulalume" is the requiem sung to com-

memorate the death of his wife. As to its merit there

is much diversity of opinion, one critic declaring it to

be the ravings of a lunatic, another discerning much
hidden beauty and meaning in it. While it would be

natural to expect from Poe an elegy bearing the stamp

of his own individuality and peculiarities, yet it does

seem that he could have expressed his grief for his lost

wife in a less fantastic style. It is, however, by no

means without value as a literary product. The air of

weirdness and melancholy that characterizes the poem

lends an unconscious charm to it, and it also contains
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good lines. The opening ones furnish a keynote to the
whole:

"The skies they were ashen and sober—
The leaves they were crisped ani sere."

''For Annie" was one of the poet's last pieces. The
calm view of death here expressed—that it is a trance
in which there is no suffering, but in which the dead are
conscious of earthly joys and loves—is probably owing,
as Mr. Stedman observes, to the death of Poe's wife'
She had gone and solved forever the mystery, and stood
beckoning him to that "forgetful shore," and to Poe's-
mind the lot awarded his tender and loving Virginia,
after her life of pain, could be one only of peace and
holy calm. The poem is unconsciously melodious, and
charms by the beauty and soft flow of its rythm, and the
tenderness of emotion expressed,

''To Helen," a later poem than the one considered
above, illustrates Poe at his best in blank verse, and
certainly in this instance the attempt was a success.
The poem is highly imaginative and owes much of its
beauty to the suggestiveness of its lines.
"The Coliseum," another poem in blank verse, con-

tains some highly poetic lines. The ones I quote 'illus-
trate what Poe meant when he intimated that beauty .

was intellectual rather than sensuous, and that a poem
should appeal to the intellect rather than to the heart.

"Vftstness
! ani Age ! and Memor es of Eld !

Silence aod Desolation and dirn Night

!

I feel ye now, I feel ye in your stre^-gth
Oh spells more sure than eer Jude^n King
Taught in the gardens of Grethsemane !"

There are other poems I should like to comment on.
but have not the space. "Israfel," -'The Haunted
Palace," "The City in the Sea" and "The Sleeper" are
all exquisite lyrics and contain undying merit, repre-
senting Poe at his best. Such as "Eulalie," "The Val-
ley of Unrest" and "To F ," except Poe's best, are
second to none of their kind in American literature.

"Politian," Poe's unfinished drama, contains much
merit, and the worth of the fragment justified comple-
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tion. It certainly reveals strong imaginative powers,

and at times this quality joined to its aptness of phra-

seology and strength of diction makes it seem Eliza-

bethan. It treats of sorrow rebelling against its unjust

oppressor, and the view taken of betrayed womanhood

is especially to be noted. It is easily seen that in *^Pol-

itian" Poe has pictured himself.

In assigning a poet his place in literature, quantity, to

a certain extent, as well as quality must be taken into

consideration. But with Poe art was life, the higher

life ; and poetry was a passion. While his brother poets

{so called) were grinding out volumes majestic in their

length alone, he steadily refused to write in verse, ex-

cept when he felt that what he had to tell the world de-

served the distinction of being told in verse. The re-

sult is that from the small but fragrant bouquet he has

left us, we can afford to lose no flower, though they may

be all pansies, and bear unmistakable signs of having

been plucked in the same meadow. His heroines are

criticised as being too fantastic and utterly devoid of

womanly qualities or genuine human nature. The

charge is partly true, and is owing to the fact that Poe

worshipped beaucy in the abstract ; and in the person of

a beautiful woman, he saw but the revelation of a higher

beauty. He despised the common-place, and always

regarded beauty with that same air of rapt wonder as

didRossetti; and in his dislike for all conventionality

and artificiality, in the minuteness of his detail, and in

the noble homage he always paid to womanly loveliness,

he was the elder brother of the Pre-Raphaelite leader.

Though his themes are taken from every-day life, he

always managed to gather around them a glamour, an

amosphere that breathed of regions ''out of space, out of

time." His verse is always shrouded in a veil of mys-

tic beauty, and a melody of unsurpassing sweetness is

characteristic of most of his poems.

But while Poe may have succeeded as a poet most

completely according to his own interpretation of what

a poet's duties are, I would not call him a great poet.

Oreat is a word that few men deserve to have prefixed
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to their Dames. It is a very comprehensive word, and
implies qualities that our favorite of American poets did
not possess. When applied to a poet, I expect to find in
the works of such a man questions suggested that lie too
deep for words, and to be able to discover in them some
wholesome philosophy of life. But in his sphere, as an
artist of the beautiful, he is undoubtedly great. And
remember that Beauty, as I understand it, is but re-
flected images from that home above where man's soul,
freed from its baser elements, shall stalk abroad mighty
in its strength and purity. It is, I think, always sug-
gestive of the higher, the nobler and the more divine :

and when we meet anything that points us but by sug-
gestion to the higher life, we should study it. Our much
prized diamond is useless but as an ornament ; but how
beautiful

! And yet does il not suggest the higher beauty
of the sun, whose rays of light it reflects ? So if we can
not have the same feeling for Poe as we do for Burns,
whose poetry we love because of its humanness

; let us
at least study him ; and we shall be bettered by the
beauty there found which points us to the home above
where reigns supreme a beauty more sublime, of which
he but catches reflected rays.

W. H. Wannamaker.

James Russell Lowell.

James Russell Lowell was born in Boston in the year
1819, and was the son of a Unitarian minister. From
his earliest boyhood he was thrown into a society of
culture and refinement by which he himself was charac-
terized in later life. From the same source, also, came
the sturdiness and common sense which were his support
in his life work. Space will not allow to take up Lowell
in all the departments of his work—how he worked as
magazine editor ; wrote poetry for his own and the good
of his country

; composed the Bigelow Papers, a work
unapproached in American literature, superior to Butler's
Hudibras, equalled only by Don Quixote in the success of
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the object for which it was written. Nor can we follow

him in his diplomatic relations where he proved to Europe

and especially to England, -That the Americans are not

all born with worse understandings than the Europeans,

as Locke said.
,

Although Lowell has written much, there is one note

that pervades all, viz., Freedom. He had a purpose-to

live for the betterment of mankind. His belief m indi-

viduality and the importance of man manifests itself m
all that he wrote. It is around this idea of freedom m
his nature—freedom not in its narrow sense, but freedom

of thought, of religious belief, of everything-that I

wish to cluster a few thoughts. It seems that we of the

South are beginning to see something of the heroic

spirit of such men as Whittier, Garrison and Lowell.

Although they were extreme, we must admire the de-

termination, heroism and fearlessness of these men.

As for Lowell, this love for freedom was inborn. His

grandfather was the author of the clause in the Massa-

chusetts constitution which abolished slavery. The idea

must have possessed him and prevailed upon him from

his youth. In that magnificent -Ode to France" he

says :

"Since first T heard the Korth wind bl^w,

Since first I saw the Atlantic throw

On our grim rocks his thundroas snow,

I loved thee Freedom."

And here also we catch something of the faith which

he had in the cause, as he writes :

^'Slow are the steps of Freedom, but her feet turn

never backward."
In thinking of him we also call to mind Byron, Burns

and Mrs. Browning, who, while they fought in different

fields, had before their eyes the same light, the same

conception of the inevitable—that an enslaved people

will not remain so always. I would not for one moment

compare the people in whose interests the different

writers worked ; but simply name them as co-workers.

Talk as we please, in the main we agree with them.
' How our hearts swell with pride and admiration, and
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how many of Byron's sins we cover up when we seeMm
pourmg out his life blood for a down-trodden people

'

How our love pours itself out, and how our devotion
becomes almost worship in contemplatipg that life whose
flower was spent in the interests of the Italian race '

Would that our Northern friends had had a noble race
to fight for.

There are not a great many of his poems written spe-
cifically for freedom and nothing else, except the Bigelo

w

Papers
;
but it is touched in almost all. It sometimes

seems that if these had been written in the interest of
the Indians or some other people with whom we were
not so intimately connected, we would appreciate them
more. It is eDough to say that in tuis work Lowell
labored well. He wrote for the freedom of the Negro
with all his heart. It is not 'for me to say that he was
right m all that he did ; the only question is, did he be-
lieve that he was right? The cause of freedom had no
braver defender. His poetry, prose and oratory mark
an era m our history. And while our singers at the
bouth stood with a grand sincerity to the cause of the
bouth, Lowell, with equal sincerity but with harsher
note, sang songs which we may in after years acknowl-
edge as truthful and powerful.
Some of his friends thought that he went too far in

some of his remarks, and his only response was :

" r loved my country as only they
Who love a mother fit to die for may

;

I loved her old renown, her stainless f-ime;
What better proof than that I loathed her shame."
"That many blamed me coulc not irk me lon^."

But if we would hold our fellowman accountable for
all he says, on any subject, we must not take him in his
impassioned moments. We cannot take Lowell to task
for all that he said to us during the war. Then, with
the Idea of freedom in his mind, he could see only slaves
that he thought ought to be free; he could not see the
bouth as she was. But when ten years of peace had
'Come, when he can understand the South better by the
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battles she has fought, when Virginia is again known

as the birthplace of Washington, he says-

"If ever with distempered voice or pen

We have misdeemed thee h-re we take it back,

And for th^ dead of both don common black.

Be to us evermore as t^iou was then.

As we forget thou hast not always been."

This idea of freedom, as has been intimated, had its

force in his religious views. We are told not to judge

others on matters of this kind, so no attempt will be

made to condemn nor accept wholly the religion he pro-

fessed. Indeed it is difficult to spell out one's rehgion

from his work. We cannot tell whether certain things

are a creed or are simply narrative. Enough points are

given however, to tell pretty well what Lowell believed.

First, he believes in God, and that God is close to us.

" Be he nowhere else
;

God is in all. that liberates and lifts;

In all that humbles and consoles."

On this account he was not in sympathy with some of

the nineteenth century, as we see from the following:

"This age that blots out life with question marks,

This nineteenth century with its knife and g'ass,

That makes thought physical, and thrusts far off

The Beaven, so neighborly with man of old,

To voids sparse-sown with alienated stars."

He was not recreant to the faith of his fathers, for he

says that he prizes more the things that he learned at

his mother's knee than those from Plato ;
but he became

tired of the forms which clustered around that faith.

He was enabled to worship God directly and not by aid

of ceremony and ritual. There are some, however, who

need these types and symbols, and Tennyson very beau-

tifully says

:

'*See tbou that countest reason ripe.

In holding to the law within;

Thon fail not in a world of sin,

Ard even for a want of type."

After all, Lowell was not so much against creeds as-

' against the manner in which they were held. He wa&
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not afraid of honest doubt; he does not fear that thedoubting of Some things, taught as God, will cut usen irely loose from God. This is impossible
; "Man can-not be God's outlaw if he would."

lievedMiT-""^
strongly in the necessity of fs^ith, but be-

"Perhaps the deepest faith that is to come,
Win be rather in the strenuous doubt."

He was no iconoclast simply for the sake of breaking
Idols, but because be had something better to put in
their places. As we advance in civilization, as we be-come more and more acquainted with the workings of
brod, our modes of worship must advance. "Each aa-eworships its own idea of God."
The dominant element in Lowell's religion is the high

value placed upon humanity. Many a thrust has hemade at the Church for its inhumanity. It is expressed
in the "Parable," "The Vision of Sir Launfal," and other
poems. This love of the human bei«g is a passion with
him. He believes that as we serve each other we serve
IjrOCl.

In religious as well as other matters Lowell was a

t'^T'I.^".'^
a democrat. The misgivings expressed in

the Cathedral as to the outcome of Democracy are all
quieted m his essay on "Democracy," in which is foundan accumulation of argument in its defense. It is the
expression of this doctrine that we find a great deal of
his fearlessness and independence. Democracy, social-ism and evolution may be things for others to fear, buthe invites them; lays down the gauntlet to the future
having for his only support the eternal justice of things'We cannot help thinking here of the moody faithlet

-

ness of Matthew Arnold. It is true Lowell has kindredmoods sometimes, but they do not last long.
Very rarely, except when he is in deep sorrow, does hecome to us in a whining mood. Thus we find him in

rI;!, ,
Changeling," "After the

Hurial, and "The Darkened Mind." Full of tender
simplicity, sad because we must be. One likes to be left
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alone in one's sorrow; there is often a pleasure in hope-

lessness. But we must not remain thus always; if so,

our lives are spent in cynicism. That is the way Lowell

treats us. These little patches of despair are to be

crossed quickly, and we stand again in the broad open

field of hope and possibility. In none of his poet con-

temporaries, except Emerson, do we find so well ex-

pressed that manliness of effort in its sternness.

Lowell was not narrow in his opinions, but liberal,

broad, and it takes only a few lines to express himself.

"Whatever the form of building, or the creed professed,

The Cross, bold type of shame to homage turned,

Of an unfinished Life that sways the world,

Shall tower as sovereign emblem over all.'"

It seems that little ought to be said as to Lowell's

style, because the man is greater than the style. There

are faults, of course, and all the greater from the fact

that they are by a writer who knew better. In some of

his best themes and best verse we occasionally strike an

expression that s.mply disgusts us. He wrote what

came in his mind and he thought very rapidly. He often

used the very word and the only word that will suit.

For instance, he says that Pope, in his style of writing,
^ ^succeeds too wearisomely well."

He is remarkable for his short phrases full of suggest-

iveness.

*'He who hath trode Olympus, from his eye

Fades not the broader vision of the gods ^'

"Yet to have dreamed greatly precludes low ends."

"One day with life and heart

Is more than time to find a world,"

"Nor dids"t Thou reck what 'mage

Man would make of his shadow
On this floating world;

The climbing instinct was enough for Thee."

The beauty of Lowell's poetry is strength, not deli-

cacy. Poetry for him was a vehicle for thought. It was
through this that he hoped to better humanity, for this

he believed ought to be the ultimate aim of a poet. The
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poet must not withdraw from practical life, but must
be one of the strugglers.

*'To write some earnest verse or line
"Which, seeking not the praise of Art,

Shall make a clearer faith and manhood shine
In the untutored heart."

And the cause of the failure of many poets has been a.
want of appreciation of the sentiment expressed in the
following lines :

"How could poet ever tower
Jf his passions, hopes, and fears,

If his triumplis and his tears
Kept not measure with his people/'

Lowell died in June. 1891. It is written: "A hoary
head is a crown of glory, if it is found in the way of
right," and I wish to connect this truth with his own
words :

"I muse upon the margin of the sea.

Our common pathway to the new To Be,
Watching the sails that le sen more and more,
Of goo i and beautiful embarked before.
With bits of wreck I patch the boat shall bear
Me 'o that unexhauste 1 otherwhere
Whose friendly-people 1 shore I sometimes see,
By soft mirage uplifted, beckon me,
Nor sadly hear, as lower sinks the sun.
My moorings to the past snap one by one."

A. Masox DuPre.

The Relationship Between Dr. Holmes and His Works.

In the critical examination of the works of a man of
genius, it is first very necessary that a study of the rela-
tionship, which undoubtedly always exists between the
man and his life and works, should be considered. To
accomplish this end in a way befitting the subject, one
must become first, a biographer in order to give in
unbroken succession the record of his life, and, sec-
ondly, a critic, to study everything produced, comparing
it with other known standards and assigning each to
its respective place.
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Now, while it is true that criticism is only the opin-

ions of competent men in regard to the relative literary

merits and demerits of an author, yet these individual

opinions muse cluster around and conform to the general

thread or law of criticism taken as a universal standard;

for there are laws of criticism which no one can change

and to which all must be obedient who would criticise

justly and accurately. But of course it is understood

that each will lend his individuality to them.

Dr. Holmes was the sixth son of a minister—Dr. Abill

Holmes—and inherited from him and his ancestors some-

thing of a literary tendency, which he took in hand,

worked it to the best of his ability, and consequently

completed in himself what his father may have lacked.

In his boyhood he was a very cheerful, bright, fanciful

and imaginative youth, easily startled at any little unu-

sual occurence. At school he was bright, and being

very popular among his playmates on account of his

jovial, sociable nature, it was not at all unusual for one

to see a a cluster of boys and girls of whom he was the

central and most important figure. This is a character-

istic of the child, developing more and more in his youth

and manhood, and reaching its best in old age.

After leaving the primary schools of Cambridgeport

and Phillips Andover Academies, he entered Harvard

and graduated from that institution at the age of twenty

in 1829. Here he displayed great interest in all the

movements of his fellow students, showing an extraor-

dinary aptness for any literary composition which was

placed on him for execution, especially on the line of

verse. This fitness won for him the election as class

poet of a very famous class.

Leaving Harvard, he began the study of law, but,

similar to all our men of genius, he wavered, was unsat-

isfied, and at last commenced the study of medicine.

Concentrating all his forces upon this branch of profes-

sional life, he rose rapidly, which shows with what

perfect wisdom the choice was made. Possibly he may
have been somewhat successful as a jurist, yet his genius

was of the anatomical turn, and that, of course, was
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the sphere in which he would be most congenial, there-
fore most successful. As with Holmes, so with all, the
greatest success in life lies in that field towards which
our hearts and souls naturally turn, for with the envi-
ronments all in harmony with our nature, and a deter-
mJnation to do our best, success is the closely following:
result.

Completing the elementary medical schools of Boston
he went to Paris and graduated from there with he
degree of M. D. in 1836 How fortunate, too, that he is
known as Dr. Holmes, for perhaps through this we show
more respect for him than is generally conferred upon
the great majority of our greater men, and instead of
speaking of him as Holmes we accustom ourselves to
call him Dr. Holmes. There is something touching in
the commonplace way we have of designating our
learned men simply as Shakespeare, Milton, Poe and
such; and it is more noticeable when we add a title such
as ^'Dr.," for at least it shields an author from the com-
monplace.

He served a time as Professor of Anatomy and Phys-
iology in Dartmouth, but soon quitted this for a much
better one in Harvard, where his pen first began its best
work.

Among the first productions we find a large number of
essays written on many subjects, but especiallv good .

ones on medical and physiological subjects, as ^^The
Physiology of Walking,'' -Care of the Baby."
Before and during this period he had written several

poems, many of which appeared through the press while
at Dartmouth. During the year 1857, in which that
famous exponent of the early thought of America's
young thriving literature, the Atlantic Monthly was
founded, and in the immediately following year he pro-
duced the works for which he is most famous. It was
through the columns of this periodical that the public
attention became so deeply riveted upon him and at once
perceived that he was a man of much scientific and lit-
erary talent. The work upon which his claim on author-
ship will ever be based—The Breakfast-Table Series—
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appeared from number to number in this magazine, as a

series of papers. The Atlantic was not only a champion

of his prose (which in fact needed no champion), but of

his poetry. From this time on he was, until his death,

October 7th, 1894, ever busy with his practice, his lec-

tures and with his books.

By nature Holmes was of a very happy disposition,

and very sociable, being not only free and easy with

those with whom he was very intimately associated,

but admitted into his ever widening circle of friendship

and associates all who sought him. The fireside of his

sunny home was open to all, and, sending out its cheer-

ful reports, gradually drew to him many who otherwise

would only admire what he produced. In him was

blended in a charming manner all that is genial, truth-

ful, sincere, matter-of-fact and outspoken. It has been

said that rapid talkers usually have little depth to what

they say, but Dr. Holmes stands out as a brilliant excep-

tion, for he was a very rapid, vivacious speaker in all

his conversations, as if striving to say all he could for

fear lest he should be cut off too soon. This pleasant

faculty, united with his extreme originality, independ-

ent thought and humor, was the cause of his great popu-

larity. If we should exclude all the literary merits of

his works, that which remained would still insure to

him widespread popularity and some success, for to a

certain extent literary popularity is literary success.

The simple fact that we have been brought face to face,

heart to heart, with one whose bright, sympathizing,

happy life instills into our depressed spirits the lesson to

make the best of life, ever looking on the bright side,

seeing in every storm-cloud some signs of a silver lining,

would be, I say, cause enough for us to love, revere and

make immortal his name. His productions are but the

translations he made for us of the better and sunny side

of earthly life Among his faults, which we can easily

cull from^ his * ^Breakfast-Table Series," is that of ego-

tism. It may be that self-esteem which is wrong to have,

but, using the words of another, to me it is ''that which
' only comes from a scholarly brain, confident of its supe-
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Tioritj over the commonplace." A critic has said -that
there was never any sort of pretense about Dr. Holmes
no pomposity, no desire to be impressive, no taint of the
pedant; and though he delighted in his scholarship he
often preferred to exhibit it through the medium of
humor rather than in a scholastic way." Another—but
shall I call it a fault-his hatred for the South during
the late war. He was an abolitionist from beginnin^y to
end, and he most assuredly displayed, in the lines" on
bherman's March on Savannah," one of the worst sides

ot his characteristic life:"

"Soon shall Rielimond's tough old hide
Find a tough old tanner

;

Soon from every rebe wa'l
Shall the rag of treason fall,

Till our banner flap& o er all

s it crowns Savannah."

Of course I could not nor would not say that, in itself
was a fault, but when this unwarranted prejudice and
exaggeration occurs together I think it is a fault
As a humorist, Dr. Holmes certainly stands amon^

the first, and displays himself at his best in the ^Auto-
crat." This work has many merits, its pages are so full
of wisdom, intermingled to a delightful degree with wit
that It affords one much true pleasure to read- yet as
with any book of its kind, it is impossible to obtain 'the
greatest pleasure and satisfaction by reading it at one
sitting. The best results come from a periodic reading
such as for instance while at work, just to take it in
^'broken doses."

In every respect this book teems with originality In
the meaning, in the lessons to be taught, in its mechan-
ical form, we see the same man all the time. But the
question, what is its purpose? has often been asked
The only answer that I can give is, that it is mainly to
please True, Dr. Holmes is not always revelling in
spicy, humorous sayings^ for, here and there intermixed
with these, we find on nearly every page some deep
truth. Dr. Holmes reminds me very forcibly of thesnowy gull floating through the air, just above the
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rippled surface of the sea, watching every moment for

some minute sign of the proximity of its finny prey

;

then, with wings folded and outstretched bill, darts like

an arrow deep down but to return with the well-earned

minnow. Revelling in witticisms, bright with pleasure-

giving sentences, he often dives into his vast storehouse

of knowledge to reappear with some noble thought*

Perhaps one reason why we get as much real enjoyment

from him is that he wrote for pleasure in his leisure mo-

ments, and not because he was compelled to.

Among the characteristics of a humorist, openness or

frankness and exaggeration are two very important ones,

the first praiseworthy, the latter necessary to the ridicu-

lous side, yet detracting from the accuracy which ought

to be in all truly literary works. Had it not been for his

wide-spread knowledge which is absolutely necessary to

such a work, we would not have had the ^'Autocrat."

While he wanders, hi the different conversations, from

theme to tbeme, it does not become tiresome. And why

wonder at this ? It is only the outcropping of his discus-

sive brain. Although talking on various topics, "no-

where is wisdom, wit, pathos and humor more harmo-

niously blended. Abounding with sage sayings, and

sparkling: with w-it, not of that boisterous, harsh kind,

which never lives after its first utterance or appearance;

but of that gentle, persuasive species which possesses

our whole soul and then makes its impression, provoking

a smile upon the most puritanical countenance. Dr.

Holmes was an epigrammatist, which is perhaps one of

his greatest weaknesses, calling for many small, insig-

nificant verses. I may say; too, that he was to a certain

extent a maker of proverbs, for his works are full of

a very proverbial nature, such as "A man whose opin-

ions are not attacked is beneath contempt." Another,

but which is not quite so proverbial, but possessing much
truth, '^Laughter and tears are meant to turn the wheels

of the same machinery of sensibility ; one is the wind-

power and the other the water-power, that is all." This,

together with the following, would make a very appro-

priate motto of his life, '^Every language is a temple in
' which the soul of those who speak it is enshrined."
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The "Autocrat" abounds in just such trite lines asthese every page has one or more. At least one criti-cism that Richardson has gotten correct, is that of DrHolmes of whom he says: "The art of saying thingswise and witty will never leave Dr. Holmes as long ashe lives." But at the most, that is but the reiteration
of what we all say, who have glanced at his happy life.The Toet" and "Professor" are of the same order, asthe Autocrat" and although the "P^et" is classed bysome critics as his best, still the general verdict is thattne Autocrat" is the masterpiece.
As a novelist. Dr. Holmes does not appear at his bestby any means, nevertheless his novels show up well the

anatomical trend of his brain. This characteristic isperhaps portrayed to a better degree in his psychological
essay, the "Mechanism in Thought and Morals," whichm Itself IS almost a psychology. In this, as in all, he isremarkably true to nature. Perhaps that true interpre-
tation of nature may be accounted for by the fact thatas a physician and Professor, he was thrown into a sphere
of society m which his broad liberal mind would become
broader and more liberal by observation and practice
In all his prose works, even in those which treat of psy-
chological subjects, there is a charm, which contributesmuch to their fame by admitting them to a larger circle
of reaaers, I mean simplicity. Any one can read himany one can understand him. This simplicity, which
amounts almost to childishness, linked with his philan-
thropic spirit has joined him forever with the lower
classes. In prose what Burns was in poetry. So much
for a small portion of his prose.
During the earlier years of his life, his reputation was

based a most entirely on his poems, which were thought
to be the pastime productions of a professional life.But learning the reputation he had made as a pastime
poet of a scientific writer and as lecturer, in 1852, he of-
fered the "English Poets of the 10th Century" before
the Lowell Institute in Boston and at once leaped intomore prominence on account of his manifested poetic
msight. From now on appeared in great abundance
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from his maturing pen, prose, interspersed tastily with

verse. Dr. Holmes was a poet, and while he is not one

of the first water and thus to be ranked with Tennyson ;

still he created a place of his own and is not to be classed

and labelled as we are able to do with many of our best

singers. Many of his earlier poems were written after

the style of class-poems, after-dinner lines, etc., the lat-

ter of which was characteristic of him even until death.

This is one reason why he is not of the highest rank, be-

cause a man cannot be a poet of occasion and a true poet

with much success. Poetry that is the spontaneous result

of an inspiration will last, while that which is made to

order or by request has not lasting powers enough to

endure criticism and come out stronger.

The intensely patriotic side of Dr. Holmes' spirit is

beautifully and lastingly portrayed in ^ 'Old Ironsides,''

which was among his very earliest poems. This was

occasioned by the proposed destruction of the old war-

frigate, the ^^Constitution," and, as it is said, very prob-

ably kept this old relic of Revolutionary days from

passing entirely into history.

Many of his best verses appeared in the Break-

fast-Table Series, and adds much lustre and charm

to those immortal works. This very peculiar ar-

rangement created a new place in American lit-

erature and was strictly original with Dr. Holmes: That

is, the uniting of conversational prose spiced with verse

insuch an artistic manner. There are few poems that

have the same effect on readers as that of the Cham-

bered Nautilus." Some critics say 'Hhat the lesson

taught in this would probably rule it from the realms of

true poetry." Well, perhaps so ; but although I do not

know what true poetry is according to their doctrine, my
opinion is that the following oft-quoted lines are the very

quintessence of poetry:

"Build thee more statelier mansions,

O. my soul,

As the swift season? roll

!

Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
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Shut thee f-om heaven with a dome more vast.
Till thou at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life-s unresting sea,"

ZlT^'i'^
'1'* contented all my life if I had first uttered

thern^ Anything that will instill in the reader suchgrand emotions, such feelings of intense sublimity, suchfinely drawn lessons, is, in my humble opinion, the verybest of poetry Contrast the above deep, melodious
lines with the following pathos and humor which Mr

-Last Lelf
masterpiece, the last verse of the

"And if I should live to be
The last leaf on the tree

In the Spring.
Le<- them smil^ as I do now
At the old forsaken bough

Where I cling."

_
These two extracts are from two of the six that, accord-

« fj, . fi! 'wf "^'^ significant." He also says
that the latter can never die, as it is such an artless

piece of art, such a rare union of unadorned humor andtender pathos." I would like to ask right here, what isto keep the "Chambered Nautilus" from living? If apoem IS popular and maintains that popularity, eventhough it IS near the borderlands of true poetry what
else can become of it than that it should live ' If the
latter, according to the criticism of a supposed compe-
tent critic, can never die, why should the former, which

Zi^A^i rf^^"^
^""^ j"'* P°P"l*i-' is read and

enjoyed by perhaps more, die ? Do the criticisms of afew critics, in placing a poem outside the bounds of po-
etry, when the world reverses their decision, overrule andcause the poem to be cast upon the shelf as a memento
of a once good-natured, talented man who was so unfor-
tunate as to be thrown from his place among the bardsby the combination of a few critics ? It does seem as if
there was and is a ring in the field of critics combined
to fight against all poets who do not exactly suit the
tastes and fancies of that ring. Perhaps they will notaward him his rightful place among the sweet singers
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of our land, yet they have been kindhearted enough to

give him the first place in one sphere—that of * 'Univer-

sity poet."
1 .

Whether his reputation as a poet and prose writer lasts

or not, whether that reputation be good or not, will not

detract from the pleasant memory of the many cheerful,

happy lessons we must derive from his works, which

will so lastingly and correctly retain the life of the man,

that he will need no biographer.

We might leave him, imperfectly thoug:h sincerely crit-

icised, with the lines which he wrote to Henry W. Long-

fellow:

"Thou, who hast won the hearts of half mankind.

The proudest, fondest love thouleavest still behind."

Gus. M. Chreitzberg.

Bayard Taylor.

It is customary to bound a man's life by two dates, that

of his entrance into the world and his exit. But this is

a mistake. We can give only one exact, sharp-cut limit

to anyone's life, namely, his birth. But who can fix the

other limit ? Certainly death does not, and especially if

the one is a poet. True, life and soul have their birth at

the same time, both rise together, but in reality neither

knows death, neither has a setting.

So with mathematical exactness we can place one de-

terminative point in the life of Bayard Taylor. He was

born January 25, 1825, at Kennett Square, Chester

county, Penn.
As he is not so well known as some of the other Amer

ican poets, by reason of circumstances which I shall en-

deavor to point out later, it will be well to give

a brief account of his life, which may be found with

no change as to the facts in one of the Encyclopedias

.

His birth was inenvironment very much unlike that of

the literary men of Boston. He had no prominent ances-

tors for two or three generations back like Emerson and

. Holmes and Lowell, but his ancestry was of that strong.
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sturdy Quaker stock that has made Pennsylvania the
-Keystone State- in other than geographical meaning
His father was a plain, ordinary Pennsylvania farmer a
fact that shows something can come from among farm-
ers besides seedy-looking individuals with Pefferian
whiskers, ^'green as grass." Taylor, like and unlikemany other good poets, did not enjoy a college education
G-raduated from the public schools of a small Penn
village, at the age of seventeen, he apprenticed himself
to a printer. Here he first became aware of his poetic
possibilities, and published when he was nineteen a
small volume of poems entitled ^'Ximena." This brought
him some money which enabled him to go to N"ew York
where he became connected with the New York Tribune'
as correspondent, and supplied with funds to take him
to Europe, where he traveled extensively for two years
most of the time on foot, accounts of which travels he
wrote to the Tribune and which were afterwards pub-
lished m a volume entitled -Views Afloat.'^ This book
gave him some literary reputation, brought him into the
notice of Horace Greeley, and caused him to be con-
nected with the Tribune as a member of its Editorial
staff on a small salary. Upon this he went to California
at the time of the gold fever as Tribune correspondent
whence he returned to l^ew York by way of Mexico!
The account of this trip he published in his ^Eldorado,"
a book which attained a wonderful popularity, 40,000
copies being sold within two weeks after its publication.
This phenomenal success can scarcely be attributed to
any transcendent literary merit on Taylor's part. We
must remember that a book written about California by
almost anybody ac that time when its gold mines were
drawing the attention of the whole world towards the

- Pacific coast would have met with a large sale. In 1851
he went to Africa, traveled through Egypt, I^ubia and
far up the ^-ile. These travels he tells us of in verse.
From Africa he went back to England; from England in
1852 he sailed for Calcutta; from Calcutta he went to
China, from China to Japan, where he joined Commo-
dore Perry in opening up the ports of Japan to western
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commerce and civilization. Accounts of these travels

lie gives us in A Journey to Central Africa/' "The Land

of the Saracens, or Pictures of Palestine, Asia Minor,

Sicily and Spain," and "A Visit to India, China and

Japan in the year 1853.

In 1854, after his return to America from these travels

he started on a very remunerative two years' lecturing

tour, taking in all important cities from Maine to Wis-

consin. Then he girded up his loins again and took a

journey into a far country, being this time Norway and

Sweden, and countries of ISTorth Europe. The monu-

mient he erected to this journey is his pastoral poem,

^'Lars." In October of the same year he married Maria

Hansen, the daughter of a distinguished German astron-

omer. The following winter was spent in G-reece. In

1859 he again traveled over the western part of America.

In 1863 he was sent to Kussia as U. S. Minister. In 1864

he returned to America, and began novel-writing. His

first of four novels was published the same year," Han-

nah Thurston." His success as a novelist was transient,

if he had any at all. In 1874 he visited Iceland. In 1878

he was minister to Germany . The same year he con-

tracted some liver troubles, brought on by too much study

and sedentary habits and died in Berlin Dec. 17, 1878,

just a few months after his arrival there as minister.

Taylor's life was a polygon of many sides. Too much

so for him to be immortal in any one phase .
We know

him first as a printer, then a versifier, and then as a

newspaper correspondent. Now we see him as a traveler,

a sort of truthful John Mandeville, a Ulysses of many
wanderings, visiting almost every country on the face

of the earth, and adapting himself to the life and in-

fluences of every clime. We see him as an American

taking in the sights of Western United States; as an

Englishman living in the heart of London, as a French-

man in the gay whirl of Paris life ; as a Swiss peasant

<jlimbing up the heights of Mt. Blanc, or tramping around

among the eternal snows of the Alps ; as a hardy

Norseman dwelling among the deep-jutted and pine-

covered shores of Northern Europe ; as a German quaf-
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fing his glass of beer and smoking his peaceful pipe
among the fat and sturdy sons of the ''Fatherland"- as
a true son of the South amid the old cities and under
the blue skies of Italy; as a wandering Arab, mounted
on some swift Arabian mare, flying across the desert
sands, or idling away his time in some old Egyptian
city or clambering up and down the sides of the Pyra-
mids, or as some African explorer making his way up
to the very sources of the Nile; as a bible explorer in
Palestine among the nursery scenes of Christianity; as
a high caste Brahmin in "India's coral strand"; or as
some pig-tailed Chinee amid the crowded provinces of
the celestial empire; or as some more progressive Jap
at the throwing open of Japan's ports to the influx of
the new and superior ideas of the western world.
Taylor stands before us. also as a voluminous writer of

travels; as a lecturer, as an essayist, as a novelist
as a dramatist, as a poet, and as a diplomatist. In
each of these various lines he met with no mean suc-
cess, but his lasting fame depends more upon his success
as a poet. He has left us in the shape of his own poems
a volume of about 350 pages, besides a translation of
Goethe's "Faust," which stands foremost among Eng-
lish translations of the great German masterpiece.
We will now forget Taylor as the man of many pur-

suits and notice him especially as a poet.
Every man has deeply interwoven into his own nature

some theory for all the great questions of life, and some
definition for those mighty forces which sway th^ souls
of all mankind. Every one, therefore, must have his
own idea as to what beauty and harmony means; every
one must be a judge and critic to himself as to what
poetry is. Therefore, when every one has a definitionm his deepest consciousness as to the effect it produces
upon him, it is needless for me to express, even if I
could, my idea as to what poetry signifies . It would be
only heaping one more definition upon the world-wide
pile of already accumulated definitions. The defining
of poetry may multiply and go on multiplying forever,
and yet poetry is not universally defined. One little
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<;ritic after another may spring into existence, say his

little say, and then be buried beneath the waters of obliv-

ion, yet the poet lives on. Critics after all are fre-

quently no more than parasites.

Without being any more of a critic than I must, I shall

apply to Taylor some of the principal laws and tenets of

modern criticism, as formulated and laid down by others.

First, he was aot didactic in his poetry. Second, he was

not iconoclastic. Third, he was not over-sentimental.

Fourth, he was a lover of nature. These four rules go

to show that he was a true poet.

In Taylor's own opinion the poet was the interpreter

and revealer of all that is best in man, or nature. To

him there was a voice of celestial music in all things,

whether animate or inanimate. We would all be poets

if we were not so deaf to those heavenly harmonies

which pulsate through all space, and blind to those en-

rapturing sights which lie hidden in every atom of the

universe. The different tones and pitches of sound, the

different primary colours of the spectrum suggest to us

the inconceivable melodies and beauties which are every-

where, but unknown for the need of some interpreting

human sensibility. Who knows what variety of color

exists throughout the Universe above violet and below

red in the scale of the spectrum ? Who knows the in-

finity of sound above and below the highest and lowest

notes ? There are some beings whose keen, refined sen-

sibilities detect more of this world of harmony than oth-

ers. May they not be our poets? Wherever Taylor went,

in whatever mood he was in, a comforting song rang in

his ear.

In that collection of poems, ^'The Poet's Journal," he

sings a song of sadness, of pathos and purity, made bet-

ter and sweeter by the return of happiness. In his early

manhood he became engaged to a young girl, who was

afterwards taken with a slow, wasting, but fatal disease.

Taylor, in order to be more with her, and to give ex-

pression to his deep, manly love for her, by nursing her,

married her just a short while before her death. This

jsad event cast a deep shadow over the greater part of
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his after life. After many years, when Time's healing
hands had practiced their surgery on his saddened life,

he married Marie Hansen, in whom he found just guch
an help-meet and companion as he had been sorrowing
for since the death of his first wife. After his second
marriage, he published the poems in the '^Poet's Jour-
nal," dedicated to his second wife, and giving expres-
sion to his feelings of gladness at having his silent sor-
rows dispelled by the gentle influence of quiet joys, and
also containing glimpses of his home life, which was
beautiful indeed. He reconciles himself to the happy
lot of forgetting his first wife in his second, in his poem
^'The Vision." Two beaufiful little poems in this col-
lection, glorifying the sacredness of parental love, are
those entitled 'The Father" and ^'The Mother." Scat-
tered throughout the poems of this collection are pas-
sages of poetic beauty which any poet might well be
pround of. One poem especially, '^Autumnal Dreams,"
is rich in poetic imagery and sentiment. If Taylor can
be at all accused of the poet's unpardonable sin, too
much sentimentality, his 'Toet's Journal" furnishes
more grounds for such an accusation than any of his
other verses.

In his ''Poems of the Orient," he catches the spirit of
eastern lands and transcribes it into western verse. In
his dedicatory poem to this collection, written in honor
of his friend, Richard Henry Stoddard, while he, Taylor,
was upon Mt. Tmolus' side,

"^n the warm myrtles^ in the golden air

Ofithe declining: day, whi'-h lays bare,
Half drapes, the silent mountains and the wide

'

Embosomed vale, that wanders to the sea,"

he speaks of the curse, or blessing, which was ever with
and in him, namely, "The torment and the ecstacy of
verse." By quoting several passages, though not very
connected ones, from this poem, we can better under-
stand Taylor as a poet.

"and the very stones
Eeverberant, din the mellow air w ith tones
"Which the sweet air remembers ; and they blend
With fainter echoes, which the mountains fling
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From far oracular caverns: so, my friend,

Icannot choose hut sing /"

"Down the ch**rmed air did light Apollo drop
;

Great Pan ascended from the vales below.

I see th^ m sitting in the silent glow
;

I hear the alternating measures flow

From pipe and golden lyre;—the melody
Heard by the Gods betwen their nectar bowls,

Or when, from out the chambers of the sea,

Comes the triumphant Morning, and unrolls

A pathway for the sun."

"You strain your ear to catch the harmonies
That in some finer region have their birth

;

I turn, despairing, from the quest of these.

And seek to learn the native tongue of Earth *''\

'"I at the threshold of that world have lain,

Gazed on its glory, heard the grand acclaim

Wherewith its trumpets hail the sons of Pam«,
And striven its speech to master^but iu vain "

According to the doctrine that the poet sings because

he must, these verses quoted prove conclusively Tay-

lor's claims of being recognized as a great poet.

In these ''Poems of the Orient," it is not Bayard Tay-

lor, the American poet, v^e hear singing, but it is Bayard
Taylor the Oriental poet. He has the pov^er of trans-

forming himself in his poetry, thereby making himself

a cosmopolite of song, as he had the power of transform-

ing his dress and manners to suit whatever country he

might be in.

'•And the poet knew the Land of the East,

For his soul was native there."

In these poems are to be met the trxie Eastern charac-

teristics, such as warmth of passion, languishing soft-

ness, ease, voluptuousness, and the splendor of the Ori-

ental imagination, as we have it elsewhere in ''Arabian

Nights," beautifully and harmoniously blended into the

cadences of English metres. The characteristic element

of these poems is, perhaps, his facility of description,

scene-painting and narrative. This element is well

brought out in "The Temptation of Hassan Ben Kha-
ded," "Amram's Wooing," "The Garden "of Irem,"

"Nubia," "Kilimandjaro," "The Nile," "Hassan to
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His Mare," and ''Tyre." His short songs in this col-

lection will, perhaps, bear the greater burden of his

future fame. Principal among these, I would mention
the song, beginning, "Daughter of Egypt, veil Thine
Eyes," "The Bedouin Song," whose chorus speaks of

that passionate Oriental Love that shall not die

"Till the sun grows cold,

And the stars are cold,

And the leaves of the Judgment
Book untold,"

the "Miotic Drinking Song," and "Camadeva," a
word which is a lyric in itself.

The next collection of poems is "Romances and
Lyrics," dedicated to George H. Boker. The very first

lyric in this collection, "Porphyrogenitus" may be com-
pared, by the thought suggested, with Gray's Progress
of Poesy," and not unfavorably either. This collection

ta-ken in toto is the best of the various collections.

These exquisite pieces, "Metempsychosis of the Pine,"
"Hylas," "Kubleh," "The Soldier and the Pard," and
the "Song of the Camp," beginning, "Give us a Song I

the Soldiers cried," and ending with the verse :

"Sleep, soldiers I still in honored rest

Your truth and valor Wearing
;

The bravest are the tenderest,

The loving are the dariog,''

are sufficient to give any small collection of poems an
undying perpetuity.

As a poet, Taylor is nearer to the public heart for his

lyrics, songs and ballads. Among his earlier poems are

a few songs worthy of notice. These express—nearly all

of them—the gloom his early life was thrown into.

"Moan, ye Wild Winds ! around the pane," certainly

has a dismal impression to convey, not unlike Long-
fellow's lugubrious whine, "The world is cold, and dark
and dreary." Among such sad, reminiscent songs of

this period of his life are those beginning, "I plucked
for thee the wilding rose," "From the bosom of the
Ocean I seek thee," and the "Waves." "The Storm
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Song,-' beginning with "The clouds are scudding across

the moon," is a fine picture of a storm at sea, and ends

up like some country preachers end their sermons, with

a good, sound, old-fashioned exhortation.

The poems by which Taylor was best known and loved

in his native State are probably his ''Home Ballads."

In these poems he is most closely associated with Whit-

tier in his treatment of humble, rustic scenes. In the

"Quaker Widow," "The Holly Tree," "John Reed,"

"Jane Reed," and ''The Old Pennsylvania Farmer,"

Taylor and Whittier have common grounds ol kinship.

But in his odes on National occasions and in his few
war pieces he and John Greenleaf part company. Tay-

lor of course was a Union man, and favored the aboli-

tion of slaves, but he did not write very much on the

subject, and when he did write he wrote with so much
mildness as to be surprising to a Southern man. He
cannot be accused of prejudice, like his brother poet

Whittier can justly be. Every sound coming from the

South was not to Taylor's ears the hissing sound of the

lash falling upon some poor, down-trodden, bleeding

negro girl. He had too much common sense to believe

all the N'orthern newspaper reports of Southern cruelty

which poured their poison into Whittier's ears with the

same mind-paralysing and curdling effect upon him as

the poison of the weed had upon Hamlet's father. This

is very likely due to the fact that Taylor was a news-

paper correspondent himself. It has been suggested

that Taylor was too widely traveled, and had seen too

much of the world and its ways to allow his reason to

be dwarfed into tlie contracted circles of ignorance, pre-

judice, narrowness, bigotry, falsehood and foolishness,

that Whittier's occupied in so many of his anti-slavery

harangues. There is a striking resemblance upon the

whole between Taylor's and Longfellow's poems, leav-

ing out, however, Longfellow's didacticism.

After a study of Taylor's poems, the question natur-

ally comes up, What place does he occupy in literature ?

-Many critics rank him among the foremost of American
pbets. Richardson says he and Poe were the greatest
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lyric poets of America. Stedman says '^no one who
would acquaint himself with American poetry can over-

look Bayard Taylor's share of it," while Poe himself

pronounced him "the most terse, glowing, and vigorous

of all our poets, young or old, in point of expression."

In comparing him with the great American poets, as

Longfellow, Whittier and Poe, we at once find that in

many respects he is their equal, and in some their su-

perior. Then why is he not regarded as one of our lead-

ing poets by popular verdict? The answer is he travelled

too much, he was too cosmopolitan, he was busied with

too many employments. Had he written what he did

write on American subjects, instead of embracing every

country under the sun, he would be one of our greatest

poets. The fault is not in ivhat he wrote, for the pure,

genuine poetry is there, but where he wrote it. We
must not only focalize all of our abilities at one point,

but we must keep that point fixed, and not moving
about, as Taylor did, if we wish those abilities to burn

their way into the public mind for all time. Had Long-
fellow's poems been written on different subjects, in

different lands, as Taylor's were, he too #v^ould be like

Taylor now is.

H. J. Shoemaker.

Sidney Lanier—Or, The Southern Poet.

With the burning love and pity that fills a Scotch-

man's breast as he looks upon the grave of his favorite

poet, Robert Burns ; with the unspoken sympathy and

patriotism which an English traveler experiences as he

walks through the Protestant cemetery at Rome and

sees where is deposited the remains of Keats and Shelley;

with the unbounded loyalty and inspiration which takes

possession of a ISTew Englander when he stands upon the

rock-ribbed hill where sleeps his well beloved and much
admired Bryant—the father of American poetry ; with

all of this intense pity and inspiration and loyalty and

love, I say, does every true Southerner visit the Green-
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mount cemetery in Baltimore, for there he finds the last

resting place of the Southern patriot and the Southern

bard—Sidney Lanier.

At Macon, Georgia, on the 3rd. of February, 1842, La-

nier was born. He was of no mean ancestral line ; his

earliest known grandsire, Jerome Lanier, was attached

to the court, and had gained the favor of Queen Eliza-

beth, while James I and Charles I considered themselves

fortunate in being able to employ his son Nicholas as

director of music, painter, and political envoy.

The first member of this family to settle in America
was Thomas Lanier, who came over in 1716, and settled

with other colonists in Virginia, on a grant of land

which now includes the city of Eichmond. One of his

relatives, another Thomas Lanier, married an aunt of

George Washington.
The father of our poet, Robert S. Lanier, married a

Virginia lady of Scotch descent, Mary Anderson. She

could boast of the best blood of her illustrious State, for

her family had not only played a prominent part in the

political history of Virginia, but it was noted for its unu-

sual gift in poetry, music and oratory. Thus we see

that the two long lines of music and poetry were united

by the marriage of Robert Lanier and Mary Anderson,

and they reached their consummation in Sidney, the first-

born son.

The earliest passion which possessed our poet was that

of music, and when a child he learned to play, with but

little instruction, on the flute, organ, piano, violin,

guitar and banjo.

When fourteen years of age he entered Oglethorpe

College, a Presbyterian institution in Georgia, which
had not the financial means to carry it over the panic

caused by the war. Here he graduated in 1860, at the

head of his class. There was at least one impression

made for good during his college course, and that pro-

ceeded from the then Prof. James Woodrow. -'During

the last weeks of his life, Mr. Lanier stated that he owed
to Prof. Woodrow the strongest and most valuable stim-

ulus of his youth." May the worthy Doctor continue to
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use that elevating influence upon the young men wha
attend the college which is now proud to call him its

president.

About one year after leaving college, Sidney Lanier

was called from the field of literature to that of war.

He enlisted in the Confederate army with one of the first

battalions that left Georgia for Virginia. Taking part

in the battles of Seven Pines, Drewry's Bluffs, and the

seven days' fight around Eichmond, terminating in the

desperate struggle of Malvern Hill, he remained in active

service until the latter part of the war, when he was
captured and kept in prison until the spring of 1865. It

was during these years of privation and exposure in

which were developed the seeds of consumption, the

disease which, after fifteen years of the strongest oppo-

sition that will and opposition could afford, destroyed

him.

On returning home from Point Lookout prison (Mary-

land), he was taken seriously ill and was unable to do

anything. Partly recovering from his sickness, caused

by congestion of the lungs, he tried for nine years in

various ways to make a living: * 'clerking in a hotel in

Montgomery, Ala., for two years
;
teaching at Pratts-

ville, Ala., one year, and then practicing law with his

father at Macon, Ga., for five years. Now, in the winter

of 1872-73, trying to recuperate at San Antonio, Texas

—for hemorrhages had begun in 1868, and a cough had
set in two years later—and finally settled in Baltimore,.

December, 1873."

During these years he wrote and published his novel,.

*'Tiger Lillies.'' As I do not intend to treat of Lanier

as a prose writer, I will not dwell on this book, but will

only give a few sentences from it in order to exemplify

the high esteem he had for music, and that you may
obtain an insight into the character of the man. In

these sentences one of his characters says :

*'To make a home out of a household, give the raw
materials to wit, wife, children, a friend or two, and a

house—two other things are necessary—these are a good

fire and good music, and inasmuch as we can do without
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the fire for half of the year, I may say music is the one

essential." "Late explorers say they have found some
nations that have no God, but I have not read of any
that have no music." "Music means harmony, harmony
means love, love means God."
In December, '67, he married Miss Day of Macon. This

was a most happy union. Through all of his sickness

and adverse circumstances, Mrs. Lanier was ever pres-

ent with a ready hand and cheerful heart. The intense

love he bore for her is shown in his letters, written when
he was away from his family at different health resorts,

and in his poem entitled "My Springs," where we find

these lines;

*'0 love, O wife, thine eyes are they

My springs, from out wl^ose shin ng gray

Issues the sweet celestial stream«»

That feed my life s bright lake of dreams.

Cval and large and passiou-pure,

And ^ray and wise and honor sure,

goft as a dying > iolet breath.

Yet calmly una 'raid of death.

Degir eyes, dear eyes, a,^ d rare complete,

Being Heavenly-sweet and earthly-sweet,

I marvel that Grod made you mine.

For when he frowns 'tis then ye shine."

When he arrives in Baltimore "with his flute and his

pen for sword and staff," he secured a place in the Pea-

body Symphony Concerts as first flute player, and deter-

mined to spend the remaining part of his life in the

pursuit of musical and literary attainments.

On his birthday, in 1879, Lanier received an appoint-

ment as teacher of English literature at the Johns

Hopkins University. This position he continued to fill

until the spring of '81 (with the exception of intervals

caused from extreme illness) when his health completely

failed him. As a last resort he determined to try tent

life on the mountains of Western North Carolina. There

he hastened accompanied by his brother Clifford. But

not even the bracing breezes which are only enjoyed in

"the land of the sky" could restore him to health. And
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there, from one of the loftiest peaks of Polk county, far
above all common sights and sounds, in that fit place
fpr human hearts to offer up their highest homage;
there, from '^God's own foot-stool," where nature's
*^cloud stillness" reigns supreme, the soul that loved so
well to sing of nature took its flight to even higher
realms.

Now, let us look briefly at Lanier as a poet and man.
All of his readers will admit that he not only used great
variety in the style of his verse, such as iambic, trochaic,
blank, and the sonnet, with about equal skill; but he
was also fully as well rounded and many sided in regard
to the subjects about which he wrote, and in his way of
looking at the world with its many problems to be solved.
All will admit that in his poems he expresses the spirit
of the times

In the ''Acknowledgement" we see that he is well
aware of the fact that one of the main tendencies of our
age is toward agnosticism ; in ''The Symphony" we find
him deploring the rapid growth ofmercantile spirit during
the present century, and pleading manfully for more
heart, more love, and less of the oppressor's greed for
gain

; while from "Corn" and Jones's Private Argu-
ment" we learn that he fully understands the injurious
effect brought about by Southern planters renting or
selling their farms and moving to a town or out west

;

also he sees and ridicules the stupid argument resorted
to by so many farmers as to raising cotton. I dare say
that all of us who have been so fortunate as to spend
the greater part of our lives in the rural district of South
Carolina are acquainted with just a man as Jones was. I

allude to our neighbor, the wise one-gallus farmer, who
we have seen go on a summer's eve to an Alliance meet-
ing. After he has heard big speeches about raising
more corn and meat, while cotton must be planted only
as a surplus crop ; and after he has heard some genius
of this century describe in glowing words, the way by
which some one of his much admired countrymen will
ascend every political step leading to the White House,
he then says ''good day" to his associates, unties the
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rope which has connected his mule's head with a pine

sapling, gets into his little wagon, seats himself on a

box which has been presented to him by the liberal

hearted merchant, who owns a lien on his entire crop
;

and as the wagon rolls away, he says to himself, as did

farmer Jones :

"Fit's true;

That speaker' head is level.

T« ar's one thing farmers all must do,

To keep themselves from goin' to

Bankruptcy and the devil.

J^ore corn, more corn, mus^ plant less ground,
And musn t eat what s boughten

;

Next year they'll do it: reason sound
;

(And cotton will fetch bout a dollar a pound,)

Therefore, I'll plant all cotton."

And so he does.

Lanier was in thought, word and deed a true South-

erner. But how could he have been otherwise ? For he

was born in the South, educated in a Southern college,

fought four years for a Southern cause, and died upon
Southern soil

;
so, no matter what his faults or his vir-

tures may be, they all belong to us. Like all Southern

poets—and in fact the majority of modern verse writers,

he was a lover of nature, and in her he saw many
beauties that are veiled to grosser visions. Take as ex-

amples *^The Mocking Bird," ^'Sunrise," ''The Marshes

of Glyn," and ''The Song of the Chattahoochee."

In calling him a true Southerner, the fact is implied

that his soul was filled with patriotism. But it was that

broad patriotism which enables us to love and to admire

our own country and its inhabitants, while we endeavor

not to display the faults of others. For in none of his

writings have I found words of abuse towards anyone.

Read his lines on "The Dying: Words of Stonewall Jack-

son," for in them is portrayed the loving loyalty of his

heart. And how could he have better described the un-

tiring energy, the thoughtful, tender care for others, and
the Christian faith of him who was in some respects,

even greater than "The leader of the Ironsides."
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Kow, in passing from the poet's thoughts, let us con-
sider the style of his poetry—the way in which he ex-
pressed those thoughts. In this we find some faults.

At times he makes his sentences too long again we see
him allowing his imagination to carry him too far,

thereby causing us to stand star-gazing, with our
mouths wide open, when there is nothing but sweet
savored vapor to be received. While in other poems he
is wanting in simplicity, and his lines are by no means
clear enough for the common run of readers. But these
are faults of which well nigh all our best poets are
guilty, and he can by no means be condemned on ac-

count of them. On the other hand, we often find in his

lines the rarest beauty of style. I have already spoken
of his variety in versification. His poetry especially

abounds in a careful distribution of vowel colors and in

the frequent use of alliteration. But two of the most
striking characteristics of his verse are the marvelous
euphony, as shown in "The Song of the Chattahoochee,"
and the usual vigor and beauty in his figures of speech.
While looking at one of the old neglected, weather-
beaten hills of bis native State, he says:

"Thou e-ashed and hairy Lear,

Whom the divine Cordelia of the year,

E'en pitying 8pr?ng wi'l vainly strive to cheer."

As to his theory of poetry, I will say but little, for in

this essay I wish to speak mainly of what he wrote in

poetry, and not of what he said about poetry. He in-

sisted that one must study and know a great deal in

order to be an artist. And, although he felt sure that

poets could not be manufactured by formal laws, still he
believed with Ben Johnson, that ''A good poet's made
as well as born." Lanier thought that a poet should
have a scientific knowledge of his art, consequently he
wrote "The Science of English Verse." I will say
frankly that from this book I obtained but little. Still

I believe the fault is not in the book, but in the fact that

the reader is not yet educated up to the enjoyments of

its contents. I can scarcely agree with Mr. Richardson
when he tells us that "the analytical and exhaustive
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musical studies—applied to literature in 'The Science

of English Yerse," greatly harmed his creative work."

Kather do I endorse the Encyclopaedia Americana in

saying that although in "The Science of English Verse,"

he presents the technicalities of metre in a novel form
;

yet his thorough study of the mechanical part of verse

did not obscure or overlook his grand poetic genius.

At any rate, all must admit that he drew his own line

and hewed to it, regardless of where the chips fell, or

what people said about them. This is clearly shown by

reading a letter written to his father in which we find

these words : ''The artist should put forth, humbly and

lovingly, and without bitterness against opposition, the

very best and highest that is within him, utterly re-

gardless of contemporary criticism. What possible

claim can contemporary criticism set up to respect that

criticism which crucified Jesus Christ, stoned Stephen,

hooted Paul for a madman, tried Luther for a criminal,

tortured Galileo, bound Columbus in chains, drove Dante

into a hell of exile, made Shakespeare write the sonnet

"When in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes," gave

Milton five pounds for "Paradise Lost," kept Samuel

Johnson cooling his heels on Lord Chesterfield's door-

step, reviled Shelley as an unclean dog, killed Keats,

and committed so many other impious follies and stu-

pidities that a thousand letters like this could suffice

even to catalogue them ?"

Milton tells us that in order to be a great poet, one

must himself be a true poem. Although many of

the world's greatest poets have failed to live up to the

standard of their writings, still there is much truth in

the statement, and in no instance is it more applicable

than in regard to Lanier; for I know of no English poet

whose life has come nearer being a true poem than did

his. True his life was filled with hardships. But no

life is so beautiful as that of a man contending firmly

and cheerfully against the "slings and arrows of misfor-

tune" that are continually aimed against him.

His was indeed "a noble nature, and a tender heart,"

and in reading from his pen we are "always conscioug
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of the man and his mind". When we think of his works
in connection with his life, we have a loftier opinion of
song and verse. Yes, we are compelled to feel and
know that there is something in music and in poetry
that can at times take our heads from us, and leave us
only the heart filled like Lanier's was, with love for our
immediate family, love for the human race at large,
love for God; and after all, this is the crowning duty of
man.

ISTow, when a Southern boy hears of a man possessing
the qualities of a poet, a musician, and a Christian, he
is apt to conclude that this is a weak, effeminate creat-
ure—and right here let it be understood that the writer
has as much respect and admiration for a bold, frank,
daring villain, as for a frail, diluted, moonshine Christ-
ian—but such was by no means the case with Lanier,
for under the musical soul, and the poetic nature, and
the Christian heart, there was a strong man, filled with
all the heroic sincerity that Thomas Carlisle loves so
well to tell us of. He was never known, when the
clouds would gather thick and fast above his head, and
hide from view the sunlight, to lean back in his chair,
cover his face with his hands, like a love sick maiden,
and sigh because ''some days must be dark and dreary",
nor were the winds of winter ever weary to his manly
ear. But we see him—imbued with the Anglo-Saxon
spirit of his sires—rejoicing as he ''braves the JSTorth

wind's breath", and when a cavalry-man, during the
war, he would glory in the midnight rides beneath the
stars. 'No one who is familiar with his life can gainsay
the fact that "manliness found in him a friend, and cul-
ture a companion."
Although I love Lanier, and I pity him, still I have

endeavored to allow neither love nor pity to screen from
me his faults, or to magnify his virtues. I believe that
all impartial readers will agree with me in calling him
the Tennyson of American song; nor do I think it pre-
dicting rashly, to say that in years to come, he will be
considered as the greatest poet of the South. And this
will then mean something. When we no longer allow our
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instructors to have us believe that nothing good has ever

come out of Nazareth; (when New England professors

shall cease to write books for Southern students;) when
we no longer content ourselves with waging defensive

battle, but are willing to go forth and participate in

offensive combats; when the young men of the South

learn to use the pen as effectually as their fathers used

the sword; and when the future generation becomes as

bold and fearless in the field of literature as was tha

past in that of war; when all of this I say shall come to

pass, and time alone is needed to bring it about, then

will some of the literary men of the South, as well as her

soldiers and statesmen, stand out above the mist and

clouds which now obscure them in the azure blue of his-

tory, and the name of Sidney Lanier will by no means

be a lesser light among the stars of Southern immortals.

Wm. Coleman.

Henry W. Longfellow.

On the 27th of February, 1807, Henry W. Longfellow,

the second in a family of eight children, came into the

old-fashioned Portland home. At quite an early age

Henry displayed a remarkable literary inclination, being

especially fond of reading books of imaginative charac-

ter. When only fourteen years old he entered Bowdoin
College, and was a very earnest student, quite fond of

all the languages, but like most modern students he dis-

liked mathematics.

During his college course his literary nature became
more apparent by his writing short criticisms on his

favorite authors, besides quite a number of short poems
Ot these poems, however, he only cared to publish four

or five, which gave him quite a reputation as a college

poet among faculty and students. As his college course
was nearing its close he expressed a desire to continue
his literary studies at Cambridge, but his father being
opposed to his leading a so-called literary life, he reluc-

tantly turned to the study of law.
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Fortunately, however, there was something more con-
genial in store for him. In college he was proficient in
the languages, and won for himself quite a reputation
by his exceptionally fine translation of a few of Hor-
ace's Odes." Due to this reputation he was elected, in
his nineteenth year, to the chair of Modern Languages at
Bowdoin College, and sent to Europe for a three years'
preparation before entering upon his new labor. While
in the Old World he visited Paris, Spain, Italy, Vienna
and Germany, and his acquisition of these foreign lan-

guages was most unusual. He wrote his family that he
could speak French and Spanish as easily as he could
English and that he could read Portuguese and Italian
very well.

Thus Longfellow became thoroughly acquainted with
the literatures of Germany, France, Italy and Spain,
and returned to America in 1830 with his mind broadened
and imbued with foreign ideas, ready to exert a great
and ennobling influence on American literature. This
influence had its beginning with the publication of his

earliest works, still lives and doubtless will live as long
as American literature continues to exist.

His career as an author began with the appearance of

a number of articles in the North American Revieiv on
Spanish and Italian literatures. However, we will not
stop to discuss the merits of these papers, but will pass
on to his earliest productions of especial note, namely
''Outre-Mer" and ^'Hyperion."

''Outre-Mer" is not merely a narrative of the incidents
connected with his European tour, but is rendered more
interesting and instructive by the introduction of short

selections from the ''Devotional Poetry of Spain" and
''Ancient Spanish Ballads." It is truly what may be
called a poetical prose work, containing many nice
phrases and fanciful illustrations written in a poetical

style. Longfellow was gifted with a fine discriptive
power, and this, together with his popular style, has
gained for the "Outre-Mer" a permanent place in Ameri-
can literature. Mr. Richardson is of the opinion that
books of travel cannot occupy a permanent place in any
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literature. In regard to a large per cent, of these books

we readily concur in this opinion, yet we think there are

a few books of travel which will stand the storm to

which literature is subjected and maintain their places

permanently And since the "Outre-Mer" has held its

position for forty years, it is natural to suppose that it

will continue to be one of the few books of travel of

which American literature can boast.

About a year after the publication of ^'Outre-Mer"

appeared "Hyperion" and immediately became very

popular. ''Hyperion," if you will pardon the adjective,

is quite a charming romance, and affords one more
pleasure and instruction each time it is read. It contains

many beautiful expressions, sentiments and similes, and

the style is simple, clear and very attractive. "Its

charm is partly in the Excelsior progress of the hero's

mind, partly in the sketches of the great German authors,

and principally in the sparkling imagery and wooing,

billowy language of the book." It is further rendered

more valuable by its autographical nature; it enables us

to get a good insight into the author's private character

and is the expression of his opinions on many subjects.

We find in the first part of the Romance a melancholy

and depressed strain so touching that our sympathy is

at once aroused and extended to the grieved and heart-

broken Paul Fleming. But in the latter part of the

book we have an agreeable change from the mournful

and melancholy musings, and instead" we find a very

charming love story with its poetical pictures and beau-

tiful discriptions. We do not know where a more strik-

ing example of European culture is better illustrated

than in the "Hyperion." Longfellow's mind was filled

with the earnest teachings of Goethe and the everyday
humor of Jean Paul, and through "Hyperion" their infiu-

ence was spread throughout America. Although "Hy-
perion" is light fantastic reading, we are inclined to

think that the beauty of its style and the excellent

selection of each word and phrase will preserve it from
-the moths and the dusty shelves of our libra.ries.
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If Longfellow was successful as a romancer, he cer-
tainly excelled as a poet. Poetry was his sphere and in
that sphere he reveled like the wild Indian in our great
forests ere civilization had crossed the Atlantic. He
never reached the sublime heights that were scaled by
his great contemporary, Tennyson, but that "he was a
rare and true poet," none can deny, and of all those en-
deared to us, the poet Longfellow holds, in our opinion,
an exhalted place. Many and varied are the subjects
upon which he wrote, yet in each poem we find the touch
of a master's hand. His poetry for the most part is lyr-

ical, as his genius was not adapted to the writing of
great epics or dramas. He is a perfectly pure poet,

''addressing the moral nature through the imagination
and linking moral truth to intellectual beauty." In
nearly all of his poems tl^ere is a moral lesson to be
learned, and in the eyes of Mr. Poe this is the besetting
fault of all his poetry. However, we are inclined to

think that his moral teachings are not prominent enough
to detract from his poetry except in a few instances with
which we are very familiar.

We think the most distinguishing qualities of Long-
fellow are ''beauty of imagination, delicacy of touch,

wide sympathy and mild earnestness, expressing them-
solves in the simplest and most melodious manner."
His words and phrases have been selected with such del-

icacy and precision it has well been said, "his words are

pictures of his thought."
Pathos and melancholia are especially characteristic

of his longer poems. No one would hardly describe the

story of Evangeline as one of strong passion, but no
story has ever been written more pathetic. The chief

defect we find in Longfellow's poetry is a lack of deep
active passion. In all his poetry we do not know of a
single great outburst of feeling that is so marked in his

famous contemporary, Tennyson. This defect, however,
did not hinder him from sweetly singing songs that will

never die.

He has contributed such a large quantity of poetry to

American literature, that our space will not permit us
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to mention, much less comment upon, all his poems. So
we will content ourselves by attempting to mention and
criticise only a few of his most familiar and noted
poems, such as represent the climax of his poetic

achievements.

With the publication of eight short poems entitled

'^Voices of the Night," his fame as a poet became
national, and his poetry universally admired. The
poems of this volume worthy of especial notice are **The

Hymn to the Night,'' Psalm of Life," *^The Belea-

guered City" and **Midnight Mass for the Dying Year."
In *'The Hymn to the Night" Longfellow very strikingly

displays his fine power of entrancing us with the melody
of his words and sweet sounds. How beautiful and
musical are these lines : .

"I hear the trail *'ng garments of night

Sweep through her marble halls !

I saw her subtle skirts all fringed with light

From celestial walls !"

They certainly ^'fill the soul with the sweetest emo-
tion, and open a never-ceasing fountain of beauty in

the garden of the heart." Other lines of similar beauty

might be quoted from this pretty little hymn, but we re-

frain, that our attention may be turned to other poems of

the like merit. Psalm of Life" is so very familiar to

every one, we feel as if it would be almost an imposition

on the patience of our kind readers either to quote or

criticise it. However, though it may be old and tat-

tered, still it contains many truths and moral senti-

ments beautifully expressed.

'^Midnight Mass for the Dying Year" is the poem
which Edgar A. Poe has been disposed to criticise so

harshly ; he charges Longfellow with grossly imitating

Tennyson's *'Death of the Old Year."

While there is some similarity between the poems and
probably some intended imitation, yet we do not think

the imitation is so probable as to deserve such harsh
treatment at the hands of the critics. Mr. Poe seems to

Ijave been altogether ignorant of the fact that when a
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writer improves what he appropriates he deserves praise

Or at least absolving. In our opinion, when an author

transmutes a thought so as to present it in a new light,

he may fairly pass it as his own and we should consider

it such.

However, we need not go into a defence of Longfellow,

because the charges of gross imitation and plagiarism

have not been sustained by public sentiment, nor has

the least shadow been cast over his literary fame.

In 1841 a second volume of his poems was published

under the title of "Ballads and Other Poems." This

volume served to confirm his popularity and reputation,

and indicated the vast extent of his poetic genius. In

*'The Skeleton in Armor" we find a good illustration of

Longfellow's vivid imagination, and in the words of Mr.

Poe, "There are few truer pqems than it," and Halleck

says, There is nothing like it in the language.

Among his miscellaneous poems "The Village Black-

smith" and "God's Acre," "Maidenhood" and "Excel-

sior" deserve special mention.

"The Village Blacksmith" and "God's-Acre" possess

a rough grandeur, and present a striking contrast to the

sweet, mystical charm of "Maidenhood." "Maidenhood'

in our opinion is the most "finely poetical" of all Long-

fellow's poetry, and we can imagine nothing of its kind

more exquisitely beautiful. The only fault Mr. Poe

finds with it is its theme, which he thinks is somewhat
didactic ; if indeed its didactic nature may be called a

fault, we do not think it detracts the least from the sim-

plicity and beauty of the poem. It represents a maiden

on the verge of womanhood, hesitating as to whether

she will enjoy life throug:h a false idea of duty, and she

is bidden to fear nothing and have purity of heart.

These lines are full of melody and beauty.

'*Dpep and still that gliding stream,

Eea tiful to thee must seem,

As the river of a dream.

O, thou child of many prayers
;

Life hath quic - sands, life hath snares I

Care and aye come unawares."
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One day while reading a newspaper, Longfellow's eye

happened to fall on the seal of the state of New York

,

the motto of which is ^'Excelsior.'' Immediately he im-

agined the Alpine youth and made him a "symbol of the

aspiration and sacrifice of a nobly ideal soul/' ''Excelsior"

is a "little sermon in rhyme" and illustrates quite vividly

the poetic stoicism which teaches us to endure with

patience what inevitably results from our condition.

"That figure, climbing the evening Alps, in defiance of

danger, of man's remonstrance and far deeper fascina-

tion of woman's love, is a type of man struggling, tri-

umphing, purified by suffering, perfected in death. And
it insinuates strongly the poet's belief in that coming

era in human history, when worth and grandeur of

man's regenerated life will cast a calm and beauty, at

present inconceivable, around his death, and when the

roses and chaplets and premature rejoicings of his bridal,

shall more worthily await his marriage with the infinite.

Who pants and prays not for the arrival of such a day

when the sting of death shall thus be taken out, when
its grand meaning and star-like position shall be fully

disclosed and vividly realized?" "Excelsior" may be old

and hackneyed as a "sidewalk song," yet we think no

one can read it without being inspired with the indomi-

table desire to go onward, upward, higher. The last

verse presents a picture of rare beauty and serenity.

*'There in the twilight cold and gray,

Lifeless, but beautiful, he lay,

iind from the sky s rene and far,

A voice fell, life a s ar,

Excelsior !

'

Of his poems of slavery, "The Slave's Dream" and

"The Quadroon Girl" possess remarkable beauty and

contain many fine picturesque and imaginative scenes.

Longfellow, like so many other famous poets, was not

satisfied with his reputation as a poet, but sought ad-

ditional honors in the dramatic field. As a dramatist he

is best known by "The Spanish Student," a clever play,

abounding in pretty passages and containing striking

imaginative images of grandeur and beauty. Although
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Mr. Poe says ^'ifsplot is no plot," to us it is very inter-

esting, and we think many of the incidents show marked

ingenuity of the author. The principal objection to it

seems to be the lack of skill in the dramatic exhibition

of character, which leads our friend Mr. Poe to say "its

characters have no character." Necessarily the failure

at character portrayal renders it ill adapted to the stage

and makes it impalatable as an acting drama. It is,

however, considered merely as a poem, ''one of the most

beautiful in American literature." And truly has it

been said that no other one of his pieces so well illus-

trates all his poetical qualities, his imagination, his

fancy, his sentiment and his manner. Where can we

find a more beautiful and truer sentiment finer ex-

pressed ?

"I believe

That woman in her deepest degradation,

Holds something sacked, something undefiled,

Some pledge and keepsake of her higher nature,

And, like the diamond in the dark, retains

Some quenchless gleam of celestial light."

With the publication of "Evangeline" Longfellow's

fame was no longer confined to the borders of America.

Although England had maintained so long the idea that

nothing good could come out of America, she was com-

pelled to admire and praise the musical hexameters of

^'Evangeline." As a work of art "Evangeline" is supe-

rior to all the rest of Longfellow's verse. However,

when one begins to read it he is somewhat prejudiced

against the measure, which has so often been vulgarized

by many poets, but soon he becomes lost in Acadian

scenery and forgets the tiresome meter. In "Evange-

line" are pictured beautiful scenes of Acadian rural life

and love, and indeed we think there is no doubt but that

it is the flower of American Idyls. Witness, for in-

stance, this beautiful description of an Indian Summer :

'Arrayed in its robes of russet ; and scarlet and yellow
;

Bright with sheen of the dew, each glittering tree of the forest

Plashed like the plane-tree the Persian adorned with mantles and

jewels."
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One can hardly imagine a pathetic, passionate love

:story more finely conceived and executed. The beautiful

*'Evangeline" searching for her lost lover presents a

beautiful and touching picture of one of the sweetest

characters in the world of letters.

''Hiawatha" has been regarded by some as Longfel-

low's greatest work, but it is not that which is best

liked by the world at large. It is a fine portrayal of In-

dian life and character, but at the same time the very

singular meter and the continued reiteration of the same

sounds detract considerably from its popularity. In

reading th^- ''Hiawatha" ourear is occasionally charmed

by the meter, but the matter is of very little interest to

us, and indeed we are inclined to close the book and pro-

nounce it silly. We think the episode of Hiawatha's

wooing by far the finest part of the song; in fact in our

opinion the first few lines of this episode are worth all

the rest of the song put together.

"As unto the bow the cord is,

So unto man is woman.
Though she bends him she obeys him,

Though she draws him yet she follows,

Useless each without the other."

Despite what may be said about the faults and imper-

fections of"Hiawatha/ 'this much may be said in its favor,

that it exhibits pathos, humor and description, mingled

in such a way as to offend no one.

In the "Courtship of Miles Standish" we have a return

to the hexameters and the story is somewhat similar in

nature to that of Evangeline. The story of Miles Stand-

ish and John Alden is as old as the hills and need not be

repeated here. It is quite suiiicient to say that al-

though the story is well told yet it lacks the artistic fin-

ish and attractiveness which we find in Evangeline.

Among Longfellow's other noted poems, of which our

space will only allow us to mention without comment,
are "Footsteps of Angels," "Endymion," "The Old

Clock on the Stairs," "Resignation," "The Two Angels,"

"The Golden Legends," "The Reaper and the Flowers,"

and '*To the River Charles."
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As a critic and translator, Longfellow ranked high,,

being especially noted as a translator of foreign poetry

into English verse. In him thb saying that it requires

a poet to translate—without spoiling:—poetry, is certainly

verified. The translation of Dante's **Divina ('omme-

dia" and ''The Children of the Lord's Supper" represent

the crowning achievement of his skill as a translator.

Longfellow has accomplished much for American lit-

erature, and to him we owe a great debt of gratitude.

For he has ''shed a chequered, autumnal light, under

which your soul, like a river, flows forward, serene, glad»

strong, and singing as it flows

—

"Let us then be up a'^d doing
^ With a heart for any fate

;

Still achieving, still pursuing,

Learn to labor and to wait."

Whatever may be the merits of his three great poems
—"Evangeliae," Hiawatha," and "Miles Standish"—we
believe that future generations will cherish Longfellow

chiefly as a sweet singer. And in my opinion his future

fame will rest upon those short, "exquisitely simple

utterances that speak for the weary heart and aching

brain of all humanity."
Well may it be said that he helped to realize for hu-

manity the last words which he ever penned

—

"Out of the sha^^ow of night

The wo4d moved into light-

It is daybreak everywhere !"

We have endeavored in the foregoing short and imper-

fect criticism to show what we would blot out from the

glory of American poetry if we were to blot out the name
of Longfellow. We know our short criticism is crude,

feeble and incomplete, yet we hope the sincerity with

which we have given our opinion will to a certain extent

compensate for our many inaccuracies and imperfec-

tions.

W. G. Duncan.
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Whittier belongs to a class of public men who are
misunderstood and undervalued by some readers, while
by others are, if I may use the expression, overly appre-
ciated and the recipient of much undeserved praise.
Again comes the perplexing question, to what extent
the personality of the man may influence our estimate
of the poet? There- comes in also in discussing Whit-
tier, sectional prejudice, political opinions and the ques-
tion of our interest in his subjects. All these must be
considered before a correct estimate of his work can be
obtained.

^

One of the greatest influences that affected his early
life was a copy of Burns' poems which by some chance
fell into his hands. These, like all other reading matter,
he eagerly devoured and from them seems to have got-
ten his first inspiration to write poetry. In his boyish
verses, they were his models and all through his poetry
until his death their influence is very apparent. There
seems to me to have been some kinship of nature be-
tween these two farmer poets. Although entirely dif-
ferent in character, there is the same vigor and odor of
freshness in the product of the New England writer and
the Scottish Bard. In both too there is the same sin-
cerity and independent manly spirit, which in the eyes
of the world will excuse numberless faults. In afte.r
years Whittier acknowledged his debt to Burns in a
very beautiful poem written on receiving a sprig of
heather in blossom, from the neighborhood of Burns'
home. In this, besides paying a noble tribute to the
Scottish singer, he tells us something of his own devel-
opment from a plow-boy to a poet, how he learned that
it was not necessary to go back to the times of chivalry
for poetic subjects, but

' That nature give« her handmaid art,
The themes of sweet discoursing,"

and from this I think we get the key to much of bis
poetry. He made nature his mistress.
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Whittier is like no other American poet. Longfellow

is well characterized as the poet of sentiment. Poe has

been called -the artist of the beautiful" and this term

well expresses his genius. -The Poet of Nature" very

nearly gives us the scope of Emerson's power. But

there is no one word which will justly portray Whit-

tier's characteristics. His genius is most uneven. At

one time he reaches a higher note than perhaps any

other American, and yet the greater part of his verse is

hardly worthy of the name of poetry. Perhaps this is a

necessary evil when a poet writes so much.

Whittier seemed to think it his duty to write verses on

every event which happened. No man could die of

never mind how little importance but that this New

England bard in the next day's newspaper would have a

poem extolling his virtue and telling the world what a

^reat loss it had sustained. He hears that an emigrant

is about to start for the wild West. Some verses tell us

how that vast country must be upbuilt. An election is

to be held next day. He pictures what grave responsi-

bilities rest upon American citizens.

Indeed, everything small or great, he deemed worthy

of his pen. Consequently, although we cannot help ad-

miring the skill with which he treats all subjects, much

of his verse must necessarily be of little literary worth.

Then too, the greater part of his work has the ap-

pearance of having been dashed off in haste and never

picked up again by the author. By following this plan

no poet can be an artist, for that requires a careful

study of the forms of verse and frequent revision of

what is written. No man can be one of the truly great

poets who does not pay attention to this, and artistic

finish in verse will sometimes cover a multitude of faults.

Whittier, in his earlier writings, hardly knew of poe-

try as an art. Raised on a farm with none of the sur-

roundings of culture, little artistic skill could be expected

from him. He felt the poetic inspiration in his heart

and expressed it in words as they came to his lips. And

Whittier never entirely gave up this way of working.

It mattered little whether his metres and rhymes were
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correct, so long as he made clean and forcible the truths

which were to be voiced. His verse was of smaller im-

portance than his principles. But it was not until later

in life when he saw his fault and tried to correct it, that

anything of lasting value was produced. This careless-

ness about versification was Whittier' s worst fault as a

poet, but his offhand method of writing had advantages;

for it made his verse spontaneous and sincere, qualities

which are the life of all poetry.

The fact of everything held him bound. The license

given to the poet of idealizing what he touches, was sel-

dom made use of. Consequently, his realism lett him
little scope for imagination. So a good deal of his poe-

try is wanting in this. Nevertheless he shows great

skill in clothing facts in poetical language, a very hard

thing to do.

His style is very diffuse. Unlike Emerson who made
every word mean something, and who used no word that

was not essential to the poem, Whittier spread out some-

times through many pages what could be got in a few
lines. But he was not like Emerson, writing for the

cultured few who could appreciate his deep philosophy,

but for the masses of the people who must|have a subject

enlarged upon to its utmost bounds before they can

grasp its truth, and in Whittier this does not take away
from the pleasure of the reader, but only makes his

meaning clearer.

But there is one quality of Whittier's poetry that adds

greatly to its effect and that is its vigor. We get tired

of the philosophy of Emerson, we soon want a change

from the pessimism of Longfellow, the cold dead beauty

of Poe's images after a time wearies us, but the poetry

of Whittier is heathy, so full of life that it refreshes the

reader. He feels himself in an invigorating atmosphere
which must give him new energy.

Most of Whittier's early poems are of minor impor-

tance. They had little effect on his ultimate reputation,

but simply obtained him an influence which he used

very effectively a little later in favor of the abolition

cause. This niovement coming on, Whittier's genius ia
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turned almost entirely in that direction and from this

time until after the war we find him writing very little

except political verse.

Perhaps the most widely recognized characteristic of

the Quaker is his love of peace and hatred of strife of

all kinds ; and it seems rather strange at first sight that

we should see a Quaker like Whittier in the forefront of

the greatest political war of the century ; but we must
remember that there is another trait of the Quaker char-

acter perhaps equally as m irked, and that is devotion to

the cause of freedom. Perhaps, too, in Whittier's case

it was the old Puritan blood showing itself.

So with Whittier, this love of freedom did not amount
to mere passive dislike to slavery, but with it came to

him an untiring resolve to fight for the right and just.

After he had been induced by Garrison to take up the

Abolition cause and it had 'become a principle with him,

it was but the nature of the man to put forth all his en-

ergies to bring about its purpose. Therefore we are not

surprised to hear that in nearly every ISTew England
newspaper of the time Whittier's verses on slavery are

to be found. In these he saw only that side of Southern

life and the mstitution of slavery which was best known
at the North and which Harriet Beecher Stowe saw and
pictured in ^'Ijncle Tom's Cabin." Every incident that

happened, in any way connected with slavery, set his-

brain on fire and the result was some stirring verses.

These may not be very agreeable reading for Southern

people, still we cannot justly take offence at the poet,

for there is such an air of sincerity about his verse that

all are forced to admit that he believed every word he
said and considered that it was his duty to say what he
did. Perhaps if he had been brought more in contact

with the culture of Boston, under the infiuence of which
Lowell and Holmes wrote their verse on the same sub-

ject, the deep passion and serenity which characterize

his anti-slavery poetry would have been tempered, for

the effect of culture and learning is to cool down all

overwhelming passion. But there could not have been
that same great power to move the minds of men.
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Most of his verse written prior to that date was col-

lected in a volume and published in 1849 under the title

**Voices of Freedom." But these, as a rule, like those
of a similar nature written afterwards had no abiding
quality and after the occasion that called them forth had
passed, gradually sunk from public interest and because
they are not true poetry cannot have any place in our
literature except as relics. But there are some few in

which the poet shines out very brightly and for their

pathos and rhythm deserve to live. Among these, *'The

Farewell of a Virginia Slave Mother to her Daughter
sold into Southern Bondage," if it were not for its mo-
notonous refrain, would be well worth mention, for in

it the poet has departed from his usual song of violent

rage, and in the very sound of the poem you can almost
hear the heartbroken groan of a mother deprived of her
child.

Notwithstanding his enthusiasm on the subject of ab-
olition, it was a great trial to Whittier that war should
be necessary to settle the difficulty. After everyone
else had given up the hope of peace he was writing in

^'A Word for the Hour,''

<^ive us grace to keep
Our faith and patience ; wherefore

Should we leap

On one hand into fratrieidal fight,

Or on the other yield eterna right,

Frame lies of 1 w, *-nd good and ill

Oonf und.

But when he found it all in vain we hear him chanting
his exquisitely pathetic hymn of faith :

"Thy will be done,"
We see not, know not ; all our way
Js night, with thee alon- is day

;

From out th * torrent s troubled drift.

Above the storm » our prayers we lift

;

*'Thy wid be done !"

While the war was going on, he seems to have written
<Jomparativel7 little. Most of his compositions of this

time were called **In War Time." Among these was one
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of the author's best and most perfect ballads, -Barbara

Fritchie " He had by chance overheard a soldier, home

on a furlough, tell the incident, and becoming interested,

after inquiry to find out the name of the heroine, he

wrote this poem- It is almost perfect in metre and m it

I think the poet pays a just tribute to the memory of

Jackson who, while he hated the American flag, still <

respected the woman who defended it. In the poem -At

Port Royal," while it contains some beautiful descrip-

tions is I think an untrue picture of what it tries to

represent-a negro boatman and his song. The song

sounds exactly like it was written by an anti-slavery

agitator instead of being an outburst from the fulness of

the heart of a simple negro.
. -, x ..i.

But war and war subjects were not congenial to the

poet and we find him in exstacies of joy at its end. His

hymn -Lares Deo" is a burst of praise on hearing the bells

ring on the passing of the constitutional amendment

abolishing slavery. His cause was won and he was

happy. ,

Whittier's views of reconstruction were very hberal

and favorable to the South. In his verses -To the 39th

Congress" he implores that body to let the Southern

States into the Union again on brotherly terms, not as

aliens, and begs them to

"Cancel

By one brave, generous action "

The war over, the poet is at liberty to choose more

pleasant themes, and it is his verses written on these

themes on which his reputation as a poet mainly rests.

Homely labor when young on the farm and in the shoe

shop was the root from which sprung his deep interest

in manual toil and intense sympathy for those who had to

undergo it. This is the spirit that brought fourth his

-Songs of Labor." He loved good honest labor and he

saw that it was to the happiness of all concerned to be

satisfied with their work. So in these he attempts to

teach the various classes of workers the peculiar beau-

ties of their particular trades, to sing

^•The unseen beauty hid life's common things below."
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And well he has entered into the spirit of each of these,,

and the result is seven songs in which all through we
can feel the sympathetic soul. The following from the

one addressed to "The Lumberman" is a description of

his cabin in the woods.

*'Where are mo'sv carpets better

Than he Peirsian waves,

And than Eastern perfumes sweeter

Peem the fading leaves;

And a music, wild and sol mn,
From the pine tree's heiglit,

Rolls in vast and sea* ike volume
On tr e wiud of night

;

Make we here our camp of winter;

And through sleet and snow,

Pitchy knot and beechen splinter

On our hearth shall glow.

Here with mir h to lighten duty,

e shall lack alone

Woman's smile and girlhood's beauty.

Childhood s lisping tone.

Whittier is a thoroughly American poet. With a very

few exceptions, everything he wrote was on
American themes, but it is not right to give him th©

title of *'our National Poet." The same fault which is

attributed to Simms and other Southern writers is to be
found just as conspicuously in Whittier. I mean what
is commonly termed narrow provincialism. He spoke

New England ideas, pictured New England scenery^

wrote out New England legend and life, seemed to think

that New England was the purest, noblest and best part

of the world, that all other sections of the country wer^
beneath his notice except to pour out curses on their

heads when anything was doing that he did not approve.

Nevertheless the poet has given us some most beauti-

ful and picturesque descriptions of the natural scenery

of his section. By means of him the neighborhood of

his home has been covered with a veil of poetry and
legend. From earliest childhood he had been accust-

tomed to hear repeated, at his father's fireside, tales of

. the early settlers in that neighborhood, the old Puritans
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and persecuted Quakers. He lived indeed in a romantic

country, and he was the first to turn its legend into song.

You can see everywhere that he loves nature and is a

close observer of its phenomena. Thus mingling to-

gether the wild nature around, with its legendary lore,

and harmonizing them, poems of especial beauty and

charm have been produced. #^

Among these on Indian themes may be mentioned

^^mogg niegone," a tale of the relation existing between

the early settlers and the Indians, and '"'The Funeral Tree

of Sokokis".

And it is on a Xew England theme that Whittier

writes what is considered his best work, ^'Snow Bound,"

perhaps superior to any poem of the kind ever written

by an American. It is sometimes compared to Burn's

'•Cotter's Saturday Xight," bu't in it is wanting the home-

ly simplicity and hearty ring which together form the

chief charm of the Scottish lyric. In this, is presented

to us the beautiful side of his section, and that is its

happy and simple h me life; how shut off from the

world for a whole week, "inclosed in a tumultuous pri-

vacy of storm," the contented family pass the time.

Each character in the old homestead is brought up sep-

arately and together they form a charming picture.

The whole description is filled with cheerful humor and

quiet pathos which must please everyone who reads.

But it is as a bailadist that Whittier's genius is most

conspicuous. Many of his ballads have become house-

hold words all over America, a fact attesting to their

popularity and, perhaps, their merit. His volume con-

tains some on a great variety of subjects, old Puritan

times, uaker persecution and others from the never

exhausted store of New England Folk Lore. All are

lively and spirited and some told with peculiar force.

All have heard "Maud Muller" with its young maiden
deprived of her lover by social position the pathetic

story of what might have been. All have enjoyed its

rhythm and sentiment. "Scupper Ireson's ride" has

perhaps more strength than any other of Whittier's

ballads, the air of the quaint old time about it, Artisti-
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cally and rhythmically it is almost perfect and with it&

curious refrain one of our best ballads.

**Barclay of Wy'' is a ballad of Quaker persecution in

Scotland. It is the story of an old Nobleman who had
turned quaker, and instead of the homage he used to

receive everywhere, an angry rabble followed him; yet

in it all, he says
%•

Happier I, with loss of all,

Hunted, outlawed, held in thrall

—

With few friends to greet me,
Than when re^^ve and squire were seen

Riding out from (Aberdeen,

With bared heads to meet me.

This is a noble ballad and Whittier has written few of

as great power.

*'Amy Wentworth" tells the tale of thelove of a noble

maiden for a rough sailor boy, and teaches

*'0, rank is good, and gold is fair,

And high and low mate ill

;

But lo' e has never owned a law
Beyond its own sweet will !"

Other ballads of special merit are 'The Witches

Daughter, a love tale of the days of witch persecution,

'Telling the Bees" and ''Cobbler Keeser's Vision.''

I shall not attempt to speak of all Whittier's verse.

It would be not only impossible, but needless. Suffice it

to say that he justly deserves his popularity in hia sec-

tion and should be popular with the whole country. He
has, I am sure, an abiding place in the hearts of the

American people. His lofty sympathy for all suffering

mankind has made him beloved. His ^renuine optimism,
his verse always kept within the bounds of our every-

day thought and sentiment, and his language always
clear, with simplicity of expression, give him a place no
other American writer holds. And in conclusion let me
use concerning him the words of another :
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"All the many sonnds of nature

Borrowed sweetness from his singing,
^

All P e hearts of men are s ften^d by the pathos of his music
;

For he sang of » eac^ and freedom.

Sang of beauty, love and lodging
;

Sang of d^'ath and life undying
In the islands of the blessed."

F. Eldon Dibble.

George Bancroft.

On October 3, 1800, George Bancroft was born in the

quiet little Puritan town of Worcester, Mass. His an-

cestors were among the first Puritans who settled on the

shore of IsTew England in quest of religion and civil

liberty. George Bancroft's father was a Unitarian

preacher of some influence 'and ability, and also pos-

sessed literary powers which he exhibited in a *'Life of

Washington."
Bancroft's early school life was very unsatisfactory to

him and his parents at Worcester, and at the early age

of eleven we see him leaving home in search of a more

desirable instructor. He was sent to Exeter, New Hamp-
shire, to be prepared for Harvard by the famous Dr.

Abbott, who was a personal friend of his father. He
remained at Exeter for two years. During this period

of his life his character was formed to a great extent,

and the inflence that this teacher had on the youth could

be seen throughout his future life. ''We are apt to smile

at earnestness in a boy of eleven in our days, and, as we x.

expect little, get little; but the real foundatioa of Ban-

croft's classical attainments was made at that age, in

his own room, and with only a mediate impulse from

class-room work."
At the age of thirteen he entered Harvard and gradu-

ated with high honors before he was yet seventeen years

of age. As was the custom of Harvard graduates of

that period, Bancroft's father was anxious for him to be

a preacher; although his ambition did not lead him in

that direction, he studied theology for a few months, and
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preached several sermons merely to satisfy his father's

desire. This he soon abandoned for the study of letters

and philosophy. After p^raduating at Harvard, Bancroft

went to Europe to complete his education. He began

his university life at Gottingen with the study of Ger-

man literature, Greek philosophy, and, above all, with

the study of history, under the masterly guidance of the

distinguished Heeren. Some one has said that the

enthusiasm of the German student at that day seemed to

have been expended upon the beauties of style, the dic-

tion and material of what they used.

While at Gottingen, Bancroft had the pleasure of hear-

ing numerous lectures by noted men on various subjects,

and also pursued the study of Arabic, Syriac and Persian.

Probably the greatest benefit that he derived at Gottin-

gen was the opportunity of coming in contact with Hee-

ren, who was at that time the leading mind of Europe in

historical criticism. After spending two years at Got-

tingen, having taken the degree of Ph. D., he moved to

Berlin. Immediately on his arrival in Berlin, the young
Doctor received a warm welcome into the splendid lit-

erary circle of the Prussian capitol. It was here that

he had the pleasure of meeting the most distinguished

men of letters in Germany. Goethe seemed to have been

favorably impressed with the young American, and had

frequent interviews with him concerning the political

questions of America.
After leaving Berlin he went to Heidelberg, in order

to make a specialty of history, but not being pleased

with the instructor, he remained but a few months.

This closed his work at the universities and in the

autumn of 1821 he started on a tour of Southern Europe,

traveling through Switzerland on foot, and reaching Italy

late in autumn. It was while traveling through Switz-

erland and Italy that he wrote a small volume of poems.

In 1822, just a few months before Shelley was drowned,

Bancroft barely escaped the same fate.

Some one has said that although his visit to this

country was comparatively short, he made such use of

his time that there is but little doubt that the finer side
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of his mind, the aesthetic faculty and imaginative pow-
ers were more deeply influenced by this travel than at

any other period of his life. It was here and at a very
early age that the preparatory period of his life closed.

Surely there could have been no better preparation for

the work of life than to have lived with the best men of

the age, to have seen, known and conversed with them
on the most vital topics, and to be able like Bancroft to

retain independence of thought.

"Provincialism was already beginning to wane in

America ; and it was of particular importance that the

leading national historian should be emancipated from
its influence, before he began his greatest work."
On his return to America in 1822, Bancroft was elected

tutor of Greek at Harvard, which place he filled for one
year. In the following year he and a friend established

a preparatory school at Round Hill. The object in-

establishing this school was to improve the common
school system of New England, and Bancroft also ex-

pected some profit from the same. After a trial of ten

years Bancroft abandoned the school, its progress hav-

ing been so seriously impaired by a severe legislation of

the colleges. The time was not wholly lost, for during

the entire period his pen had been busy with contribu-

tions to the various literary magazines and also with a
translation of Heeren's most important works.
He began his political career in 1826, by the delivery

of an oration before the citizens of Northampton in

which he avowed his principles to be for universal suf-

frage and uncompromising democracy. From this time ^

he was an active member of the Democratic party, at-

tending its conventions, writing its platforms and guid-

ing its councils in his native State.

His wife was a member of the famous '^Dwight" fam-
ily who were Whigs, and at her request he never ac-

cepted an office, although several were offered him by
his friends.

The death of his wife followed closely after his retire-

ment from the Round Hill school; but the affectionate

consideration for his wife's wishes in reference to poli-
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tics continued until 1837. During these few years he

devoted himself to his historical works, and in 1834 he

published the first volume of his history, which was

followed by the second in 1837. Then his literary works

closed for a season. Having refrained from the allure-

ments of politics as long as possible, he accepted from

Van Buren the appointment of collector of Boston Port.

From this time on for many years his connection with

national politics was very close. When Polk was

elected President, Bancroft was chosen to represent the

New England democrats in his cabinet, as secretary of

ISTavy, and although he held this position for little more

than a year, it was signalized by several important ac-

tions, of which the following are the most important.

He succeeded in establishing the Naval Academy at An-

napolis ani fch8 Asfcroao^nic il Laboratory at; Washington.

He also issued the order for California to be occupied,

and while acting as secretary of war pro-tem for a month

he gave the order for Gen. Taylor to enter Texas,

He resigned his soat in the cabinet to accept the ap-

pointment of Minister to the court of St. James. Here

he remained until 1849. On his return to America he

located in New York and resumed work on his history,

which, with the exception of the civil war, was contin-

ued until 1867. During this period of his literary life

he published five more volumes of his history. In 1867

he again went as a minister to Europe, this time to Ber-

lin. *'In the performance of this mission he proved

himself to be the greatest Philanthropist of the age.

He was confronted by questions which had been the

source of increasing discord between the United States

and Germany as well as other European nations for

more than three-fourths of a century." It may also be

said to his credit that of the numerous international

questions, that it became his duty to settle, every one

was decided in his favor. With Bancroft's return to

America in 1874, his political career practically closed.

During his stay in Germany he won the love and respect

o f all classes, while in his own country he was loved

nd honored no less than abroad and when he retired
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from politics, the sharp blade of political parties failed

to sever him from the hearts of his countrymen. He
was honored in his old age as no other man has been

by the senate, and of the numerous times that his name
appeared before that body, in no instance was a single

vote ever cast against him.

Although Bancroft's active literary life was greatly

impeded by his political work; still it might properly be

said, that the preparation for his historical work was

aided very much by his public services in foreign coun-

tries from the fact that it gave him access to many pub-

lic documents, of which otherwise he would have been

deprived. Nor do we find him neglecting the opportu-

nity that was afforded for enriching his store of docu-

ments upon American history. In addition to the docu-

ments, to which he had access, he enjoyed another privi-

lege which was very profitable. It was the habit of Mil-

man, Hallam, Macaulay and Lord Mahon to breakfast

together once a week and it was Bancroft's fortune to

be with them very often. The intercourse at these

meetings was intimate and pleasant, in spite of the

widely different characters of the men and their still

more varying ability.

Bancroft, as has been stated, began his literary career

in 1833 by publishing a small volume of poems which

soon became unknown, when his pen was turned to the

production of prose. The volume was followed very

soon by a volume of ''Miscellanies," comprising several

translations from German poets, and a number of essays

from his own pen. After turning over in his mind many
vague plans and possible schemes for authorship, he at

last seemed to select the one most suited for his master-

piece, ''The History of the U. S." Some one has said

that he was lead to devote himself to the writing of

America because there was no other field in which he

could so advantageously apply the principles so import-

ant in the use of original authority. The first volume

of this work was issued in 1834 and the last in 18s4, just

half a century afterwards. The theme of his work is a

history of the ecclesiastical and civic liberty of the Amer
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ican colonies, from the first settlements until they gained

their independence. Although Bancroft's history was

well under way before the full development of the mod-

ern philosophical method of writing history, the philo-

sophical idea is prevalent and apparent throughout.

Stubbs and Taine were successors and not his teachers .

**Bancroft's style is different from all the other promi-

nent historians; he avoids the brilliant rhetorical effects

of Macaulay, and adds sentence to sentence without the

word painting of Motley or Prescott."

His sentences are simple and clear, but forcible; he

never falls into the error so common with some authors

of losing all distinctness of statement in a cloud of

generarassertions. *^He is always specific in bis details

instead of trusting to indefinite sketches, nor does he

paint in uncertain color the localities which he wishes to

illustrate, but presents their natural features in promi-

nent relief." He chose a noble subject, prepared himself

thoroughly to tell the story, and then told it in a manner

that is in every respect worthy of his subject. The

reader is always instructed, often more deeply interested,

than by novels or romances. ^^Thelove of country is the

Muse which inspires the author, but this inspiration is

that of the historian which springs from the heart."

There is no essential difference between his earliest and

his latest work, both have the same amount of freshness,

which is so conspicuous in his works. The chronologi-

cal order, so important in studying some authors, is

almost valueless in his case.

Ripley says of him: ^-Bancroft is eminently a Philosoph-

ical Historian." In his first volume he wrote in the most

florid style, which was then more popular than it is now.

He maintained this style essentially to the last volume.

But it was sobered somewhat by increase of years, and

especially by the historical style which grew up later.

Edward Everett said of him: history of the United

States by an American author, possesses a claim upon

our attention of the strongest character. It would do so

under any circumstances, but more justly when we add

that the work of Bancroft is one of the ablest of that
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class which for years have appeared in the English lan-
guage."

It must not be thought of Bancroft that because he
devoted all his time to history, he could not write any-
thing else. You only have to turn to his volume of
''Miscellanies" and read some of his essays that were
written before he was thirty years of age, to be convinced
that had he turned his pen in that direction he would
probably have been classed with Carlisle, Macaulay and
Emerson as an essayist. In Bancroft's works lie quali-
ties of permanency, and so long have they been before the
world and stood the test of critical examination, that we
can say the judgment of posterity had already been pro-
nounced.

Within twenty years after the first volumes of his his-
tory were published, they had been recognized as a
standard work and had won a place for the author
among the highest in the ranks of historians. They had
been translated into Danish, Italian and German by the
author's permission. They had also been translated into
French without the author's consent or knowledge and
sent to the South American colonies to further the
awakening spirit of liberty.

Bancroft died January 17. 1891. Old age and bereave-
ment, toil and anxiety, had not diminished or altered
the capacity for the appreciation of what is best in life

and in mankind.
Some one has rightly said, Bancroft's works may not

be final, but before it is superceded, another man must
appear with as extensive learning and indefatigable in-

dustry, with a scientific mind, a sound judgment, and a
simple, precise, impersonal style that Bancroft somewhat
lacked

; one, moreover, who will devote his whole life

to the work, as Bancroft did. And the advent of such a
man will not be soon.

Jno. B. Humbert.



Ethics of Hawthorne's Novels.

la order to reach the most accurate conclusions in re-

gard to the doctrines or truths as set forth in the works

of an author, it is necessary that we should first famil-

iarize ourselves with his life and character. It has been

said that an author cannot hide behind his works, and

this is true in regard to Hawthorne, for between his life

and his writings we find no contradictions.

In studying specific elements in the productions of any

author we are disposed to overlook many adorning qual-

ities that under other circumstances would not escape

our attention. These elements in the novels of Haw-
thorne are so well connected and produce such a unity of

impression that it is difficult to separate them into their

component parts. The useful is so wedded to the beau-

tiful, and the beautiful to the true, and the real to the

ideal, that to distinguish clearly the relative force or

limitation of any deufinite element is scarcely possible.

However the ethical element is so strongly marked in

all his writings that it seems to possess more than legiti-

mate prominence. However pronounced this quality

may be it does not place any perceptible restraint upon

the free play of his fruitful imagination, nor does it

often restrict the uniform beauty of his clear and forcible

style.

His aesthetical judgment is in harmony with Lowell's

definition that "Good taste is the conscience of the mind,

and conscience is the good taste of the soul." Plato says

that the beautiful is the shining of the ideal through the

sensible, and we naturally think of this definition after

having read the *'House of the Seven Gables," or "The
Scarlet Letter," and have imbibed something of the

purity of diction and delicacy of touch wherewith he

presents to us the ideal characters contained in them.

The ethical position of an authormay be approximately

measured by his sense of truth, justice, gratitude, duty,

and reverence as disclosed in his works, and the romances,

of Hawthorne sparkle on almost every page with these
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invaluable jewels. He ever strives to find in the

landscape of the soul all sorts of fine sunrise and
moonlight effects." As a moral man cannot write an

immoral book, we expect from his pen nothing that is

not burdened with love and truth. The embodiment of

truth which furnishes both the foundation and the cap-

stone of the great moral edifice was set forth as a living

principle in his life and in his writings. Indeed, he is so

pure in his life that we unconsciously think of him in

connection with the guileless Nathanael spoken of in the

first chapter of John; while the deep moral flavor of

some of his shorter stories reminds us of the allegories of

Bunyan. This earnest way of looking upon life has ever

been characteristic of English speaking people and its

effects may be clearly noted in all kinds of English liter-

ature from Csedmon to Tennyson. Thus art and ethics

—

or moral beauty—especially to the English, seem to be

very closely allied.

The "Scarlet Letter"is a counterpart of as well as acom-

plement to the episode of Francesca and Paoli, as

described in the fifth canto of Dante's Inferno. The
chief difference lies in the fact that Hawthorne points

out the inexorable curse in this life that must follow upon

the breaking of the seventh commandment; while Dante

reveals to us the continuance of the punishment in the

life to come.

Hawthorne pictures to us in the beginning of the

^'Scarlet Letter" a beautiful rose bush at the prison door,

covered with large blooming June roses and thinks that

he can hardly do otherwise than pluck one of its flowers \

and present it to the reader. Then he tells us that it

may serve to symbolize some sweet moral blossom that

may be found along the track, or relieve the darkening

close of a tale of human frailties and sorrow. "To sym-

bolize some sweet moral blossom" was ever the key-note

of inspiration in nearly all of his literary efforts.

The sad incumbrances to society caused by sinful in-

dulgences, preventing its full and free development in

healthful channels, Weighed heavily upon his soul, and

so the purpose of his greatest production was to make
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promiaent the unhappy results of immorality in both

spiritual and social life.

Upon hearing the extent ot Hester Prynn's penalty

from one of the townsmen. Old Roger Chillingsworth,

her husband, replied thus : ''A wise sentence. Thus she

will be a living sermon against sin, until the ignomin-

ious letter be engraved upon her tombstone.'' This was

a true prophecy, for the last sentence is, '^On a Field

Sable the Letter A Gules." But just before we reach

the end we find this characteristic sentence: "Be true '

Be true ! Be true ! Show freely to the world, if not your

worst,yet some trait whereby the worst may be inferred."

This sentence, coming as it does from a sincere and sym-

pathetic heart, though it may not fully justify, yet it

sufficiently explains the didactic element that is found

in some of his shorter stories. For instance when we

read ^'Lady Eleanore's Mantle," we at once think of the

Proverb; *'Pride goeth before destruction and an

haughty * 'spirit before a fall."

The Three Fold Destiny very impressively teaches us

where we may find our spheres of duty, of happiness

and of prosperity, which is where providence has cast

our lot.

*'Ethan Brand" teaches us a similar truth, with tJie aa-

ditional lesson that we must not cultivate the intellect to

the exclusion of the moral nature. Here he gives us

clearly the history of the Unpardonable Sin, and real-

izes here as elsewhere that the things which are seen

are temporal while the things which are not seen are

J. C, Daniel.
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Our English Course.

One of the most marked features of modern college
work is the improvement that has been made in the
study of English. Until a comparatively short time ago
the study of Greek and Latin classics held the all-im-
portant place, to the almost entire neglect of English.
Speaking on this subject some time ago, a former grad-
uate of this college remarked that the students, when he
was in college, could write Greek or Latin exercises
with as much ease as they could an English composition
or essay. But we are glad to say that that day is past
for Wofiord and for most if not all otner American col-
leges. Scholars have gotten out of the idea that all the
great thoughts of the world are packed away in Greek
and Latin authors and have come to see that Shakespere
was as great a dramatist as Sophocles or Aeschylus and
that Milton and Tennyson sing as sweetly and nobly a's

Homer and Virgil. Then too they have learned that to
be able to write good English one must study the classic
English authors. As a result of this we find the student
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of to-day studying the great English writers from
Caedmon to Tennyson.

Wofford was among the first Southern colleges to

catch this spirit and so for several years has been

gradually improving and enlarging her English course.

This movement was inaugurated by Prof. T. C. Wood-
ward, now of the South Carolina College and has been

continued by his successors, Prof. A. W. Long and Prof

-

H. N. Snyder. This advance has been especially marked
during the last five years. Prof. Snyder, with the en-

thusiasm of a true lover of good literature, has, during

that time, striven in every way possible not only to teach

his classes to write their mother-tongue correctly and
with comparative ease, but he has also endeavored to

infuse into them a love for good literature and right well

has he succeeded. This has been accomplished by a

thorough study of the elements, history of English liter-

ature, critical analysis of some of the masterpieces, by
numerous exercises, class discussions and lectures.

The Senior year of the past two sessions has been

given to a study of American authors, devoting the latter

part of the year to the study of Southern and more es-

pecially to South Carolina literature. In these studies,

in addition to the regular text-book and recitation work,

each student is expected to read largely from the works
of the author who is being studied and bring to the class

not only what his text-book says about him but his own
individual contribution. Then by class discussion and
general questions on different features and characteris-

tics of the writer, each man in the class is enabled to

form an opinion for himself. Then, too, each man
chooses from a number of authors given by the

Professor, some one author, all of whose writings he

is expected to read and afterwards to write a paper to be

read and discussed before the class. In this way at least

one great writer becomes a living factor in the life of

each student.

The papers published in this issue of The Journal
will give the reader some idea of the work accomplished

by this mode of study. These are only a fair sample Op
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the many papers read and many not published are

equally as good as some that are, but limited space for-

bids more. It is but fair to state here too, that most of

these essays have had to be cut down so as not to fill too

much space and so are not as full as they were orig-

inally. In our selections we have endeavored to secure

variety both of subject and manner of treatment.

There has grown up a feeling in the minds of many

South Carolinians that the world outside of Carolina is

making war against her and her institutions and that

she must all the time be on the defensive. While striv-

ing to broaden, deepen and strengthen our feeling of love

and admiration for our statesmen, orators and authors.

Prof. Snyder has at the same time tried to show us that

much of our Southern literature, while good of its kind,

yet is provincial. It is this that has kept it from being

universally received and not the mere fact that it is

Southern. When a writer strikes a great universal note

—one throbbing with a great idea of interest to human-

ity at large-the world is always ready to stop and

listen and the inquiry is not whether the author is from

the North or South, but what doe« he have to say and

how has he said it.

The Confederate Monument at Chicago.

The recent unveiling of a monument to the Confederate

dead who lie buried at Oakwood Cemetery, Chicago, is

the most significant event that has happened m the re-

cent history ot our country. For nearly a quarter of a

century after the close of the great civil war, which left

one section of the country almost utterly crushed and

the other all torn and bleeding, the two sections have

largely held apart in sullen silence. But lately trade

and travel and most of all time, the magician that heals

all wounds, have gradually brought the two great sections

nearer together until at last the Federal and the Confed-

erate have met over the graves of Confederate heroes,
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who lie buried in what was once Federal soil, but now
simply American, and have coolly and dispassionately

discussed the causes that lead fco the great struggle and

the results that have grow;.! oafc of it. Ah that they

had discussed them with the same degree of for-

bearance and charity before the great crisis came I

Today we might not have those pages in our notion's

history, which make us feel as if we would like to be able

to ink our fingers and forever erase them from its pages.

But when mens' souls are inflamed with strong passion

for the defense of what seems to them of vital interest

they seem to become intoxicated with their ideas and it

takes severe blows to bring them to their senses. This is

what the war did for our people. It has settled forever

some very perplexing questions and has taught each

party to it that all the right was on neither side and has

engendered respect in each parley for the other. Further

more it has taught the American people how great they

are besides making another secession almost out of the

question. So what once threatened to destroy the Union
has done more to strenghten and perpetuate it than any-

thing else.

It is with a feeling of true relief that the present staff

of editors give up their responsibilities. We have fallen

far short of our standards, but we have done honestly

and sincerely what we thought best for the Journal.
We are due Mr. Koper, our Business Manager, our sin-

cerest thanks for the earnest and business-like manner
in which he has discharged his duties. And now thank-

ing the whole body of students for whatever of help

they have given in the way of contributions for the

pages of the Journal or otherwise, we gladly turn our

responsibilities over to our successors, hoping that they

may prove themselves more efficient than we have.



J. Arthur Wiggins, - - Editor.

For the past year we have had the pleasure of reading

and criticising college journals from all parts of our

country and since with this issue our work comes to an

end, it will not be out of place to hurriedly express our

many obligations to all those who have helped us to

maintain the standard and influence of our journal.

We have tried hard to profit by mistakes and accept all

sensible suggestions that would place our journal on a

broad collegiate basis, with the motto of honesty and

reverent respect to all college magazines. We have

been in touch with other institutions and have felt the

influence of college men throughout the South and it is

from them we have reaped agolden harvest. But there

is a class of journals which have given comparatively

no enlightenment to us and the general reading public,

yet they claim the unquestionable right to continually

and persistently challenge the privileges of model mag-

azines. There seems to be a great unrest among them-

and often they get sorely vexed because everybody does

not recognize them as being the moulders of progressive

journalism. They go so far as to make personal allusions

and attack editors and contributors with their aimless^

rambling thoughts, never stopping to think of the insti-

tution under whose colors they ought to proudly act the

hero. They prefer to dogmatize their superiors and

cause to be heaped upon them the contempt of every

editor before whom their pages open. To this class of

journals we tender our sympathy and a hasty farewell.

To the better and the best classes we acknowledge their

creditable positions and progressive tendencies, because

in them we must expect the purity and intellectuality of

college journalism to be protected. If we measure the
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strength and broadness of the college boy by the stand-

ards set forth in these more worthy periodicals, we do
not hesitate in saying that the college boy is keeping
step with progress and the assertions that have been
made against such a statement show that the college boy
is greater than the howling masses and the narrow dem-
agogue spirit prevailing among so-called ''educated

men." But the past has been rolled up like a scroll and
is gone forever, the present is ever passing away like

the shadows of night before the rising sun and the

future, the coming journal, is known to none save Him
who seeth all things, even the time whea all things shall

receive their positions in eternal chaos.

We place this journal into the hands of efficient edi-

tors, demanding of them that they prove themselves
equal to the work that awaits them. Trusting to their

ability, we have great expectations; relying upon their

college patriotism, we predict for the journal a widening
influence and flattering success. We owe our past ad-

Tancement to the support of students, alumni and the

business men of Spartanburg. So long as such a host

cherish and feed the confidence of our officials, the pub-
lic need not fear the future make up of our Journal.
Our advertisers have expressed their enthusiastic inter-

est, our subscribers have been ready to vouch for our
honest efforts, at times our fellow-students have warned
us against the idea of contentment and perfection and
as a final, our exchanges have told us ov.r merit and de-

fects. To all these we acknowlege our indebtedness and
as the time has come for them to form new acquaintan-
ces, we assure them that we appreciate their support
more than words can tpll And we will long remember the
year '95 among the kind Spartan people.

The necessity felt by students whose hearts were in

the work of college literature, gave birth in various
forms to college journalism. It has an important mis-
sion upon which it has been sent. It has a specific work
to accomplish, an object to be reached, a purpose to be
carried out. commensurate with necessity that gave it
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birth. To depart from that singleness of aim it is to be

shorn of its strength and ultimately to be defeated. A
college journal is not intended to teach either politics or

religion. It ought to be religious in tone, not in order to

secure something, but because something has been se-

cured. College journalism is but one of the many fruits

of religious liberty secured to the people as the product

of Christianity ; nor ought it to deal too much with

politics, but it ought to have some belief about all im-

portant issues, and it ougrht to have the courage equal

to its convictions, in politics as in religion. Briefly

stated, it ought to have clean, clear-cut ideas about re-

ligion and politics, but in perfect harmony with those

ideas it ought to stick strictly to its text, and show that

true college journalism has for its ultimate object the

moral and intellectual preparation of the young for pure

citizenship and unadulterated Christianity. Education

is, as it is often quoted, "the hand maid of religion" an

enemy to narrow-mindedness and bigotry, a leveler of

all ranks, and, conjointly with religion, the basis of all

stable government, either of home or State. A college

magazine or paper, in each issue, ought to furnish some

insight into the character of the work of the institution

which it represents, and show reasonably and modestly,

too, the strength and preparation of said institution for

the work in which it is engaged. It is an educator, and

as such it ought so be raised above the frivolous, puerile

ideas of pure puerility.

It is^very easy for a witty person to hold the attention

of his listeners and send through them a warm apprecia-

tion of his brilliancy. But perhaps the most sentimental

and disgusting forms of humor come from that class of

men who consider themselves sufficiently talented and

gifted to write and criticise their own productions. An
unfeathered Bill Nye or a sun stricken Mark Twain de-

serves the harshest criticism from the more successful

imitators. We do not mean to apply all this to the

Texas University Magazine, but in glancing over their

once entertaining and instructive Journal, we find a
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growing tendency among its editors to make this idea of

journalism their ideal one. The Journal is apparently •

in competition with ^'Puck" and "Judge," and actually,

I believe they are in the lead. One or two pages of suehk

matter inserted in each issue is very timely, we think;

but the idea of getting out a ''joke issue" is absurd and
pitiable. The editors even attempted originality. We
fail to see their power for wit. May be, though, their

next issue will fully explain the many points which we
do not now understand. In continued rainy weather a
good supply of such selections would stagnate a whole
college community. The exchange editor is very pro-

miscuous and personal with his criticisms and at the

same time produces some "University" wit. But we
will not make any further criticism, for we are sure of

the reaction that must conje from this issue and doubt-

lessly their next number will be attempted pathos.'

We^are pleased to find the Converse Concept on our
table once more. The April issue was unusually late in

reaching us, but, as usual, we enjoyed its variety of

matter. We are sorry to note that the musical depart-

ment has been suspended. This department has hereto-

fore contained good reading, why abolish it?

"Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom,"
is the reflected motto of the Hendrix Mirror, "Then
Will I Sleep," is philosophy told in poetry. We have
read some very fine poems this year written by students

for their college journal. If it takes thought to write

poetry, we can say that our colleges have some thought-
ful men. The opening verse of^ this beautiful poem
rhymes as follows:

"Onward, speed onward. O Time in your flight,

Bear me away from this sorrowing night;

Bear me away from the ghost of the past,

Tossed by the tempest and wrecked by the blast;

Bear me away from this lowering sky,

In to the realms of a sweet by and by,

Out of the gloom and the shadows so deep,

Then will I calmly and peacefully sleep."
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The Alamo and San Jacinto Monthly, of Texas, comes

to us on time every month and it is always a pleasure to

read its pages. With this issue the Monthly completes

its '94-'95 volume. We can truthfully and safely say

that this is not only the best journal coming from Texas

but is amons the besfc in the South. -Mysteriesm Life

is too broad for a journal essay, but the fanciful allu-

sions of the writer makes this production really enjoya-

ble realln^. TaaMxitlilu Gon.^.3i'm^ othrc forcibly writ-

t/en articles.

COLLEGE VERSE.

-Oh Trilby, famous Trilby ! how well you're advertised

In every nook and corner your name is recognized

And persevering merchants who formerly lacked fame

Their goods ha e made attractive b v the magic c f your name.

They've christened, without reason, the mo.t prosaic wares

-Rv that noet c t tie that the artist's mo iel bears;^
ThLe s

*
I'rilby" hats and bonnets, there's - frilby gloves and

And coats and jackets, and P-^-^<>_^- J^^^^^^^^^

-What a perfectly lovely thing it would be,

How the worl « would smile with delight,

If the ^Heavenly Twins' w^^^^^^ sail away

On the -Ships That Pass at Night.' "-Ex.

(General, on the battlefield.)--Fight like heroes boys^

until your powder is gone, then run. I'm a little lame

so guess Vn start now."—Ex.

'Have you ever felt the feeling,

Piercing to your inmost soul,

After you had placed your fingers

On a red-hot piece of coal?"—Ex.

**The shortest road to peoples hearts, I find _

lies through, their throats, or I misjudge mankind, Ex.
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"He came to see her stormy nights,

When he had nowhere ^else to gO;
She liked to see h m at such times,

And so called him her rain beau "—Ex.

*'They tell how forth the arrow sped,

When William shot the apple;

But who can calculate the speed
Of him who's late for Chapel?"—Ex.



B. H. Henderson, - - Editor.

Legal Alumni=-Continued.

C. a. Dantzler, '75, is a lawyer at Orangeburg, and is

also a trustee of Wofford College.

G.W. Brown, '76, is a member of the bar at Darlington.

W. L. Glaze, '76, for several years after graduation,

taught in the Sheridan Classical School. He now prac-

tices law, and is president of two social organizations,

at Orangeburg, S. 0.

G. E. Prince, '76, is a member of the Anderson bar and

a trustee of Wofford College.

F. A. Sondley, '76, is doing a thriving practice in

Asheville, i^. C.

L. E. Caston, of the class of '78, has been practicing

law for several years.

D. 0. Herbert, '78, is a leading lawyer at Orangeburg.

W M. Jones, '78, was for some time editor and pro-

prietor of the Spartanburg Herald, but is now partner

in law to Geo. W. Nicholls at Spartanburg, S. C. Some^

one said that he admires the ladies too much to get

married.

T M Eaysor, '78, has been Chairman of the Board of

Trustees of the graded school since its organization,

and has taken especial interest in education at Orange-

burg. He does one of the leading practices m that place.

I W Bowman, '79, has served two terms in the

State legislature, and is now a member. He does a good

practice, and is the News and Courier correspondent at

Orangeburg, S. C.
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J. L. Glenn, '79, is one of the strongest lawyers at the

Chester bar.

A. B. Calvert, '80, is a member of the Spartanburg
bar. He is also United States Commissioner at this

place. In 1893 he was elected Mayor of this city.

T. B. Thackston, '80, is practicing at Spartanburg.
He was recently a chief factor in the development of

Spartanburg. He is also a dealer in real estate.

W. A. Parrott, '83, is now Clerk of Court of Darlington
county.

E. O. Woods, '83, is a member of the Darlington bar.

He is now Assistant District Attorney for South Caro-

lina. He is a brother to C. A. Woods of the class of '72.

J. J. Burnett, '84, for several years taught school and
then studied law under the firm of Carlisle & Hydrick,

entered the bar and has been practicing at Spartanburg
since '89.

A. E. Moore, '84, took a law course and now practices

at Spartanburg.

M. H. Moore, '84, is a member of the firm of Robertson,

Moore & Thompson at Columbia, S. C.

H. B. Carlisle, '85, graduated from the Law Depart-

ment of Yanderbilt University in '89. He served one
term as Master of Spartanburg county and is now a
member of the firm of Carlisle & Hydrick at Spartan-
burg.

W. H. Hardin, Jr., '86, is a member of the bar of

Chester.

J. J. Gentry, '88, spent two years in Arkansas, and on
returning ran for the office of Probate Judge, which
office he now holds in this city.

J. W. ISTash, '90, soon after entering the bar returned
to Spartanburg, where in the past few years, through
his energy, he has built up a large practice. He is now
Trial Justice at this place, und his books received espe-
cial commendation at the last court.
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H. F. Jennings, '91, graduated in law at the South Car-

olina College in '93. He now practices in Columbia.

E. L, Asbill and W. J. Cocke, of the class of '92, have

recently been law students at Yale and Harvard Colleges.

For several years past the Avork of this Department

has been traveling beaten paths. This is unavoidable

if we would avoid becoming too local. The two extremes

,

stand prominent and we must avoid the one or the other.

The magazines in the college world, generally, are now

on a high plane, and are yearly undergoing improve-

ment. It remains for succeeding Editors to observe the

mistakes of their predecessors and give greater momen-

tum to this yearly improvement. Each succeedmg

Editor is wiser by one year, and is to that extent more

able to introduce and carry out any new method by

which his Department may be improved. For an im-

provement in the work of this Department we would

suggest that the Editor be allowed to pubhsh

at'least one article monthly from some Alumnus of the

College. We thank those of the Alumni who have

kindly given us their co-work this year, and of the many

who have passed us by unnoticed we would only ask

that they give better support to the incoming than thej

have given to the outgoing Editor of this Department.
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S. H. McGhee, - - Editor.

The course of the class for '95 is done. For the last

time have many of us seen the sun of our school days

set, and now after four years of profitable pleasure and

association and mutual benefit and all these kind of

things, we go to our respective homes and scenes from

which we have been so long estranged. It is easy to

dwell in such paetitades ani say appropriate things

which seldom touch us with a great degree of intensity,

because they are so commonplace. We have never

thought leaving college such a serious thing until the

time has come lor our own departure. This revelation

will doubtless be of no special interest to any except the

few to whom it is profoundly interesting. Our parting

is not simply leaving college, it is separating from one

another, from those who have made our course what it

has been and given it its pleasure. Within a few years

were we to come back we should be a stranger in our

own land. The skies would be as blue, the air as fra-

grant and the hills as everlasting; the college would be

in its old place, the professors who have been true friends

to us all would possibly be in their places and as devoted

to duty as when we left, but what has given pleasure its

vitality and life its fitness would be missing. This is

the condition which confronts us and makes vacation

full of pathos.

In many respects the class of '95 has been an unusu-

ally interesting one. It had the unbounded privilege of

being in college one year with the largest class Wofford

has ever yet turned out, and from that class we derived

many impulses, of which a notable one is an urgent de-

sire to outnumber them. Our efforts have not altogether

been in vain in this respect. Another characteristic
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of the class is its ^ood looks. Modesty forbids goings

into detail, but on the whole, the thirty-four are about

as handsome a set as can be found in the State. But
that which peculiarly characterizes the class is the fine

material of which it is composed. The future of such

men is so bright that it glares. Below is a short

notice of each man:

John J. Cantey comes from Marion county. He is the

Pilosopher of the class and has been a great reader of

Emerson and Carlisle. He will soon startle the world

as the second ^^transcendentalist."

Augustus M. Chreitzbergjs always sanguine. By birth,

inclination and affection, a South Carolinian he now
lives in Ashevilie N. C. Gus has been an all round sport.

At tennis, foot-ball, base-ball, jump, hop, kick, he is an
expert and is the most perfectly formed man in the cla-s.

He is going into the banking business, but Canada need

build no hopes of his future citizenship. In Chreitzberg

the Rothchilds will find a formidable rival,

Wm. Coleman from Union is yet undecided what oc-

cupation he will follow. But in whatever field his

work mayffall^his zeal or his '^readinss" will give him suc-

cess. He has for the past year most meritoriously

managed the base-ball team. Every one may expect

fair dealings at Bill Coleman's hands.

Thomas Cook Covington, called "Jfanny" for short, is

a native of Marlboro County. He is especially fond of

flowers, music and the ladies. iSTanny has also a re-

markable memory and has always been fond of the

languages.

Wm. J. Crosland is also from Marlboro. He expects

to study medicine, making diseases of the brain a

specialty. Bill belongs to the college quartette and is

one of the greatest singers of the age. But beware of

him at tea time.
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John C. Daniel, otherwise known as ^'Charlie," comes^

from the red hills of Laurens. He expects to spend his

life in instructing the youths of the land. John is the

poet of the class and possesses all the geniality and dis-

position to make a truly great one.

A. H. Dagnall is at present from Darlington. He will

be a lawyer and make his mark at the bar. We shall

soon hear of Dagnall taking a prominent part in the

politics of the day, by which he will rise to the bench of

the Supreme < ourt of the United States

.

yr-

F. Eldon JDibble is from Ol^angeburg. His incliuation

is law, though he is as yet undecided with what pursuit,

in life to occupy his spare time.

W. G. Duncan from Union never expects to get mar-

ried. He is very long and good-looking, reaching sa

near the moon that he recently paid a visit to that bril-

iant luminary. Law is his chosen profession and he will

doubtless save many poor fellow's neck.

A. Mason DuPre is the first of seven on the class roll

from Abbeville. He is the mathematician of the class,

spending most of bis spare time in viewing the heavens.

He will go into the pedagogic business at first, thence

to the chair of astronomy at the National University.

Geo . F. Fooshe is from Abbeville. Teaching is the

profession in which he will become famous. We expect

to hear much of him before long. No man has more

strictly adhered to duty than '^Foosh."

m. J. Gaines comes from the mountains of Oconee.

He will go into the teaching business. The world will

hear of Gaines some day.
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Bryant H.Henderson will make law his profession. His

home is in Berkeley county, which he will soon represent

in the State Senate. Afterwards he will fill the most

important offices in the gift of the people and retire full

of years and riches.

Sam'l. C. Hodges is the joker of the class. Abbeville

is his native county. He will make pill rolling his pro-

fession, studying other branches of pharmacy inci-

dentally. Sam has a very fine bass voice which he will

use in connection with his drug business.

J. Porter Hollis, from Chester, has not yet decided

what he will do. Immediately after leaving college he

will speculate injmoney. If unsuccesssful in. this he will

try matrimony. Every man in the class will receive an

invitation.

John B. Humbert lives in Laurens county. To him
more than any one else athletics owes it resuscitation at

Wofford. John expects to go into the manufacturing

business. In bad crop years he will run a pie wagon.

Geo. C. Leonard is from Spartanburg. He is one of

the two preachers of '95. The clerical robes will become
him and we shall soon hear of Bishop Leonard.

J. Fraser Lyon is the lady's-man of the class. Abbe-
ville is his home, and he is a Carolinian after the old

school. He is inclined towards law, but farming suits

his presidential aspirations.

Sam'I J. McCoy hails from Berkeley .'He will teach

school, fall in love with one of his pupils and settle

down on the farm. However it is probable that to econ-

omize he will make his graduation suit answer the pur-

pose of his bridal garments. In this case the above will

not be the order of progress.
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Sam'l H. McGhee, from Abbeville, is undecidel

whether to pursue a profession of a Pedagogue, Petti-

fog, Paper Proprietor, Poet or Pugilist.

H. H. I^ewton Jr. comes from Marlboro. Law is the

profession he has chosen for his life work. The "gen-

eral" will commit Blackstone to memory and marshal

his forces accordingly.

W. W. ISTickels' home is in Abbeville county. ''I^ick"

is a great foot-ball player, but unfortunately he always

''knows" it. He will therefore teach school.

J. O. Korton from Horry will spend his life in the jour-

nalistic line. Norton is recognized as the best writer in

college and his profession is well chosen.

J. K. Rogers lives in the Peedee region of Marion. He
will teach school and will rapidly rise on the ladder of

Lnmortaiity.

B. B Sellers from Marion is the politician of the class.

He will be a farmer and after years between the plow

handles will be called to the aid of his country like the

Cincinnatus of old.

F. H. Shuler, or "Big Shuler," is the largest man in

t'le class. His native county is Berkeley. He will join

the S. C. ConfereDce and preach the gospel. He will

possibly go to the West ancfspend a life of much useful-

ness among the cow boys.

H. J. Shoemaker "the knucks player," lives in Orange

burg county. He has always been especially fond of the

ancient languages and will take a university course in

preparation for professorship of that branch of study;

He will some day come back to Spartanburg-and get his

degree of Mast^ of Hearts.

,
/— .

'

• .
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Robt. E. Lee Smith known as ''The General," lives in

Spartanburg county. There are two generals in the class

but Gen. Smith is commander-in-chief. Farming will

be his occupation. However, if he is troubled much in

this, he will study medicine

W. F. Stackhouse is another Marion man. He will

at an early date be admitted to the bar and make his

mark as a jurist.

B. Wofford Wait enjoys the distinction of being the

youngest man in the class. His home is now in Abbe-
ville county. Wait is another man whom the world will

hear from. His profession will be a professorship of

science.

Wm. H. Wannamaker of Orangeburg county is one
of the most brilliant men of the class. He has not yet
fully decided what to do, but will dwell in the amenities

of pedagog for a while. Billy is also a sporting

character and is susceptible to scientific love.

J. Erric Warnock lives on thexjoast of Beaufort and is

very fond of the sea and its associations. He does not
know what occupation to follow, but being the only son
will doubtless take charge of the large business of his

father.

J. Arthur Wiggins from Berkeley will be a teacher.

Jim is the speaker of the class, and rather inclined to-

wards politics any way, we expect to hear of him in

Congressional halls some of these days.

Malcolm C. Woods will possibly study BlacJ$:stone at

Harvard and practice law at his home in Marion. How-
ever at present he thinks of tramping, that occupation
being better suited to his physical disposition.
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Among the things that will be of interesting surprise

to the visitors who come to the commencement will be

the marvellous change which the two society halls and
the reading room have recently undergone. The three

libraries have at last been united. The object of three

years desire has been achieve 1 and still the world turns.

Who now doubts the expediejcy of the change or the

benefits of the result? Insteal of three separate small

libraries we have now a reasonably large one with pros-

pects of much rrore rapid relative growth. The spa-

cious room fitted for the purpose is one that would adorn

any college building and the good that will accrue from

the scheme seems perceptible to the most obstinate. The
trustees have now a private adjoining room,

in which they can transact their business free from the

ears of old-masters and old moths that absorb everything

said in the meetings. The walls of the library are beau-

tifully kalsomined and with books and busts present a

spectacle as inspiring as it is pleasing. Our only regret

is that the class of '95 did not get the benefit of the con-

solidation, our consolation that it was a legacy be-

queathed largely by that class, our hope and belief that

more reading will be done and better better satisfaction

^iven to all parties concerned.

It was with much pleasure that the students welcomed
l^ack to the campus Dr. A. Coke Smith, Pastor of the

Methodist church of Norfork. A number of students on

Friday night May 31st called at the house of Prof. Smith
and had the pleasure of hearing Dr. Smith make a few
appropriate remarks. He also met the student body in

the chapel Monday morning and made a very pleasant

address. The Doctor is well known among the students

and his visit was looked to with great anticipation.

Already the visitors are beginning to arrive in the city

to attend the commencement and by the end of the week
Spartanburg will be full of Wofford men. Such occa-
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sions should be of untold profit to the students and a
source of much inspiration to all in attendance. Pres-

ent indications point to complete success and unalloyed
pleasure.

The Local Editor officially thanks the Kilgo and Sher-

idan Literary Societies of the Carlisle Fitting School at

Bamberg for invitations to their celebration this week.

About twenty of the Seniors will speak on commence-
ment day. Three minutes win be the limit. The
speeches will be good.

Prof. Snyder left last Saturday for
,
Columbia where

he delivered an address before the Alumnse Association

of the Columbia Female College on Tuesday. The Pro-

fessor will also deliver the literary address before the

Graded Schools at Union Friday June 7th.

The campus IS still undergoing improvement. The
flower'?, somewhat stunted by'the cold wave; have taken

on renewed life and are growing beautifully during this

hot weather. Prof. DuPre has had the gas jets on the

rostrum arranged with the monazite attachment. The
contrast in brilliancy is glaring.

At the last society election the following gentlemen

wei-e chosen: From the Preston society, A. M. Law,
Pres.; jP. W. Sessions, Vice Pres.;C O. Leitner, 1st

Critic; ]Sr. G. Gee^ 2d Critic; J. C. Shannon, Eec. Sec;

G. T. Pugh, Cor, Sec; T. O. Epps, Treas.; J. R. Walker,

1st Censor; Owens, 2d Censor; Rushton, Librarian.

From the Calhoun Society the following gentlemen

will serve: L. P. McGee, Pres.; O. D. Wannamaker,
Vice Pres. G. M. Moore, 1st Critic; J. J. Wolfe 2d

Critic; E. L. Culler, 3d. Critic; M. Salley, Rec Sec;

J. P. Inabnit, Cor. Sec; Hoyle, Treas.; Bennett, Censor

Morum; Dantzler, Recorder.
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On last Wednesday morning Dr. Carlisle, in behalf of

the ladies of the campus presented to the Calhoun andt

Preston societies a beautiful sash for the chief marshal.

It was made of the finest material and hereafter instead

of the meaningless blue and white, the college colors,

old gold and black, will be appropriately displayed on

the marshals. In behalf of the students we can but ex-

tend to the ladies an acknowledgement of our appre-

ciation for their kindness again manifested, as so often

before in manifold ways. The beauty that now adorns

the society halls is due to the taste and courtesy of the

lady friends of the college, and in every possible way
they have shown that interest and love for Wofford are

not confined to those who can claim her as their alma

mater. The sash fits Mr. Holler beautifully.

Some people are so inquisitive that they would stand

on their heads rather than miss reading th»s paragraph.

Good bye

.

We publish in this issue the picture of the Wofford

Base Ball Team. This was the best team the college has

ever had, and it was unfortunate that more games couM

not have been arranged.



"TAKE THE

Fori ^i id WestH' Msa Mw}.

''the SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE"

CHRISTMAS EXCURSION RATES.

The Port Roval & Western Carolina Ry., extends th

compliments of the season to its patrons and notihe

them that the usual Christmas Excursion rates of fou

cents per mile for the round trip will be on sale ove

this line. Tickets will be- on sale December 22d 23d

24th, 25th, 29th, and January 1st, with extreme lime

January 3d 1895. These low rates will apply to at

points within a radius of three hundred miles, covering

Atlanta, Macon, Savannah Beaufort, Charleston, and

^^For^clTedules, rates etc., call upon any agent of the

company, or write to

R. L. TODD,
Traveling Passenger Agent,

W.J.CRAIG, Augusta, Oa.

General Passenger Agent.



You ShouW j^lways :See \t\ie Goods ^^nd X^p^ Prices at

TritiMfiier's ©ook Stwe^

Before buying dlsewhere. This is sfcll I ask. Try it and

T. J. TRIMMIER,
f^roprietor.

Fine Fresh Oysters,

Served in the very best style at

BREDE^S BAKERY

A Fine Assortment of Elegant ConfectioneriesAM
B^UHitiS always on ha^ad

.

Charles Brede.
K. E. Corner of-Sqtuare.

S. BECKER.

^OHFEGTIOMRIES, FRUITS AND GARBOKfflD DRINKS

FANCy GilOCERIES, CIGARS, TOBACCO, El'C,

THE LEADIHS OYSTER SJILMI. J

I S«U W»lt#r il,,liai>«w



Advertisements.

SHOES PROCLAIM THE MAN.

You will find the Phoes, Slippers and Hosiery at

J". IL- WAIvKE^EL'S STOUE^-
Just the thing you need *o complete your dress.

iPhey are Stylish, wiJ hold ther shape and always look well
J. A. WALKER.

Duncan Building.

Spaetanbueg Steam Laundky,

J. O. ERWI!N, Proprietor.

»S Magnolia Street. Telephone 32.

Will call for and Deliver bundles.

Best Work. Prompt Delivery.

In the State there is one Female
College which, in cirriculum and
standard of scholarship, does

not equal Wofford. We refer to

the

Wiliamston Female CjUqx^^

which pupils often leave because
they cannot graduate soon
enough and surely enough.



ABVERTISfirMKNTS.

THE NATIONAL BANK
OP

SPARTANBURG, S. C.

CAPITAL 1100,000.03. SCJRPLJi, $ri,))).

eEO. COPIELD, President; J B. CLBVE''iAND, Vice-President

W. E BURNETT, Cashier

Bank op^n Saturd «ys unti' 7 p m. Safety Deposit B-txesund-^r

Herring s protection at mondrate prices. Translers and collec-

tions without charge to d positors.

FIDELITY LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY.
^OP—

SPARTANBURG, S. C.

APITAL, $30,000 00

SURPLUS, - - - - " " V ^000.00

OFFICERS.

eEORGE COPIED, - - - - - President
W. E. BDRNBTi*, - - - - . Treasurer
J, B. CLEVELAi^D, - - - - - Attorney,

DIRECTORS.

A. H. TwiCHKLL, D B. Converse,
W c*. ManMING, Gbo. Copield,
W. E. Burnett, J. B Ci.eveland.

Interest will be allowed at the rate of four per cent , per annum,
on all sums of five dolla s and multiples t 'e eof for ea'»h calendar
month to r e computed and d ed to ac ou t semi annually —i. e.

on t e last days of June and Oecember Provided that n »thing

herein shall preven*^ the payment of int erest to any depositor
dotting his ccount before the semi annual statement.
On certificates of deposits three months or 5 per cent, interest

allowed.



DRUGS, PFRFUMERT, AND TOILET

Articles, liftinpsfknd OhiHineys.

FItESCRIPTION' DEPAKTMENT

COMPLETE.

STUDEJ^TS GO TO

mOOT AND SHOE MAKER,

FINE REPAIRING, A SPECIALTY,

No/# ifQT^iiiCliiiirch Street, ^Spa,rtaol?ur^^^ ^. C.

C. C. BOMAil, J^jroprietor.

¥ASS & HARTY,
Dealer in

ALL KINDS OF FRESH MEATS.

S^pi«?i^l>urg, 8. C.

3



A'DVBIITIBBM®OT«.

4 lElMMlt illliim

Head of the Class, perfect recitations «nd examitia*ion«, envied

by all. To attain such honor' a good memory- is necessary. Th©

r«w physiological discovery—MbMOR V KKSTORA^riVE TAB-
IlLTB quickly and permanently incre se the memory two to ten

fold and greatly augmeiit intellectual power. DiflBcult studies

lectures, etc., t asily ma stered; 'ri-ly n ftrveioup, liighly endorsed

your Buccefis assured. Price, 1.00, postpaid. Send for circular,

MEMORY TABLET CO., 114 5th Ave., N. Y.

Dr . J. T. CALVERT

DENTIST,

Over Becker's" New Store

SPARTANBURG, S. C.

Dr. S. J. BI¥INGS,

DENTIST,

SPARTANBURa, S. C.

Office over Spartanburg Sav

ings Bank.

Dr. J. C. Oelmd
DENTIST

OFFICE NO. 17 E. MAIN ST

R. F. PETERSON",

The Artist, has a Beauttifal
8 uudio.

No. 28, East Main Street,

Up Stairs, Old' Y, M. C. A.
Room. Boy-*, give him a call
First Class Wo Guarantee 1.
Write for piices of Eiilarged
Work.

Keeps'the best BAR^Bttt^dO^lP'i^ the city, just in rear of the

Kfttion&l Bank.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

OmQ and see him.



AdVERTISEMENTS.

-41^

SOUTHERN
RAIWAY

The Greatest Southern

I I

CHOICE OF ROUTES

I I

Only Line to Ashemlle and the ^^Land of the Sky:^

\ - Vestibule Limited" and -U. S. Fast Mail.'^

Dining Cars.

Call on any agent of these lines, or apply

direct to,

Gen. Pass Agt.,

Washington, D. C.

Asst. Gen. Pass Agt ,

Atlanta, Ga.

Trav. Pass. Agent, Augusta, Ga.



AdVERTISEMENTS

.

WM. K BLAKE.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

SPARTANBURG, S. C.
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Located ia the healthy Piedmont Region of Uppfer South
Carolina. Accessible from aljl parts of South Carolina, Cfeorgia
and North Carolina by four different lines of railway and their
connections. - .

SsM Mim wi Comsponiiinr Chairs of Instnetioa

Offering two A. B. Courses, in ons of which Modern Languages
are substituted for Greek.

Living cheap £,^: good; board in private families from $16.00
per month. In UkTess Club, day board, $7.00 per month.

The government is moral and paternal, but withoat espionage
or constraint.

Terms for entire session of eight and' one-half months:
Tuition, 440.00; Matriculation Fee, $10.00.

' For Catiilogue^^and furthoF information apply to

J. A. GAMEWELL,
Secretary of Faculty,

Spartanburg, S. C.

SPARTANBURG, S. C.

Three-fourths of a mile from the College;- Four large brick
Duildings. Beautiful grounds. Boys are prepared for college.
Separate Business Course. Thorough drill in the Preparatory
Branches.

Board in the Institution—$10.00 a month.
Tuition, f40.00 a ye^.

A. e. REfifBEKT, A. H., Head UMim.



T. H. Canj^on, President.
V. U. Cakltsle, Sec. Treas

-THE-

CANNON COMPANY
f.T H Shoe Dealer, and CAULISLE

Succ.-sso rs to T.
^^^^^g^, Fiirniture Dealers . 1

SPARTANBURG, S. •

To oun YKiEKDS--
,,p.,rTm- vou will see the change and consolida-

From tlie above heading 5 on
^^^^^ Furniture, Carpets, .vc

tion into The Cannon Company. BeB^^es bhoe,^^^^^^
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

kept heretofore, the
^^I'l^^l'^^Z dm- taciiities lor conducting a large

Hats, Furnishing Goods, Trunks, ^c, a

consolidated tonsine^s m ^r^u-^wruv

on our merits!

Our motto will he:

1 Push the business 1

""CHlnme'^tU least poss*.e expense.

'^°'iSSv:'S3^iaa«-«o'o.KCusto,ne.-s!-^

..penencea. po..ea—vesa,e.>nen wm.vaao. .ou pron^pt,,

Bespectfully, .

THE CANNON company:
^ ,„ Standof.CAELlSLE&CANNON,o„PuW:. S..*.^,^

^"'^fl-^'SSt-lSS'SX Furnlsu... Oooas, UabUer Oooa,. Trp-*

SPABTANBURG, S- C,

FREE WOOL PRICES.

NEW SPRING WOOLEN

Call and see tlieni.

a dress S.ilt, mafle ot Importe.l

Clay Dragonal Worsted.

Gut to Your Measure.

I Fit and workmausblp guaranteed.

I

Have your Suits cleaned and presse.l

I

RAMSEY, the Tailor

Next door to Spartan Inn.

Spartanburg, C
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